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ChHotcir 7: P9 ra tone -rrOLIP Fonturas 

7*1 Introduction 

The nssumption made in most studios of intonation is that 

the tone-groups or its-equivalent, is the unit of intonation, ond 

that this unit# with its constituent parts and their pitch features, 

contains nll that is necessary for en adequate phonalogicel 

description of intonational phenomena. Different writers end 

'schools' do# of coursop analyse the structure and the pitch features 

of the tone-group in different waysp as diecussed above (chapter 2)s 

but the tone-group# in its various terminological guises# appears 

to be recognised by most as the largest phanologicel unit to which 

I 
these structurec and features m3y be assigned. 

For the m. jority of writers an 'Intonations thererorc, the tone- 

/ 

group is in some respects analogous to tho sentence in syntactic 

descriptiont the sentence is taken to be the largest gramnieticel, 

unity and 'gramm ticality' is a qmastion of sentence structure. 

Utterances larger than the sentence can In principle be divided 

up into an integral number of discrete sentences# Though there are 

relationships betwoen sentencess these ere not to be construed as 

grammatical relationships, but must be referred to some extra-ý 

grammat. ical, principle such as textuBI Or COnteXtual appropriateness. 

Similarlyj, phonological Igrammaticality, stops at the tone-group; 

though there may bo linter tone-unit relations' (Crystelp 1969a)v 

these a. -e of a different order from the structural relationships 

holding between different p3rts of the tone-groups 

So much for the orthodox view. It has been suggested above 
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that it is posuible to establish a larger phonological unit th3n 

the tone-group# of which tone-groups would form a part* Such a unit 

is here referred to as the porstane-proun. It was argued that this 

unit could easily be accommodated within the hierarchical phonological 

framework adopted here (cf. 2,3 above)# and could also be 

subjected to the eame kind of systematic functional variation as 

the tone-group and its related systems. We could thus recognise 

p; jratonelityp osrstonicitys and parstone 'systems' to parallel the 

'tonality',, 'tonicity' and $tone' of Halliday (1967a), 

It should perhaps be noted at this pointp howevers that nothing 

in the analysis of English and German intonation presented above 

depends crucially on the recognition of tuch a unit* The tone end 

protonic systems of the two languages given in chapters 5 and 6 

respectively could stand whether or not the paratone-group is 

recognised (though it might be necessary to add 'compound tones' 

to the English systems as Halliday doest if it were not recognised)o 

The purpose of the present section is to examina in more detail 

this proposal to extend the phonological hierarchy of English and 

Cerman by adding a unit above the rank of the tone-group. Some of 

the evidence for (and also against) this proposalt especially the 

evidence from the date examined in this study# will be presented 

and assessed. The paratone-group is thus being put forward here not 

as a proven fact# but as n hypothetical construct whose status end 

value remain to b3 established. 
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7.2 justificstion of tho pprntons-group 

We may begin by stating the hypothesis in its basic form: 

it is proposed that we may recognise a higher-ranking unit then the 

tone-group, within which the letter 'operates. By loper-ates' is 

meant that it stands in the same relationship to the paratone-group 

as the foot does to the tone-groupo It does not mean that the 

tone-group itself is an 'element of structure' of tho paratone-group., 

but rather that any such elempents of structure will consist of one 

or more tone-groups. The elements of structure that appear to be 

potentially needed in this framework are the pmritonics the 

preparstonic2 and the j2ostooratonic, of which the first is an 

obligatory olement. and the last two ore. optional elements which 

may precede and follow it respectively. The evidence for these 

elements of structure will be presented shortlyo 

There are several reasons why such a unit could be useful. In - 

the first places it is tell known that many so-called paralinguistic 

features of speech extend over longer stretches then the tone-group, 

end the paratone-group might be a possible domain for at lcest some 

of theffw Some such features evidently ch3recterise whole discourses 

rather then any component parts of them, while others (for example 

rhythmical features) may be'limited to the tone-group. But a number 

of these features might nevertheless be assigned to the paratone-groupo 

These would include some features of pitch renge and height; it is 

notables for example, that tone-groups in sequences may differ in 

their overall pitch level., the first tone-group beginning, says highs 

the next slightly lowert the third lower still# and so on# This 
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pattern has been racognised by a number of writers in connection 

with the intonation of connected textar eeg. Brazil (1975)., Rees 

and Urquhart (1976)o Brazil., for example, postd3tes a three-term 

system of Ikeylt High, Plid and Lowi, so that a-sequence has the 

structure (High 100. n) Mid (Low I. e* n). Such a pattern does not 

ul ways emerge, of course, but where it does it would seem reasonable 

to consider the general drift of pitch level es a property of the 

paratone-group. 0 

secondt and more important# justification for tho parat"one- 

group is the existence of apparently structured sequences of tones* 

That is to say that utterances do not just consist of an arbitrary 

and unpredictable string of unrelated tons-groupst but that these 

may be joined together into larger structures where tho tone of a 
1. 

given tone-group is to some extent predictable from the position of 

the tone-group in the sequences The possible nature of this 

structuring will be considered.. in detail short lys but it is worth 

remarking here that there are elements of this even in traditional 

descriptions of intonation# where'it is customary to recognise a 

0 
distinction between 'non-final' and 'final' tonos- A sequence of 

Inon-f . inall end 'final' could thus be regarded as a unit within which 

there is some structure and predictability of tone, 

Further justifications for the pnratone-group come from 

considerations of meaning. It was shown above ( 3.3.2 ) that 

important generelisations'about the stextuall function of intonation 

can ba made if we invoke the concept of subordination of information 
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units to one ahothers with 'major' and 'minor' infornition units 

and focuses* Such n relationship can most satisfactorily ba achieved 

by establishing a more complex information unit* Since $information 

structural and 'intonation structure' are parallels we may see 

this as evidenco for a mote complex intonation unit then the tons- 

groups where the subordination of minor to major information units 

is reflected in the subordination of minor to major tons-groups. 

The usefulnoss of a larger unit is mlso clear from tha other 

types of meaning associated with intonation (cfe above, 3.5): 

the 'model' or lattitudinall meaning. This type of meaning is 

most satisfactorily assigned not to individual tone-groupss but to 

longer stretches* For example, the 'open' or 'questioning' 

implication of the high rising tone (which, as explained above in 

section 1.3.5 should not be construed as a 'sentence function' 

as such) cannot necessarily be restricted to an individual tone- 

group, even though the characteristic tone Is so restricted; the 

implication is a property of the whole uttorences regardless of 

the number of tone-groups it contains. 

In this connections toot we may consider the syntactic units 

in teims of which a number of writers (especially Halliday) consider 

the functions of intonation. Halliday takes the clauso as the basic 

syntactic unit with which intonation is correlated* In the neutral 

relationshipp with moot types of structure# I tone-group =I 

information unit =I clause* But the clause is not the largest unit 

of Halliday's grammatical hiornrchy; above it is the sentence* It 

Goems strange that clauses my form part of larger structuros, but 
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information units and tone-groups cannot. We viould expect to 

find n more complex information end intonation unit correspondingp. 

in the neutral case# to the grammatical sentencee Thera is thus a 

gap in the frýmework which could be filled by a 'tonal sentence' 

(i. e. a parstone-group) above the rank of the 'tonal clause' (the 

tona-growp)a 

The introduction of a highor-ranking unit than the tons-group 

is thus amply justified by a variety of factorss phonetics. 
Is 

phonological, syntactic# and semantics and this unit is also perfectly 

reconcilable with the kind of hierarchical framework cat out earli8r* 

OF coursep r3n additional unit is a complication, but against this 

we must set the possible simplification that this addition might 

bring aboutp by integrating a number of otherwise disparate elements# 

and also the greater explarratory power that might be available, 

There are# however# a number of problems here. As will be 

seen In what followsp tho case for this unit is not quite as clear 

as the above remarks might suggests principally because the structures 

Involvad are by no wisons as stable on those of grammatical unitse 

The more simple scheme put forward by the present writer in a 

published article (Fox,, 1973)p must be somewhat elaborated if we are 

to do justice to the complexity of intonation structure, and these 

elaborations bring with them the danger of losing sight of the basic 

structures., All these remarke will be clarified In tho course of the 

discussion, 

The evidence to be considered In this section will relate only 
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to the phonological features of the paratone-groupt Le, to 

possible tonal structures within the units Questions relating to 

paralinguistic features associated with the peratone-group will 

not be considered here# and questions of meaning will be deferred 

to a later section except in so for as they are immediately relevant 

to phonological matters* 

7.3 Previous treatments of larner units .1 

I 
Before examining the relevant evidence, we may consider the 

opproaches to larger inton3tion structures in the literaturo an the 

subj'ect. As mentioned above, it has long been customary to distinguish 

between 'non-final' and 'final' intonation patterns, Klinghardt., 

(1920) for examples, calls his two patterns tweiterweisend' and 

fabgeschlossents and other Cerman writers h3ve followed his lead. 

Kuhlmann (1951) distinguishes tweiterweisend' from lebschliessend1j, 

and von Essen (1956a) has 4miterweisend' and 'terminal'. In all 

these cases it is assumed that the final tone-group will regularly 

have a falling and the non-final a rising or level pitch. 

The basic structure recognised by these writers in thus rise/level 

+ felL This will indeed account for many utterencesp but it does 

not really get us far enough. In particular# of course, this scherre 

does not cuter for cases where the final tone of a sequence is not 

falling# or cases where n falling tone is not final, Even the earlier 

writers recognised that# for English at leasts such cases do exist* 

Klinghardt (1920) gives, for qxamples utterences like the following: 
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"N Yets as evory Ger., nnn ýknows,, 
they are not identical termn, 

Yot they are not. identical tarmsp as every German knows 
I 

The struc . ture rise + fall accounts for the first ver3ionp but 

not the second* 

Similar remarks are made by many other writerse Kuhlmann 

(1951), for eXamples notes that the tweiterweisends tonet though 

usually rising, may also bs fall. ing, and Schubiger (1946) draws 

attention to the frequent use of a final rise after a fali in English* 

There is also a suggestion that Englich may differ from other 

languages in its sequences; according to Schubiger (1953)j "contrary 

to German and Frencht English has a marked preference for tha 

fall in non-final sense-groups". 

tjost of the standard handbooks attempt to do ju9tioe to the 

complexities involved here by listing possiblep or usualt sequences 

of tones. Armstrong and Ward give three different combinations of 

their two 'tunes': I+I (=EI + EI)v II +I (=E2 + EI) and I+ II 

-he simple sequence rise (=El + E2). Here# thong we have not only I. 

+ falls but also fall + fall and fall + rise* The occurrence of 

these sequences is said to depend an the relationship between the 

sense-groupst I+I occurs in "for the most part co-ordinate 

sentences or phrases with a logical# though not necassarily gramataticn1s 

dependence on each other"(p. 26)p "but if in the speaker's mind 

the logical connection is very closes the first intonation group 

may be said with the second tune" (ibido)o The -oquence I+ II 

is said to be uncommonpbut, it occurs with specific sentence structures 

such as main clause followed by cubardin3ta clausas 
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Palmer (1922s 1924) rocognises a greater variety of tones 

(see above)# and he is more explicit as to the saquances that occur* 

For him, "any pair or more of tone; -groups in one sentence constitutes 

a tone-aequenýell (1924j, pe 21)o He distinguishes botw-. en Ico- 

ordinating' and 'subordinating' sequences# the criterion for the 

distinction being the identity or otherwise of the tones* Co- 

ordinating sequences are 1+1j, 2+2# 3+3 (r Ej+Ejj, 'E2#E2j, E4+E4); 

they occur "in sentences containing equally prominent altcýrnativesll- 

Subordinating sequences are 1+2,2.0,1+3# 3+1,2+3 (= El+E2., E2+EIj, 

EJ+E49 E4+Ejp E2+C--4), These are used "in sentences containing two 

prominent olementsp the one expressing the more important and the 

other expressing the less important fact. The former has the felling, 

and the letter the rising or falling-rising nucleus". Thus Palmer 

recognises not only more sequences than Arm3trong and 'Ward but elso 

the subordination of tones to one another. 

Until the appearance of the systeffratic pedagogical handbooks 

an English intonation in the late 1950st little advance was mde In 

the treatment of sequences in the literature. Indeed$ in some w3ys 

the discussions of this topic constitute a backward step. For 

Palmer., the sequences described are in a sense independent phohological 

entities which may be used in approprinte cases according to the 

relative importance of the "prominent elements"., Most of the later 

writarst an the othor hand, begin with specific prnmmatical I 
constructionst and describe the different sequences of tones through 

which the grammatical relationships may be realiseds Ihis approach 

through grammar makes it difficult to generaliso beyond specific 
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constructions# so that the role of 11-ho tone-zoquenco is too rostricted* 

It tuns shown earlior ( 3.3.3 ) that many of the so-cnlled 

'grammatical' functiono, of intonation are In reality simply the 

result of the interaction between very general 

and opecific grammatical constructions. It is 

find such general functions if one is prepared 

tone-sequences independently of the grnmwetica 

which they are used@ 

intonational functions 

only possible to 

to recognisa structured 

1 constructions in 

. ft 

Typical cases of apparently grammatically determined sequenccs 

are found in Lee (19539 1955j, 1956bt 1960). The distinction between 

$choice$ and 'exemplification' questionss, for examplas is related 

to the sequence of tone8l --N for the formers or -N '\ 

for the letter* A comparative using may be complimenterys 

while one using "*\ 
-., 

/ may be sarcastic# and so on. Similar points 

are made by Schubiger (1946, J953# 1958). A popular type of 

construction for this kind of approach is the tag-question (cfe 

esPeCiallY O'Connor, 1955)o In a statement followed by a tag with 

reversed polarity we may get fall+fells fall+rises rise+fall or 

riss+b1see If the tog has the some polarity we may only have fell+risa 

and so on., Again this does not even permit us to raise the question3 

"does the caquenco fall+risel or rise+fall etc* have a specific 

connotation? " 

Plost of the later handbookst howevor, attempt to give rogulerly 

occurring sequences of tonoss independently of the grammatical 

constructions with which they occur. Kingdon (1958) explores 

systematically somo of'the combinations available* He lists jha 
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following combinations of two tones (the numbers ore those 

of the present analysiesnot those of Kingdons though the prefix 

IEI has been omitted for ease of readinip): 

2+2 3+2 1+2 4+2 

2+3 3+3 1+3 4+3 

2+1 3+1 1+1 4+1 

2+4 3+4 1+4 4+4 

As can be seen# all possible combinations of tones El to EA are 

listed. With sequences containing three or moro tone-groups. - 

Kingdon is more selective. 'Typical combin3tions' of three tone- 

groups are the following: 

2+2+2 3+30 1+3+j 1+4+1 4+4+1 

2+2+1 3+1+3 1+1+3 4+1+3 4+4+4 

3+3+3 3+1+1 1+1+1 40+1 

The following combinations of four tones are given: 

3+3+3+1 3+3+1+3 3+30+1 3+1+3+1 1+2+1+2 

1+3+3+3 1+3+3+1 100+1 1+2+4+1 4+2+1+2 

4+2+4+2 4+3+1+3 4+4+1+3 4+1+4+1 4+4+1+4 

and similarly with five# six# and seven tones# and so on up to the 

following two combinations of fourteen tones: 

3+3+4+4+3+3+3+3+3+3+4+3+3+1 

4+1+3+1+1+4+1+3+4+1 +1 +3+1 +1 

Despite this long list of possible sequences, however# 

Kingdon fails to provide any serious principles of structuring which 

will determine which particular sequences tire permissible and 

which are not. In short,, he completely fails to define the notion 

Isequence'. The longer sequencest especiallys and also some of the 
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shorter ones# clearly do not hava any coherent structure at ell# 

and they are treated as sequences only because they are grammaticallYs 

orp in severnI casesp merely orthographically# connected,, The 

Imat, of the above sequences is the following utterance (Kingdon's 

tone-group boundaries and nuclei erp indicated) t 

/There were. canops on the shorejend we made signs and 

halloed that they should fetch us; /but they either did not understand 

us, /or thought it imorocticablet/so they went s2=jp/and night 

coming on, /we had no remedy but to wait till'the wind should abMte; / 

and in the meentimap/the boatmen and I concluded to sleep if we 

could; /and so crowded into the scuttle with tho Dutchmant/who was 

still wetp/and the sproy. boating over the head of our boats/leaked 

throuph to us#/so that we were soon almost as wet as has/ 

Clearly# by no stretch of the imagination can this be regarded 

as a single intonational unit. It is prosumebly treated as such 

because it is orthographically one sentences since it has no 

internal full stop* 

Nevertheless# Kingdon does make a few interesting observaticns 

on tone-sequences* He writes (p, 68): "some tune combinations 

are wdill-established and therefore sound natural; such combinations 

ere welded closely together and form a harmonious whole, Other 

tone combinations are less intimatep and there is a fooling that 

where the tune changes there is a sudden break in the utter-anceso. 

Changes of tune of this type generally suggest that the speaker's 

mood has changed or that a new Idea has occurred to himoll It is 

a pity# however, that Kingdon's treatment obscures the difference 
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between the two types Of sequence, and that he does not tell - 

us which'combinations "form a harmonious whole". A significant 

exception to this is his discussion of itone IIV (itEi)s to which 

he accords three rGiles: it may be 'independent'# Oprolusory' 

or 'conclusory', v Le- it may occur as the main tons of a sequences 

preceding this main tone# or following it- He suggests that "when 

tune II enters into combinations with other tunes it is usually 

pr clusory in an initial group and conclusory in n final onet 

but when the utterance consists exclusively of Tunes II these 

are usually all of the independent type" (p. 90). This statement 

is only interpretable in a non-tautologous mannsr If 'prelusory' 

does not equal 'initial' and 'conclusoryl does not equal 'final', 

Some notion of structuring of the sequence with a principal tone- 

group not restricted to a specific position is thus implicit In 

Kingdonla on8lysise Unfortunately# he does not make this notion 

expliýit, nor does he develop it beyond these remarks. 

Schubiger (1958) lists far fewer sequences, but her approach 

is much more revealing then Kingdon's. The following passages in 

particulars is highly. significant: "The tone! -patterns that make up 

a seqyence are combined in such a way as to form as near as possible 

a replica of the simple pattern that would be used if the sentence 

were not divided. That tone-group which contains the nucleus of 

the corresponding simple pattern is the decisive one* Its nuclear 

glidop falling or rising* characterlses the sequence as a iiihole. 

Just as the nucleus of a simple tone-group can occur carlyi, midwayp 

or late# the nucleor tbne-oreLyat as it will be called hares can be 

at the beginnings in the middlep or at the end of the sequences What 
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precedes corresponds to the head and body of the simple pittern, 

Normally it is a type R (or FR) group. But with some speakers 

typo F is quite frequentees What follows upon the nuclear tone-group 

corresponds to the tails and is in consequence e'type R patterns 

or several type R patterns# with a low head eoe Sometimes the two 

elemento of a sequence are of con'Parative independence*.. Here 

there is a sequance of two nuclear tone-groupsp mostly Typo r 

+ Type r. The first group sometimes has a rise in the tail" 

(p, 66-7). To this we may add the footnote (p. 86)t "In Carman., 

too# the sequence is a replica of the simple tone-group"o 

It is evident from these highly perceptive remarks that 

Schubiger not only recognises coherent sequences of tonesi but also 

cees various kinds of structural relationship between the tones in 

a sequences Of particular interest here is the suggestion that 

these relationships are analogous to those obtaining within the 

tone-group* This supports the analysis adopted in the present study# 

where similar kipds of relationship are recognised at different 

points in the hierarchical scale, and where the $tonic' occupies 

a similar place at the rank of the tone-group to that occupied by 

the 'Paratonic' at the rank of the paratone-group, 

Schubiger's approach admits a variety of different structurcs 

within the sequences according to whether the 'nuclear tono-groupI 

is learlyp midwny, or late'# and according to whether its nucleus 

is falling or rising, Tho sequences given conform to this 

categarisation. With-the nuclear-tone-group at the end Ro havoo 
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TYos F 

R+F 

rR+F 

b) Type R 

R+R 

FR+R 

F+R 

With a non-final nuclear tone-group we hnvet 

Tyr)e r 

F+R 

F+R+R 

TyPe R 

R+F 

R+F+R 

With two nuclesý tone-groups we have: 

F+F 

F+R+F 

Before considering the more recent handbooks on English 

Intonation, mention must be made of an important article (Trims. 

J959) which belongs chronologically at this points and thich explicitly 

discusses the structure of tone-sequences- Trim proposes two 

tonal units: the 'minor' and the 'major$ tone-group, the latter 

being higher-ranking than the former, i. e. 'major' tone-groups 

consipt of 'minor' ones. 'Minor' tone-groups are delimited by 

which 19 used to "mark the end of 6 tone-group formally characterised 

aB dependent non-final"# while 'major' tone-groups are delimited by 

//, * which Is "a boundary between successive unrelated independent 

tone-groups". Thus it would appear that Trim's 'major tone-group' 

is equivalent to the paratone-group, and his 'minor tone-group' 

to the tone-group-cf the present analysis. (In the present study# 

the terms 'major' and 'minor' tone-group are used differentlyp 
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referring to different classes of tone-group*) Howavers this 

interpretation is not entirely secures as the units which Trim calls 

'minor tone-groups' appear to be often smallor than the tono-groups 

sometimes coinciding with the foot of the present analysis* In a 

later article (Trims 1964)1, Trim applies these principles to Cormano 

Here we read. -that "as in Englishp major and minor tone-groups may 

ba distinguished. Major tone-groups are of about the some length 

as in Englisht that is normally co-extensive with the clause.. but 

longer in rapid speech and shorter in a slow doliburate style". 

Since it has often been observeds especially by Halliday, that the 

,, one-group is usu3lly 6o-extensive with the clausev this implies 4 

that the 'major tone-group# is the 'tone-group' of the present 

analysis. We also readv howeverv that Owithin each major tone-groupy 

certain syllables are stressed, and the remainder unstressedoes 

Of the stressed syllables# some are intonationally prominent and the 

remainder Intonationally non-prominent"; and "all prominent syllables 

in the major tone-group are made the nuclei of minor tone-groups"* 

Thuss contrary to thel. we might-expect from the apparent status of 

the Imajor tone-group's the 'minor tone-group' does not always 

carres, pond to the foots since not all stressed syllables are $prominent'. 

Trim also discusses the relationship between 'minor 16one-groupl 

and foot explicitly: "The Cerman minor tone-group has affinities 

with the English foots but whereas feet consist of a stressed syllable 

together with any following unstressed syllobles and are isochronoust 

Cerman minor tone-groups correlate highly with syntactic grbupso 

vary widely in length, both as to the amount of textual material 

included and the time takene The boundary between one minor tone-group 
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and tho next coincides with the highent level syntactic boundary 

availablo - most generally a pf? 
49 boundary* It is this boundaryp 

A 

marked by a switch from n post-nuclear pattern to a pre-nuclear 

onep and occurring often in the middle cf a series of unstressed 

eyllabless that necessitates the analysis into minor tone-groupsp 

whereas the English foot requirec no delimitation beyond the marking 

of stress* In those kinds of Cerman in which non-prominent syllables 

form a smooth unbroken descending soquence from one prontirtent 

syllable to the nextt the concept of the minor tono-group is 

superfluousp unless demanded by the presence of some rhythmic or 

other junctural features" 

It is very difficult to interpret this passage, which has been 

. quoted in full because it seems to contain the nub of Trim's 

conception of the 'minor tone-groupl- The comparison made with 

English seems to suggest a contrast between the way the two languages, 

structure their intonation. In the present study no evidance whatever 

mas found to support this contention: the foot is just as 

applicable to Cerman as to Englisho and although Vis tone-gynup may 

be characterised by different pitch features in the two languages# 

as discussed in the preceding two chaptersp -its structure is likewise 

Identical in both. 

One further remark by Trim is relevant to the sequencing of 

tones@ He writes that "the nuclei of all minor tone-groups other 

than the lost bear either a falling or a rising tone"s the letter 

boing "much more f requont"s 
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We see., therefore# that although Trim's analysis appo-are 

to hava considerable similarity with the present one, in that it 

recognises larger and smaller intonation unitup it is not always 

easy to relate the two frameworks, since Trim's 'minor ton-e-groupI 

is only partly analogous to the tone-groups and his Imajor'tone- 

group' likewise only partly analogous to the paratone-group. The 

basic structure of intonation seems to be rather differently 

conceived in his framework from that adopted In the present analysis& 

Of the later standard handbooks, O'Connor and Arnold (1961) 

is disappointing in that it does not consider sequences at ell* 

Halliday (1970a) doess but his treatment is rather restricted. One 

important category introduced by Halliday (1967c) is the 'double 

toniclt a single tone-group containing two nucleie Tw-o such 

combinations are given: tone 1+3 end tone 5 +3, These are 

described as "really sequences of two tones which haves houievers 

become fused into a single tono-groupt so that there is no possibility 

of introducing a pretonic between the two"o In f acts the lack of 

a pretonic before tone 3 in these cases is taken as crucial in 

distinguishing these 'double tonics' from sequences of more than cne 

toneo -Halliday writes (1967a p. 13# footnote)t "only the first 

tonic in a 'double 

protonic. This is 

tones 13 and 53P a, 

tonici, rather than 

it is not possible 

tone i or tone S. 

tonic' tone-group can thus be preceded by a 

in fact the reason why such tone-groupsi having 

re regarded as vi ngle tone-groups with double 

as sequences of two tone-groups: the fact that 

for a protonic to tons 3 to occur here following 

Other very common sequences, as for example 
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tone 4 followed by tone 1, ere not considered as 'double tonic' 

tons-groupsi. precisely because any of the possible varieties of 

protonic to tone I may occur In between the two tonics*11 

Apart from these special cases# Halliday also describes 

sequences proper* For him "any tone can in principle be followed 

by any other tone"# but "there arc certain sequences which occur 

with particular frequency" (1970op p. 12). These sequences are: 

2+1# 2+2# 4+1t 3+1,, 1+2j, 1+1 

In the practice material., further sequences are given: 1+4,3+51, 

4+5 and 5+4; elsewhere (p. J14) 4+2 occurs* The occurrence of 

those sequences is discussed in relation-to specific grqmmatical 

structures* 

Albrow (1968) also gives some attention to sequencesp within 

the framework established by Halliday. Like Rallidays he concludes 

that "it is probably the case that any combination of tones occurs"* 

1n addition to 0 and 53, he gives the following: 

4+1# 4+4+1j, 3+1,30+1 

1+49 13+1+19 4+59 5+4 

1 +2# 1 +1 +1 . 1+19 1 +4+2 

2+2 

Neither Halliday nor Albrow pays any attention to possible differences 

of internal structure in theso sequencess however* 

In the same tradition is the work of El Plenoufy (1969). Like 

Albrow's.. her analysis is basically that of Halliday. Shot too# 

considcro sequences principally in relation to grammatical structure# 
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but she also devotes come attention to purely phonological patterning* 

Her conclusions do not really get to the heart of th3 n3tters 

howevere She notes that: 
I 

a) there is a tendency for less frequent tones to repeat 

themselves (13 is followed by 3) 

b) Tones I and 2 tend to occur at the end of utterances# 

while Tones 3p 4p and 13 generally do not. Tons 2 tends to occur 

initially. .P 

c) various combinations tend not to occur: Tone 2 before or 

aftor Tone I or Tone 4# and Tons 5 before Tone 19 

A rather different approach is adopted by Crystal (1969aj J975). 

He deplores the fact that "scholars have approached the question of 

tone-unit sequences from a wholly grammatical englas first defining 

a grammatical structuret and then proceeding to an examination of 

the ways in which this structure carries a restricted range of 

intonation patterns* There has been no attempt to see whether prior 

identification of phonologically defined sequences, independent of 

grammatical considerationso is possible" (1969st pe 239)a Crystal's 

own approach# howevert is unreveoling. It involves a statistical 

etudy'of the predictability of a tone from its predecessorp which 

he calls "Progressive influence of tone-units on each other". 

Influence in the other direction ("regressive influence") "does not 

seem to be linguistically relevant"., though this claim is nowhere 

justified; it clearly rules out a priori the possibility of finding 

characteristic 'non-finall tones. The only fact of any significance 

to emerge from this analysis is that there is a tendency to 'tonal 
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reduplicationli, Los repetition of the same tone. This leads to 

a $theory of subordination' (Crystal and quirkp J0,64), which considers 

a tone subordinate to another if it has the samo direction as the 
I 

cuperordin3te tones and has narrower range. The subordinate tone 

may precede or follow the superardinate. Agains this approach scoms 

to obscure rather than to describo the structural patterns; two 

different tones cannot form a, sequence according to this criterion, 

The obsession with identity-of tones in sequence also leads Crystal 

to put forward a Idi-sequencel hypothesis (p. 242),. Since thsre, 

appearod to be few "non-reduplicative sequences of three or pare 

units length" in Crystal's date# he hypothesises Othat speakers 

tend to vork with pairs of tone-unitsp and that while TUI has a 

direct influenco on TU2 it has none on TU3; - TU2 influences the 

plis is a curious theory; choice of TU3 but not TU4; and so on". 

it does not seem to be supported by any other observations in the, 
I 

literaturep nor by the data exemined in the present study# 

As a general conclusion from this survey of discussions of 

sequences in the literature it is probably feir to say thatj though 

there are frequent mentions of sequences, little has really been 

schievod in practical (or theoretical) terms. Tendencies of various 

kinds have been observed, but a sufficiently elaborate framework to 

accommodate them has nowhere been presented* The most promising 

comments made are perhaps those of Schubiger (1958) end Trim (1959)t 

but the former suffers from a lack of theoretical foundations and 

the latter from the difficulty of identifying the entities an which 

the annlysis Is based* 
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7*4 The nresent Pnolysis: oenorml principles 

We may now turn to the more direct evidence for the paratone- 

group and its structure found in the date examined in the present 

study, The basic question to which we must BddreSS ourselves is: 

given a text consisting of a string of tone-groupst how can we 

group these tone-groups into larger units, and what is the structure 

of those units? The main problem in answering this question is that 

of finding suitable criteria for delimiting sequencese Since the 

paratone-group, if it exists., Is a phonological entity# via would 

expect it to be definablso in the first instance at least* in 

phonological term3p which hero presumably means in-terms of its 

Internpil structures We should thus look for recognisables recurrent 

patterns in the sequence of tones. Just what constitutes a 

Irecurrent1pattern' is difficult to establishy howevers One principle 

that could bp useds and for which we might find a certain justificationo 

could be to take each falling tone (ise, simple fell or rise-fall) 

to be the major tone of a separate paratone-groupp i9e* occurring 

as its paratonice This would be reasonable in view of the comments 

found repeatedly in the literature to the effect that 'final' tone- 

groups are falling and 'non-final' tone-groups are rising* The 

structure of the paratone-group would thus be: (rise +) fall, 

This approach could certainly be put into practice in the 

analysis of sequences* Given an English sequence such as 2+3+1+2+1+ 

J+4+1# for examples the grouping, according to this structural 

principle# would be 2+3+1., 2+1, it 4+1. Even an internal groundso 

howevers it would be hard to support such on analysis@ It is 
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possible to find titterences whose independence is not in doubt 

(isee they may occur in isolation) which end in a rising tone. tile 

could accommod3ta such casess and still preserve the principle that 

a falling tone is 'major' and n rising 'minor'# by allowing 'minor' 

tones io occur in final position in the paratona-groups Lee with 

the structuro (minor) major (minor), - where the major tone is 

falling and the minor tone rising. This would certainly allow Lis 

to accommcdate more sequences# but it would also create problems. 

The sequence 1+3+1., for examplep could be analysed either as 1+3j, 

1 or as It 3+1* 

The whole principle is further weakened, howeverp by the 

existence of independent utterances which contain no falling tones 

at alle Since it is axiomatic that all independent utterlince contain 

at least one paratone-groups which in turn must contain at least 

one major tono-groups we must accept that rising as well as falling 

tones may occur in the paratonic of a paratone-group. 17he sequence 

J+3+1 may now have three possible analyses: it may be 1+3t 

1 or it oray be 1., 3+1 or it may be Is 3# J, 

It is. clears then, that consideration of the pntterning of 

sequences of tones will not of itself provide sufficient information 

to enable us to establish paratone-groups or their internal 

structures This does not necessarily meant of courses that such 

units cannot exist or that no such structure can be postulated* It 

simply means that the sequence of tones itself cannot be used as 

the sole criterion for establishing this unit and its structure* 
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-hens to extarnal criteries, ioo* to soma Wo rruot turnp I. 

characteristic other then the sequence itself- An obvioua factor 

here is the grammatical structure of the utterance. 9 t1rat is# we 

may be able to find a grammatical unit which can be taken to be 

coextensive with an intonation unit# and wýose intonation structure 

can be inveatigatedo The natural grammatical unit for this purpose 

isp of course, the sentence* It will be recalled that Palmer uses 

the senton-co as the criterion for delimiting sequences: "any pair 
0 

or more of. tone-groups in one sentence constitutes a tono-sequoncell 

(Palmer# 1924ppe2j)o Similarly., Kingdon's discussion of sequences 

has sections devoted to "sentences containing two tunes"s "sentences 

containing three tunes"s end so on. 

It is certainly the case that taking the sentence us tho unit 

for sequences would often produce coherent intonation structuress 

since there is a marked tendency for paratona-groups to be co- 

extensive with sentencss in the same way that tone-groups are often 

co-extensive with clauses* Unfortunatelys there are problems here# 

too* Firstly# as we saw with one of Kingdon's examplesp the sentence 

itself is not necessarily easy to delimits notably with co-ordinatEy 

clauses or clauses in a paratactic relationship. Secondly, it is 

not necessarily the case that the sequence w3 would ujish to reg3rd 

as having a coherent tone-structure corresponds to tho sentence. 

Armstrong and Ward recognise this when they make their saquences 

dependent not an prommatical relationships but an what they call 

Ilonicall relationships. As quoted above# the sequence I+I occurs 

in usentencos. or phressas with a logical, though no t necessarily 
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grammaticolt dependence an ench othar" (19269 p, 26)p uhlila the 

acquence 11+1 occurs where "the logical connection in very close" 

(ibid. )* Just how we assess degrees of 'logical connection' isp 

of course# unclear# and henco the criteria for the delimitntion 

of acquonces are equally uncertain. 

ilia crux of the problem is# of courses that the intonation3l 

structure of nn utterance is not a direct reflection of its 

grammatical structures buts as discussed above ( 3. -4 -)s of 

its 'information structurele The most appropriate unit for the 

analysis of intonation structure is thus some kind of linforrmtion 

unit'@, It is evident# however# that 'information unital are - 

extremely elusive# and that in any case the only sure guide to the 

'information structural of utterances is their Intonation. There 

eras of courses certain other features of utterances that may assist 

us in finding linformation units' (one of which is the grommatical 

structure)s but they are not n3cessarily an adequate Indication of 

the Information structure In all instances. 

In shorts then# it does not seem possible to apply any simple 

mechanical procedures whether phonological# grammaticalt or semantics 

in oxýler to establish the appropriste units for intonation structures 

It is not surprising# therefore# that the task has rarely been 

attempted with any serious commitmento and that the results obtained 

have been random and unsystematico But all this does not mean that 

larger intonation structures do not exist; that it shows is that 

the task of finding them is not on easy one. In practice it is 

necessary to use a variety of criteria simultaneouslyt the grammatical 
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structure of ths utterancep the assumed textual role of its partso 

nnd the phonological patterning of tones in so for as this can be 

discerned, Tdcallys the evidence from all these sources should 
0 

converge. 

It ie an this multiple basis that the soquences recognised 

in this study ore cat up; no single criterion could be adhered too 

In practicat howaver, the difficulties in recognising coherent 

groupings were not found to be as great as might be supposed, Some 

of the major points of difficulty or ambiguity will be discussed 

below in connection with specific structurese Otherwise., the's 

possibility of delimiting sequences of this sort will be taken for 

gmnted. 

From a methodological point of view it is clearly advisable 

to proceed from tho simplest to the more complex structures@ Not 

only are the simpler ones easier to analyses but it is also possible, 

to project the structural patterns found in them on to the larger 

and more complex structuress thus using the simpler patterns as 

a tool in the analysis of the more complex. 

As a first step towards the discovery of tonal structures we 

may conveniently distinguish between. simole and comolex paratone- 

groups# where the former contain only one# and the letter more then 

ones tone-group. This distinction is of methodological value onlys 

as simple paratone-groups may be considered to be merely special 

cases of more complex oness In which the structure is reduced to its 

minimal form. In this respect the paratone-group is parallel to the 
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tone-groups where a tono-group without a pretonic is in principle 

not essentially different from one with a pretonic, In the case 

of the paratone-group the miniM31 structure is a single tone-group 

which constitutes the 'paratonic' of the parstone-groupe Tone-groups 

in the parotonic are designstod 'major'. 

7.5 Simple psr-stone-2roups 

We are relatively well-informed about the tones of simPle 

pax-atone-groups in English, since this is precisely the kind of 

utterance that is given in the intonation handbooks to illustrate 

the function of intonation* Tone-groups whose grammatical and/or 

textual status %-as such as to juctify their treatment a,,, ' independent 

paratone-groups were fairly frequent in the datat in both English 

and German. In Carmans all the four tones occurred in such tone- 

groups# though not with equal frequency, By for the most frequent, 

tone here was Gig which accounted for three out of every four 

simple paratone-groups. Of the remaining tonest tone C2 was the 

next most frequents followed by C4. Tone C3# the level tones 

occurred in only a handful of cases, all of %hich involve the speaker 

being interrupteds so that the status of these utterances as 

independent units is not secure. One example is the following: 

Sie /Teinen doch/ nicht dase, t. // 

Even the status of this utterance as a tone-group is not cortain; 

it could possibly consist only of a protonic* 

Cn the bacis of'th-4s evidence it would no doubt be justifiable 
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to exclude tone C3 from occurrence in the paratonic of simplo 

peratone-groupst which would certainly accord with the solely 

'weitorweisend' function accorded to it by most writers* Utterances 

in which this tone occurs in a major tone-group do nevertheless 

seem to occurp however# though these utterances appear to be largely 

restricted to short exclamations. Examples aret 

//� na /. La// » // 
-put 

// , // schgn // etc. 

The situation in English appears to be quite similar* Though 

the data examined did not provide instances of all six tones. in 

simple peratone-groupso it zueems cleer that all can occur* Again 

tone El was by for the most frequents, though E2 was also common,, 

end E4 was not infrequent* There were no instances of Us E5 or 

E6 in simple paratone-groupsp but these gaps can easily be filled 

from the literature on the subject# at least in the case of the first 

twoo Tone E6# like its German counterparts occurs In short I 

exclematbry utterances like: 

// Line// , // 
, o. /! i. //, // sure // etce 

7.6 Complex parntone-qroupsi 2 tone-orouos 

Apart from establishing that all tonas may occur in the 

Paratonic of Paratone-groupso these simple types do nots of cources 

provide any information about the structUre of the paratone-group., 

The problems with simple paratone-groups arc those of delimitation 

rather than structure. With comolex paratone-groupso on the other 

hand, both these problems emerge: we must consider not only what 

the sequence is but also how the tone-groups in the sequence are 

role-'ad to one another. 
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We my begin with the simplest of the complex typoss 

containing two tone-groups* Civen the six tones of English and 

the four of Cermanp the number of possible combinations of two 

tones is 36 in tho former case and 16 in the lattero Not all of 

these occurred in the datap though the extent to which the gaps 

are accidental rather than systematic Is naturally difficult to 

deterninee Nino sequences of two tones occurred in the English 

data, and seven in the Carman date. Ths English types tuare so 

follows: 

1+10 20's 3+19 4+1 

1+2p 2+2# 4+2 

1+3 

6+6 

Of these# the combinations 1+1,, 4+19 2+2s and 1+3 were the most 

frequent. The German types were as follows: 

1+1 # 2+1a 3+1 

1 +2,2+2 

2+4# 3+4 

Of these the combinations J+jj 2+ls 3+1# 1+2 and 2+4 were the most 

frequent. 

The pattern of occurrence is broadly similar in the two 

languages., if one beers in mind the differences between the tone- 

systems. With the simple falling and high rising tones all four 

combinations were found in both languages: 1+19 1+21 2+11 2+2@ 

Since there is no equivalent of tones E3 and E4 in Cermans comparison 

is of courns not possible with combinations containing these tones. 

German has 3ignificantly more occurrences of sequences with the 
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levol and rising-falling tones (C3 and C4) then English (EG and 

E5); in fact no instanco of tono E5 occurred in vequances of two 

tones# and only one instance of E6. 
v 

As far as the structure of these sequences Is concerneds tho 

different combinations fall. 'Into a number of types* Of crucial 

importance here is no doubt tha basic phonetic distinction between 

falling and rising-falling tones an the one hand and rising# 

falling-risingp and level tones on the other* If the first group 

is designated IF' and the letter IR's we find the following sequences: 

Enqlish 
S, 

R+F F+R R+R F+F 

[2+El El +E2 E2+E2 El +El 

E3*El El +E3 E4+E2 

E4+El E6+E6 

Cerman 

C2+Gj Cl +G2 C2+(; 2 Gl +cl 

G3+Gl 

C2+C4 

G3+G4 

In both languages the R+F type is both the securest end the easiest 

to Interpret. The structural relationships here seem to point to the 

subordination of the first tone to the second, so that the structure 

ist minor/preparatonic + major/paratonic. Random examples from 

the date are the following: 
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E2+Elt //A I've /nothing s/gainst the indi/! Liduals who play/ 

crickut. I've // nothing a/gainst the indi/viduals who /pl, y 

/A rugby/ Lootbnll // 

E3+E1: well this /raises tho /_qýestion you see // who you //A 

are /leaching 

E4+Elt //A and /my enswer /Zlwaye is thcn// why don't you as/Sess 

what is /jaluable // 

c2+Gll //�ich /ýehe Sie // haben eine/ganze /fýbnge er/Lehren 

In/BPE)ktor// 

G3 + Gl t // Ubrigens /ýare ein /, Antiqui/. Letenhändler // sicher 

nicht mit dem /gmnibus ge/kommen // 

C2+C4% ///, selbst/Mdend ge//denkt sie /dabei /mehrere interes/ 

Jsenten /gegeneinander /! luszuspielen 

C3+C4z //A die /gauern /wenden sich /nur an /ihn weil er der // 

//einziger /Tierarzt Im /Umkreis von /fünfzig /Zeilen ist 

All the possible R+F combinations of Carman are included here; 

the English R+F combinations not represented are E6+Eiv and 

combinations of E29 Ot E4# and E6 with ES rather than El. All 

these seem to be possible, though some are more natural than otherse 

'The R+F typo is the most frequent two-tone combination; if 

we wished to recognise a 'neutral term' in a system of R+F typess 

on grounds of frequency of occurrence it would be E4+EI in English 

and C2+Gj in Cerman (though C3+Ci is also quite common)* 

very different kind of combination is F+Fo Here an appeal 

to tone-type is naturally excluded as a means of assigning precedence 
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to one tone or the otherp end the internal structure of thi3 

kind of sequence is thus more difficult to establish. Examples 

from tho data include the following: 

Ej+Ej (i) // Well I agree en/. Lirely with Doctor /Board obout 

//strating ob/jectives // 

//A well /I take a very /Llifferent view // as you would 

e x/he ctH 

(iii) // em and /this has be/come more /ýifficult I /think 

with tho //increase in /numbers of uni/yersities 

(iv) // then there's Mr. /fowler a reHtired /Echoolraster 

c14. r, 1 also denn so die /Nachrichten die /ich bekomme ausl 

/Heidelberg// aus Briefen // 

aber dass sie einen be/stimmten Pro/ Pro/zentsatz 

des /Geldes /Irotzdem be/z* 'uch // ahlt kriegen a 

// wann sic keine/Arbeitstelle /kriegen // 

(vii) // ja ich wie es /. Letzt Ist // also zu/mindest /Üblicher/ 

Al-eise // 

(viii) //, Ich /glaube es liegt auch /2iel darin fl, dass die 

Stu/denten jetzt /, gewissermassen ge/zwungen 

sind hart zu /nrbeiten // 

These sequences produce problems both of delimitation and of 

structures Though the two parts ere clearly linked in some way 

(which justifies treating them as one unit), the connection between 

them is not always equally strong. In examples (i) and (viii) the 

grammatical dependance of each part on the other is cleari the 
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second pnrt forms the complement of the first. In most of the 

other cases., however# the first part is potentially independgnt 

and the second part constitutes an addition to its, a qualificAion 

or elaboration in the form of an appositional phrase# a'subardin3to 

clauses, or an adjunct* 7his is characteristic of F+F sequences* 

In many cases of this kind the two parts appear to have a 

degree of independence from each others while at ths same time 

being clearly linked. A good example is (ii)* Here one inight 

be able to justify treating this as a sequence of two independent 

simple paratons-groups. Ift as is more convincing# however., We 

treat these sequences es. single paratone-groupso then we must 

consider their structures and in particular wo mu3t identify the 

major tone-groups., Since the tones are of the samo type an appeal 

to IF' or OR$ is no help here* We could adopt the same structural 

principle as with the R+F type end treat the second tone-group as 

major and the first as minor* but this does not seem satisfactory 

in view of the relative independence of the tone-groups in some 

I 
cesese The most plausible analysis here is not to assign any 

precedence at all# but to regard this kind of parstone group as 

co-ordinates with two major tone-groups forming a compound pars- 

tonic with no preparatonic. This ist of course# parallel to certain 

syntactic structures where we may recognise co-ordinate main 

clauses in the some sentence* (For further clarification of the 

notion 'compound parotonic' see below). 

I 

The combinations exemplified here are not the only possible 

F+F sequances that could occur; we could also have combinations 

with the rising-falling tones E5 and C4. It is interestings however# 
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that not all such combirrations are equally natural. Tho n, 3xt 

most likely combination of ter i+1 that could be substituted in 

the above examples is probably E5+E5 or C4+G4. In other uords, 

co-ordinate structures of this kind seem to prefer 'tone-concord'. 

A mixture of two different tones# though possiblep would probably 

destroy the impression of n ccherent sequence and would 

that we have tu-10 seParate parstone-groups. 

We may now consider the R+R type. Examples from the-data 

are as follows: 

E2+E2 (i) // 
AI 

/did jolly /aell at // L. nnjjhurst // 

(ii) // I passed out pretty /hi_qh ll-prr4ý1 high 

E4+E2 (iii) //A is /this in the /1,. n-qt resort something which 

/only the indi/vidual /Loscher cen can /tackle // 

E6+E6 (iv) // everythin'g /20es you know // everything /Roes 

C2+*G2 (v) //� die /KOche Ist /£twas in den /Hintergrund ge/troten - 

durch die //vielen /technischen /bilfsmittel die wir / 

Aeute haben // 

it must be said that sequoncos of this-kind are not particularly 

frequentt and that constructed examples'do not sound very natural 

either* Nevertheless# this type does occur. Some of the examples 

, preted in a parallel fashion to type F4Fq namely as can be inter 

co-ordinate paratone-groups with two major tone-groups, 

Examples (i)s (ii), (iv) and (v) are of this type. if said 

with the F+F patterns these would change their implications but 

the structural relationships between the tone-groups in cach case 
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would remain the same. Example (iii) oppears to be different, 

howavert since it is possible to consider the second tone-group 

here as major; it appears to carry the main textual implication 

and the first tone-group gives the impression of being merely a 

modification or subordinate addition. rurthermorep if wo were 

to substituto another type oil sequence for the R+R here the most 

natural one would be typo P%+r rather than r+r. Thus. * this example 

seems best interpreted in the some manner as the R+r type, es a 

subordinntinq structure: 

minor/prepara tonic + major/paratonice 

It will# of course, be observed# that the tone-sequ3nee in 

(iii) differs from those of the other examples in not having tone- 

concord,, Again# therefore# tone-concord seems to be associated 

with co-ordineting structures and lack of it with subordinating 

structures. 

The combinations exemplified here are not the only possible 

combinations of R+R. The other possible English typos ere those with 

tones E3 and E6 preceding E2# and any of tones E2# [3P E4 and E6 

preceding tones E3, E4 and E6 (apart from E6+E6 which is exemplified 

in (L) ). The remaining German types Eire G3+G2y C2+C; 3# and 

G3+G3* Those English sequences with a final E21 ise. E3+E2 and 

E6+E2.9 are less natural than E4+E2, but they are both possiblep 

and can be substituted in example (iii) without altering the 

structural relationships* This preference for E4+E2, howevert is 

entirely compatible with the analysis of the R+F typest where E4 

war- also most common in the first tone-group, E4 seems to be the 
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the favourito 'subordinating' tone, 

In sentences which call for a co-ordinating peratano-group.. 

e9gs examples (i)o (ii) and (iv) nbovel any sequence of two 

Identical tones will produco a convincing utterance: E3+E3P 

E4+E4# E6+E6- The subordinating types are more restricteds 

Sequences beginning with E4# i. e. E4+E39 E4+E6p appear to be 

Satiafactory, confirming the use of E4 es a subordinating tonse 

The other combinations ere more forced, however* Thn sequence 

E4+E4 could have two possible interpretations* as a co-ordinating 

or subordinating type; it may well be structurally ambiguous. 

The camp principles appear to apply In German# Sentences 

requiring a co-ordinating structure may have C3+C3 as well as 

1; 2+C2, though the former is less natural, as C; 3 is infrequent in 

inajor tone-groups. Subordination can be achieved in Cerman with 

C3+(; 2* 

The three types of combination considered so far# R+Fs R+fl 

and F+Fq can thus be assigned to two types of peratcne-group; a 

subardinatinQ type, with a structure preparatonic + p3ratonict 

and a co-ordinatinq type# with a compound paratonic. Tone-groups 

with a falling or risingfalling tone only occur in the paratonics 

thus constituting m3jor tone-groups; tone-groups with rising# 

falling-rising, q or level tones may occur in either the paratonic 

or the preparatonicl and consequently may be major or minor. These 

principles apply in both English and German. 

The final typo of combination of two tonos to be considered 

is r+R. The problems of structure assignment with this tYP8 OrD 
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more difficult than with the other types# and tho solutions are 

thus less secure* We mny begin by giving examples from the datat 
I 

El +E2 (i) ý/A most/ A 
/pro iseworthy/Ef f ortH L th'ink 

El +E3 (ii) H yes I'm /Eure this isHsqH A 

(iii) // L was a //bit like /you // 

GJ+C2 (iv) // wissen Sie /Euch seit // wann sich Plr-s- /Richmond dem/ 

/Trunk er/geben hat 

(v) //A da/fÜr /kann ich von /hir aus / sagen dass ich 

// Mhr viel /Zeit fu.. *r meine kleine /Tcfchter von 

sieben /Jahren aufwende // 

wenn du /.. fertig /fertig bist mit cler Roferen/ 

/derzeit da kriegst du glaublich /ýein Cold / 

wcnn du nicht /vorher gearbeitet hast 

und du bist dann /arbeitslos // 
_Ader 

(vii) v/norme / Aeuerung // 
-eh 

The English type E1+E3 is very frequent (since there is no 

equivalent 'of E3 in German a comparable form does not occur there)* 

The connection between the two parts is very closoy both tons-groups 

often corresponding to a single clause. Halliday (1967a) recognises 

this connection by treating this kind of structure as a single 

tone-group with two nuclei -a 'double tonic'. The same principle 

applies with E5+E3, which is much less frequent and is not represented 

in the present datee As discussed above# Halliday's reason for not 

treating those sequences as t%Lu separate tone-groups is the lack of 

protonic before the second nu*cleus. 
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It Is, Inciduntallyp by no means certain that no pwtonic 

Is possiblo between the two nuclei. The pitch hero is certainly 

elw3ys low* but this could equ: 311y well ba interproted an a 

requirernnt that any protonic here must be low rather than that 

thero can be no protonic* This is the Interpretation given (though 

of courno loss formally than by Halliday) by Schubigero In ths 

passage quoted above she states that the 'nuclear tone-group$ may 

be falling, and that "what follows upon the nuclear tonG-g; oup 

corresponds to tho tail and Is in consequence a typo R pattern oet 

with n low hend" (amphosis added). 

This low (or non-existent) protonic is certainly an important 

characteristic of these sequences. If we were to pronounce example 

(ii) ebove with a hich protonic to the second tone the effect 

would be to convert this into two independent parstano-groups by 

destroying the connection between the two tone-groups. Despite the 

apparent anomaly-In the phonological structure of these sequences# 

Halliday's approach will not be adopted here* The acceptance of 

a larger unit than the tone-group allows such combinations to be 

accommodated without such a complication of the structure of the 

tone-groupo Further reasons for preferring the present analysis 

will be given below. 

The internal structure of these combinations is reasonably 

clear; the first tone-group Is# as suggested by Schubigers the more 

Important (the $nuclear tone-group') and the second Is In consequence 

subordinate. Substitution of a R+F or F+F sequence here would 

thercrore affect t113 structural relationships# shifting the major 
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focus in the first case and oroducing two such focuses in the 

eeconde We must thereforo recogniss a third structural type for 

the paratone-group here: 

#P 
major/pnratonic + minor/postparatonim, 

It must be emphasised that we are here considering only a restricted 

typo of F+R sequence, namely a combination of El or ES with E3. 

Since Cerman doen not posees a tone with the charect eristics of 

E3 these remarks apply only to English. 

The other type of F+R sequence encountered in the date has 

a simple fall and a high rises E14129 and CJ+G2a The characteristic- 

of '-. his type of sequence are comp8rablo in both languages though 

the examples given here show a wider range of application for 

German than English# In fact a characteristic and well attested 

use of the 1+2 sequence in both languagcs is the tag-question 

(though the syntactic characteristics of the tag are different in 

the two languages). other possible F+R combinations (excluding 

those with E3 just discussed) ere EI+E49 EI+E6j, E5+E29 ES+E4ý- 

E5+E6; CI+G3v G5+C2, C5+G3. None or these actually., occurred In/. 

the date# but some are certainly possible, especially EI+E4 endý, 

ES+E4, b Combinations with a final level tonev'E6 or Up sound 

unnatural. 

I 
/ 

The interpretation of these F+R sequences is flotas tftralghtZýý 

forward as that of those with a final E3, howevers, Though these 

I-.. 
/ý' 

,- ,-, 1 
ý' 1. 

('I'L 
do appear to be genuine sequences, with unnection between the 

two parts# the relationship between theXtone-g-oups-, does not seem 

to be the same as with E39 Both Halliday and Albrolta give# either 

explicitly or in the practice mst4/rialr the sequvnces J+2,, 1+4 and 
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5+4 In addition to 1+3 and 5+3#-but., unlike the lost tums the 

-hree are not regardod as '. double tonics',, As we have scen, f iz, st t 

H31liday justifies his treatment of 1+3 and 5+3 as uIngla tone- 

groups solely an the grounds of the lack of pretonic to the second 

tonse There ist howevers an inconsistency in Halliday's anzlysis: 

since the other F+R sequences are not treated as 'double tonics' 

the implication in, that a protonic before the second tone is possible 

in these cases; yet we read in cc nnection wjtfýýhe EJ+E2 sequence 
0 

in tog quostions that 'In tag ca. nnot have a pretonic" (1970as p. 13)o 

In fact,, this statement is also intended to cover the sequence 

E1+E1 in togs# which also does not allow a pretonic before the 

second tone* According to Halliday's criteriong both of these 

sequences should be classed as 'double tonics1p but they are note 

In factq the lack of a protonic to type R tones following type F 

in the same sequence seems to be quite generals though this is not 

noticed by Halliday- It also applies to the sequences EI+E49 

ES+E4, v and E5+E2* In all these cases it is possible for the second 

tone to have a high pretonics but the result is to dissociate 
.0 

the second tone from the first, and thus to destroy the sequence. 

Thus if we take seriously H3111day's criterion for distinguishing 

'double tonics' from genuine s3quencess then there is no justification 
I 

for treating combinations with E3 any differently from the other 

F+R types: all must bb 'double tonics's 

Halliday may nevertheless be right in assigning a different 

status to combinations with tone E3, even if the reason he gives is 

the wrong one end avert if his particular treatment of thoss 

combinations as a single tons-group is not the most satisfactory* 
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There arre a number of differences between the two types of F+R 

sequences while tone E3 seems to be unequivocally subordinated 

to the preceding type F tones this does not appear to be true in 

the other casose The sequences EI+E3 and E5+E3 can legitimately 

be regarded as extensions of a simple paratone-group with tone El 

or ES., Lee the structures are El (+E3) and E5 (+E3)1, with an 

optional postparatonice Omission of the final tone-group dons not 

seem to effect the basic connotation of the utteranceo Vjth 

sequences such as E1+E2 and EI+E: 4j. on the other hand., the connotation 

Is radically different with end without the final tone-groups so 

that the letter cannot really be considered as an optional oleimentf 

and the structure of these sequences cannot be seen as an extension 

of the simple falling type* 

If this is not the appropriate structure for those sequoncess 

however$ what are the alternatives? Cne possible structure here 
I 

wou Id be the Como as that of the R4F tyPes Les : 

minor/prepare tonic + major/paratonic 

This could be Justified by claiming that the implication conveyed 

is that of the second tone rather than the first: tag-questions 

are iquostionsIg not 'statements'. However# this is not necessarily 

trues since there is a difference between the implication of a 

. 
simple question and that of a tog-question; the latter contains 

an assertive elcrýent that is absent in the formerp and this elemont 

is attri butnble to the first parts with its type r tone# Another 

disadventnge with this onalysis is that by allowing type r tones 

to occur in minor as well as major tone-groups we destroy the lost 
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link between tone-type and structural role: both types of tone 

can occur in both types of tons-group. There is thus no such 

thing as a 'major tone' or 'minor tons' an such; thero nre only 

major and minor tone-groups. This is an inconveniencep rendering 

tha dolimitntJon of paratone-groups still more difficultp but it 

does not, of coursol constitute n theorotical doficiancy or 

incon-ciatencyo 

Another possible structure for these sequences is the co-ordinate 

typos, i. e. both the F and R are, major# and the structure is 

parallel to the F+F type* The chief problem hero is that the usual 

marker of co-ordinationt tone-concord, does not apply* Again this 

is a practical inconvenience rather than a theoretical defect* 

In support of this analysis we could also cite the evidence of the 

syntactic structure of these utterancest or at least of the 'tog- 

question' type- Tog quastions are syntactically somewhat anomalous, 

In that both statement and tog must be consJdared to be Im3int 

rather than 'subordinate' clauses, yet they lack the usual attributes 

of co-ordinate main clausess such as Parallclism Of structures 

Syntactic evidence is not necessarily relevant to the intonation 

structure# but it does show that tag questions are somewhat exceptionaL 

In spite of the difficulties involved with this analysis# the 

'co-ordinatel solution'will be adopted here. Further svidence in 

its fnvour will be presented below. 

If TM accept this analysis, then the four types of combination 

of two tones can in English be assigned to three categories of 

perstane-group structures as follows: 
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Enol ish: A Subardinoting, (i) minor + mjor : Rift R+R 

(ii) major + minor : F+R 

8 Co-ordinviting major + major : F+F, R+Rp F+R 

0 
Tho R+F and F+F sequences are structurally unnmbiguousp but the 

R+R and F+R cequences can be assigned to either of two different 

structures. The F+R typo can be further differentiated according 

to the second tones if it is E3 it belongs to A (ii).. otherwise 

it belongs to Go The R+R type belongs to 8 if the tones are the 

samep end to A (i) if they are differents though the sequence 

E4+E4 may possibly belong to either (see above). 

The categories required for Cerman are not quite the samoo 

Here there is no tono, comparable to E3# and type A (ii) of English# 

which has this tons as an obligatory components is thus locking* 

We can therefore recognise two structural types for Carman: 

Cerman: A Subordinating I minor + major: R+F, R+R 

8 Cc-ordinatinq major + major ' 1: -t;:, R IZ, lc+ A 

Herep the only structurally ambiguous sequence is R+R# which way 

be either subordinating (with different tenes) or co-ordinating 

(with the same tone), 

This structural difference between tho two languages is highly 

eignificantp since it effects not only the paradigmatic tone- 

contrasts but also the whole organisation of tho intonation of 

sontencesp and oven has repercussions elsewheres This will become 

more evident as we examins longer sequences and in particular when 

we consider the relationship between these structures and other 

featuros of the organisation of utterances (cf. chapters 8 and 9 below)* 
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7.7. Complex nnrntone-oroupsi 3 or more fone-qroup. s 

The sequences wo have been considering so for consist of 

two tones only. Longer sequences# often much longer onesp aim 

quite commonp and these pose additional problems. As the 

sequences become lonner, the numb3r of possible combinations 

increases accordingly: in English, thcre are 36 possible 

combinations of two tonest 216 possible sequences of three tones, 

and no less then 1896 possible sequences of four tones. Since 

even lonqer sequences than this were actually encountered in the 

data# it is evidently not feasible to consider all the possibilities@ 

Fortunntelyp it is also unnecessary; what ve are interested in 

is not an exhsustive listing-of all possible sequences but rather 

the structural principles underlying them. 

The longer sequences increase not only the number of possible 

combinations# but also the possible structural relationships betwocn 

the tone-groups. Nevertilelessp it will be shown that most Of 

the more complex types can be seen as extensions of the simpler 

ones, 

We may consider first sequences of three' tones* Hereq againg 

it iv helpful to reduce the to nes to two basic typess IF' and 

OR'* This reduces the possible sequences of three tones to eightt 

F+F+F, F+r+R, F+R+F, R+F+F, F+R+Rp R+F*R# R+R+Ft R+R+R 

All these types occur in the dates though not necessarily in both 

languages; all of them seem to be possible in both, however@ 

As with sequences of two tones# the structural relationships are 

not quite the samo as the typos of combinntions. Here are some 

examplus from the dotes 
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rNr, LTSH 

F+F+F: El +El +El- 

//Aand /atudents have grown far // louder in their 

//P- 
i: o't aatsH 

F+F+R: EI+EJ+E3 

"i) //A I /think we can /learn a great /lLeal // from 

one on//other// 

F+R+Ft EI+E3+El 0 

(iii) it /doesn't de/pend on /Leaso, nal // trade fl, but 

/offers a /comfortable /home to a /number of /Lesidonts 

El +E4+Ej 

OV) //4 end /this is a /difficulty which in/Srenses // 86 we 

got /Zors students // coming into the uni/! ýersities // 

R+F+F: E2+Ei +Ei 

(v) // the /scientists seem to /take to this quite /Le. 
_ll 

U., e// 
A 

asked' them to /specify in /terrrs of be/havioural 
I- 

ob/jectives in // terms of /what the /student should be/ 

/able to /jLo at the end of the IcaurseH 

E4+El +El 

Qj) //A em ites /all right having a /class Of five lp2opleH 

// all wishing to /study a speci/Elity emHstating 

the ob/jectives for /Ihem // 

F+R+R: EI+E3+E3 

(vii) // yes I could have /told you quite a /lot about 
//L. 

Inusewitz // once // 

. 
R+F+R: E4+EI+E3 

(viii) //, now tile /2rts /people // Lo or re/sist or /this 

eug/gestion // nuite often // 
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R+R4-F: E2+E2+EI 

(ix) // these /resident /, 2uests 11A are pre/sidqd over by Miss# 

//f2oaor the manager//Lss 

(X) //I went to /. Lwickenham // peacefully to /ýemonstrato 

lbok a//gainst the /fprinc a 

E4+E4+Ei- 

(Xi) HA because /one of the com/plaints and you /hear this 

/even to/, q= from // Leschers// er /ie that /stLfdents 

work /, only for ex/amýn/ntions // 

(Xii) /4 and /I want to mske the /clearest denunci/ntion of 

that /evil and // call it as /clearly to /Zind as 1// 

//La n // 

CERTAN 

F+F+Fi Cl+Cl+Cl 

(xiii) //�% die /arrre Frau /trinkt tat/Igr-hlich Welt // mehr als 

//sut Ist// 

(xiv) als ihr/mann noch /jý. ebte // v. -aren beide /Ze_hýýMals //, ýe-i 

inir// 

R+F+Fi C2+Cl+Cl- 

(xv) //, zum / ersten /Lal // bin ich ihm /kurz nach *seiner / 

/Ankunft in /Lathbury hier be//glanet // 

R+R+F: C3+C3+Gl 

fl, und ein /dann haben wir natürlich /gaLste zu bewirten 

// und /cm /, an /sonnten ist der /lLaushalt Ja 

//doch /überhaupt /leichter ge/Morden // 

I' 
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be/gnügte sich mit Knf/Lr oder //. Leo // ja nach der/ 
. ýjo_ 

/Stunde ihres Be/suchs 

C2+C2+1', i 

(Xviii) // ich hobo /tLaiterhin or/fahren does Mrs // Richmond die 
A 

// unerfrouliche Ce/wohnheit hot /A zu /±, rlnt,. en // 

r, 2+r. 2*C4 

(xix) das Vor/halten einer. /, einer Per/Mn die 

trinkt ist // oft /Leltsam // 

R+R+Rt G3*C3+r, 2 

(XX) // ausser/Lem // hab"ich aber /euch noch meine /bobbies 

Ich gehe singen 

C2+C2+[; 2 

(xxi) IIA zum /Teil aus /finenzi/! Lller /Sicht weil die // 

// nieten sehr /hoch sind und man einen gewissen/ 

/gzhlstand haben /ffilichte 

Most of these combinations can easily be accommodated as 

extensions of the two-tone types. The F+F+F type (ex3mPlý-ýMb 

(xiii) and (xiv) )p is evýdently analogous to the F+F types and 

suggests that we must allow more than two co-ordinate major tone- 

groups., The R+R+R typo (eege xxi) has potentially the same 

structures though not necessarily; it may be structurally ambiguous 

like the R+R type. The tones of (xxi) could be replaced by 

CI+CI+Ci without affecting the structural roln'Lionships. 

Tho subordinating types can be similarly extended to allow 

for more than one minor, tone-! group forming a compound preparatonic 

or postparatonico Thus tho sequence R+R+F (examples (ix) to (xii)p 

and (xvi) to (xix))can be assigned the saine structure 
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no the R+F tyPop 1-0. : 

PrOParatonic + paratonic 

where the preparatonic contains two tone-groups. 
I 

The R+R+R type 

exemplified by (xx) may be of the s3me structure as the R+R+F 

typee 

Similarly# the English sequence r+R+R (example (vii)) can be 

nssigned the same structure as one type of F+Rv Lee: 

paratonic + postporatanic dp 

whero tho postp3ratonic conAtains two tone-groups, Again this type 

does not scom to be possible in German; hero, as with the 

sequences of two tones# there is no evidence for the subordination 

of a tonc--g. -oup to a preceding tone-groupt and honce there is no 

place for the postparatonic as an element of structure of the 

Carr-on perstone-group, 

It will be noticed that the examples of subordinating types 

given here all have the sama tone for the two minor tone-groups-, 

This Is characteristics and may be explained by the same principle 

thich governs tone-concord in major tone-groups: tone-groups with 

Identical structural roles in the parstone-group tend to have tone- 

conc6rd* We must say 'tend' here# since tone-concords though usualf 

does not appear to be completely obligatorye (it is obligatory 

in the postparatonics since tone E3 is the only tone that may 

appear here. ) 

Examples of subordinating types without tons-concord in the 

preparatonic are the following: 
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Ennlish 

r4+E3+[I_: //A be/couso 1 feel /sure if they /. ýid this //or then 

the /students would /gork for // everything that 

I 
really /Z, -ittored 

Ce rim n 

r, 3+G2+Cl t //^ was zu/n*achst nur als ein Art /� /. beilmittel 

ge/dacht war ist // schnell zum /Lymn_% und // schliesslich 

zum /Lnster ge/worden // . 01 

// braucht man nur die 1F1- /Lehrt zu be/f - /zahlen und 

die Vor //£flingung //� und/nicht die /Kasten des / 

. 
Lnuses / sus, 

It is difficult to discern any restrictions on the po6siblo types 

of such combinetions. 

One interesting point about the F*R+R type in English is that 

it confirms the nnalysis of EI+E3 as two separate tones in sequence 

rather then as a single compound tone* As example (vil) above 

shouss the fall in such cases can be followed by more then one 

instance of the low rise: this structure is in fact capable of 

further extension by the addition of still more instances of tone E3. 

To rebard Ej+E3 as a single tons would mean-doing the same in the 

case of EI+E3+E39 EI+E3+E3+E3 and so ons producing a theoretically 

unlimited tone-system. This serious problem can be avoided by 

adopting the present approach. 

The types established for sequonces of two toness together 

with the extensions just discusseds allow the presence of a 
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preparntonic or a postpnratonic in addition to the pnratonice 

Propnrntanic and postparatonic are# of coursop not incompatible 

with each otherp and by allowing both to occur simultaneously in 

the came parntono-group we can accommodate a further English type: 

R+F+F4 The characteristic tones here are E4+EI+E3p as exemplified 

In (viii)t though the first and second tones can in principle be 

any of the R and F types respectively. The final tone mustp of 

courve, be [3* The structure of this sequence is thust -P 

minor/prep3ratonic + muJOr/paratonic + minor/postperatanic 

Again, this type of structure is not found in Gorman, 

A further combination of structural types would allow para- 

tone-groups which are both subordinating Lnd co-ordinatingp Lee 

they have more then one major tone-group as well as a minor tone- 

group* This is the case with the R+F+F type in both langLmges 

(examples (v)s (vi) and (xv) )p and with the F+F+R tYPO in English 

(example (11) )9 The R+F+F type has the same structure as the 

R+F type# but with two tone-groups in the peratonic; the F+F+R 

type has the sanm structure as the F+R types again with two tone- 

groups in the paratonic. 

one further types exemplified by (iii) and (iv), seems to call 

for a more radical extension of the existing types* These cases 

are of the type F+R+F* They resemble the R+F+F and F+F+R types 

in having both co-ordination and subordinations but in this case 

the minor tone-group. accurs between the two major ones. Hero it 

is naturally no longer possible to see the structure of the paratone- 

group In absolutely linear terms. The relationship between the 

minor tone-group and the major ones may be of two kindsp depending 
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on whether the n. inor tono-group is subordinated to 4. h3 preceding 

or the following major tone-group* Since Cerman does not allov-i 

following subordinnto tone-groups# only one possibility exists 

ho re I subordination to tile following tone-group- In Englichp 

both possibilities exist: ths minor tone-group may be subordinated 

to the preceding major tone-group, forming a postparatonic and 

consequently having tone E3, or it may be subordinated to the 

following major tono-group., forming a preparatonic and linving any 

of the type R tones* The different structures can be represented 

as follows# where subscript br8cas indicnte subordin3tion and 

superscript braces iridicato'co-ordin8tion: 

III 
Major + Minor Major major Minor + Major 

III 

Tho fir3t type is exemplified by (iii)v the second by (iv)o 

Structures like this are quite complext but not implausibly 

so; by the standards of syntactic structure they are still quite 

simple* The m3in difficulty here is that once we allow embedding 

of this sort# then tho linearity of Intonation structure disappearst 

thus permitting a much wider range of structural principlest and 

a conpequont loss of generality. With this kind of structure# toot 

the concept 'compound parntonic' needs some clarificationi In 

such cases it would seem preferable to say that the paratone-group 

has more than one paratonic rather than that it hns a compound 

paratonic, since the two major tona-groups are not contiguous. 

Other kinds of sequences are possible which could further 

complicate the structure and thus further weaken the structural 
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-he parntone-groupe Two such types are principles underlying 1. 

RFR and FRR coquences where the final tono is Up E4 or Ve Those 

are comparable# of course$ to the 'tog' F+R type discussed above, 

which presented difficulties of analysis. No Instances of these 

sequences actually occurred in the data but they are not impossible, 

The following are constructed examples to illustrate the type 

envisaged and the problems that they could pose: 

ENGLISH 

E4+El +E2 

.p 

(i) // Lt,:. 
_t yonr tho // smather was /fine // ! LnEin It it// 

F+R+Rl EI+E3+E2 

(ii) // Lpot year the // weather was /fine // "wasn't it // 

CERMAN 

R+F+Rt C; 2+Gl+r. 2 

(iii) // 
4 

in /Lnoland // umr.. S� schon // nicht zmhr // 

Perhaps the least plausible of these Js (ii)y v. %ýere tonc-concord 

of the R types would sound more natural. 

As with previous examples it is possible to see these as r, 

extensions'of a more simple types in this case the F+R 'tag' types 

whose problematic structure was discussed above, One possibility 

vias there said to be the structure: 

preparntonic + paratonic 

Since the non-final R in (I) to (III) Is clearly subordinate, the 

above examples could be seen as extensions in which the preparatonic 

contains two tone-groups, These sequences would thus have tho 

ýemo structure as the n+R+r typa. The diff. iculty here., however# is 

that the non-final R in theso examples appons to be subordinated 
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not to the final Rt but to the Fs ie. in (i) E4 is subordinoted 

to Eip in (ii) E3 is subordinated to Eit and in (iii) the first 

occurrence of C2 is subordinated to C1. This can be tested by 

remainder. omitting the iinal tag and examining the structuro of the 

With the analysis of the F+R 'tag' type as minor + major# we now 

have subordination of a tone-group to a minor tone-group as well 

as to a major one; in theso sequences the F tone is superordinate 

with respect of the first R and subordinate with respact to the 

second. Though this is in principle possible, it results in a scale 

of-dependence within the paretone-group rather'than a simple major 

vo minor dichotomy; This vioakens the concept of the paratonic., and 

the structure of the paratone-group becomes rather more fluids The 

analysis of such cases is much more straightfori-ard if We adopt 

the co-ordinating rather then the subordinating approach to the 

structure of the F+R tag sequence. This makes (i) and (iii) 

equivalent in structure to the R+F+F type# with co-ordinate major 

tone-groupsp end (ii) equivalent to the F+R+F type with a 'split' 

paratonice Thisp then# is an additional reason for preferring the 

co-ordinate analysis of the F+R- 

There ares admittedlys further indications that the structure 

of the paratone-group may not always be as simple as that given here, 

This may be the case with tho instances of subordinating types given 

above where the minor tone-groups do not have tone-concord, o. ge 

the sequences E4*E3+El and C3+C2+Gl. In these exampless toog it 

would be possible to sso a more complex kind of paratone-group 

structure in which we need more than a simple dichotomy major v. 
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minori In the present study this possibility will not bo pursuedp 

however# and the adequacy of the onalysis, into major and minor 

tone-groups will be assumod. 

The paratone-group structures establishad for combinntions 

of' three tones are thus the following: 

Ennlish 

A Stibordinatinn 

minor+minor+majort 

minor+mojor+minor: 

major+minor+minort 

9 Subordinatino nnd co-or 

(i) minor+m3jor+fnojort 

R+R+Fp R+R+R 

R+F i- R 

F+R+R 

dinatinq 

R, +F*Ft R+R+Rj R+F+R 

.f 

--I x 'x F+R+Ft R+R+R major+minor+major: (a) 
t 'k I 

(b) x F+R+F., F+R+R 
It I 

(iii) major+major+minor: 

Co-ordinating 

major+major+n, ajor: 

F+F+R 

F+F+F, R+R+R,, F+F+Rs F+R+R 

Cermen 

A Subordinatinq 

minor+minor+major: R+R+F, R+R+R 

Subordinatinq and co-ordinating 

(i) minor+ffmjor+major: R+F+Fj R+F+R 

(ii) rrajor+minor+major 

jq -Co-ordinpitinct 

major+major+majors 

F+R+Fs R+R+R 

F+F+Ft R+R+Rj F+F+Ro F+R+R 
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This list of structures for sequences of three tones can be 

further generalised. For English# the three types of subozdinating 

structure under A can be seen no inetances of the same basic 

structure, where the position of the single major tone-group within 

the p3ratano-group is variable. Croup a shows that there may be 

more than one major tone-groupt again with variable positionsp 

while C shows that minor tone-groups are optionaL For Cormant 

the same principles apply with the exception that no ninor tone- 

group may follow the major tons-group to which it is subordinstod. 

The generalised structure of the paratone-group with three tone- 

groups in the two languages is thus as follows3 

Enol ish 

minor 0 major minor 0 

Cermmn 

( minor 0 major i 
)i 

The subscript numerals indicate the minimum number of instances 

of the item In question; 'a' therefore-treens $optional's and #if 

that at least one must be present* The brackets round the whole 

structure allow recursions again f4ith at least one instance* 

These structures are intended to accommodate sequsnces of three 

tones in the first instancep but it will bs evident that they also 

include all those given above for sequences of two tones (and 

naturally they also accommodate simple paratone-groups with only 

one tone)o Since no maximum number of instances is given# they 

also cater for sequences containing more than throe tones.. and 
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predict 41-hGir structuree The longer sequenceEt encounterod in the 

dota dids in fact, all conforn to theee patterns, and it will 

thereforo be unnecessary to analyse th2m in detail. However, by 

W 
way of illustration of the variety of permissible soquencest and 

of tho fact that they conform to tha structural patterns given hero, 

come examples of longer sequanccs aro given# with their proposed 

structures* 

ENGLISH f 
II 

EI+E3+EI+El Structure: major minor major major 
II 

M people at the // Beau Re/ tho /only roally /youn 
. 2. m. -rd 

/ are /Charles /.. Strntton // and his/wife /zLean /A 
A 

El +El +E3+EJ Structure: major major minor vejor 
L--I 

and in par/ticular // the South /African / team could A 

/probably /leern a /very great /! Le-al H. frcm the /amicable 

/Ea in which // we conduct / our effeirs over /b_Ore // 

F'2 + El + ES + El Structure: minor major minor Major 
III 

(iii) // lhay are not//. jLELnaers to the // Lesidonco since they've// 

stayed here be/Lore 

EI+EJ+E4+EJ+El structure: major major minor major major 
L-- 

-L (iv) //, a par/ticular ex/emple that springs to /nind is the er 

/ situation at /§tirling where // in the Bi/Rlogy department // 

Om /it was do/aided to // try and do a/p= with the 

// A level /Entry to bi/ologyH 
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E2+EI+E, J+r4+El Structures minor major 
II 

mJjUr minor major 
I- --I 

(v) // but I be/Lieve 
A 

that the //w. holo of /ýLfrica 

//Ade/pe nds for its /futuro //A on the cor/rect and propor / 

Attitudo to this //Vicious thing called e/psrtheid H 

EI+E4+16+E6+E2* Structure: major minor minor minor major 
IIII 

do you /comatimes /find there le re/Li: St3nce to tho 

sugPoestion that er a uni/ //4 ýLprsity toacher or a // 

// teacher in a POIY/Le-chnic should do//fine the /aims 

of /what ho's trying to /teach in a particular /course 

El+E3+EI+E3+Ei+E3+E3+E4+El Structure: 

clai , 6r minor m3jor minor major minor minor minor ma'jor 
III -_j IIItI 

(vii) 11A but in /Lecent//years a // Mmber of de/yelopments haVa 

led to for/ Mre // stions being//2.: -. ked about 
_q=_ 

// teaching in // higher edu/Ention // 

E4+E4+E4+E4*EI+E4+E4+E4+E4+El. Structure: 

LIII 
minor minor minor minor 'major major major minor minor majorl 

IIIILIII 

(viii) we now have a /pLoject in er // University /Lenching 

Methods /Unit //, with a ro/. Eearch officer pro//vided 

by /Leverhulme /Irust //, who are /trying to get, em/ 

/teachers in /2bysics in theHfirst place endH 

//dentistry /h-ter or //A to /aecify their ob//Jectives 

in /Leaching //, under /different /Leadings H 
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CEWAN 

Cl. #. C3+C3+ Structurot major minor minor major 
II -_J 

die/bilben Ihnen // andeutungs/jaine und hinter // vcr- 

gohnltener /Lind nat'Urlich //A von diesan be/rUchtigttan/ 

/Brief en er/zUhlt // 

(x) //, ein/Drittel der/Stunden Ist /enngherrid /nusgefallen dUrch 

po//litische Diskus/2lon ollver/sammlungsn und so 

/Leiter 

-r, 
2+C4+C2+Gto Structurei minor major minor Major 

ich bin /. Lai ihr ge/wesen und //habe die /eindrucksvolle/ 

, Zehren ge/sehen die // in ihrem Sa/LO-n /Sammlung von Co/ f 

an der //W, 
-end 

hgngen // 

r --T- -i 
r, 3+C34, C4+Cl+r, 3+Glo Structures minor m4nor major major minor rrajor 

L 

und heute /Abend bin ich Um Über ge/Wisse per/ 

4/ _jhre 
Meinung zu /hören weil ich Ü' /nonen 

zeugt bin dass Sie nicht /loreingenom. men sind 

/, und w-- il ich /bof fa dass /Sie reimÜtig A 

und /£ffen mit mir /sprechen werden // 

-Cl. t, 
r, J+C2+r, 3+C34. Cl+C2. structurel 

IIii 
major major minor minor minor major major 

III-I 

A er /hgtte also //, den ge/heimnisvollen /lribokennten 

bei sich //nufnehmen //� ihn zum /Lssen /einladen 

ihm eine /)andpartiv/vorschlagen // und ihn /dann 

aus /nýchster /Nlhhe er/2chiessen k; nnen 
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Not ull of tho abova structures are equally plausiblej in 

Particular some of the longer ones are capable of being analysed 

differently or of being broken up into smaller enquancess Nover- 

tholeast these examples do show how the structures described in 

relation to aimplor parstone-groups can be projected on to longer 

coquancos. 

7.8 Conclusion d 

In conclusion., the aims of this section may be restated: the 

attempt has been to explore thu posuibility of establishing a higher- 

ranking unit then the tone-oroup within the hierarchical phonological 

scale., The evidenco just considered would seem to show that there 

is considerable justification for such a units despite a number of 

difficulties that are encountered. It is possible to discern within 

the string of tone-groups certain coherent patterns with a rather 

limited range of structures* On the other hand some of the structuralq 

Particularly in the case of longer sequencesp tend to be iingues 

speciel, problem Is paced by sequences involving a falling or rising- 

falling tone followed by a high rising or falling-rising tonCo 

It is ospacially intoresting in the context of tho present 

study that thP- structures recognised for English-and German are 

not completely identical: German does not allow a nubordinate 

tono-group to follow the tons-group to which it is subordinated, 

Of coursep this difference could be said to follow from the differences 

of system in the two languagost since the only tone to occur. in 

following subordinate t6no-groups In English is of a typo that has 

no parallel in Carm3n* Nevorthalenst it doos seom useful to BOB 
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this not just as a difference In system but also a difference 

in structure eincep as will be seen in a-later chapters it has 

further implications for the structure of German and English 

sontencer, as a wholoo 

.r 
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Cli. qptcr--Bt Informition pistribution 

a. i IntrodUCtion 

Chapters 5 to 7 have considered in detnil various phonetic 

end phonological characteristics of English and German intonation. 

Questions relating to the meening of these features have not", 

boon considered except in so fnr as was necessary for the purposes 

of the phonological analysis* These questions will be considered 

in the remaining three chiipters of this study* 

A general approach to intonational meaning was sketched out 

in chapter 3 above# but without going too deeply into the specific 

characteristics of English and Cermans We may appropriately begin 

-ter by summarising the findinos of these earlier general this cho. 

discussions. Two very genoral conclusions were arrived at (cfe 

Pp. 222-3, above)t 

(I) intonation is far more of a unitary phenomenon than Is 

gener-ally assurred 

(ii) it Is essentially en indegendent phencmenone 

By the firstof these is meant that the meaning of intonation 

cannot be adeqLrately described by means of e list of SOP31ate 

functionst such as that given on p. 140 above; the various functions 

exer&ised by intonation are best seen as different aspects of the 

some basic kind of meaning# and this meaning is textual. By the 

second of these conclusions is meant that the meanings of intonation 

cannot be seen as simply a reflection of other factorss especially 

the grammatical structure of the utterance; the textual role of 

intonation constitutes on independent dimension of meaning, 
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Against these general conclusions must be set other 

considerations however. Although we may regard intonation as a 

unitary phenomenonp it is nevertheless possible to break it down 

into n number of distinct parameters. This is most obvious with the 

phonological aspects# but it appliesp too, to the semantic aspects* 

And although intonation is essentially independents it clearly 

interacts with# and indeed depends an# a variety of other linguistic 

fentureap both textual and non-textualo Nevarthelesso the basic 

conclusions still hold: the various parameters, though to a certain 

extent distinct., can be soen as aspects of the some kind of ineaningy 

and the dependences which exist between intonation and other 

features are not such as to take aw3y the essential independence of 

intonational meaning* 

The recoqnition of several distinct Syste7is, within intonation 

Is one of the most valuable contributions of Halliday (1967a)o 

In the present study Halliday's tonalityp tonicity and tone systems 

ere augmented by the addition of a parallel set ofichoicest which 

15ý* 
apply at tho'renk of the paratone-group. We thus have the follc, -A: ino 

Parameters within intonation: 

(i) InforrmtIon Distribution: peratonality and tonality 

(ii) Information Focus: paratanicity and tonicity 

(iii) Modality: paratone and tone 

A separate chopter will be davoted to each of these three in turn. 

The interdependence between these various parameters can be 

seen in the fact thnt the selection of tonal features (iii) evidently 

depends an hnving the-appropriate units and structures to which 
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these features may apply; the assignment of focus (ii) likewise 

depends on having the appropriate units within which the focus 

may b(3 established* In a sensep therefores thero is nn order of 

depandence within the set of 'Eystc, 'ns'3 (iii) depends on 

and (i)v and (ii) depends on (i). This order of dependence is 

not to be construed in temporal termsv i. a. first establish the 

units, then assign the focuss and lsstly assign the tonal features, 

it is oleo not even clear that the semantic depondences-proceed 

in this orderp coge that the meaning of the 'focus' is only 

determinable in the context of a given unit of informations and vo 

one It may be# for-examples that information units era astabliched 

in order to allow a focus on a given element. Nevertholessp it is 

clear ihat there is a certain logical order of priority here@ 

As for as the Independence of intonation as a whole is 

concerned, the relationship between intonation and syntactic ctructure 

has already been considered (chapter 3)9 and the conclusion was 

drawn that the former is not merely a reflection of the letters 
11 tV However, the extent to which one can describe and explain the function 

of intonation independently of other, principelly syntactic# features 

differs With different systems. In the case of modality it is 

simpfe enough to assign. different meanings to different tonal featuresp 

but this is less straightforward with information distribution and 

focus. Here we are not concerned with variable phonetic features 

whera different volues for these features have a different 

significancot but with different structures, or the relationship 

between these structures and other fentures of a syntectic or 
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lexical kind. For examplet the asnignment of tho tonic within 

the tone-group may be of no significance wh stover for the 

structure of the tone-group as such: it still may consist of a 

protonic and a tonic. Furthermore, the placement of the tonic 

does not effect the meaning of tonic-placement as suchlbut is 

merely concerned with which item is to be assigned this meaning. 

The same also applies with information distribution: where we 

place the boundary between two tone-groups does not necessarily 

effect the structure of the utterance in terms of the number of 

tone-groups or their relationship; it merely nffects the as3ign. n. ent 

of specific lexical or grammatical items to individual tono-groups., 

In the case of the first tu; o kinds or system# therefore# it 

is hardly possible to avoid reference to lexical or grammatical 

structure in describing the r'o "'le 
of intonations There are certain 

dangers here, which are not entirely avoided by conventional 

treatments of the subject* Indeedp most writers# including Halliday 

and those tho adopt his frameworkg clearly do not see them as 
V-1 

dangers to be avoided at all* The chief danger is ttiat by bringing 

these various lexical and grammatical features into the description 

we may lose sight of the real functions of intonations and instead 

attribute to intonation meanings which are simply the product of II 
the interaction between intonational meaning and other features* 

This is the case with the so-called Idisambiguating, functions of 

intonations whores it is claimed# intonation is able to distinguish 

different grammatical structures. Thus tonality may# an ono occasion# 

be assigned the function of indicating the 'Status of the Relative 
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Clouse' while on another occasion the seme distinction may be 

caid to signal the difference between a simple end a compound 

sentence (cf. Halliday 1967at p. 36). Whot this fails to capture 

is the fact that not only is the intonational distinction the same 

in these two cosesp but the semantic distinction is identicalp too. 

The different effect obtained is not a property of the intonation 

as such# but is simply the result of interaction between a general 

function of intonation and specific syntactic structurese 

In the present study this approach is considered illegitimate* 

Althought for the reasons just mentioneds it is necessary to 

consider the relationship between intonation and syntactic or 

lexical featureop this relationship is used merely as a Way Of 

discovering and exemplifying the rare general functions of intonation 

an which these relationships depend. 

8*2 The role of segmentation 

The segmentation bf utterances into phonological units which 

serve as the domain of variation of features Is naturally of general 

importance at all ranks in the phonological hierarchy* As discussed 

earlier* it is a moot point which particular unit a given feature 

should be assigned top and# indeed, whether features should be 

assigned to units as such or to their elements of structure (cf, poll 9 

above), As for as intonation is concerned# there are two significant 

unitsp the tone-groun and the naratone-orcup; the foot is not 

included oven though it may appear to carry a significant pitch 

pattorni, since the bearer of this pattern is not the foot as such 
but the elements of structure of the tone-groups the foot merely 
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being a constitutent part of such elements of structure. 

The significance of the segmentation of utterances into 

intonation units is a matter of some. controversy. Earlier writers 

assumed that the tone-group is in some way a meaningful entity# 

0 to which they gave the name sense-qLcuee Halliday's term information 

unit can be seen as equivalent (cf. above po 132)o Unfortunately, 

these terms are not self-explanatory; there is no independently 

definable notion of 'sense' or 'information' to which we can appeal 

for clarificatione Attempts to make this more specific have 

therefore involved trying to find consistent relationships between 

tone-groups and syntactic structure (cf. p. J54 ff. )* 

The main question that has arisen here# therefore# is the 

predictabi lity of tone-group division from syntactic structures 

tures is often considered to The meaninafulness of linguistic feat 

be inversely proportional to their predictability: if there Is no 

choice there can be no meaning. If syntactic structure entirely 

determines ths. p lacement of tone-group boundaries then we could 
S. - 

consider the location of these boundaries to be meaninglesso and 

the 'sense-group' to be a misnomer for a syntactic unit* 

Several writers do appear, explicitly or implicitly* to come 

to this conclusionyý ottiers, howevers allow tone-group division to 
I 

be meaningful even in those cases where they assume it to be 

entirely predictable from syntactic structures sinces it is argued# 

by reflecting the syntactic structure of an utterance# inton3tion 

can be said to indicate it, This is especially the case where an 
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utterance is potentially ambiguous from a syntactic point of 

view; the intended syntactic intarpretation may be revealed by 

the tone-group divisions. This approach to the meaning of 'tonality, 

is characteristic of many discussions of intonations where writers 

take obvious delight in discovering new cases where intonation can 

be said to exercise this disambiguating role* 

8*3 Vietus on tonp-c! rouo division 

Before discussing these mntters in more detail# let us turn 

to somo of the explicit claims made with regard to the relationships 

between tone-groups and syntactic structure* The first really 

explicit set of rules governing these relationships was formulated 

by Halliday (1963a),, though a number of the phenomena he describes, 

such as the treatment of different kinds of relative clauses were 

current In the earlier literatures Halliday's starting point is 

the clause: "there is a tendency for the tone group to correspond 

In extent with the clause; to may take advantage of this. tandency 

by regarding'6e selection of one complete tone group for one 

complete clause as the neutral term" (1967op pe 18-19)o The notion 

of 'clause' is further qualifieds howevers to '#clause operating 

in sentence structure"# a restriction that excludes so-called 'rank- 

shifted' clauses# This means that the well-known distinction 

between the intonation of defining and non-defining relative clauses 

is accommodated without departing from the neutral term: since 

defining relatives are rankshiftedt "the 'neutral' is to share a 

tone-group with the rest of the items in the same (non-rankshifted) 
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clause". In other kinds of structure, howeverp 'marked' 

tonality is regularly found (which indicates that 'neutrality' 

is for Halliday not necessarily a question of which is the 

most regularly found division into tone-groups). Two types of 

marked case are possible: where the tone group includes more 

than one clauses and where it includes less. Halliday gives 

characteristic cases of each: the tone oroup will correspond 

to more then one clause if the sequence of clauses is 'reporting' 

+ 'reported' ('he said he was coming') or 'conditioned' + 

'conditioning' ('I'll come if you need me'), though the reverse 

order in the latter case will have neutral tonality# Le. a 

tone group for each clauses as will sentences containing appositional 

clauses or a sequence of two co-ordinate clauses. The tone-group 

will correspond to less than one clause (Lee a single clause 

will be divided up) if there is a 'marked theme' (a lexical item 

other then the subject in first position)j in which case the 

theme will have a separate tone-group. There may also be a 

separate tone group for a clause-final adjunct. 

It Is important to note that these regular correspondences 

are for Halliday not obligatory. With the simple sentence he 

concedes that "a break into two tone groups can occur between any 

two elements of clause structure"s and that even with marked theme 

and marked tonality "the two selections are independent"s Tonality 

is thus in principle not predictable from syntactic structures 

and there is a 'system$ of Information Distribution in which the 

$selection' of one or the other item is said to 'signal' the number 
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of 'information units' into which the utterance is divided, 

regardless of its syntactic structure. 

The relationship between tone-group division and syntactic 

structure is thus quite complex in Halliday's framework. On the 

one hand there are cases in which the division into tone-groups 

is itself said to be of syntactic significance, for examPlG in 

the treatment of relative clauses: assuming 'neutral' tonnlityp 

whether a relative clause has a separate tone group or not can be 

said to 'signal' its syntactic- statust since a (rankshifted) 

defining clause will not have a separate tone group while a (non- 

rankshifted) non-defining clause will. In this case, thens 

tonality can be said to be meaningful even if it is totally 

determined by tho syntectic relations within the sentence, meaningfulp 

that is, in that by reflecting these relations it 'signals' them. 

In other c8sesp however, the neeningfulness of tonality can be 

Caid to lie in its independence of syntactic structure and 

syntactic relations. Whether or not a clause final adverbial is 

given a separate tone-groups for exemple, does not generally affect 

its syntactic statust but simply isionals' whether it is to be 

taken as a separate information unit or note 

These two kinds of meaningfulness are not in principle 

distinguished by Halliday; both constitute 'systems' in which 

tonality 'signals' different meanings# the different kinds of 

function involved being reflected only in the labels givon to 

the systems. Thus. we have various systems involving Sentence 

Structure (Status'af Relative Clause., Dependence Contrastp 
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Co-ordination Contrast etc. ) an the one hand# end various 

involving Information Distribution on the other. Furthormorep 

the different systems are mutually dependent in so for as the 

operation of one system may be determined by the operation of 

another. Information distribution within the clause, for examples, 

may depend on the operation of the system involving 'marked theme'* 

It is in this sense that Halliday can claim to have integrated 

intonation with an overall grammatical statement: his tonality 

systems are not in principle different from ony of the other 

systemni and there ore mutual dependencies between the various 

systems. 

Several other explicit systematic discussions of the role of 

tone-group division in English are basedq directly or indirectlys 

an this conception of the status of tonality. El renoufy (1969) 

takes up a number of cases of tonality contrast in Halliday's 

frameworkt one of which is the distinction between 'defining' 

andlnon-defining' clauses* This is shown to apply more widely 
%T 

then just to relativeso El Menoufy examines ladditioning' 

(relative)s $report' and 'conditioning' clausess each of which is 

subclassified according to whether it is IwhIj 'that's or Inon- 

finite's and it is demonstrated that in all these cases the r4Ole 

of ton6lity contrasts is dependent an various other systems: the 

selection of the clause type and its internal structures Though 

in general a separate tone-group for the clause in question 'signals' 

that it is non-defining, this depends on the specific ccmbination 
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of other $selections' that have been mnde. With ladditioning' 

clauses, for examplepthe tonality choice operates in this way 

with *Wh and non-finite types# but with thst and $unbound$ 

(contact) types it does not# since the former is (probably) 

always non-defining and the latter defining. 

Another case considered by El V. enoufy is that of a clause 

in post-adjectival positiong with the adjective as antecedent 

('surprised that' etc*)* Here the tonality contrast is between a 

clause which qualifies the adjective end one which constitutes 

a separate sentence, e. a. t 

It's clear he made a mistake. 

versus It's clear* He made a mistake* 

Again the ooeration of this system depends an others# such as 

the presence or absence of that, Similar principles apply with 

other types of sentences such as those containing complements to 

verbs like knows I= etc. 

The approach of Crystal (1975) is 'rather different from that 

Of Halliday or El Irenoufy. Whereas the letter see variations in 

the number of tone groups as a $system' whose significance varies 

with different'syntactic stru--turess Crystal sees the division of 

utterances into tone-groups as entirely determined by syntactic 

structure We P*1560abovo).. Consequently, the concept of 

'information unit' used by Halliday and El Menoufy has no place 

in Crystal's framework, since the tone-group conveys no information 

that is not already contained in the syntactic structure of the 

uttorance. Nor does Crystal assign to tonality the function of 

'signalling' this structure or of disambiguating syntactically 

v 
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ambiguous sentences. Though his model is avowedly neutral 

with respect to production and reception, in practice it is one 

of productionp and 'signalling' or Idisambiguation's which are 

more hearer-basedp are thus not applicable; the syntactic structure 

is taken as given and the 'tone-unit structure' is assigned by 

means of a number of 'prosodic operations', which apply to 

sentences (noto it may be notedt clauses). There are three sets 

of these 'operations's dealing with complex sentences, simple 

sentences, and nomin3l groups, each operation adding one tone- 

unit to the minimum single one for the sentence by placing a tone 

group boundary (/) in the appropriate position. The actual 

operations given deal with more or less the same kinds of phenomena 

as Halliday's systemss but the theoretical basis is# of coursey 

very different. Indeeds Crystal prides himself an having very 

little theoretical basis: "in the first instance I was anxious 

to present the facts with a minimum of theoretical overlay" (p. 17). 

Crystal's 'operations' are as followst 

%V- * 
A' 1 comDlex sentsnces 

it structural parallelism: put / after each component 

2. co-ordinate clauses: put / after each component 

S. Subordinate clauses: 

adverbial initial: Put after clause 

adverbial medial: put an either side 

(iii) adverbial final: put before 

(iv) nominal as subject: Put after subject 

(v) medial non-restrictivei Put / an either side 
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(vi) final non-restrictive: put / before 

(vii) appositive: put / after 

4. Medial parenthetical clause: Put / on either side 

51 Direct speech: put after reporting verb 

6, Comment clauses: 

M initial i put after 

(ii) medialt emphatic i put / before 

(iii) final# emphatic put / before 

7. Tog utterances: put before 

B, simole sentances 

I* Initial vocative: put / after 

29 Adverbials (only some): 

(i) initial: put after 

(ii) medial: put an either side 

(iii) final: put before 

3e Adverbial sequences put / after each element., 

C' nominal orouo 
t" 

io Structural parallelism: put / after each component 

2. Multiple heads: 

i) -separate premodification: put / after first head 

(ii) separate postmodification: put / after first head 

(iii) non-restrictive opposition: put / an either side of 

opposed phrase 

(iv) noun-phrase tagst put / before 

3., Multiple modificatign: 

M premadifications general adjectives: put / after 
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each component except the lost 

(ii) postmodificationg in subject: put / aftor subject 

(iii) postmodification, in passive agent: put / before 

agent 

(iv) postmodification, in non-final object: put / after 

object 

4. medial non-restrictive phrasest put / on either side 

Some of these labels aret of course, not self-explanatory# 

and a number will be discussed further below. But the general 

character of Crystal's approach to tone-group division can be 

seen here: certain types of syntactic structures unit# or 

relationship impose certain divisions into tone-groups., These 

divisions are not regarded as 'signalling' the structures involved 

and the tone-grouP is not deenied to constitute a meaningful unit 

in itself; we simply have a I. Ist of corresPOndences between 

syntactic structures and tone-croup divisions* 

Attempt-6 have also been made to specify the relationships 

between tone-groups and syntactic structure in Cermant though not 

In the came detail as in English. one such attempt'is that of 

Bierwisch (1966)t who# in a generative frameworkp tries to account 

for 'phrasing, by establishing a. hierarchy of possible phrase 

boundaries according to the hierarchy of syntactic boundaries., 

Other factors# the chief of which is taken to be speed of utterancep 

are involved in converting these potential phrases into actual 

'Phrasiorungseinheitenl., analogous to the tone-group. No explicit 

rules are formulated which incorporate these various factorst 

however* 
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More explicit is the contribution of Pheby (1975), who 

adopts Halliday's framework* lie gives only sample 'systems' 

involving tonality, but they do not differ in principle from 

Halliday's systems for English* One area where there are certain 

differences between the two languages, and which Pheby explores 

8 little more fully# is the interaction between tonality and 

thematisation. His findings will be discussed below (8.10.5.2). 

8*4 Cont-lusions on orevious work 

The nbove representative discussions of tonality In English 

and cerman allow a number of conclusions to be drawn* Firstlys 

it is clear that there is a considerable amount of agreement as 

to the usual correspondences between tone-groups and specific 

syntactic structures. Although there are one or two disegreementst 

for example in the treatment of substantival claUS8so these are 

relatively trivial compared to the overwhelming unanimity in the 

majority of cases. The differences appear to lie more in the 

7, interpretation* given to the corresoondences than in the correspondences 

themselves. Even here# howevers the differences may be more 

apparont then reale Halliday's approach is apparently hearer-baseds 

in th3t it invokes notions like 'signalling' and Idisambiguation's 

which seem more relevant from the hearer's point of view., Crystalp 

on the other hand, appears to adopt a speaker-based approachs 

despite an explicit denial that his model is-directionale His 

ProSodic operations are only relevant from the point*of view of the 

speakers who has knowledge of the grammatical structures and 
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relations involved# and uses these operations in their inton3tional 

realisation. 

On closer inspection, however# this difference of approach 

is found to be of no great importance, as both models can probably 

be interpreted from the point of view of either speaker or hearer, 

Both Halliday's 'systems' and Crystal's 'operations' can be put 

into reverse, as it were* Takes, for example,, Crystal's operation 

A13 (vi)j which places a tone unit boundary beforo a finnI non- 

restrictive subordinate clause. From the hearer's point of view 

this could presumably be rewritten as an 'interpretive' opsraýion: 

tiif / before final relative clause# then it is non-restrictive"# 

Crystal himself does not give his operations in this form.. of 

course; he states that "the placement of tone-unit boundaries 

is determined by syntactic structure"s rather thans says "the 

Interpretation of syntactic structure is determined by the location 

of tone-unit boundaries". 

Halliday's formulation of the some correspondence is rather 

differente He Sets UP a system St2, tus Of Relative Clnuse with two 

, terms,: none tone-group: defining relative clause; two toneý 

groups: non-defining relative clause"* Thist too# could operate 

in reverse: "defining relative clause: one tone-group; non- 

defining relative clause: two tone-groupstio In practices therefore, 

the two models ere equivalent in their directionality. 

The basic model that appears to be adopted by both Crystal and 

Halliday-sees the. r'61e. of intonation as being that of a kind of 

'filter$. From the production point of view (cfe Crystal) the 
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syntactic structure is Iiltered' through the various operations 

which ossign appropriate tone-unit structures. From a reception 

poi6t of view (cfe Halliday) the signal is If iltered' thrqugh the 

tonality system, resulting in an appropriate syntactic inter- 

pretation. Both models can be reversed$ but the 'filtering' function 

of intonation is preserved. 

There is one important respect in which the two approaches 

differ,, however& Halliday allows tonality to operate to some 

extent independently of syntactic structure: his system of 

'Information Distribution' does not signal syntactic structure, 

but rather the number of information units contained in the utterences 

To this extent# thong Halliday does not restrict tonality to a 

filtering function* But even here he appears to ascribe a certain 

priority to the syntactic role of tonality# since the system of 

Information Distributions though theoretically independents is in 

practice only allowed to operate within the framework of specific 

syntactic choicess ises we can only apply it in those places where 

0" the syntactie , disambiquating function cannot apply or has already 

applied. 

One final difference between the approaches of H311iday and 

Crystal is found in the syntactic unit to which they relate the 

tone-group. Hallidayls starting point is the clausal more 

specifically the "clause operating in sentence structure". Thust 

in the neutral relationshipt the clause is co-extensive with the 

tone-group. Crystal,, on the other hando takes the sentence as the 

starting point# though-his only motivation for this is apparently 
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"the need to integrate one's treatment with generally accepted 

models of grammaP (1975, p. 16). In his 138rlicr study (1969a)s 

Crystal in fact takes a cmaller unit# the element of clause 

structurep as his point of reference. 

Tho date examined for the purposes of the present study showed 

that$, taken overall, the number of clauses nnd tons-groups viss 

more or less equale The numerical ratio of clauses to tone-groups 

in German was I: leis and in English I: 1.2. This ratio varied 

little from text to text in German# though rather more so in 

English. This numerical relationship between clauses and tons- 

groups in both languages suggests that it is quite reasonable to 

take the clause as the basic syntactic unit to which to relate the 

tone-group# but it must be borne in mind that these ratios are 

the average; they do not tell us how many clauses were actually 

co-extensive with tone-groups. This kind of parity could arise 

even if there. were no single case of co-extensivenesso The 

percentage of actual one-to-one correspondences gives 0 son', Gwhat 

different picture: 

German Enolish 

percentage . of clauses co-extensive with a tone-groUp: 48r/"4 29% 

percentage of tone-groups co-extensive with a clause: 51% 24% 

Thus in German only about half of all clauses and of all tone- 

groups were co-extensive with tone groups and clauses respectively* 

while in English the proportion was even smaller, being'between one 

quarter and one third, In all the remaining cases there was no 

such correspondence# though cases with more than one tone-group to a 
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clause were largely cancelled out numerically by those with 

less. We see# thong that although the clause may seem to be a 

useful point of reference in view of the similar number of 

clauses and tone-groups. * the majority of utterances cannot be 

accounted for in terms of a simple clause to tone-group correspondence, 

and other criteria must therefore be applied* 

A word must be said about the notion of clause, in the 

above calculations* The traditional definition of the clause 

depends an the presence of a finite verb, but such an approach 

is too inhibiting in the present context. frany independent 

utterances contain no finite verb at all, but of course they 

contain one or more tone-groupso It seems legitimate, therefore# 

to renard such utterances as clauses. The same principle applies 

to certain non-finite expressions within sentencese The cut-off 

point because clause and phrase is naturally somewhat arbitrary 

in such cases# but this is unavoidable. In any case it will do 

no harm here to leave the notion of 'clause' a little vague; 
Wt. * 

refinements necessary for the discussion that follows will be 

introduced where necessary* 

Sorr. f- uxnmc)les of tonslity 

We may begin a more detailed analysis 0 the ro 0 of tone- 

group division by considering some examples from the date, we 

begin with the relatively straightforward case of the simple 

sentence (which naturally fulfils the requirements of both sentence 

and clnuse). There is general agreement here thatp unless certain 
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specifivd types of construction occur, such senten-ces will 

regularly have only one tone-group. A few exnmples from the 

date will suffice to illustrate this: 

A. Enolish 

/I don't find this on the whole on the science side/ 

/The scientists seem to take to this quite Ltell/ 

/Itm not nearly so optimistic/ 

/Did you got the sward of honour? / 

Ge rma n 

/Die sollten doch ein bisschen mFhr lernen/ 

/Er hat anscheinend keinen guten Ruf im Darf/ 

/K'o'nnen Sie das bestgticen? / 

/Das ist doch ganz natUrlich/ 

Others more complex sentences are also not divided up into 

tone-groups: 

Enolish 

/I've nothing against the individuals who play cricket/ 

/why donot you assess what Is valuable? / 

/they feel this is undesirable/ 

/I don't think it would be fair to say that this is ceneral/ 

/das ist elles was Sie gehUrt haben? / 

/wissen Sie wovon Mrso Richmond lebt? / 

/ich trage Ihnen nur vor was ich erfAren habe/ 

/ich weiss nicht* ob das nur in Niedersachsen betrifft/ 

/ich glaube wir missverstehen uns/ 
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All the examples of Bo which ore typical of manyo contain 

more than one clause but only one tons-group* All are perfectly 

natural utterances. They are all cases in which rules given 

in the literature by one or other writer can be invoked; they 

contain defining relative clauses# report' clauses# and 

substantival clausoss all of which are accommodated by Halliday's 

systemss Crystal's operationsp or both. In the case of Crystals 

no operations are applicable in such sentences# and hence 

(correctly) no tone unit boundaries are Insertede 

Other complex sentences# on the other hand# do contain more 

then one tone-groups as the following 

(in all cases# tone-group boundaries have been adjusted to coincide 

with clause boundaries; cf. p. 566s below): 

Enol ish 

:: -4_ /Mustn't disturb you /au., t I? / 

/I t8ke a very gifferent view/ as you would ex:., nect/ 

/ir they did this / then the students would woE! ý. / 
I- 

/the answer hns to be /that as for as the MCC is conCerned/ 

they are doing their duty/ 

Ce rma n 

/ich habe sechs Kinder / und bin damit ganz beschgftigt/ 

/sie hat uns nuch gefragt / was macht ihr denn so in den Ferien/ 

/wenn ihr gern in unscrem Haus bleiben wollt / dann klännt Ihr da 

gern ein oder zwei Wochen schlpfen/ 

/nur ob das heute schon bei dem Grossteil der Frauen Ist / das 

m8chtlich bazweifoln/ 
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These sentences# tdop fall completely within tha rules given in 

the literature: we have a tog clausep initial adverbial clausess 

co-ordinate clausesy direct speech, parenthetical clauses, and 

so ons all of which qual, ifyp in terms of the rules# for division 

into two or more tone-groupse 

Simple sentences, too, may be divided. The following are 

examples from the date (tone-group boundaries have been adjusted 

to coincide with phrase bounderien; cf. p. 550, - below) t 

Enol ish 

/the exiatence of new Pids /like closed-circuit television/ 

has offered alternative /or supplemontary apPrOnches/ 

/passed out pretty hioh /pretty tigh A. 
-IJ 

/vic don't in fact stop the Bolshoi Bnllet coming / or any other 

cultural exchanges between Epst and West/ 

/for a long lime / there was a considerable amount of 

. comolacency/ 

Cerman 

/ich werde Ihnen Inzwischen von Henry Daplington erz3hlen / 

dem rohen rschsüchtigen verbitterten Tiererzt/ 

Jwir haben Niore gefragt /die Schottin / 

/sie hat ein Wochenendhaus/irnendwo in Schottland/ 

/es handelte sich nicht um eine Vernehrrung Sir / Sondern 

nur um eine Unterhaltung / 

Again these sentences can be accounted for in terms of the rules 

given by Hallidayp by Crystal# or by both. Here we may invoke 
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appositiong parallelism of structure, multiple modifications and 

marked theme* 

The sentences given in A to D above all conform in their 

tone-group structure with the rules. given in the literature. Very- 

many sentences occur# however# which do not conform to those 

rules. The following complex sentences all havep contrary to the 

rules# more then ono tone-groupi 

Ee Enolish 

/Pm sure /this is so) 

/they have. Ehowin/ that they can produce biolog's ts just as 

/it might be some special skill /that he's ac_quired/ 

Gern, an 
/es gibt niemanden in Rothbury / der das nicht weins/ 

/er hat mir vcrsichert / das sei lediglich ein Ulk aewesen 

/ ich glaube nuch/ dasses ganz schön wichtig Ist/ 

/die Bnuern wenden sich nur an Ihn/ weil er der einzige 

Tie ' tý *zt im*Umkreis von fünfzig Meilen ist rar u 

Although these are quite natural utterances they nevertheless 
ýo 

not conform to the rules for 'normal' cases. Similarly$ the 

following simple sentences are divided upp though in terms of the 

rules thpy do not qualify for such division: 

r. Enqlish 

/and stud, ents/ have grown fnr laude, r / in theirprotests / 

/jjwas a bit like you 

a re not str=ers / to the residence 
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/I did Jolly wall / at qqntjhurat / 

GerMan 

/das macht mich immun /gegen solche armselige Kleingeister-ei 

/einer meiner Hunde /hatte sich eine Pfote gebrochen/ 

/eine Bekannte von mir /ist jetzt mit ihr hingefahren 

/aber sie schiesst mitleidlos /alles Wild ab / 

8.6 Some unanswered guestions 

The examples of A to F of 8.5 raise a number of important 

questions about the role of tonality in English and Carman. Those 

of A to D conform to the correspondences discussed in the 

literaturet and if our aim is to tabulate rules for such 

correspondances then the existing discussions must be considered 

adequate in respect of these sentences. But one important question 

remains unanswered# even within the framework of these rogular 
SIAdM 

-correspondences: why is it that sentencesAas those of A and 8 

are not divided up into more then onetone-group while sentences 

such as those of C and D crop when A and Do and 8 and Co have the 

same number of clauses? It is not enough to invoke the 'rules'; 

the rules are simply a statement of the regular correspondences 

and ýo not answer this question. Halliday offers an explanation 

of a sort in the case of relative clauses: defining relatives "do 

not operate in sentence' structure" nnd therefore do not take a 

separate tone-group. But this is not an explanation either, since 

we must still ask why clauses which do not operate in sentence 

structure should behave differently from those that doe In any 
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case, this will not do as a general principle, since all the 

other subordinate clauses of B do operate in sentence structure 

yet they do not have a separate tone group- 

In the case of E and F the question is different* Here we 

must ask not why certain rules generally apply but rathsr why 

the general rules that apply elsewhere do not operate in these 

particular cases. Crystal does not allow for such cases at all# 

other then by treating them as exceptional# but Halliday does* 

by recognising that the cystem of Information Distribution may 

violate the regular correspondences* He writes (1970ol, p. 3-4)i 

"it is not the case that every clause is one tone groups because 

the tone group is a meaningful unit in its own right. The tone 

group is one unit of informa-tion, one block, in the message that 

the speaker is communicating; and so it can be of any length*. 

The particular meaning that the speaker wishes to convey may make 

it necessary to split a single clause into two or more tons groupst 

or to combine two or more clauses into one tone group* And in 

reading alouds or in more formal speechp clauses tend to be divided 

into quite a number of tons groupso because they are rather long 

and full of informition"s 

These remarks of Halliday's suggest that the divisions of 

utterances into tone-groups is to a considerable extent independent 

of their syntactic structure; utterances are divided up on the 

basis of the amount of 'information' they contains though this 

notion of 'information' is not further clarified@ It is also 
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not entirely clear how the syntactic determination of tone-group 

division (A to D) relates to this apparent rreedom (E and F). 

If tone-group division is free, depending an "the particular meaning 

that the speaker wishes to convey", what is the status of the 

rules of correspondence# according to which tone-group division 

is not free? 

It is evidents thong that a number of fundamental quastions 

remain to be answered about the nature of information distribution 

and the relationship between tone-groups and syntactic structureo 

Writers on the subject usually ask only howýwe cnn predict the 

division into tone-groups from syntactic structure# and seek to 

give rules for the correspondenceso A more fundamental question 

relates to the status of the rules themselves: in what sense can 

there be rules u: hen there are manifestly so many exceptions? 

And how can we reconcile a syntactic Idisambiguating' function of 

tonality, which depends on a consistent relationship between 

syntactic structure and tone-groupst vilth the relative independence 

from syntax of tone-group divisions in many utterances? And., 

finallyt if we consider the tone-group to correspond to an 

'information unit's or I sense-group's what is the nature and status 

of suýh a units when its syntactic content is so variable? 

8.7 Tone crouos and syntnetic structure 

We may begin to approach these questions by exatrining Tirst 

the predictability of tone-group division from syntactic structures 

Crystal assumes total predictabilityp but if this is valid, how 

do we account for the 'deviant' cases oft for exnmple E and F? 
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A varietY of interpretations are possible. Perhaps the least 

convincing explanation is that they fire indeed deviant; they 

are the result of unpredictable performance factors of no 

linguistic significance, If this were the cases then all the 

examples of E and F would be rejected by the native speaker as 

'ungrammatical' or 'unacceptable's but they are neither. Hardly 

better as an explanntion is that they ere individual stylistic 

peculiarities; again the evidence is egainst this interpretation. 

We must therofore, look for some way of accommodating these 

variations within the linguistic system itself, A seductive 

assumption which*would allow us to do this would be that tho 

framework of rules given above is too crude to cater for all the 

possibilitiesp and that further# more 'delicate' refine-ments are 

necessary* One example of this would be the treatment of adverbialso 

%o As Crystal notesp different edverbials have different properties 

(though he does not develop this) and the assignment of tone unit 

structures will depend on a suitable categoristtion of them according 

to their behaviour., Such a principle could perhaps be ext-anded 

to other categories and structures# andt if the assumption is 

correct# we should eventually be oble to predict the 'deviant' 

coset as well as the regular ones. 

I 
Unfortunately# this will not serve as an explanation either. 

It was demonstrated above (eg. 3.4), if demonstration were neededp 

that the 'same' utterance can usually be divided up in a natural 

manner into different numbers of tone-groups without affecting the 

syntactic interpretations There can thus be no question of the 

ultimate predictability of all such divisions an the basis of 
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syntactic structure, since different divisions can be made with 

the onme syntactic structure. 

This lost statement might imply a further explanation: that 

utterances may be divided up Into tone-groups in a variety of 

acceptable ways, all of which ore equally arbitrary. This is 

clearly invalid, howeverp since it is evident that different 

versions of the 'same' utterance# with the same syntactic inter- 

pretationj are nevertheless different in meBning, however elusive 

and difficult to doscribe the differancee may be., 

The only reasonable conclusion about the status Of tonalityip 

thereforej is that it constitutes a separate dimension of meaninot 

distinct from that of syntactic structure* This accords with 

Halliday's remarks# quoted above# that "the tone group Is a meaningful 

unit In its own right"s Even this conclusion leaves something to 

be desired# however* IF tone-group divisions are independents 

how do we explain the existence of 'rules' which specify) in many 

Y. 
cases entirely satisfactorily,, the regular correspondences between 

tone-groups and syntactic structure? 

This dilemma is reflected in Halliday's distinction between 

two kinds of system in which tonality plays a pnrt3 those involving 

sentence structure and those involving information distribution@ 

The use of the tonality system as a means of indicating sentence 

structure depends on the regularity of the correspondence between 

tone-groups and syntactic structure; without such regularityt it 

would be impossible for a particular division into tone groups to 
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indicate which particular syntactic structure is involveds The 

use of the tonality system to indicate information distributions 

on the other hands depends on the fact that such correspondences 

are not obligatory; only because of the variability in the relation- 

ship can tone-group division take on a semantic significance 

indepandent of syntactic structure. 

In the present study a different approach is adopted, It 

was nrguod above (3.3) that syntactic disambiguation, in common 

with other grammatical meanings, should not be regarded as a 

function of intonation at all. The appnrent ability of intonation 

to r-leke such distinctions rests on the identity of 'logical' 

and 'psychological' structures in such cases# so thet by indicating 

the latter (ises the textual structure)o intonation might be said 

to Indicate the formers Putting this in the terms used in the 

Precent chapters tonality is only able to indicate syntactic 

structure if grammatical units are co-extensive with Information 

units; by indicating the letters tone-group division implies the 

former. 

This-has implications for the rules of correspondence between 

syntactic units and tone-groupso If the role of tone-group division 

is to indicate information units and not syntactic structure, then 

any correspondence between syntactic units and tone-groups cannot 

be a direct one# in the sense that the tone-group realisesp or 

signalso the syntactic status of any part of the utterance. This 

does not means howevert that there vire no relationships (albeit 
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indirect) between syntactic units and tone-groups; the 'rules' 

found in the literature testify to the regularity of the 

correspondences* What it does mean is that in such cases there 

is a relationship between syntactic units and information units. 

This is not a more terminological quibble; it has important 

implications for an understanding of the role of tone-group 

division. Since the information unit iu a textusl unit (cfe 3o4)9 

not a 'logical' or 'grammatical' one# it means that# in so for 

as we are concerned with syntactic structure in an investigation 

of tono-group, divisiong tuo are concerned with it as n textual davice, 

and not as a vehicle for the propositione5l content of uttornnces., 

As discussed in 3.4 above# there is a textual dimension to 

syntactic structure# and it is with this textual dimension that 

tono-group divisions as the phonological equivalent of another 

textual parameters that of information distributions interacts* 

The rules of correspondence between tone-groups and syntactic 

structure thus tell us somathing about the r"Le of syntax in the 

indication ofý'textual structures and about the relationship between 

this role and that of another textual device: tone-group division. 

This isp in factp implicit in some of Halliday's systems. 

Take; for example., the systems involving thematisation (cf9 304.2.2 

above)e Thematisation is recognised as a textual system which 

interacts with the tonality system in various ways. In principle 

the two systems aro, according to Hallidayt independents but in 

practice this is not quite true* One 'term' of each system is 

treated as 'neutral'., and the c? ther as 'marked'. The theme is 

neutral if it is the subject, otherwise it is marked. Neutral 

tonality is one tone-group for the clause. There are four possible 
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combinationst 

1) neutral theme + neutral tonality 

2) neutral theme + marked tonality 

3) marked theme + neutral tonality 

4) marked theme + marked tonality 

Halliday further complicates (indeed confuses) the issues howeverp 

by introducing a third term: 'unmarked', which is notp as might 

be supposed, equivalent to 'neutral'. The following passage 

illustrates its use (1967a,, p. 32): "the condition of cooxtensiveness 

of one tono-group with one clause is referrod to as 'neutral 

tonality'* This does not imply that neutral tonality,, in a 

grammatical system where it contrasts as exponent with 'marked 

tonality', always necessarily expounds an unmarked term; there 

era indeed systems in which a grammatically unmarked term is 

expounded by marked tonality"* This principle is applied in the 

case of thematisationy where we read (1967op p. 33): "ifs however# 

the clause has marked theme see# $two information units' represents 

the grammatically unmarked term". 

Since Halliday does not clarify this term or its uSes or 

explain how it differs from 'neutral's one may be forgiven for 

misinterpreting ite But it seems to be introduced in order to allow 

one system to determine another. Of the above four combinationsp 

(1) is apparently the least# and (4) the most 'marked$,, with (2) 

and (3) somewhere betweene However, if the theme is marked it is 

likely to have a separate tone group, so that (4) is in fact more 

likoly than (3), 'and is thus in a sense less marked; it is 'unmarked' 

t 
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though its tonality is not 'neutral'. In such a caso, thens "a 

grammatically unmarked term is expounded by marked tonality'le 

'Neutral tonality$ thus becomes a rather empty concepi; the 

significnnt relationship is what is lunmarkod's 

8*8 Ex2loinino tone-orour) divisions 

Despite the fact that Halliday treats the relationship 

between thematisation and intonation as the intersection of two 

textual variables# his approach is not entirely satisfactory in 

a number of respectse In common with others who have considered 

these questions he appears to be content to list the correspondences 

betwean syntactic features and tone-groups without attempting to 

make ganeralisations., Generalisation is totally lacking in 

Crystal's operations# which consist of independent procodures with 

no attempt made to see if they can be regarded as instances of ths 

some thing. Halliday is less guilty'of this# since at least some 

systems are deemed to operate with a variety of structures., and 
It I El Plenoufy shows how similar interpretations can be given to several 

different relationships# But even here the syntactic starting 

point makes generalisations difficults since the r'AO'le of tonality 

is sban in conjunction with specific syntactic structures rather 

than as an independent factor. Thus no consistent charactorisation 

of the basic significance of tone-group division emerges from 

the description. 

Furthermores no attempt is made to provide an explanation of 
""le of tonality* the ro Some would no doubt argue that explanation 
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is not in any case the business of linguistics; its task is 

to describe* However, if we do not set out- 2, ights too highs and 

seek merely to motivnte linguistic phenomona in terms of other 

fectorst then much can be achieved. In this senses explanntion 

is simply a natural extension of generalisation: we seek to 

provide a motivating principle which will account for the phenomena 

in question. In the case of tonality, Crystal does not attempt 

to provide any such principle; the operations he gives are 

arbitrary in the sense that# short of direct contradictions no 

operation can be considered inconsistent with any other, and there 

is no reason why these operations should apply and not others* 

Halliday's systems are not quite as unmotivated as thiss since he 

postulates a 'neutral' term in which the tone-group corresponds to 

the (non-rankshifted) clause. This implies at least a consistent 

syntactic content to the inform. ation units though this is not 

clarified, nor its significance evqluated. ý In any case., the 

concept of 'neutral' tonality ist es we have seent a somewhat 

dubious printAple, since it may be at odds with what is grammatically 

'unmarked', It appears to be often no more then an arbitrary.. 

if convenient, device which# to quote Halliday himself (1967op 

p. 32)s "simplifies the descriptive statement"s 

What is neededs therefore, and what the remainder of this 

chapter will attempt to provide# is a shift of emphasis away from 

merely listing likely correspondences between tone-groups and 

syntactic structure towards a charecterisation of the principles 

underlying and motivating these correspondences. it must also be 
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explained under what circumstances these correspondences do 

not hold, and why* The attempt will be made to show that some 

of the apparent 'irregularities' are ot least in part expliceble 

in terms of the same principles that govern the regularities. 

This leads to the conclusion that th-e division into tone-grouPs 

is not only meaningful; it is also consistent in its meaning, 

The Present discussion also differs from others in that it 

includes an additional unit above the rank of the tono-grouP. The 

same basic principles will be shown to apply herep tool, though 

in an appropriately more inclusive form. In additions the present 

study is comparative; though it might be thought that this would 

be an impediment to finding general principles governing the 

relationship between tone-broup division and syntext since the 

two languages are known to differ In their syntactic structuresp 

in fact these very differences are valuable In that they serve to 

show how the same general principles may determine a wide variety 

Of apparently distinct phenomenal even in two different languages. 

tv * 

8*9 The informstion unit 

The crucial concept in the analysis of tonality Is the 

informi-tion unit. it is not a new entitys since even the early 

writers on the subject established the ISinntaktI or the 'sense- 

group' as the semantic equivalent of the tone-group (cf. p. 132tabove). 

However# there has been very little explicit discussion of this 

notionp and what there is has been almost entirely by writers an 

intonntion. Despite'the obvious semantic imPlicntions of the nano 
Osense-groupt itself# and the importance that such an entity might 
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potentially have for semantic theory in general# neither tho 

term nor the concept have passed into general currency annong 

linguists* 

The information unit is clearly concerned with the distributiog 

of 'information' in utterancest which in turn depends an the 

ability not only to recognise what is meant by 'information' but 

also to quantify it. The quantification of linguistic information 

has been discussed by Shannon and Weaver (1949) from the point of 

view of 'information theory'; in this approach# the amount of 

'information' contained in an item is inversely proportional to 

its probability of occurrence- This is clearly very different 

from the present approach; here we are concerned not so much 

with calculating how much 'information' an item contains compared 

with the other items which could occur at the same Poiht - Lee 

a parPdiommtIc wesessment of information - as with the temooral 

orpanIsstion of 'information's which demands greater attention to 

the syntpomitic assessment of 'information'* That the latter 

continues to , be neglected is evident from Lyons' recent work on 

semantics (J977); although-he devotes a section (2.3) to "the 

quantif icotion of informationilp he sees this in entirely paradigmatic 

terms, and leans heavily# if not uncriticnIlYt on 'information 

theory'. The idea that information can be quantified in terms of 

its temporal distribution is not considered. At another pointp 

and in another contextj Lyons does refer to the 'punctuation' of 

an utterance# one of the functions of which is "to segment the 

utterance to manageable information units" (p. 65),, but this is 
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neither clarified nor developed# and this sense of 'information' 

in not related to the earlier explicit discussion of linguistic 

'information'. Nor does the term appear here with the asterisk 

employed by Lyons to signify a technical term; the meaning of 

'information' Is here apparently assumed to be an everyday.. non- 

technical onep not requiring further explication* 

It is clear# of coursev that the temporal dimension has been 

recognised as important for the communication of linguistic 

meaning* If we borrow some of the terminology of communications 

engineering we may say that although the linguistic 'channel' has 

considerable 'capacity's enablino several different kinds of me3ning 

to be communicated simulteneouslys the complexity of linguistic 

'information' nevertheless demands the utilisation of the temporal 

dimension. This dimension may be exploited in different ways# 

howevere The temporal sequencing of elements may be employed to 

indicate relationshios which are themselves not tomporalt for 

example the grammatical relations of subject and objects' In 

English,, the subject and object of a sentence may be frequently 

only identifiable by virtue of their place in the temporal sequence. 

Such relationships are, however# essentially indepsndent of times 

and in different languages the order is not infrequently different, 

or the relationships are indicated by other means* Linguists' 

models of sentence structures such as the 'tree' diagrams are usually 

intended to reflect the relationships rather than their sequences 

and as such they likewise have no temporal implications. 
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Other aspects of linguistic information are widely hold 

to be dependent on temporal organisationg specifically various 

textu3l features of utterances. Such categarles as 'theme' and 

'rheme's 'given' and 'new'j, for examples are often linked with 

the sequence of elements In the sentence. Even hares however# 

the temporal dimension is merely serving to indica te relationships 

which are themselves independent of time. Although 'theme' may 

be defined; as it is by Halliday, among others# as the first item 

in the sentence# in so far as it is a functional category and 

not just a label for the item that occurs in first position it is 

essentially independent of any specific position in the sentence@ 

Similarly with 'given' and 'new'. Though we may think that 'given' 

means 'given before'# which clearly has temporal connotationst 

the temporal factor only applies outside the sentence in question; 

within the sentence 'given' is not a temporol category* 

The information unit with which we are here concerned appears 

to constitute a different use of the time dimension in which the 

relationships involved are not readily translatable into others 

non-temporal termse In other wordsp the information unit is a 

temporal unit in itselft a temporol subdivision of an utterance# 

not an element in a relationship which is simply realised by temporal 

sequence without being in itself temporal. For this reason 

information units# unlike syntactic units# can neither overlap nor 

be embedded within one another. El Menoufy (1969) appropriately 

speaks of "the'linear nature of the organisation of information 

structure". As Halliday (1970as p. 3)-puts itt tho Information unit 
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is "one 'block' in the message that the speaker is communicatingN 

Similar remarks are made by Grimes (1975): "Speaking is a time 

dependent activity* The process of arranging elements of speech 

one after the other can be ceparated from the process of deciding 

what to say and putting it together in pyromideds hierarchical 

fashion" (p. 256); "the speaker# in addition to having to decide 

on the content of what he is talking about and how it is to be 

organised, decides also how much of it he thinks his hearers can 

take in at one time" (pe 274)e 

Of crucial importance in understanding the role of tone-grouP 

division, thereforej, Is the ccntent of the information unit: what 

constitutes 'one block' in the speaker's message; and what goes 

into it in terms of lexical or grammatical elementse This Will 

be the subject of most of the remainder of this chapters 

8*10 The content of the information unit 

8*1091 Undivided utterances 

As a starting point for the study of the content of the 

information unit we may take the following utterances from the date# 

all of which have a single tonc-group and hence form a single 

information unit. 

ph/p /no /Lorry/# /well/. /what 

/. Le/p /nun/s /goc-b/. 
ý, 

/tlnr/ 

(2) /natUrlich/s/unglaublich/p /LaLcherlich/ 

(3) /. 2till at it/ 

/welches Thema/#/"rum niEht ýt/ 
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(4) '/ungef*o'hr fünfzig zu fünfzig Prozent rechte und LLnks 

(5) /1 don't find this on the whole an the science side/ 

/the scientists secm to take to this quite welj/ 

/Pm not nenrly so optimistic/ 

/Did you get the sword of honour/ 

/Die sollten doch ein bisschen mehr lernen/ 

/Er hat anscheinend keinen guten Ruf im Dorf/ 

/Kannen Sie das best'atigen/ 

/Das itit doch ganz natOrlich/ 

(6) /I've nothing against the individuals who play cricket/ 

/why don't you assess what is voluable/ 

/they feel this is undesirable/ 

/I don't think it would be fair to say that this is ceneral/ 

/das Ist plles was Sie gehUrt haben/ 

/wissen Sie wovon Mrs. Richn. ond lebt/ 

/Ich trag'Ihnen nur vor was Ich erfi3hren habe/ 

/Ich weiss nicht ob das nur in Niedersachsen betrifft/ 
b11 

/Ich alaube wir missverstehen uns/ 

(5 and 6 repeat A and 8 of 8.5) 

. These examples show that the information unit may contain 

a simple word (1). a complex word (2), a simple phrase (3)., a 

complex phrase (4), a simple sentence (5), or o complex sentence 

(6). The internal syntactic complexity of on utterance thus does 

not seem to preclude treatment as a single unit from the point of 

view of information distribution. In the case of tho simple words 

of (1) it could# of courses ha rdly be otherwise, as there is here 
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no internal structure whose elements could be distributed over 

more then one information unit; the complex words of (2) do 

have a grammatical structure, but it would require a highly 

abnormal contrastive context to allow an informational division. 

As the grammatical structures become longer and more complex, the 

possibilities for informational subdivisions'increase correspondingly# 

What is significant herep howeverp is that from the point of 

view of the temporal distribution of information all these 

utterances are regarded ns unanalysed wholes- This does not mean 

that they have no structure; even from, the point Of view Of 

'information' most of them clearly do# since eoch has a 'focus' 

(the nucleus). But thoir internal structure is not a matter of 

temporal distribution, even though it involves sequencing in time* 

The informational unity of ell these utterances is perhaps 

not surprisino in view of the fact that they are all also 

grammatically unifiede We would e'xpect that since gramr-mUcal 

relations are not in themselves temporal# any unit which serves 

as the domain of grammatical relations could in principle remain 

undivided. from the point of view of information structures This 

does. in fact appear to be the case. A corollary of this ist of 

coursep that any stretch of speech which is not grammatically 

unified will generally be divided up informationally. It is thus 

unusual to find one information unit spanning two separate sentences. 

There are nevertheless a number of cases where items that 

are not grammatically incorporated into a sentence or phrase 

regulnrly share an information unit with it. This seems to occur 

principally with two types of item: firstly with various exclamatory 
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particles which may be attached before, e phrase or sentence; 

and secondly with namen, titlass etc. t which are attached after 

phrase or sentence, The following are examples: 

(7) /no I'm afraid not/ 

/still I didn't regret all those hours of study at the ti Li -MIL- / 
1well I take a very different view/ 

/yen I'm sum/ 

1well I agree entirely/ 

/ja schu., er zu snaen/ 

/ach na Un 

/ja wie ist denn das eigentlich/ 

/nen ich war nicht da/ 

/oh wir wollen eigentlich nur Schottland sehen/ 

/nein danke/ 

/ja jja 

/na und 

(8) /thZt's all right frajor/ 

±L /Inllo Stratton/ 

/Ihr_Vertrauen ehrt mich Inspektor/ 

/vielen Dank. Sir/ 

/dnnke Sir/ 
I- 
/Lelche denn InSPOktOr/ 

/Entschuldigen Sie Inspektor/ 

It can be seen that expressions like no, still well yesj ýf 

. 
L"t scht nee# Eho Esin and the like# though not grawaticallY 

related top or part of# the sentence# may be incorporated into 
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the same information unit when In initial position; similarly 

with Inspektort Sirp Mn-jorl, and so onýwhcn in final position., 

Most of the first group MX oleo form a separate information unitt 

though the letter group probably nott at least not without a very 

different implication. Items of the second group may also occur 

initially# but they almost always form a separate information unit 

in this position (cf. Crystal's operntion 8119 which spacifies 

a separate tone-group for an 'initial vocative'), Items of the first 

type are less likely to occur finally, and almost never without 

a separate tone-group* Why the one type is treated as part of 

the came information unit in initini positlon and the other in 

final position is not clear# but this general restriction applies 

in both languages* A partial explanation for the behaviour Of 

these items might be put forward in the light of conclusions to 

be drawn later in this chapter. but we cannot consider this question 

here, 

The main principle suggested hero in connection with examples 
IV 

(1) to (6)j that units whose parts are grammatically related need 

not be subdivided informationallys implies that the point of reference 

for the investigation of tonality should be the largest such unit: 

the sentence. The sentence# in other words# is the largest potential 

information unite With this general principle we do not need to 

occount for cases whore the sentence is in fact co-extensive with a 

tone-group# as these are simply the nctualisation of this potentiality. 

What must be accounted for are cases of division of sentences 

into more then one tone-group, to which we now turn* 
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8*10#2 Dividod utterances: 'motivntedl snd stinrnotiv-, Ited'divisions 

The factors which may lead to the division of an utterance 

into two or more tone-groups crop according to the literature on 

the subjectp many and various: the number of clauses# the type 

of constituent, its position in the sentence, its relationship 

to other constituents, whether it is contrastive or not$ the speed 

of utterances the length of the items# and so on& As a means of 

bringing some order into this rather heterogeneous list we may nake 

an initial distinction botween motivated and unmotivetted divi3ions* 

Since these terms might Iced to misunderstandingp the particular 

way in which they are used here riust be explained* It is probably 

to be taken as oxiam. tic th3t linguistic behaviour Is essentially 

'motivated' in the sense that it is determined by our wish to say 

what we meahand this undoubtedly applies as much to tone-group 

division as it does to anything else; - in this sense all tone-group 

divisions are Imotivatedle Herep houievert $motivated' is to be 

taken to mean motivsted by synt,, ýctfc structure: a division is 

motivnted if we may find a correlation between it and some feature 

of the syntactic 'structure of the sentence, otherwise it is 

unmotivnted- The various rules for tone-group division presented 

l3bove% thus specify inst3nces of m6tivated divisions since a 

connection is explicitly made in these cases between tone-groups 

and some characteristic of the sentence. This does not mean that 

this connection is absolute but simply that a regular correspondence 

can be found between the two* In other cases no such connection 

can be found; tone-group division t -ake3 place in defiance of the 

'rules' and these divisions are therefore unmotivated. This does 
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not mean that the letter kind of division is not meaningful# 

but simply that it is not dircctly relattablo to syntactic featureso 

This distinction is intended as a practical rather than a 

theoretically important categorisation; indeed it is to some 

extent problematic since it is not always easy to distinguish 

motivated from unmotivated divisions. Certain apparently unmotivated 

cases may simply be the result of a failure to find the notivating 

factors in syntactic structure. Neverthelesst the distinction 

is useful as a practical aid* 

8.10,3 Unmotiv-, Ited division : lonrtitlont of simple sentences 

As we have seen, various 'rules' have been put forward 

which specify the relationship between tone-group division and 

certain syntactic features of sentences. These rules are# for 

the most part, not at issue here; we may accept as valid most 

of the obuervations made about regular correspondences. What we 

ere concerned with here are those cases which are not accounted 

11! -ý I for by the ruless not because the rules are inadequate but because 

they are broken; those casesp In ot-her words, where a regularly 

undivided utterancq type is divided into more then one tone-group. 

Unmofivated division of this kind will here be called partitioni 

the utterance is 'partitioned' into a succession of tone-groups. 

That partition tBkes place has not# of courset gone unnoticed@ 

Halliday observes that "a break into two tone-groups can occur 

between any two elements of clause structure" (1970as p. 20)o 

The phenomenon eppears*to be entirely analogous in English and 
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Cermz3nj though some detnils Of its occurrence diffor as a result 

of the different syntactiz structures of the two languagesp as 

will be soon below. 

Since we wish to consider only unmotivated divisions here# 

we must first exclude utterances whose syntactic peculiarities 

might determine the divir-ion. Exclusion of the various motivating 

features mentioned in the literature willpin facti, result in 

fairly simple structures in which all the constituents are in 

their 'regular' positionst 'unmarked' syntactic structures# in 

fact* Though the broad 6*-aracteristics of 'unmarked' sentences 

can easily be determinedt there is scope for disagreement on some 

of the details, Howevers for our present purposes it will not be 

necessary to go beyond a fairly gross level of on3lysist 

Making the assumptioi that $unmarked' sýntactic structures are 

regularly undivided, we r,, ýst f irst give a brief char-acterisetion 

of such structures, The -ategories employed will be those of 

Quirk eta le. - (197 2). Fr-. - English# they establish five basic 

elements of clause struc-,. '--ess Subject (S). Verb (V)p Complement 

(C)s Object (0) end Advez, -Z-3al 
(A)* In terms of obligatory occurrence 

of these elements# they . -ecognise seven clause types: SVI Svcs 

SVA, SVO, SVOc, SVOA, SV. ̂L*o In Cermans the same basic elements 

may be employed, and pro'--u, 'ýIY also the same clause typ3sp though 

the most salient feature oP the organisation of the German clause 

is something which has nz counterpart in English: the so-called 

'verbal frame, (Rahmen)p uhich consists In splitting complex verbal 
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elements in such a way that the finite portion of the verb co-nes 

in second position in the centancep while the remainder comas at 

the end. 

Again unlike English# Cerman differs in its ordering of 

constituents according to whether the clause is main or subordinate; 

in the letter the finite portion of the verb comes last, Both 

languages, however, have different orders in interrogative and 

imperative sentences from that found In declarative contencess 

the main characteristic of the former being the initial position 

of Vie verb. 

Rather then attempt to describe in detail the various 

syntactic patterns in both languages that can legitimately be 

considered 'unmarked' it will be sufficient to give examples Of 

sentences with such unmarked structures from the date. All the 

following simple sentences and clauses are considered to be unmarkeds 

and as therefore potentially., Find in most cases regularlys 

undivided intonationallye In the form in which they occur herst 

however$ thcyý*are all dividedo and are thus examples of partition. 

Tone-group boundaries and the nuclear syllable are indicated., 

Enolish 

Declnrntive 

/And students have grown for/louder in their/protosts against/ 

/teaching 
so*/ 

2* /The increasing pressure of numbers on/limited resources has 

enc/ouraged enquiries into the ef/Liciency of/various methods/ 

3, /It doesn't depend an 
-sensonal/trnde/ 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

80 

/Chnrles is a/lone in the lounoe/ 

Was a bit like/Lou/ 

/I did jolly Eell. at/fsndhurst/ 

/jLvt are not/. aLEDnaiers to the/. Epsidence/ 

/The 'Beou Reasrd' is a/small and unpretentious/private hotel 

an the/south coast of England/ 

9. /We can learn a great depl/fro-M one an/Sther/ 

10* /This area of/Lep. ching in/higher educs-tion is our/subject for 

tonight's discusaion/ 

lie lWa now have a project in/University Tenching Methods Unit/ 

12, /These resident ouests/are presided over by Miss 222or/ 

Interroontive 

J3. /Are things being E! one ot e/wider level? / 

Relptive Cleuse 

J4. /who rules her rather simple dauchter §ybil/with e distinctly 

iron r2d/ 

Adverbil'il Clsuse 

15. /When his wifp enters/through the French windows/ 

16# /because we disaPProve most strongly/of some of the regimes 

behind the iron curtnin/ 

.L 
17* /if you did specify ob/ ectives/ 

to-clnuse 

i8e /to rest assured in the mys/±i2ue of the/Oxford or Cambridge 

tutorial/ 

19. /or perhaps to dismiss the/sub ect with the/L. tauoht 

20. /peacefully to demonstrate n/gainst the ýorin jqboks/ 
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21. /to do this without/any political bins/ 

22. /to t8ke a stsnd on this/astter/ 

23. To specify our ob/jectives in teaching/under different hendinos/ 

24. /to try and do away with the/A-level entry to Biology/ 

thiit-clnuse 

259 /that the whole of Africa/depends for its future/on the correct 

and proper attitude a,, / 

Particii3isl clsuse 

26. /Itudying a/large medical trentise/ 

21. /pushing a/small perembulator 

28. /involveýq/in that decision / 

Cerman 

D(; clnrv)tive 

le /Denn die Kinder sollen heute/besser e;, zocen werden/ 

2* /einer ireiner Hunde/hatte sich eine Pfote qebrochen/ 

3. /Leeds ly-Pnsion is ein/altes Hmus mit/dicken Mauern/ 

4. /eine Brkennte 
t 

von mir istilj£tzt mit ihr hingefahren/ 

51 /seine Gnttin dagegen rÜhrte/Ilie ein Glas an/ 

6. /Mrs. Richmond/hat sich kürzlich zu einem Vorhaben antschlossentes/ 

/Er kommt Samstag Lormittag mit dem/Bus hier an/ 

86 /aber sie schiesst mitleidlos/nlles Wild ab/ 

9. /Ihre Theorie entbehrt/Jede Grundlage/ 

.8 Zw jo. /Sie haben auf/alles eine Ant ort / 

11.1 /Sie haben mich von der Schuld Mrs. Richmand/nicht überzeuot/ 

12. /Sie ruft einen-Antiquitgtenhindler aus/Edinburgh zu sich / 
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interroontive 

13, /Warum sollte der Mann eine grosse Summe/in seiner Brieftasche 

heLumptragen haben? / 

zu-clause 

149 /n. ich fÜr vieles zu/interessieren/ 

15o /und sich nicht nur: /auf den Haushalt zu beschrgnken/ 

Di, scs-clnuse 

Uor Richmond eine/.! Lorliebe fU*r/jLhifky hatte/ 16* /dess L's 

17, /dass die Jagd zu/nachst und vor nllem/ein Sport ist/ 

Complpment clnuse without driss 

18, /Der Männ im Cabardinmantel/sei einer dieser Hgndler gewesen/ 

In the above examples tone-group boundaries (/) have been 

inserted in strict conformity with the principles of the phonological 

hicrorchy (cf. abovet 2.3.3)9 so that the tone-group always begins 

with a salient syllable (or* in some cases# a silent ictust though 

this has not been specially indicated)., There is some controversy 

about this p. -inciplet but# if accepted, it means that tone-group 

boundaries often do not coincide with phrase or even word boundaries. 

Wherep then# do the information unit boundaries fall? Should they 

coincide with tone-group boundaries or with constituent boundaries? 

Since tone-groups are phonological entities# it is reasonable for 

their boundaries to be dependent on rhythmical factors# but 

information units are clearly not phonological# and this dependence 

seems less plausible in this case. Here it seems entirely legitimate 

to adjust the boundaries to coincide with the boundaries of 

grammatical constituontse This means# therefore# that tone-group 
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boundaries and information unit boundaries do not need to coincide: 

the information unit may begin with the first foot of the tone- 

group# but it may also begin in the remiss of the final foot of 

the preceding tone-group (cf. also El Menoufyp 1969* for n 

similar adjustment). 

A further problem arises here, however# since there may be 

several constituent boundaries within the final foots and it 

would therefore be possible to adjust the Information unit boundary 

to coincide with any one of these. Take# for examples sentence 

4 of the English examples* The foDt boundaries of this sentence 

are as follows: 

//Chpirles is a/Iona in the /Lounne 

The unadjusted tone-croup boundary falls in the middle of alone 

and therefore must be adjusted if it is to serve as an information 

unit boundary# since it does not even coincide with a morpheme 

boundary (if we assume that alone is morphologically indivisible)* 

But there ad-two possible locations for this information unit 

boundary: after Charles or after _is. 
Either would be plausible 

on syntactic groundst and there is no apparent reason for choosing 

one or the others If a distinction between the two possibilities 

is potentially available here* then it is evidently neutralised 

by the rhythm. 

We might apt for the analysis thnt involves the least 

displacement of the boundary# isee place it after is, but comparison 

with unambiquousýexamples suggests that the most appropriate 

analysis is a division after ChPrIPs. The division is clear in 
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ceses where a pause is inserted between the tone-groups, as in 

sentence E12; this example is analogous in structure and has a 

break# with pause# after the sub. isct rather than the verbs suggesting 

that the informntion unit division of sentence 4 should be: 

/. ghnrles / is alone in the lcunqe / 

This in supported by the fact that if we were to insert a pause 

between the tone-groups in this example# it would be likely to be 

after Charles, rather than after is. Analogous procedures can 

be carried out with other examples. 

This kind of adjustment also brings to light an interesting 

fact about the partition of utterances: although we are in 

principle concerned with utterances whose divisions are not motivated 

by syntactic structures these divisions are not completely independent 

oUsyntex sincep as in sentence 4t boundaries are more likely 

to fall in some places than In others. 

In come cases the relationship between tone-groups and 

syntactic st. zucture is certainly one of con flict rather than co- 

operation. Tnkeq for example# sentences containing discontinuous 

constituents. Tho lack of intrinsic linearity in syntactic 

structure means that there is no requirement that parts of complex 

elements should be contiguouss provided# of courses that the 

relationship between the parts is still discernibleo This has 

implications for information unitst since the letter are by their 

nature linear and cannot be discontinuous. There is thus potential 

conflict here,, This-is particularly acute, and particularly 

common, in Germans where the verbal frame is obligatorily discontinuous 

if there are two or more other constituents. Sentences 7 and 11 
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of the German examPlOs will 8erve to illustrate this: 

c? /er kommt Samgtag £ormittag /mit dem Bus hier ein/ 

Gll /Sie haben mich von der Schuld Mrs, Richmand/nicht 

Ubarzeuiqt/ 

in those examples the temporal discontinuity of the verbal elements 

kommt ** an# hnben . ** 6*berzeuqt,, makes it difficult for their 

syntactic integrity to be preserved In cases of partition. The 

whole verbal element cannot be included in a single information 

unit while excluding the non-verbal matter that intervenes between 

the two parts. In these examples, charecteristicallys the two parts 

of the verb are in different information units. 

Although this situation is characteristic of Germans it is 

also found in English, notably there non-verbal items intervene 

between the auxiliary and the rrain verb, Sentence 3 of the English 

exampless for instancep could be modified tot 

/it doesn't really depend on sessonal/trade/ 

where does and denend are separated by not and an adverbial,, In 
I 

this cases howevers the two parts of the verbal element are not 

assigned to different information units. 

A further case of conflict between syntax and information units 

is found in the relationship between tone-group boundaries and 

the hierarchy of constituent boundaries. Even after adjustment# 

the information unit boundary will not necessarily respect this 

hierarchy. One of the many instances in the above examples is ý 
10 

of the Cerman sentenceso A widely accepted Itroe, for this sentence 

might bet 
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Sie haben nC alles e ine 

The information unit boundary here falls (after adjustment) after 

hnbipn, and does not coincide with the highest-ranking syntactic 

boundary* after Sle. A still more blatant violation of the 

syntactic hierarchy is 3 of the English sentoncess 

I 

I --I F f- I it doesn't depend on seasonal trade 

Here the division does not even coincide with a break between two 

najor constituents but falls between sessonol and tradst in the 

middle of an adverbial. Chomsky (1965 p. J3) uses cases like this 

to suggest that "the intonation breaks tire ordinarily Inserted in 

the wrong places"* 

These last example s might Suggest a completely arbitrary 

location of'i , nformation unit boundarless arbitrary that is in 

terms of syntactic structure* Nevertheless' inspection of the ebove 

examples reveals a certain amount of regularity- In both languages 

cert6in divisions appear to be considerably more likely than others. 

In English, we find a frequent division after the subjects amounting 

to half the cases of partition* Another common location for an 

information unit boundary is before a f-inal adverbial# especially 

if it is optionalo On the other hand, division between a verb 

(or auxiliary) and a following object# complement or obligatory 

adverbial is rare. * while there are no exanples at all of a break 
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occurring between auxiliary and verb, Thus subject and final 

optional adverbial appear to be the most 'vulnerable' constituents 

in Englishp those most susceptible to being given n separate 

information unit in cases of partition, 

In German, division after the subject is frequent# as in 

Englisht amounting again to half the cases* A tendency noticeable 

herep too# is to divide the sentence between an optional medial 

adverbial and a following object, complement or obligatory adverbial. 

There are no cases here of a break between a verb (or auxiliary) 

and a following object# complement, or obligatory advo-r-binlo nor# 

as in Englishp between auxiliary and immediately following verb. 

Because of the verbal frame, verbs also frequently occur In German 

in final positiont after objectso complements end adverbialss but 

a break bef ore the verb is rare, 

It might be possible to establish a link between the frequent 

break before a final adverbial in English and Pf ter a modial adverbial 

in Cermans although the evidence provided by these few examples 
,, 7, - 

is clearly insufficient for any definite PrOPOsals, Both divisions 

have the effect of separating optional adverbial elements from 

obligatory objects and complements to the verbv as if to underline 

their somewhat different status# informaticnally as well as 

syntactically. If this observation has any truth in it., then it 

Well illustrates how the same principles can operate in different 

languages although their similarity may be obscured by specific 

syntactic structures. 

We may explore the possibilities for partition further by 

experimenting with constructed examples or modifying some of those 
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found hem Lot us consider first the following tttm sentences 

(examples 15 and 21 of the English sentences): 

E15 /when his wife enters /through the French windows/ 

E21 /to do this /without any political bias/ 

The first of these could have an alternative version with the 

division after wife, but the second would be very unlikely to have 

the division after do* Examination of other examples reveals 

furth3r restrictions and ragularities. For the purposes of 

exemplification we may take the sentences given by Quirk at ale 

(1972) to illustrate their basic sentence typest 

SVC: friary is kind 

Plary is a nurse 

SM Plary is here 

Mary is in the house 

SV: The child was laughing 

SVOI Somebody caught the bell 

SVOC: We have proved him wrong 

lt'ýJle have proved him af ool 

SVOAt I put the plate on the teble 

SVO03 She gives me expensive presents 

If we assume two tone-groups with the nucleus an the first and 

last constituents of the sentence* the boundary between the two 

tone-groups does not fall with equal probability in all the available 

positions. The break may occur in all cases after the subject# 

and in the lost three after the object, but other divisions are less 

natural* The patterns are thus (where * marks a less likely 

divi. sion)t 
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S/ýc 

ý. Sv/ A 

I- 

Vý I-) *lV/9 
VVOC *Sv/PC av o/. q 
§/VDA *SV/CLA Iv O/A 

§JVOO *Sv/CLO avo/g 

Sorre of the starred forms ore of course more likely if tho nucleus 

is shifted to the verb and an appropriately contrastive context 

is constructed, but otherwise they are not very likely. 

tantence 21 given above has the structure (S). 10/a, while 

sent6nce iS has the structure SV/. E. The former has the nucleus 

on the verb# but otherwise conforms to the patterns given; the 

letter appears to conflict with them. Howevert the structures 

given by Quirk et al, consist only of oblicitory constituentst to 

which optional adjerbials may be added. The basic structure of 

iS is thus n"t SVA but SVj and similarly that of 21 is not (S)VCA 
tj 

but (S)VO. There is thus no conflict with the patterns given here* 

The main generalisation that appears to be justified by 

these cases is that it is not usual to separate a verb from an 

immediately following obligatory object# complement, or adjunct by 

assigning them to different information units - at least where 

the verb is non-focal, This is not to say that no obligatory 

constituent may be separated from its verbt howevers (which might 

seem to be a reasonable state. of affairs); it only opplies to 

that constituent which immediately follows the verb. 
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Similar principles apply in German sentencesy and comparable 

oxumples to the above may easily ba found. For examples the 

sentence: 

Ich legte den Teller auf den Tisch 

with the structura SVCA and nuclei on ich and TIsch, q would be likely 

to have the division after ich or Tellert but less commonly after 

lente. 

In cases where the verb is complex Cerman has different patterns 

from English- The following eontences exemplify similpr patterns 

to those of Quirk st 131.9 but with an auxiliary in second position 

ond the main verb finals closing the frame% 

S Aux cV1 Kerl soll alt sein; Kerl soll Lehrer sein 

Aux A Vt Karl soll hier sein; Kerl soll-im Hause sein 

Aux 0 Vt Kerl hat das Buch gelesen 

S Aux 0C Vi Karl hat seine Mutter krank gemacht 

S Aux 0AV: Karl hat don Teller auf den Tisch gelegt 

S Aux 00V8 
to. ' 

Karl hat seiner Freundin lange Briefe geschrieben 

Again with two tone-groups and the nucleus an the first and lost 

constituent (though excluding the final verb)j the likely pattern 

of division is as follows (again * marks a less likely division): 

VAUX C V *S AUX/C V 

§JAUX A V *S Aux/ 
.AV 

. 
§/Aux 0 V *s Aux/. 9 V 

VAUX a CV *S Aux/O CVS Aux C/. q V 

, 
2/Aux 0 AV *S AUX/O AVS Aux C/A V 

VAUX 0 0V *S Aux/O 0V S'Aux 0/. Q V 
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This pattern appear, to be entirely analogous to the English cases 

though here it is the auxiliary and a following object, ccmplement 

or adverbial that are not norm3lly separatede For the nucleus 

to fall an the final verb is not common (cf. below)# but in this 

case a further restriction becomes evident: it is not normal 

to separate an object# complement or adverbial from a followinq 

verb# i. e. 

*j AuX C/I 

ýLs Aux A/I 

s Aux D/K 

S Aux 0 C/I 

*S Aux 0 A/I 

*S Aux 0 0/1 

What we can see from all these observations J3 that although 

tone-group division in cases of partition is in principle not 

motivated by syntactic structuret there are nevertheless restrictionst 

e. These if only of a relative kind, on u., here the divisions rray corr. 
%V* 

examples eres of course* merely illustrations; no attempt has been 

made to describe systematically all the possibilities and restf. -ictions. 

It is interesting to see, too# that very similar principles 3pply 

in English and German# despite the differences in their syntactic 

structures. In both languages there is considerable cohesion 

between an auxiliary or a verb and its obligatory objects complement 

or adverbial# even though the verb may come before these constituents 

in English and often sfter them in German. 

In considering the likely divisions of Centences in cases of 
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partition it must be remembered that partition is 'marked#* Tha t. 

is to say* the fact that in the above examples a break often occurs 

after the subject or before a final adverbial in English does not 

mean that such breaks are the norm for nlI sentences. These 

particular tendencies amount to the claim that if eartition takes 

ol-,, re than it is the subject and af insl adverbial that are likely 

to be given a separate tone-group. 

In spite of these relationships between syntax and tone-group 

division it is clear that the division of sentences in cases of 

partition is not syntactically predictable and that in most cases 

the syntactic content of an information unit is rather heterogeneous& 

That is perhaps not surprising if we bear in mind that tho information 

unit is essentially a temporal subdivision of a structure whose 

Clemcnts are in principle not temporally orderede But whets we 

may asks Pro the determinants of partition? One factor might be 

that information unitsp although from one point of view semantic 

wholos, nevertheless have an internal structure. El renoufy 
IVI (1969) draws attention to the fact that tone-oroup division has 

two complementary aspects: a Isegmentatival and a 'delimitative' 

one- The former is c question of the units established# the 

letter of their boundariese There is a tendency in discussing 

tonality to concentrate on the letter to the detriment of the 

former and to consider only the extent of tone-groups rather than 

their content- According to El Menoufyj the segmentative aspect 

is reflected in the number of tonieng while the delimitative aspect 

is reflected in the number of tone-nrour3s. Similarly, in 

semnntic terms we might consider either the number of information 
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focuses or the number of information units. 

Althought in the present framawork at leasts there is one 

tonic to every tone-group and one focus to every information unitt 

the two dimensions are not quite the same thing, especially when 

we consider the causes of partition. We might see partition taking 

place in response to the need to separate parts of the utterance 

informationally from one another (the 'delimitative' approach) or 

in response to the need to have more than one focus in the utterance 

(the Isegmentativel appronch)o Halliday refers to this latter 

possibility as a reason for the division of a sentence: "any one 

element may be assigned a tonic and therefore demand a new tone- 

group" (J970a, p. 20). 

This latter factor is potentially useful as a means of 

explaining the heterogeneous syntactic content of meny information 

units. If tho sentence containsmore than one information 'point' 

or 'facuslo then divisions must be made in such a way as to allow 

each to be the nucleus of a tone; -group, irresPeCtivO Of the syntactic 

content of each information unit. 

There are nevertheless problems herej, as we must still determine 

the principles involved in making elements of a sentence into 

informntion 'points's This will be considered in more detail in 

the next chapterp but a few general points may be m3de here in 

connection with partition* It is generally acknowledged that the 

nucleus falls an a 'new' item; it is also agreed that not all 'new' 

items will have a nucleus and that more then one 'new' item may 

therefore be included in a single tone-groUP- T1; sS meansp however., 
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that partition cannot be said to take place in response to the 

number of 'new' items as such: given on utterance containing more 

then cetv-such item it is not the case that the utterance will 

necessarily be divided up into tone-groups in such a way as to 

make each 'new' item the nucleus of a tone-groupp and thus the 

focus of an information unit* We still need to account for the 

orOLIDino, of 'new, items into tone-groups, 

Thin problem is not solvedt eithers by invoking the similar 

feature of contrnsts Though it is perhaps true that most 'contrastive' 

items will have the nucleus of the tone-groupp it is certainly not 

tho case that all such nuclei are contrastivoo In the German 

sentence 61 abovep the constituent containing the first nucleus 

Is clearly contrastive, as it is reinforced by dagenent 

G6 /Seine Cnttin dagegen/ruhrte nie ein Glas anl 

but --entonce 10# with similar partitions has no such contrastiVe 

implication -: 

CJO /Ihre Theorie / entbehrt jede Grundlage/ 

ilk* It seems# therefore, that to shift the burden of explanation 

from the 'delimitative' to the Isegmentativel asPGct Of partition 

. 
does. not solve the problem of what determines tone-group division 

in such cases* We still cannot dispemse with the notion of dividing 

an utterance up into temporal sections. Unlike 'newness' and 

'contrast'.. the quantification of information involved in partition 

is a temporni one; it is a matter of the distribution of information 

in time* 
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Though 'newness' io not a necessary determinant of separate 

tone-group status., it does of course appear that items which are 

given a separate tone-group have greater Isementic content' or 

'weight' than thoso without* To some extent this can perhaps be 

correlated with the 'lexical' rather than the 'grammatical' nature 

of the items concerned* Lexical items are, by virtue of their greater 

Isomantic content', more likely to form the nucleus of a tone- 

group and to have a separate information unit status. Howaverp the 

lexical nature of the item concerned is clearly neither a necessary 

nor a sufficient condition for such status* and pnrtiticn may take 

place where there are no lexical items present at allp as in the 

English sentence 5, Again it is evident that linform3tion' in this 

sense is not to be seen in purely paradigmatic terms; $semantic 

weight'l if it is a definable and quantifiable entity at all# is 

not an inherent property of a given items but the result of tempor-. 1 

groupings within the utterance. 

tt 1 
8910s4 'Pertition' of comolex sentences 

We h3ve seen that certain types of complex sentence ere 

regularly undivided intonationally. According to Halliday (19678)9 

these include sentences containing such clauses as defining 

relativest final $report' andlconditioning', and a few others, 

For Hallidayp of course, the tone-group regularly corresponds to 

a clause, so that cases where a complex sentence remains undivided 

tire, in a senseexce! ptionalp apart from the defining relative 

clause, which is excluded from. the general principle because it does not 
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'operate in sentence structure'. Crystal (1975) takes the undivided 

sentence as his starting pointp and only lists those cases where 

the sentence is dividedt so that it is not always easy to compare 

his rules with Halliday's., Nevertheless, it would appear that 

he concurs with Halliday in respect of defining relatives and 

report clausosp but not in respect of final conditioning clauses, 

since his operation A13(iii) inserts a tone-group boundary before 

a final adverbial clause. 

We seat therafore, that there is not complete agreement about 

which particular types of complex sentence are regularly undivided 

and which nctp and hence it is difficult to catcblish whother any 

particular division is Inotivated' or not. 

In order to decide this question, it would be useful to be 

able to set up 'unmarked' structures for complex sentences in the 

same way that we could do this for simple ones* This Ist howevers 

not easy to do and it is also by no means certain that unmarked 

sentences would be regularly treated as intonational wholes, A 

general principle that is worthy of consideration, howevers is that 

subordinate clauses in complex sentences are 'unmarked' if they 

occupy the position that their phrasal equivalents would occupy in 

a simple sentence, This would account for adverbial end complement 

clauses being unmarked in final position# but not in initial 

position# and so on* 

Possible motivating factors in the division of, complex 

sentences will be considered below (8,, 10ob)o For the purposes of 

the present discussion of, unmotivated division we shall ccnsidor 
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only a few fairly secure cases where a single tone-group for the 

wholo sontence is usually considered the norms 

The following examples from the data fell into this categorys 

Here# howeverp they are divided, and are thus cases of partition: 

Enql_ish 

A. Def ininn relntive 

19 /then the students would worl< for /every, thing that 

really 1,:, nttored/ 

2, /but it might be some special skill that he's ac/quired/ 

Re oo rt 1 

3, /They have shown /that they can produce biologists just 

as well/ 

4* /the pit is there ere no /atRndards/ 

51 /Pm sure this is/so/ 

Co Adverbiel 

6, /1 did so because Pm/quite convinced/ 
111ý * 

Do Infinitival 

7. /1 went to Twickenham /peacefully to demonstrate/ 

6. /they're there to main/tain the high standards of 22orl/ 

91 /their Job is to/try to do this/ 

Cermpn 

Ab Def Ining relative 

le /das Verhalten einer Person die /trinkt ist/oft seltsam/ 

2o /sie verkauft von 2eit zu Zeit eines der KhelstÜcke die 

Ihr Mann ihr hinterlassen hat/ 
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3, /der taxiert den Cegenstand von/ dem sie sich trennen will/ 

Be 'Report' 

4. /ich glaube much dass es /ganz schon wichtig ist/ 

5. /ich nehn Sie/ haben eine ganze flienge erfchren/ 

co Tndirect question 

61 /wissen Sie nuch seit ll! mnn sich Mrs. Richmond dem 

Trunk ergeben hat? / 

We rray considor the above sentences to be normally undivideds 

so that these versions ere ImarkedIp and the divisions as such 

cannot be attributed to the syntactic structure* Nevertheless# 

as with the partition of simple sentences, there are certainly 

relationships between the divisions and the structure of the sentence 

in so far asp if partition tinkes o1scep some divisions are more 

likely then othorse In considering the locations of the information 

unit boundaries to must also be prepared to adjust the boundaries 

or tone-proups in the samo way as with simple sentences (cfe p. 550,9 

obove). 

After such edjustments the information unit boundaries show 

a clear tendency to coincide with clause boundaries* This indicates 

that 'the syntactic integrity of the clause tends to be preserved 

in cases of partition. The only exception to this principle in 

the above examples is one instance of a defining relative clause 

(EI)., where the nntecedent is grouPed together in the same information 

unit as the relative clause. This is explicable in terms of 

Halliday's discussion of the relationship between tone-groups end 

clauses: the defining relative clause, unlike other types of 
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subordin3to clausop is not an element of structure of tho sentence 

as such# but of a constituent of the sentence# here on adverbial, 

In othor respoctst partition of complex sentences does not 

in principle differ from that of simple sentences* In sentences 

of the nbovo kind# although it is possible to find a relationship 

between syntactic structure and the divisions mades it is not 

possible to predict that a division will be made on the basis of 

syntactic structure# since the norm here is no division at all. 

The question of which particular structures should be regarded as 

normally undivided will be considered below (8.10*6). There is 

no reason to consider the semantic significance of partition of 

complex sentences to be in any kny different from that of partition 

of simple sentencesp except that the clausal status of subordinate 

clauses appears to contribute to their semantic 'weight' and thus 

to make sepnrate tone-group status more likely* 

8,, JO*5 Motivsted division: simple -sentences 

According to the literature on the subjectt division of simple 

sentences is to be expected with certain specific types of 

sentence structure* Characteristic cases of this kind have been 

mentioned above (cf. 8.3). Though writers do not always agree on 

specific instancess there is nevertheless something of a consensus 

on what these struc: tures are# and there-is in principle no reason 

to dissent from this consensus; in both languages there are many 

instances of divisions of sentences which can be regularly 

correlated with syntactic features of the kind discussed* The 
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accuracy of those observations in thus not at issue; if criticism 

can be made, it is in respect of tho lack of generalisation that 

is evident in these descriptions, No general motivating principle 

is put forward which will account for ell the cases observed and, 

furthermore# account for cases not yet observede 

One factor that appears to be involved is the type of sentence 

constituentt adverbials are treated differently from subjects or 

objects. Another factor is the position of the element in the 

sentence: elements are treated differently in initialo medial, 

and final position. A combination of these two factors will allow 

us to describe most of the characteristically divided structures* 

It is thus necessary to know what the regular position for the 

various types of constituent is, as in many cases deviations from 

the regular position produce structures which are regularly divided. 

This conforms to the assumption made above (8*10*3) in the discussion 

of partition of simple sentences# where it was suggested that the 

kind of sentence that is regularly undivided has an 'unmarked' 
I 119, 

structure. 

'Or We might thus take as an initial hypothesis that the fact 

which determines regular tone-group division in the simple sentence 

is the Imarkedness' of the structures As will be seen below* there 

is come truth in this hypothesist but other factors must also be 

taken into account; Imarkedness' alone is not an explanation; we 

must consider also the factors which render an element 'marked' 

and the motivation for having 'marked' struCtures. 
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We might take 'marked' structures to be simply those which 

deviate from the typical sentence patterns, such as those given bys 

among many others., Quirk et al. (1972). 'Deviant' does not 

here mean 'ungrammatical's of course; marked structures are just 

as grammatical as unmarked ones. Apart from cases which involve 

altering the grammatical relations within the sentence (eego 

passivisatioý or altering the number of clauses (eeg, cleftingp 

pseudo-clefting)t the textual role of which will not be considered 

here# a variety of such 'deviations' may be rocognised. Quirk 

et al* gives for English, principally 'thematic fronting19 subject- 

verb inversion# and various forms of 'postponement' and 'reinforcement' 

(1972# Ch. 14). German grammarians give considerable attention 

to word order, particularly in relation to the strict placing of 

tho verbs Here,, we shall consider in detail two main factors which 

seem to be of Importance In connection with tone-group division: 

'Ausrahmung I (f or the signif icance of this term see 8a 10,, 5., I)and 

thematisation. Among the structural characteristics of sentences 

v,; hich require'discussion we shall consider opposition and co-ordinatlone 

And finally we shall examine certain properties of a type of 

constituent which has important implications for tone-group division: 

the adverbial. ConsideL-ation of these five topics should not# 

of course be taken to imply that no other feature of sentence 

structure plays a part in tone-group division. These topicst though 

the most importentlers only illustrations of the factors that are 

involveds and serve as convenJent headings under which to consider 

the motivating principl. es* 
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6.10.5.1 'Ausrmhmunnt 

'We have already seen the importance of tho so-called 'verbal 

framol*(Rahmenp Klammer) in tha structure of Carman sentences* 

According to the 'frame' principle the finite portion of the verb 

is placed in second position in declarative sentences end in first 

position in interrooative and imperative sentencesy while the other 

parts of the verb (infinitivesg participles and separable prefixes), 

es well as certain other elements closely associated with the verbs 

are Placed at the end, thus enclosing the remainder of the verb 

phrase in a kind of framee German grammarians have devoted 
. 

considerable attention to this phenomenons not so much from the 

syntactic point of view as from the point of view of its assumed 

Sionificance for the communication of information and for the 

Psychological processes underlying this. 

Cne r8lle which has been assigned to this f rame by some grammarians 

Is* to quota Crobe (19669 p, 635), "die Cleichzeitigkeit der 

nacheinander gesprochenen Worter eines Satzes und damit dessen 

Einheit zu sichern"; thus the discontinuity is seens paradoxically 

perhaps, as a unifying factor# binding the temporal succession of 

elements into a non-temporal syntactic whole. At the same time, 

the separation of the verbal elements, and the postponement of one 

part until the end, is said to create a certain 'tension$ (Spannung) 

within the sentence (cf. especially Boost# J955): the opening of 

the frame raises expectations which are not satisfied until the 

f ramo* is closed. 

When we remove the psychoiogical trappings which tend to 

encumber discussions of this sort, a significant point amorgese 
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The 'verbal fronal is a clear reflection of the non-temporal 

nature of syntactic structurel but 'tension' arises because of tho 

temporal sequenco through which this structure must nevertheless 

be realised. In fact it is clears as suggested earlierthat there 

is a kind of conflict between these fectorss between the unity 

of syntactic structure on tho one hand and its temporal distribution 

an the other; the non-linear nature or the former conflicts with 

the linear nature of the lattero Not surprisingly, thereforev 

there -aro-frequent breaches of the 'frame' principle, especially 

in colloquial speech# in favour of a more linearly ordered structure* 

Such breaches are often referred to as 'Ausrahmung' or 'Ausklemmerungle 

An example given by Kufner (1962) is the sentencei 

'Er kommt mit seinen. Geld cus trotz aller Schwierigkeiten' 

The frame Principle would demand placing sus at the end instead of 

before the final adverbial. 

The status of 'Ausrahnung's and Indeed of the 'framel itselft 

is one of the 
A 
most disputed points In Germen gramm3r. Some writers 

I ý'- 
have seen in the frame a literary importation of Latin Provenance 

Oich is now receding under pressure from native colloquial usage 

and which will ultimately disappear. Thus for Kufner the above 

example illustrates a 'growing tendency'. Faulseit and Kuhn (1972),, 

from their prescriptive point of view, criticise over-use of 

Ausrahmung for this very remson: it "arinnert an umgangsprachliche 

Copflogenheiten't (p. 76). Admoni (1970# 1973), on the other hand, 

disputes this interpretationg. ond draws attention to the long and 

rospectable history of both tho Rahmen and Ausrahmung in both 
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literary and colloquial German; the verbal frame is# In short 

sentances at leastp just as much a part of colloquial German as it 

is of more literary style. 

Whatever its historical orininst the conflict between Rnhmen 

and Ausrahnung is n synchronic fact, but it is not a conflict of 

native and foreign., or literary and colloquial. It is a conflict 

between the essentially non-linear syntactic structure and the 

inevitably linear information structure* 

On the syntactic interpretation there is more agreement* It 

is recognised that Ausrahmung may be 'partial' or itotalls. 

depending on how much of the verb phrnse is excluded from the frameo 

The frame may merely be shorter (what Schmidt, 1907# calls 

Iverk6rzter pridikativer Rahmen') or it may be non-existents with 

tho second part of the verb immediately following the first (lootentieller 

Satzrahmen'). In some cases Ausrahmung is acknowledged to be the 

norm (cf. Grebes 1966, Schmidtp 19679 Admoni 19709 1973, Jungs 

J966s Helbig pnd Buscha 1974): 
11 

(i) with comparative constructions involving aie end als 

(ii) with infinitive constructions with zu 

(iii) with relative clauses 

together with a few others. In other cases# however) Ausrahmung 

is deemed to be 'stylistic's taking place in the following circumstances, 

among otherst 

(i) if a constituent is so long as to overload the frame 

or to obscure the transparency of the structure 

(ii) to give emphasis to a constituent 
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What is of special interest in the presont context is the 
I 

relationship between Ausrahmung and tone-group divisions It seems 

to be the case that those parts of sentences that are excluded 

from the frame in this way are regularly given a separete tooo-groupt 

This claim is supported by sentences in the analysed data, such as 

the following (tona-group boundaries have bcen adjusted): 

14, /(sie) erbaitet doch sehr viel mit /zum Teil aus finanzieller 

Sirht/ 

2* /... sich zu interessieren /fÜr das Was ihnen llnqeboten wird /in 

der Prosse oee/ 

3� /die eigentlich zu irrelevant sind / fUr die Allqeneinh9it/ 

4, /eine mainer Schwestern h3t sich beworben da /fÜr Krankengymnastik/ 

51 /ein Drittel der Stunden ist annghernd 2usgef allen /durch 

politische Diskussion/ 

Counter-examples to this principle ere to be found, but they are 

rare i 
6, /Wir haben zu Ostern eine Fahrt gemacht durch Schattland/ 

V- I 
This tendency to give constituents outside the frame a separate 

tono-group has implications for information structure and for the 

nature of information units, It appears that the frame itself 

encloses not so much a syntactic unit as an informational one; by 

bringing the frama prematurely to an and we also close the 

information units and uhat follows is a now information unit even 

if it belongs syntactically with what is inside the frames This is 

prosumably what Kufner (1962) meanst though his formulp-tion is 

disappointingly unlinguistic and unacceptable# when he says that 
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Ausrahmung involvas putting "the adverb at the end of the 'thought' 

rather than the clause" (po 23). 

The verbal f rame is characteristic of Cerman and henco its 

and Ausrahmungt do not occur in English* There are a number of 

constructions in both languagesp however# which are analogous in 

that items ere tnken from their usual place in the sentence and 

'postponed' until after what would otherwise be the end of the 

sentenco. many of these involve clauses rather than constituents 

of simple sentences, and these will not be discussed here, but one 

or tu: o are non-finite sentence elements. Quirk et al. (p., 971) 

give the following cases of a $noun-phrase tag': 

they're all tho sames these politicians 

I know them# men 

I wouldn't trust him for n moment, that lad 

to thich they add the remrk: "the tog gencrally OcCurs in a 

&op-ar-ate tona-unit with a rising tore"s The sepnrate tone-group 

given to 'noun-phrase tags' is also noticed by Crystal: his 

%I,, 
oporation C12(iv) places a boundary before theme Quirk et ale also 

suggest that the separate tons-group given to tho tag distinguishes 

this construction from ona with a vocativep eagot 

he's coming /John 

he's coming John 

The first of theso is a tags with John as a postponed subject,, 

co-referential with he; the letter is a vocative., where he end 

John are not co-referontiale As always with such Idisambiguating, 

functions of intonations however# this distinction is by no means 

consistent; vocative expressions may also be subject to the same 
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treatment as togs# so that the first version is still ambiguous* 

An example of this type of, structure from the date is the 

following: 

7. /It imolies /this compLnint oeo/ 

Such cases are in many ways analogous to Ausrahmung: the 

subject is shifted from its usual position in the structure and 

appended at the ends while its place in the sentence is occupied 

by n 'dummy' pronouno 

A similar construction is also possible in Germans e. go 

Die sind alle gleich diese Politiker 

but the U3UO1 treatment of this kind of sentence is not the same 

as that of Ausrahmung or that of this structure in Englisho since 

here a separate tone-group is not the norm* ibis would seem to be 

an exception but in fact it is explicable in terms of other factorse 

In Cases Of this kind in English# the postponed subject# though 

forming an independent information unit,, nevertheless remains 

subordinate# Ls is evidenced by'its forming a postparatonic with 

tone E3. In German, however# this kind of structure is not possible: 

there are no postparatonicst and thus it is impossible for the subject 

in this case to form a separate information unit while at the some 

tima being subordinate. In this it differs from Ausrahmunq proper# 

where the postponed item is not treated as subordinate; tho 

structure of the paratone-group here is either minor + major# or 

major major (of* above, chapter 7). The latter structure is in 

fact much more common; the fact that the first tone-group is 

major rather then minor serves to reinforce the impression that 
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the sentence in coming to an ond with the closing of the frames 

These remarks on the structure of the paratone-group and its 

relationship to tone-group division cannot be further developed 

herce The subject will be considered in more detail in Chapter 9s 

below. 

8ojO@5o2 Thematisrition 

Cne category that is widely hold to be communicatively 

important is the 'theme'* We have already considered (3*4 

above) various definitions of the theme, as "that which is known"# 

as "the sentence element *6* carrying the lowest degree of CD" 

(m communicative dynnmism)s or simply as the first element in the 

sentence. Here we follow Halliday, among otherst in taking the 

'theme' to be the lost of theses with the assumption that. the first 

element of the sentence is a functional category, 

The significance of 

in the literature, and h, 

both English and German. 

give as "the expected or 

of the following3 

the theme in this sense is w3ll attested 

as been discussed at length by writers on 

For English* Quirk et ale (1972., p. 945) 

'unmarked' theme of a main clnusell one 

(1) subject in a statement 

(2) operator (i. e. auxiliary) in a je24no question 

(3) =h-eloment in a wh question 

(4) main verb in a command 

In addition to these casos, other elements may occur as the themes 

in OAch cases they are 'marked'. Quirk et al, give examples of 

objects and complements; in the case of adverbials they are 
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uncertain as somo of these are regularly found in initial positions. 

ror Cermant most writers agree thaty as in English, the 

subject is the most natural theme in declarative clauses* This 

case is described by Admoni (1970) as 'gersde Wortfolgo's and 

by Eichler and Bunting (J9 76) as the 'Crundstellungle Jung (1966)t 

on the other hands disagrees. ror him the only norm that can be 

established here is for the verb to occur in second position; the 

first position is variable* Helbig and Buschn (1974) allow eithpr 

subject or adverbial as theme to be noutrals with objects and 

complements possible as marked cases. This seems to correspond 

exactly to the conclusions of quirk et al. for English, 

There are nevertheless observable syntactic differences bet%-3en 

the two- languages in their treatment of thematisation. The fact 

that in declarative clauses in Cerman the verb must occupy second 

position rreans that if the theme is other than the subject then 

subject-verb inversion must take place. Apart from the restricted 

types given by Quirk et al. (p. 948 ff. )p the subject-verb order 

is unaffected by the placing of otherr-lements in initial position 

In English* This difference between the two languages is of some 

impaýtancev as will be seen shortly. 

The semantic role of thematisation has also been widely 

discussed. For Englishs Quirk at al. describe the theme as "the 

communicative point of departure for the. rest of the clause" (p. 945)o 

For Germans the characterisation given by Admoni (p. 30-j) would 

be virtually identical if it were not for the psychological 

tarminology3 "der nat*u*rliche Ausgangspunkt des Gedankens". German 
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grammarians have made this a little more explicit$ howevers by 

recognising two specific functionst the theme serves to connect 

up with the previous sentenco (what Helbig and Buscha call 

OS, nWorflechtunq) -n role that it shares with other elements but 

for which, as the first elerr. entj it is most suited* The item in 

first position, according to Admoni, is the one which "don 

Zusammenhang mit dam vorhergehanden Radcabschnitt verschafft". 

As n cacond function the theme may serve to givo emphasis (Hervorhobung) 

to the element In question; the first element may thus be one 

whichi, according to Admanij. "basonders hervorgehoban werden soll". 

Tn this case, "Spitzenstallung *.. bedeutet affektische 

Ausdrucksstellunn" (Erbans 19680 pe 123). 

There is admittedly a certain paradox here* The first of those 

functions, that of linking up with previous utterancess makes the 

theme into something 'given' or 'known', end therefore of low 

communicative value,, Grebe (1966) suggests that the first position 

"am spannungslosesten ists weil es eine Gegebenheit bezeichnet, 
il-* 

die sich aus der vorangegangenen Rede ergibt, oder die als bekennt 

Vorausgesetzt werden kannU (p. 631). This hardly seems reconcileble 

with the role of first position as 'Ausdrucksstellungli with "des 

sinnwichtigste Wort einer Mitteilung emphatisch vorangestellt" 

(Erbon.. 1964.. pe 238). 

The explanation of this apparent contradiction 13 to be found 

in the notion ofý Imarkednoss'. If the theme is unmarked it is 

communicatively wank, if marked it is communicatively strong# 

Schmidt (1967)0 basing himself on the pioneering work of Drach in this 
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fieldi, puts it es fOllOwst "Voraussetzung für das Zustandekommen 

der Hervorhebung ist� daß ein sgtzglied an die erste Stelle rÜcktt 

das in ruhiger# sachlicher Darstellung an spgterer Stelle zu 

erwarten wgre. Die besondere Betonung resultiert also aus der, 

UngewIahnlichkeit der Stellung" (p. 274). To this may bo added 

Admonils remark: Hje ungew'o*hnlicher diese Stellung fÜr ein Satzglied 

istp desto wirksamer wird seine Versetzung an diese Ste11011 (p. 301)o 

There is some evidence that English and Cerman differ in the 

use that is made of 'marked theme'# and that these remarks about 

the 'Ausdrucksstellung' are not entirely accurate* There are cases 

where a 'marked theme' in this sense is possible in Cermano though 

not in English, without any 'emphatic' connotations serving mBrBIY 

tho 'linking' functions ExamPles are: 
0 

Dan kennlich 

Das weiss ich nicht 

Structures such as thisp with a direct object pronoun as theme# 

are very uncommon. in Englisho and are highly marked, but cerman 

sentences of this type ere frequent and one would hesitate to call 

them in any way 'emphatic's 

IlAs excursus into the role of thematisation and of 'marked 

theme' is important in the context of a discussion of tone-group 

division. For both languages it seems to be accepted that a marked 

theme will take a separate tone-group. Halliday (1967a) states 

that "lexical adjuncts and complements in thematic position are 

particularly likely to carry a separate tone-group: they are 

already marked by sequencop being away from their neutral position 
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of tar the prodicators so that with marked tonality their thematic 

status is further reinforced" (p, 21). Thus "if the clause has 

$two information units' represents the grnmmaticallY marked thc. r., e* *9 

unmarked term" (p. 33), For Corman,. Pheby's claim is identicale 

He stateo that "ein sequontiell unmarkiertes Thema wird normalerujoise 

keina cigGne Informationseinheit bilden", in which case it is 

linliormationell unmarkiortle With a separate tone-group it is 

linformationell markiert'* Converselys llein sequontiell markiertes 

Thama ist bai rcrklerter Informationsverteilung inform. ationell 

un. m. nrl, liart" (p* 1'30 - 131 ). 

This principle nevortheless spoeers to work differently in 

the two languages. Sentences such as those given aboves with direct 

object pronoun as theme* would be likely to remain undivided in 

Cerm3ng but the equivalent structure in English would LISU311Y 

be divided. 

There thus seem to be three difrerences between the operation 

of thematisatIon in English and Cernan: 

(i) if an item other than the subject is placed in initial 

position this regularly causes inversion of subject and 

verb in Germans but not in Englishe 

(ii) German is morc tolerant of certain items, such as direct 

objects.. ns theme# without the necessity for these 

items to be Oumphstic' or 'contrastive' 

(iii) English is more likely to give elements other than the 

subject 'as thome in separate Illone-group thnn Corman. 

At this point it will be useful to give Sams oxamplos of 

non-subject themes in tho two longung03 taken f rom the datoo Tone- 
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group boundaries have been adjusted to coincide with constituent 

boundaries. 

Ennlish 

(a) nn se"rnte tnnp-nrOLIP for the theme 

i. /this we can't nfforý/ 

2* /therefore I shall have exactly the same attitude/ 

3. /indeed I think it would be a trnnedy/ 

4, /notu perhaps thepity is ... 
/ 

(b) seppýrsta tone-ornuD for the theme 

51 /for a long ±ime / there v., as a considerable amount of comoInce, ncy/ 

6. /for s, -)mp pcople / it was enough to j22int' L/ 

7, /among them/are too/ 

B. /and in par±icular/tho South African team could probably learn 

j a very greatge-il 

9" /in the Bi-Ology department / it was decided too/ 

io. /in particular in the ArtS field/ it might be very difficult/ 

ile /or in your experience I mean / are things being Long/ 

Cprrr-3n 

(a) no seonrpte tone-orouo for the theme 

le /dafÜr kenn ich von mir aus sagen/ 

2, /D-ann habon wir natbrlich Cqste zu bewirten/ 

3@ /an sonsten ist der Haushalt ja ooo/ 

4@ /ausserdem gohlich sehr sehr gern in die 22er/ 

51 /und das W6chtlich meinen Kindern an sich er. Maren/ 

61 /offenbar voranlasste ihn seine schlechte Gesundheit aufa 

Lnnd zu ziehen/ 

'I 
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7, /natÜrlich habon Sie ihm das nicht genInu t/ l 

8o /und heute Abend bin ich hier . *e/ i 

91 /bei uns im SUden ln*uft überhaupt nichts mehr/ 
f 

10. /Einerseits sehlich ja eigentlich keine neua Alternative/ 

11. /jedenfalls sind sie glaublich fGr eine 1,1ache hingefahren/ ii 

12* Ida kriegt man jn keine Unterkunft/ 

13o /oder sonst wollten wir vielleicht nach Walps fahren/ ; 

14. /da hiben wir's/ 

iSe /violleicht hatten Sie das tun sollen/ 

16. /dann hat sie sich inzwischen aber sehr verindert/ 

17. /einen von ihnen erwartet Ble in diesen Innen/ 

18-, /vielleicht hatte er Bedenken/ 

(b) rýeparpte-tone-orcuo for the theme 

19. /eusserdem /hablich aber euch noch meine Hobbies/ 

20, /acht Tage liess er sich In Rothbury nieder/ 

21� /vor einem Jahr ungefihr/ hat Doktor Darlitigton ganz plUtzlich 

seine Praxis in Edinburoh verkauf 

22, /durch die'ses neue Geset7_/wirst du jetzt bez2hlt/ 

23* /unter achtzehnhundert Leuten / war nix drin/ 

24. /auf allen Gebieten / ist die Reaktion o�9/ 

3/ 25@ /in Braunschweig und Hannover/war glaublich ganz schbn was los 

26o /nach dem Tod ihres Alannes / hat sie zu trinken angefangen/ 

The number of examples given here is s fair reflection of the 

frequency of occurrence of the various types* In English type (a) 

is very rare# and the status of some Of the examples given is not 

completely secure, *-since the 'theme' here is in, some cases more in 
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the nature of a conjunction. Sentences in which the subject is 

preceded merely by well or now and similar expressions have not 

been included herep as such forms are probably best regarded not 

as constituents of the sentence itself. In Gernanp sentences of 

type (a) are very numarbuse Again# those beginning with expressions 

such as olso, nun., and the like (which, incidentallyy do not usually 

cause inversion and can thus legitimately be regarded as not 

forming p3rt of the sentence) have not been included. 

Although about the samc number of 'divided' cases.. with 8 

separate tone-group for the thcmet has been included here from 

both lanquagest this is a reflection more Of the overall greater 

mllib er of non-subject themes in German than of the similar treatment 

given to such themes in the two languages. That is to says although 

one m. y find a fair number of such themes with a separate tone- 

group in both longuagest as a proportion of the totsl number of 

non-subject themes they are more frequent in English than German* 

The three differences between the two languages mentioned above 

are not unrelatedt and can thus to some extent be generalised, By 

defining 'marked theme' differently in th e two languageso it is 

in fact possible to eliminate (iii) altagethers if the latter is 

rephrased in terms of marked theme* Pheby's characterisation of 

marked and unmarked theme is, in fact.. slightly different from that 

found in standard grammars of Germano and seems to come closer to the 

facts. He considers as Ounma&-ked theme' not only a (grammatical 

or lexical) subject# but alsq a grammatical (not lexical) object* 

And even the subject can be a marked theme if it is lexical while 
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the objoct is gremirratical, This can be illustrated as followst 

Un rr- rk pd M. nrked 

der Lehrer hat die Schuler gefragt. Ce Schüler hat der Lchrer gefragt 

er hat sie gefragt 

die h-at er gefragt 

or hnt dir- Grippe 

das hat mein Bruder 

die Cripps hat or 

mein Bruder hat dos 

This approach effectively eliminates those cases where English 

and German oppear to differ in their application of the principle 

giving E3 separate tone-group to a 'marked theme'., since the cases 

wh3rap contrary to expectationsi Carman does not have a soparate 

tona-group are now no longer cases of rarked themes 

Difference (i) may n1sop though more speculativelys b3 related 

ta this. There may be a connection between the possibility in 

Cerman of having elements such as direct objects as uninarked theme 

and the syntactic properties of this construction in tho languages 

The fact that,, the verb is not displaced from its regular position 

whatever the theme means that# In effect# thematisation is not 

such a disruptive process in German as in English: e non-subject 

theme in German is still recognisHbly part of the syntactic structure 

of the sentence, while in English it stands outside this structure 

to sorm extent. This allows a thematic*object to be more integrated 

end loss isolated in Cerman than in English# with the result that 

it can be informationally grouped together with the rest of the 

sentence in appropriate cases. 
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It is also interesting to note that in those few cases 

where inversion takes place in English after a non-subject theme 

a similnr situation seems to exist to that encountered in German. 

Unlike those cases of non-subject theme Rithout inversionp those 

with inversion do not normally have a separate tone-group for the 

theme. The following examples from Quirk et al. (p. 9413-9) 

Illustrate this point: 

Here's the milkman 

There are our f riends 

Haidly had I left 

So are we all 

In many cases of this kind the theme is grammatical rather then 

lexical# and it Is fully integrated into the structure of the sentence 

in a wny which is not characteristic of m-erked themaes without inversions 

-e tone- It would be extremely unusual te give the theme a separat 

group in such casesp even thouch it is not the subject* 

Ir. ention may also be made here of a releted kind of construction 

in which the% 
Qý 
t* hemes such as it is, seems to function merely as a 

dummy, c grammatical placeholder which allows the Subject to be post- 

ponedo This is especially the case with existential sentencess 

wher6 the subject is# in a senses rather like a predicate$ since 

nothing is predicated of it other than its existencee Postponement 

to the predicate position is thus quite natural. 7he dummy theme 

hero is in English thpret in German es: 

there are lots of people here 

es war einmal ein Ko**nig 
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Dummy thames also occur in non-exictential santencess such as 

tho fcllowingp with thors tins and dm 

thero came a time when 

eB koman zv�t. -. i Mgnner herein 

da kommt doch gestern der Kerl zu mir und sagt oet 

In all these cases it could ba argued that the theme is not the 

cubject (there, is# of course# come controversy over the status of 

thara); but it is nevarthelass not given a separate tone-gruup, 

Again the reason can plnusibly be taken to be that it in syntactically 

Integrated into the sentence# as ceen in the inversion of subject 

and verb in both languagase Such 'empty' elements couldt of course; 

hardly constitute an information unit in themselvesp an their 

inform3tion content is virtually nil. 

It is noteworthy that the above conclusions ebout thematiention 

and tona-group division are In important respects analogous to those 

arrived at in connection with Auernhmung. In both cases ma are 

concerned vith the degree of integration of an element or elements into 

%k" the cyntactic frarrevork of the sentencet with Ausrahm. ung certain 

oloments may be postponod until efter this framework ic closcd; 

. vjitll mrked thema an elemsnt may occur befom the fremawork is 

opened. German grammarians generally observe thnt the Rahmen ic a 

varbil frame, enclosing only the predicate of the contencs; but 

the contonce as a wholat including the subject, forms another frams 

by virtu3 of its cyntactic cohaoian. Marked thematisation could 

thus be soon as another kind of Auershmung, 
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8.10.5.3 Apposition 

In thoir detniled discussion of opposition in Englisht Quirk 

ot al. (1972) draw a variety of distinctions which they summarise 

ns follows (p. 625): 

full (either omissible) 
partial (only one omissible) 

APPOSITION 
4strict (sarre syntactic class) 

:0 (weak (different syntactic class) 
i non-restrictive (different information unit) 
restrictive (same information unit) 

Cern-on grommorJans elso distinguish different typess though 

on a different basis nnd less riporously. Grebe (1966) distinguishes 

"die unmittelbar beim Substantiv stehende Apposition" from "die 

nachgetregene Apposition"; Helbiq ond BusCha (1974) distinguish 

lengel from Ilockerel Apposition. 

We are here concerned with cnly one kind of distinction, that 

bet-ween 'non-restrictivel and frestrictivel oooosition, whicho as 

already indicated in the brief choracterisation given by Quirk et 

el. 9 has inolications for information unit division. This distinction 

is not exolicitly rccognised by Cerrran grammarianst thourh it is 

as valid for Cerman as it is for English; it has some affinity 

with. the leng' v. 'locker' distinction. Quirk et al. do not really 

make clear the syntactic nature of the distinction, however, but 

defina it in terms of inform, 11. -Jon unit division. This seems to 

confuse a sympto. m with a def ining characteristice Restrictive 

oppositions are essentially qualifiers of nouns., on a per with other 

modifiers such as adjectivesp while non-restrictive oppositions are 

indepondent noun phrases existing in parnllel with their antecodentse 
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This difforence of status isv es Quirk et al. indicate, regularly 

reflectod In tone-group division: the former do not have a separate 

tone-group but the latter do. 

Halliday also gives examples of the Idisambiguating' function 

of intonation here. The sentence: 

// I'll /ask n-y /trother the //! 2eprt specialist 

differs from tho sentence: 

// I'll /ask my /brother the /ýesrt specialist 

in being "opposition in contrast with qualification". * where the 

number of tone-grouPs 'signals' the distinction. 

The following nre examples of non-restrictive appositional 

phrases from the date, all of Oiich have a separate tone-groups 

Tone-group boundaries have been ndjusted. 

Enalish 

I. /then there's rro Fawler/ c retired schoolmaster/ 

2, /e.. Miss rPeecham /a sprightly spinster of uncertain aceý/ 

3. /Willem van der Eycken /Senior Research Fellow In Education at 

Brunel University 

Germsn 

I. /das sei lediglich ein Ulk oewesen / ein schlechter Scherz den 

sich gewisse Kollegen mit ihm neleistet Watten / 

2. /ich werde Ihnen inzwischen von Henry Larlington erz*OhlE! n 

dem rohen rachs*uchtiqen verbitterten Tierarzt / 

3. /wir haben Norn gef ragt / die Schottin / 

An explanation for the different treatment of restrictive and 

non-restrictive appositional phrases might be found in the fact that 
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their syntactic status is different: the restrictive type is 

'rank-shifted'; it is a constituent of the noun phrase which has 

the antecedent as its head, while the non-restrictive type is a 

noun phrase in its own right. This does not explain why the letter 

should be given a separate tone-groupp however. This seems to be 

explicable more from its relative independence ends in a senses 

optionality. Erben (1964, p. 125) speaks of these oppositions as 

"relativ eigenstandige e.. Zus*a*tzes die eine begriffliche Abrundung# 

eine mehr oder minder entbehrliche Erlýuterung bringen"s Both 

Erben end Eichler and P-Onting (1976) also note the intonational 

independence that these oppositions have; they speak of a slight 

'Pause' separating the appositional phrase from what has gone before. 

Such a Pause is not$ however, usually founds and this remark may 

simply be their (inaccurate) observation of seoarate tono-group status. 

The Independence and optionality of non-restrictive oppositions 

means that they are not, inforn. zAionally speaking., as closely 

integrated into the structure of the sentence as restrictive oppositions@ 

0.1 Additional evidence of this lack of integration is found in the 

German examoles given abovej, all of which involve not only apposition 

but also Ausrahmung: the appositional phrase Is placed after the 

verbal frame rather than directly after its antecedent* 7he independence 

of the appositionol phrase from the rest of the sentence also asserts 

itself in German in the fact that case concord, which is more or 

less obligatory with restrictive opposition in items which show case 

(there are some exceptions), occasionally breaks down with non- 

restrictive opposition, as in the following sentence from the works of 
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Heine cited byl among others, Erben (1964): 

'Die KG. hntieit dieses Denkers zeigt sich namentlich in seiner 

Nom, gdanlehre, eine der merkwürdigsten Hypothesen**. ' 

Here the neutral Icaseloss' nominative eire replaces the expected 

dative. 

Although Ausr3hmung as such does not occur in Englishp 

comparable postponement of appositional phrases does occurp with 

sinilnr rusults (cf. Quirk et al. P. 6219 p. 634) 

An unusu3l present was given to him for his birthday/ 

a book on ethics 

Ir, any students died in the fire / the cream of the school 

Tnus vie cre justified in seeing non-restrictive appositions 

as yet enother case where lack of integration into the sentence 

structure gives it en inde: )endent informational statuss reflected 

in tone-rroua division* 

8,10.5. & Co-ordinv, tion 

Co-ordinate structures resemble appositional structures in thet 

they involve multiple occupancy of a single 'slot' in the sentence 

structure. Unlike appositional phrases, hovievers co-ordinate items 

are not co-referentials and they are not restricted to noun phrases 

but m3y be of any word class, and, indeed# of any rank. Here we are 

concerned only with co-ordination below the rank of the clause. 

It is customary to make a number of distinctions of co-ordination 

typost primarily on the basis of the semantic reIntionship inherent 

in tho cc-ordinntaro Helbig and Buschn (1974) for example, distinguiSh 
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$adversative'# 'alternative', IcausnlIp 'conditionallp 'copulativalt 

'restrictive'# 'specification's and 'intensive repetition'. This 

in# of course$ in addition to the many subordinating relationships, 

Syntactically it is also possible to distinguish Isyndetic' from 

tasyndetic' co-ordination in both languages (cf. Quirk et als., 

p. 950; Crebe, pe 543): the former has a co-ordinator, the latter 

has not. 

The distinction that we are concerned with herep howaver., is 

of a slightly different kind which has received far less attention* 

Items may be co-ordinated to different extentst with different 

degrees of closenesso so that they form either one single unit or 

two connected units. The former will here be designated unifying 

co-ordinationp the letter conc-ntenstino. The difference is not 

easy to demonstrate simplys but it may be illustrated with a phrase 

containing two nouns# such as men Pnd worren. These could be regarded 

as one noun phrases with the structure: 

NP 

N 

and women 

or es two noun phrases# with the structure: 

NIp dp 
II 
NN 

men and 

These are not simply two alternative anelyces of the some structure; 

there is a genuine structural ambiguity here* The well known ambiguity 

of such phrases when modified by an adjective (old men snd women) 
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is partly a reflection of this structural difference; if old 

refers to both men and women the phrase must be a unifying co- 

ordination; if it refers only to men it could be either unifying 

or concatenating. 

In some cass-s., unifying co-ordinations have become so unified 

that they have almost become lexicalised to the extent of regularly 

tnking a singular verb. An establishment advertising that 'Bread 

and Butter is sold here' in likely to be a restaurant; one 

advertising that 'Bread and Butter are sold here' is likely to be a 

-ween the two W3 grocorlso As a further tost of the differendo bet 

may note that concatenating co-ordinated phroses are susceptible of 

being split into parallel clausesq whereas unifying ones are usually 

note Thus the advertisement 'Bread is sold here and butter is sold 

here' can only bo an expansion of the concatenating type; the latter 

cant in a sense, be regarded as eqelliptical form of the former. 

There is thus a cert3in reltitionshin between concatenating 

co-ordination and ellipsis, which does not hold for unifying co- 
al, 

ordination* In object position 'bread and butter' is similarly 

ambiguous as to typer and can be disambiguated by insorting some OF 

the lellipted' matter e. g. 

do you sell bread and butter 

do you sell broad and do you sell butter 

Unlike unifying co-ordination, concatenating co-ordination 

allows a certain independence to its co-ordinated parts# in keeping 

with their relationship to independent clauses. This independence 

A. 
takos various forms. Firstly,, the parts of concatenating co-ordination 
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may bo n1tern-itives to each other rsther then together forming 

one entity, and this may take the form of controst between them- 

Unifying co-ordination may also involve alternatives, but not 

normally internal contraste Lists., particularly open ones) are 

also characteristically concatenating. The independence of the parts 

is also soen in their susceptibilityp in appropriate cases# to 

Ausrahmung. This applies in both languages, under n wider interpretation 

of P, 3hrr. en thon just the verbal frame. An example from English 

would be: 

Cive me some breads please, and butter 

where the sentence Tinall plepse effectively closes the 'frame'; 

postponement of the second wirt of the co-ordination is normally only 

possible under the concatenating interpretations 

1'ho relative independence of the parts of concatenating 

co-ordination is clearly analogous to that- of non-restrictivo 

appositional phrases# while the indivisibility of unifying co-ordimate 

Phrases is analogous to that of restrictive apposition. One further 

characteristic of the two co-ordination types is obviou3ly our main 

concern here: their relationship to tone-group division* We would 

expect unifying co-ordinate phrases to be regularly undivideds and 

concatenating co-ordinato phrases to be regularly divided, Broadly 

-SPOak-ings this does seem to be the case. This tallies with Crystal's 

view; most of his operations CI involve 'structural par allelism' 

and multiple elements, which can largely be subsumed under the 

general heading of co-ordinationo 

The situation is notquite as clear as in the case of 
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opposition, howevers as concatenating phrases n-re not always 

dividod. To some extents whether the phrase is divided or not may 

depend an diet other factors are present. The command: 

/Buy some bread and butter / 

probably to be understood in the unifying senses and 

/Buy some Lrend/ nnd butter / 

in the concatenating sonse * But a more natural way of putting the 

latter would probably be: 

/Byy some bread and some butter/ 

without division but with separate modification of the two-items 

to indicate their separate status. 

A further problem here is that there is considerable interfe&-ance 

from partition (i. e., unmotivated division). Cc-ordinate phrases 

Oro likely to be lano and semantically weighty whichever type they 

nre, and partition is thus common even in the case of unifying 

co-ordination, 

The following are examoles from the date which are undividrd 

from the intonational point of view: 

Enolish 

modifiers in seauence 

small and unpretentious 

2* e. the correct and proper sttitude ess 

3s **9 the Oxford or Cambridge tutorial ... 

noun ohrnses 

4o so. the qUality and. rr. pthods so, 

so o9o the Prices and Inpomes Bonrd .* 
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Ce rm, -i n 

-jective 
(a) n C, S/ 1�erbs in sequencp 

1. ungef', ihr funfzir, zu fUnfzig Prozent rechts und links 

2. o,. * zun*a*chst und vor nllem 9.99» 

39 man hýlt ihn fur rachsUchtigg verbittert und unnlOtig roh 

gegenübor den Tieren 

4. sie tun es ungern und widerstrebend 

-cirr, utig und offen mit mir sprechen werden dass Sie fý 

(b) noun Dhr�ses 

6@ 994> Rede und Antwort stehen kann 

79 ... im Rundfunk oder Fernsehen 

*to in Braunsch-c-jaig und in Hannover 

sie glaubte lin Alkohol Zuflucht und Veroessen zu finden 

10. Er behendelte vor allem Schosshundchen Katzen und Kanarienvýgel 

(c) verbs 

11. (die trZnner) U: Unschen und Achten dass die Frauen sich engagieren 

12o 9.. zu hooren oder zu lesen 

The following co-ordinate phrases are divided. Boundaries have been 

adjusted. 

- English 

(a) modifiers in seguence 

i. /has offered alternative / or supplementary appro-nch s/ 

29 /a univPrsity tencher/ or a teacher in a polytechnic/ 

3. /Sometimor, well rrLcnnt but incompetent/ 

4, /in a departmontal context / or a university context/ 
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(b) noun nhrnsrs (including those governed by propositions) 

5. /military IListory /grent battles of the world Clausetijitz/ 

thmt sort of stuff / 

6. /to mznke a jLidomnt / and a ruling / 

7, /there's often in the post been an inadequate examination 

ýposes / of the objpctives/ of the plir 

0. /re., -ýPnrcy or othor activities/ 

9. /for resenrc: h/es opposed to tench. ing/ 

10. /the time soent / and rewards offered/ 

11., /to look at the intention/and mpthod of what's being taught/ 

12. /1 used to be up in my roomVor in the library there you know/ 

13. /Ch-arles Strpt, ton / and his wife ! Psn/ 

14. /we don't in fact stop the Bolshoi Ballet coming / or any othar 

Cultural exchanges bet-ween cast snd uiestt/ 

15. /there cre ro standards / no International basis/ 

(c) verbs 

16. /good teachors are born / and not mmde/ 

Cem, an 

(a) edverbisls in senuence 

1. /nicht immer /nicht ausschliesslich jcdonfalls/ 

2, /andeutungsweise / ynd hinter. vornehaltener Hand natürlich/ 

noun phr, -., ses 

3. /es handelt sich nicht um eine Vernehmung sir / sondern nur 

um eine Unterhriltung / 

4, /braucht man nur die Fnhrt zu bezahlen/ und die Ver21enung/ 

und nicht die Kosten des Hnuses/ 
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5. /sie begnügte sich mit KoffEP / oder Tep to. / 

6. /dann dar ganze Lebensstandard/ und die ganze Schulbildung 

die langt heute an sich nicht mehr/ 

7, /ist schnall zum Zw; ýnq / und schliesslich zum Lnzter gewcrden 

8. /statt einen einzinon PiýbelstGclý, /nun eine ganze 

Zimmereinrichtung zu verkaufen / 

9. /von KÜche / und 1(Irche etwas wegzukommen/von Kindern sicher 

noch nicht / 

10. /in der Presse / im Fernschen / im Rundf unk 

11. /in niederen Standen / und aucýh noch in den 

12. /vom P'Pnn / rr. *o*glictis--r", viesL1 auch von der Familie/ 

13. /kann man eigentlich kaurn einp Zeitung / eine Illustrierte/ 

t, ufschlagen 

14, /nicht nur ihr Hetushaltungsgeld/ sondern auch eigenes CPW 

15. /durch politische Diskussion / Mllvrrsammlungen/ und so weit2Zi/ 

(c) verbs nnd verb-ohrases 

16, /lpitsachen zu sammeln/und zu koordinieren/ 

17. /Fens! ar geschlossen / und Vorh'ange zucezoqen/ 

It Is notable that the undivided cpses usually involve pairs 

of words which are closely related in meanin9v Pogo small and 

unpretentious, correct and proper, zunachst und vor ellemy ungern 

und widerstrebend) freimutig und offen, Rede und Antwortj Zuflucht 

und Vergessens, wunschen Und mlo'chtenp h'o*ren ýder, lesen. %at only 

is there no contrast between any of the elements co-ordinated, but 

they are so close in meaning ns to be unifiable into one element. In 

the divided utterancesy-on the other hands contrast is frequent# e. g. 

wall meant but incompetents research as opposed to teachings born 
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and rot madeg nicht uni eine Vernehmung sondern nur um eine 

Unterhaltung, nur die Fahrt ... und die Verpflegung und nicht die 

Kosten dcs Hausesq statt einen einzigen MigbelstU«Ck nun eine ganze 

Zimm., ereinrichtungs von Kucho und Kirche ... von Kindern sicher noch 

nicht# nicht nur ihr Haushaltunasgeld sonderlauch eigenes Galde 

A further characteristic of the undivided type is that the 

two parts are not usually separated by any other matter; modifying 

elements are placed before both prirts and are not repeated before the 

second. The only exceptions here are the German examples 8 and 12j, 

where in and 7u are repeated before the second iteme With the 

divided types, on the other handp separate modification of the two 

parts is frequent, e. g. in the English sentences 2j 41 6,79 12j. 15, 

and the German sentences 1,3# 6j 10s 13# where articles$ propositions 

etces are repeated before the second item. 

It can be seen, then$ that the second group of co-ordinate 

phrases is 'looser' then the first, with more Independence given to 

the co-ordinated elementsp which is in turn reinforced by their 

intonational stntus. This inderendence cnn be seen in the possibility 

of Ausrahmung in both langu3ges. Numbers 4 and 9 of the German 

divided utterances are characteristic# with the second part of the 

co-ordinated phrase occurring after the verbal element which closes 

the frames Number ý is analogous# the frame being closed by the 

'sentence final' sir. Exactly the some phenomenon is found in 

number 14 of the English divided sentences, with the verb intervening 

between the parts. Though rather differents numbers 2 and 4 are in 

some ways analogous; as well as illustrating separate modification or 

qualificntion they involve a kind of Ausr-shmungp since the co-ordinated 
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modifiers are separated from ench other by the intervening noun, 

As a general conclusion from these cases of co-ordination, 

thereforep it seems that w3 mny make a distinction between tvio kinds, 

a closer or unifying co-ordination, with the two (or more) parts 

welded into a single whole* and a looser or concatenating co-ordination 

in which the parts retain a dearee of independence* The independence 

in the letter cases is generally reflected in their intonational 

trentmentt with assignment of the parts to separate information units. 

Both opposition end co-ordination thus show n similar prinicplr--* 

In both cases there are two kinds of structure, one which be'laves 

like n single unit# and one which behaves like two@ It does not 

seem to be usual for the second type to be included in a single 

information unit. In general terms we might says therefore# that 

simple information units tend to include only one instance of a given 

constituent type; in cases of multiple occupancy of a given 

constituent Islotip the utterance will be broken up into more than 

one information unit. Restrictive spoositions and unifying co-ordinations 
vlýý 

constitute only one item and may thus be included in one information 

unit; non-restrictive oppositions and concetenating co-ordinations 

constitute more than one item of the some types and are thus 

generally assigned to more then one information unit. 

8. ID. 5@5 AdverbinIs 

The term 'adverbial' covers a wide rnnge of grammatical functions 

including almost everything in the sentence that is not the subjects 

object, complementp or *verb, As a clnssp the adverbial is thus 

somewhat heterogeneous. Quirk ut al. (1972) divide adverbials into 
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three main types: adjunctst disjunctst nnd conjuncts. 9 which they 

characteriso es follows (p. 421): 

ADVERBIALS 

integrated in periphernl in 

clause structure clause structure 

-I--, . ............... .... ................ ..... .............................. 
primarily primarily co-ýnectivo 

non-connective 

ADJUNCTS DISIUNCTS CONJUNCTS 

Each of these typest especially adjuncts, is further subdivided into 

%. tho classes, some of uhich have further subdivisions, and not all 

members of the resultant grouos have the some characteristics. There 

are thus real difficulties in generalising the behaviour of advcrbialss 

As for as their locntion in the sentence is concerned, Quirk 

at al. recognise four positions (p. 426): 

I initial position (before the subject) 

fill medial position I- (a) immediately before the 

tt, 'operator' (i. e. auxiliary)* 

(b) between two auxiliaries 

Ir, 2 -- ' medial position 2: (n) immediately before the verb 

(b) before the camplewnt in 

intensive BE clauses 

E ond position: (a) of ter an intransitive verb 

(b) of ter an object or complement 

Different groupings of positions are possible horep especially 

with the M tYPDs- Allerton and Cruttenden (1976), for example.. prefer 

to separate MI(a) from MI(b)p the former being In-di6l immodistely 
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after the subjectIp and to grouP the letter together with r12j, 

forming a type which is 'medial within the phrase',, ror our present 

purpose# however# we may disregard the distinctions betwaon the 

M types; it will be sufficient to recognise three positions: 

Ip M and Ee 

The categories of adverbial established by Quirk ot al, can 

probably be applied without major modification to Germany since they 

are largely based an semantic critcriat but this does not apply to 

the positions that they occuPy in the sentence. The verbal frame in 

Cerman imposes two main restrictions on, the location of other elements* 

since both second position and absolute final position arcs as it 

wares pre-empted by the two ends of the frome. Thus the E position 

must be so defined as to exclude verbal elementsp affixass OtCGs 

which ccnstitute the second part or the frarro. In subordinate 

clauses the finifeportion of the verb itself occurs in final position, 

and must sitmilerly be excluded from the definitione Sinil3r 

restrictions apply with the M positions* Since the finits., part of 

the verb occur's oblicatorily in second positiont position V11(a) of 

Quirk et al, has no counterpart in Crrman. Positions pil(b) end V, 2(a) 

are similarly in3pplicable, since the second of two auxiliaries, or 

tho main verb if there is an auxiliaryssre relegated to the end of the 

clausee The specified conditions for these positions can thus only be 

found in cases where Iril(b) and IV, 2(a) are indistinguishable from E. 

There is a genuine medial position in Gevn3n, but it clearly cannot 

be defined in a similar way to medial positioý in English. 

A major difficulty in the discussion of adverbials is that the 

various categorias of t3dverbial, and even members of tho -Isame' 
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c, 1togory, differ considerably in their potentiality for occurrence 

in the various positions. In some cases it is possible to find 

absolute restrictions on the occurrence of individual types; in 

other cases it ir, only possible to find 'preferred' positions# 

Naturally, opinions as to acceptability and normality are subjective 

and variable., 

The following table gives the 'Preferred' positions of the * 

adverbial types of Quirk at el., in so for as these can be ascertained. 

Positions given in brackets are either alternative., less preferred.. 

positionsy or they are chorecteristic of only a subgroup of the 

major categarye The category of 'focus adjuncts' has been omitted 

because it is too variable for general conclusions to be drawn. 

ADJUNCTS 

16 Viewpoint 01) 

2. Intensifiers: emphasisers 

emplifiers orE 

downtoners 

3. Process E 

4. Subject M 

51 Formulaic M 

6. Place (I) E 

7, Timei when (1) (M) E 

duration (M) E 

frequency M 01) E 

relationship M (E) 

DISJU-NICTS (E) 

CONJ UNICT-9 
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. It can be seen that certain types (intensifiers subjectp 

formulaic and time relationship adjuncts) prefer position M; 

amplifier, processl place, time when, duration end frequencyt 

prefer position E; viewpoint adjuncts and both disjuncts and 

conjuncts prefer position I. Of these a number also allow 

a second position, though less usually than the preferred one. 

Of the mainly M types# some kinds of intensifier and time relation- 

ship adjuncts can also occur at E; some kinds of intensifier 

and subject adjuncts can also occur at 1. Of the mainly E typess 

some process nnd time adjuncts can also occur at My and some 

types of intensifierp process, and time adjuncts can also occur at 

Me fill of the types which prefer I can also occasionally occur 

at Fit and a few disjuncts can also occur at E. 

This pattern of distribution clearly defies generalisation end 

for that reason no attempt will be made to present a detailed 

systemiatic analysis of adverbial types. Insteadl a few characteristic 

examples of some major types will be given, and these will serve 

as a basis for a discussion of tone-grouo division. 

Examples (constructed) from English nre as follows (underlining 

here identifies the adverbislo not the nucleus); 

M o0sition 

I. I Just can't understand it (emphosiser) 

2. He entirely agrees with you (amplifier) 

3.1 n1most resigned (downtoner) 

4* *He is dellberntely being a nuisnnce (subject) 

5, We haven't y2t, eaten (tirne relationship) 
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E oosition 

6. She spoke 

7. It's much 

8, He n1ways 

9. Thinqs ha, 

10. committee 

I position 

to him coldly 

warmer inlpwnd 

comes home In 

ven't been any 

meetings take 

(process) 

(pince) 

te (time when) 

better lstely (time duration) 

place weekly (time frequency) 

11* ViSuPillY it Was a powerful play (viewpoint) 

12* Briefly there is nothing more I can do about it (style disjunct) 

13. Arnp. zinoly he didn't turn uo (attitudinal disjunct) 

14, All in Pll he's had a very good tirre today (summative conjunct) 

In so far as any conclusions pt all may be drawn from these 

examples they will inevitably be speculative* Howevers it seems 

that edverbials in the different positions differ in the degree to 

which they are syntactically intcgrated into the sentence@ ExamPIC-5 
I 

1-5 seem most integrated# 6-10 less sot and 11-14 least of all. 

It iss howevers difficult to provide objective evidence for this claim. 

The triP3rtite classification of Quirk et al. supports this to a 

certain extent, since for them disjuncts and conjuncts are 'peripheral 

in clause structure's ends characteristically, they tend to oppear 

in the least integrated position, 1. But even within the adjunct 

group there are different degrees of integration; those occurring 

regularly in position M seem more integrated than those occurring 

regularly in position E, while the only adjunct type whose normal 

position is I, the viewpoint adjunct, seems least integrated. 

It must be- cm. phnsised that*these cateqories of 'integrated' 
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versus 'non-integrated' are relative rather than absolute* It is 

also evident that individuril adverbial typest and individual 

positions# do not belong permanently to one or the other. Examination 

of the above examples shows that several of the adverbial types 

can occur in more then one position, which inevitably means 

that the degree of integration will depend on both the type and 

the position. Some adverbials., such as those of 1 or 3p seem to. 

resist movement to other positions; others# such cs those of 4,7# 

and 11, are more freely variable in position* Significantly* too, 

those that are more or less restricted to medial position seem 

more 1grammatics1l than 'lexical', which appears to justify their 

more integrnted status. 

When we turn to the relationship between these c6tegories end 

positions and information structure# as reflected in tone-group 

division, we find that the behaviour of these adverbials largely 

confirms these conclusions. Of the above examples# the first two 

groups (1-5,6-10), m4hich we may consider to be more in'tegrated., 

would not normally be divided uoq wherens the third group (11-14) 

almost certainly would be. Of the first two groupsp the second could 

be divided to givo a separate tone-group to the adverbial, but the 

first could hardly be so divided (ioe. with three tone-groups, one 

for the adverbial, one for the precedings and one for the following 

matter); division of the first group into two tone-groups, with the 

nucleus of the first tone-group an the adverbial, is more likely, 

Lut this does not give separate tone-group status to the adverbial 

as such. Thus the scale of integration remains the some: M., Ej It 

with M the most, and I the leastr integrated. 
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It is also interesting to observe whnt happens when items 

are displncpd from their usual positions. If the moveable adverbials 

of group one occur in position E their behaviour is not always the 

same. SL-ntpnces 2 and 4 could probably only have the adverbial 

in Position E if it took a nucleus, either the nucleus of a single 

tone-proup for the sentence# or the nucleus of its own tone-group 

with two tone-groups for the sentence. An alternative form would be 

to make it# in effect, a separate sentence, with a separate parstone- 

groupt Lee; 

He agrees with you. Entirely. 

He's bcing a nuisoncc. Deliberately. 

Thus final position for adverbials, of the first group 

generally brings with it greater informational prominences and hence 

greater informational independence. Initiel position is only open 

to the adverbial of sentence 4 here# and independent informational 

status Is more or less obligatory. 

Adverbia"I's of the second orcuo somear already to have a measure 

of inforrational independence by virtue of their final positior. 

It is thus not surprising to find that a separate tone-group for 

the adverbialp though not the norm, is a possibility here* All 

those examples given here seem to resist medial position, and certainly 

cannot occur there without a sepsirate tone-group. Example 10 could 

perhaps have its adverbial in position Mo but this would be treated 

as an interpolntions and would usually demand a nucleus: 

/Things Intely / haven't become any better / 

or /Things h-nven't Istply / become any bettar/ 
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The third and least integrated group is also susceptible 

to a certain amount of repositioning. 111ith the exception of 12P 

ell can have the adverbial in final position., usually with a 

separate tone-groupe All can be inserted in a medial position, 

but here they will demand a nucleus nnd often a separate tone-groupp 

especially in 12 and 14: 

/there is/briefly /nothing more I can do about it/ 
... d- 

/lie hnd /all in nll /a very good tirre tod37 

The general conclusion to be drawn from the behaviour of 

adverbials in Englishj, therefores is that different types differ 

in their degree of syntactic and informational integration into the 

sentence. Cortain positions in the sentence are likewic-se more 

integrated than others. To some extent the more integrated tyPes of 

edverbial will be more likely to occur in more integrated positions, 

and will be unlikely to have informational independence; when they 

occur in less integrated positions they will acquire a degree cf 

independence 
1. *, j,, hich is reflected in their informational statuso 

Similarlyj the less integrated types of adverbial will be likely to 

occur in less integrated positions with corresponding informational 

indep6ndence; when they occur in more Integrated positions their 

inherent independence will be oenerally preserved, and reflected 

in their information status* 

As mentioned above# the position of adverbials in ',., he German 

sentence is not identical to that found in English* Neverthelesso 

three positionsp analogous to those of English, can be established, 

ns in the following examples: 
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1: In dvr Frýh PflUgte der Bauer seinen Acker 

Mi Der Bauer pflügte in der Fruh seinen Acker 

E. - Der Bauer Pflügte seinen Acker in der Friki 

As in English, different kinds of adverbial differ in their 

potentiality or occurrence in these positions, and in their 

'Preference' for initials, medislo and end Position. 

Certran gramm-arionsp for example Helbio Lnd Buscha (. 974)p 

distinguish 'adverbs' from 'Particles' and Imodnl words'* For themp 

the first of these corresponds more or less to those which function 

as 'process', 'place' end 'time' adjuncts in the frarrewcrk of Quirk 

et al., but it also includes the letter's 'conjuncts' as a sub- 

class of 'conjunctional adverbs'. 'Particles' are essentially 

adverbs which are not independent sentence censtituents; they thus 

include some types of the 'focus' adverbial of Quirk et al., 4: od2.1 

words'correspand to those ndverbials which cxDress "nicht die Art 

und Weise des Geschehenst. sondern die Stellungnahme des Sprechers 

zum Ceschchen"; they thus include the 'subject' adjuncts of Quirk 

et al. p and sorre of their 'disjuncts'. 

As for as the position of Germem edverbials is concernedso 

distinction is generally made between 'free' and $obligatory' types* 

According to Grebe (1966), the litter "haben eine besondere Nsioung 

zu Endstellunglt# while the former can be either initial, medialy 

or final. Whether the adverbial Is medial or final is deemed to 

depend partly on morphological factors (pronouns generally precede 

adverbials, but nouns tend. to follow thems especiallv if the 

adverbial I, -, short)l partly oH the 'Mitteilungswert' of the ite-'r-s 

in quostion (Crebep p. 642). As Helbig and Buscha (1974)p 516) 
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recognise. however# this also depends on the type of adverbialp 

since certain edverbials (process nnd place) "an das Satzende 

streben"o while others (conjuncts) "nach vorn traten". As far as 

initial position is concerned, this, too, may be the Ineutrale 

Satzgliedstellung' for adverbials (Helbig nnd Buschas p. 506). 

There are thus very considerable similiarities in the pottern 

of occurrence in English and Germnn, with often the same somantic 

typos behaving in similar ways. Thus Germon process,, place,, and 

tine adverbials prcfer position 1, as in English# while disjuncts 

and conjuncts often prefer position lp again as In English. A 

difference can nevertheless be found in the regular position of 

certain types which in English prefer position Me Some adjuncts 

do# as in English, prefer a medial positiong e. g. 

Er hat sicher kein Celd bei sich 

but others vhich in English have this oosition regularly come 

f inally in Cerman: 

Er hat die Prufung endlich bestanden 

Cn the other hand,, it is not difficult to find cases of the reverse 

relationshin: 

My boss is woll posin 

Mein Chef ist wiec! er gesund 

DesPite qifferpnces in the behaviour of individual adverbials, 

howeverp it would seem that the principles operating In the two 

lenguages are ret-her similar, The medial position can be regarded 

as the most integrate. do and as the least independent, This is 

reflected In the well known principles of ordering whereby 'grammeticall 

items tend to precede llexiCall items in Cvrman sentencesp and items 
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with less 'Alitteilungsuiert' tend to precede those with more (cf. 

Grebe# p. 642)o Tile effect of both these principles is to ensure 

that ltuenkerl grammatical items occur medially,, while 'stronger' 

lexical ones occur finnllyi Final position is thus 'stronger' end 

more indeoendent thah mediml position* 

The role of positions I and E in German does not appear to be 

altogether analogous to their rOle in English, however- As for as 

position I is concerned, we saw earlier (2.10.5.2) that this does 

not necessarily have the same characteristics in the two languages* 

since it is possible to have an item other than the subject'here 

as an lurmn. arkcd themel in German. This was exemplified above with 

a direct object# but it could in principle also apply to an 

ndverbial. According to Pheby's principles n direct object could 

be an unmarked theme if it is grammatical while the subject is 

lexical. 11his rray well also be the case with certain 'conjunctional 

adverbs' e. g. deshýýlb, desu., eceng sonst and a few otherst which could 

be considered more or less 'grammaticol's end regularly occur in 

first positýýn-, All this suggests that position I is more integrated 

for adverbials in German than in Englishp a claim that is supported 

by the fact that adverbials in this position regularly cause 

inve'rsion in German. 

There are nevertheless cases of initial adverbi6ls in German 

which are entirely nnalogous to their English counterparts) and 

where position I is clearly not integrated. Cne such case is that 

of certain types of 'style disjunct's which are so peripheral in the 

structuro of the'sentbnce as not to cause inversion: 
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Kurz, er istoinVerbrecher 

This type of adverbial, with an adverb used alonet is much rarer 

than in Englir-h; it is generally accompanied by a participle: 

ehrlich a(-spiqtp es interessiert mich nicht 

orob cesiotg sein Haus ist wie ein Stall 

The intonational behaviour of German adverbials is also of 

Interest here. Like their English counterparts, those in position 

M do not normally have a separate tone-group. As via have seen, not 

all adverbials in position I need have a separate tone-groups which 

may partly be explained by defining I marked theme' differently ir 

the two languages (cf. p. SIZ 
j above). As for as position E is 

concerned# the treatment of edverbials is basically similar to 'U,, at 

of English, viz. they usually do not tnke n separate tone-group but 

moy do. 

This discussion of adverbials and tone-croup division has 

attempted not only to show that there is a certain relationsh-, p- 

between edve,, -bial types adverbi6l positions and information unit 

status# but also to establish more general principles underlying 

this relationship. It appears that the different adverbial types 

diffFr in the degree to which they may be syntactically integrated 

into the sentence; different positions in the sentence likewise s3em 

to be integrated into the sentence to different extents, so that 

certain combinations of adverbial types and positions are more or less 

possibles more or less likely, or more or less independent. Intonation., 

in its function of indicating information structurej interacts with 

these ollher variaýlas in a reasonably well motivated way, so that 

the degree of independence of a given item may be reflected in it3 

informational status. 
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8.10.6 frotivsted division - comolex spntences 

In 8.10.4 we considered unmotivated division of complex 

sentencess The types of sentence considered there were all of the 

kind which can be called 'unmarked' in structure, in so for as 

unmarked structures can be established for complex sentences* It 

was also claimed that such sentences ore regularly undivided from 

the point of vieLu of information structurej and that division1where 

it occurs in such cases, will therefore be 'unmotivated's 

We turn now to complex sentences whoso structure is 'marked' 

in the sence that the order of constituents deviates from the 

regular pattern. As suggested aboves this regular pattern is 

essentially tJ-e sariie as for simple sentences: the unmarked position 

for subordinate clauses in complex sentences is the position that a 

functionzilly equivalent non-clausal constituent would occuoy in the 

sentences, The unmarked position for substantival clauses functioning 

or subjrct positions Lee initial in as subiect is thus the regul 

the sentences 
,,. 

end so on with other clauses. 

As for as tone-group division is concerned$ unmarked complex 

sentences behave rather like their equivalent simple sentences$ i. e. 

they. are regularly undivided* The distinction between simple and 

complex sentences is thus not of fundamental importance for information 

distribution, despite the claims made by Halliday$ for example, that 

the clause should be treeted as the point of departure for the 

tonality system. 

The following sections deal with a number of important types 

of complex sentence whose syntactic properties are particularly 

significant for tone-group division. These Pre sentences containing 
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'report clauses, (8.10.6.1), substantival clauses (8.10@6&2)t 

relative clnuses (13*10.6.3), * co-ordinate clauses (8.10.6*4)., 

adverbial. clsuses (8.10*6.5)9 comrrent clauses (8.10,6.6),, tog 

questions (8.10.6,7), end non-finite clauses (8.10.6.8)- 

8,10* 6* 1 'Renort clnusesl 

Among the'nomInall clauses, Quirk et al. (1972) distinguish 

a variety of types, including dependent declarativo and dependent 

interrogative clouses (or 'report' clauses) (p. 734ff. ) The first 

of these can occur in five functions, as follows: 

subjvcti that she is still alive is a consolation 

direct object: I told him that he was wrong 

subject complement: the assumption is that things will improve 

cdjectival conple-ment: I'm sure that things will improve 

appositive: your assumotion that things will improve 

is unfounded 

Dependent interrocative clauses are either wh or y_es/no types. Tho 

rance of fundtions for the former is similar to that of ttia dependent 

declarative clausey except that they can also occur as a prepositional 

complement: 

*'no-one was consulted an who should have the prize' 

The y_e_s/_no type is introduced by whether or if: 

'do You know uhether/if the banks arc! oDen? l 

Similar types of report clause can also be recognized for Corman, 

though there are n few differencess since additional types of 

dependent doclnrative clause ore possible in which the subordinate 

cleuse is a prepavitional object or a genItive object (cf. Grobe# 1965, 
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p, 560) 1, o. 

er rUhmt sich# dass er unschlagbnr sei 

er besteht darauf# dass ich ihn zuerst besuche 

Tho most important typa of report clouse In both languages is 

that which functions as direct objecti Since the unmarked position 

for direct objects is after the verb# the regular structure for 

complex sentences containing clauses of this type will have the 

subordinnto clause following the rrain clause. tile would also expect 

such structures to be undivided. Examples from the date which 

confirm this ore the following: 

Enolish 

/I hope that the tour will go shend 

2. /1 don't think it would be fair to say that this is peneral/ 

3,, /1 think it's not inaccurate to sugEvst 

4. /1 don't think I could do it/ 

51 /1 think it's very difficult/ 

6, /1 think it would be a trpoedy/ 

7. /1 think the answer has to be 

86 /1 think we can learn a great ýepl/ 

9. /Thay feel this is undesirable/ 

104, ýDo 
you find there Is sometimps resistance/ 

Ge rm-c n 

le /ich glaube dass sie fur mpenche Frauen 

2. /ich glaube dass die deutschen Fripen / 

3. /aber ich glaubles gibt eine Bewusstseinswehrung/ 

4, /orl�. iuben Sie dass ich mir eine Pfeife stopfe sir? / 
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5, /ich glnubles liegt auch viel darin .. 
/ 

/um zu wisson dass sie keiner Eliege was zuleide tUte/ 

In all these cases the object clause occupies the regular 

object position and the structure is thus unmarked. Cbject clauses 

in other positions are rares but where they do occur vie would expect 

-he case thems as marked, to have a separate tone-group. Such is t 

in the following German sentence: 

7, /nur ob es das heute schon bei dem Grossteil der Frauen ist/ 

das mächtlicIn bezweifeln 

This Particular examples howevers would probably qualify for division 

on other groundsp as the first part Is long enough to make partition 

likely$ and the inser'tion of a dummy demonstrative pronoun dos 

in the main clause effectiv di dissociates the report clause from the 

main clause. This last device is, however, not atypical in cases 

of Initial'report clauses in German; it further emi3hasises the 

markedness of the structure and the lack of integration of such 

cleuses into. the overall sentence structure. 

A pronoun may also be Inserted in Cerman when the report clause 

is in its regular final position. An alternative to sentence 4s 

for examples could be: 

lerlauben Sie ess dass ich mir eine Pfeife stopfe sirl 

The, came applies to genitive objects; an alternative to the 

example given above could be: 

ler r*u'hmt sich dessen, dess Pr unschl-, Igbar seil 

With a propositional objcct, a structure of this kind is. obligatorys 

with a dummy pronominal ds inserted into the main clauso to 
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support the prepobition (cfe the ox"mple given above: 'or 

besteht darauf ... , etc. )0 

In nIl those caces where a pronominil element is inserted into 

the main clause with a following report cletuso the norm for tone- 

group division is not entirely clear# but it seems usuol not to 

give the report clause a separate tone-group, 

The relationship of report clauses to Auerahmung is likewise 

not. entirely clear* Ausrahmung is more or less obligatory in cases 

where thsre is n verbal f ramee Thus we find: 

'er hat gesagt., dass E-s unmÖglJch sei' 

but the following is hardly possible: 

*er hatg rJiss os unn*O*glich seig Qesagt 

and similarly: 

er gibt zus dass er das Buch nicht aelesen hat 

but not: 

gibti dass er das Such nicht geleE; cn hatt zu 

The norr. for tone-group division is variable; of the two 

examples of Ausrahmung given here* the first seems more natural 

without a divisiont the latter more natural with* In this I-esPsct 

thens, such clauses --, ire not quite equivalent. to their phr-asal. counter- 

partse 

Similar principles appear to govern clauses of this type 

functioning as subject complements or adjectival complements* Subject 

clausess however, such as the example givon by Quirk ot al. 

'That she is still alive is a Consolation' 
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seem regularly to 113ve 0 Separate tone-group. This function for 

thoso clauses is not frequpnt in either longuago; wo arc more likely 

to find i 

it is a consolation that she is still alive 

7his version is likely to be undivided. Again the behaviour of 

report clauses is secn to be not quite the same ns; their phrasal 

countorpartsp here tho subject of the sentpncee 

All these observations suggest that the assumption mode at the 

outset# that report clauses should be equated tuit1i phrases of 

equivalent functions is not altogether justifiable& Although in 

the most common function of object 'these clouses behave syntactict-311%, " 

and intonotionolly like simple object noun phrasoss this does not 

appear to be the case with Ausrahmungg or where the clause functions 

a, ", subject. The simplest explenation of these $exceptions' is that 

the nornial position for such clauses Is in fact final in the sentences 

vhere in Cerman 'final' may mean -nfter the verbal frcrlo if there 

is ones This would explain the behaviour of thcse clzut-cs with 

Ausrah. mung. 

8. JO. 6.2 ' Substantivril clauses 

Substantival clauses (called by Quirk et al. Incminal relative 

Clauses') are similar to report clauses in their range of functions& 

The following are examples from the data where the subE; tantival 

clause functions as direct object and occurs after the verb; all cre 

undivided: 

Ennl ish 

i- IvA-iy don't you assess what Is vslu-, %ble/ 
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2. /you would miss Wint was most vnlusblo in the course/ 

3, /and give back what they've given to them in lecturcs/ 

Cp rmn n 

1* /ich weiss noch gar nicht gennu was ich m3che/ 

2. /ich tr[sg'Ihnon nur vor was ich erfshren habe/ 

The behaviour of such clauses in respect of tone-group division 

is identical with that or report clauses. Sentence 2 of the German 

examples is a case whsra there is Ausrahmung but no tone-group 

division. Inclusion of the object clause inside the franie would give 

a sentence which is hardly accepteblet 

*ich trag Ihnen nur was ich erfehren habe vor 

As Quirk ot al. rornarki, this type of clause "can normally be 

paraphrased by n noun phrase containing a postmodifying relative 

clause" (p. 738)o This structure has the same effect as the insertJon 

of pronominal elements in the main clause of sentences containing 

report clauses except that here the pronoun forms the antecedent of 

the rolative clause (cf. 
. 
8.10.6.3). 

Substantival clauses as prepositional complements differ in the 

two languages. Tne English type is exemplified by the following: 

Enollsh 

4. /,.., the standard is going to be up to what they Look for/ 

This type is less common in Germans Instead we find either a 

relative clause (3) or the insertion of a dummy da to Uhich the pre- 

position is attached,, -followed 
by the substantival clause,, with 

Ausrahmung where appropriate-(4)s 

G t, zi 

3o (sich zu interessieren) fuh das was ihnen £ngoboten wird 
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das h'angt etwas davon ab woher die Frauen komman 

It can be seent theni, thnt substantival clauses as object 

behave in the some way as dependent declaratives and interrogatives 

roport Ic lause S) they regularly occur sentonce finally., with 

Ausrahmunq where appropriate, but without the expected separate 

tone-group which usually accompanies AU3rahmung in simple sentences. 

Sentences containing substantival clauses ore not always 

undividedl however. Consider the following: 

rnolish 

5. /uehat is valuable in the course /is being ne_qlccted by the 

students/ 

69 U/ /what goes into c)n examirotion/is simply a rOc-, Ill 

Cermnn 

5, /v., as mir en Zeit Übrig bleibt / verwende ich d3fu'r »�o/ 

6, /niemand kann von aussen sehen / was bei Ihm vo cht / £O-r 19 

Both the English examples have subjrct clauses in Initial 

position; tt,. 0 * first German example has en object clause in initi. al 

position while the second has an object clause in final positiong with 

Ausrahmung. in terms of markedness of structure we would expect the 

English sentences to be undivideds and both would in fact sound 

perfectly natural with a single tone-group. Bub no examplo'of an 

undivided sentence of this type occurred in the data, and Crystal's 

conclusion is also that division is the rule here: his operation 

A'3(iv) Puts a boundary after a nominal clause as subject* Furthermore., 

the separate tone-group given to substantival clames as subject is 
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parallel to that generally given to report clauses no subject. 

we accepty es the evidence suggests we should, thnt substantival 

clouses as subject are regularly and normally given a separate tone- 

group., how are we to explain this fact? It clearly cannot be the 

clausal Status of the subject as such that determines its separate 

information unit status, since substantival clauses no object SM 

not so treated. The answer is not clear here (as also in the case 

of report clauses as subject) but it might be tentatively suggested 

thaty since it else possible to have no division in these cases., 

the undivided forms should be regarded as the norms dospite their 

rarity, and the division be regarded as syntactically unmotivated 

(ise, partition)t while the fact that subject clauseog but not object 

clauses, are qiven a separate tone-group might be attributed to ths 

greater susceptibility of subjects to partition (cf. above 8.10.3). 

In the case of the German examples 5 and 6 wo can probably 

find an adequate syntactic motivation for the divisions. As an 

initial object, the substantival clause of 5 is clearly a marked 
4- 

theme,, and is thus in conformity with the principles established 

for simple sentences (cf, abovet 8.10.5.2). Sentence 6t though 

superficially similar to 2, differs from it in that the object 

clause is separated from the regular object position by more than 

just the final element of the verbal frame. It may be that the more 

radical nature of the Ausrahmung motivates# or at least contributes 

top the separate information unit status of the object clausee 

8.10.6.3 RoIntive cl*, Iuscs 

The regularly difrorent intonetional treatment of 'defining' 
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and 'non-def ining I relative cl3uses is one of the best known 

Idisambiguating' functions of intonation, and it has already been 

mentioned several times in this study. Examples of both types., 

with approprinte tone-group divisiont can easily be found, though 

non-defining relatives are much rarer than defining ones. 

Dcfininn relptive c1suses - undivided 

Enplish 

io /I've nothing against the individuals who play cricket/ 

2. /. 
*. are not doing anything which is imorooer/ 

3. /this is a difficulty which incrpnses/ 

4. /n particulur example thot springs to mind is the situation 

at §tirling / 

5, /... everything that really =-ttexrs/ 

6, /sorrething uhich only the individual teecher can tackle/ 

7, /-** the infor. mmtion one would out across to students/ 

Cc rm, --, n 

le /.. odie vIelen technischen Hil. fsnit, el die wir heute haben/ 

2. Idas ist. . -n'Zmlich eine Mischung die ich mir, eigens in London 

herstellen lasse/ 

/da r 3o » ist alles kas Sie geh, rt haben 13 

4. /... gewisscý Eriefe die ihm zugestellt worden sind 

51 /also dann so die Nachrichten die ich bekomme aus P. eidalberg/ 

6. /also das Gebiet das sich nnschliesst nUrdlich von Edinburgh / 

Nan-def inino reIntive pliguses - flividpd 

Ennlish 

80 /Dre Ruth F3enrd /whols in charQo of the University Teaching 

Müthods Resei. rch Unit / 
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9, /n sprightly spinster of uncertain nqq /whose main interest 

is in horseracing 

o rr-i n 

7. /um nicht nur Hnusarboit machen zu m1ussen /die mich also mahr 

oder vioniger nicht sch*r interessiert/ 

13* /der mysteri6se Unbakannte / wessen Fall ich unterstiche/ 

9. /nun eine genze Zimmerainrichtung zu verkaufen / die einen 

betrýchtlichen Wlert darstellen d'urfte / 

10. /und begibt --ich gleich zu M. rs� Richmond/ die ihn schon erwartet/ 

The motivation for the intonational distinction here is 

analogous to that given above for opposition in simple sentences 

(8.10*5*3). Defining (or restrictive) relative clauses are intrinsic 

parts of their noun phrases which cannot be omitted, while non- 

defining (or non-restrictive) relative clauses are mora loosely 

connected to their antecedents$ and are optionaL This difference of 

status is reflected in their informational independence; since non- 

defining relatives are not essential parts of the structure they are 

not fully integrated into it, and regularly form a separate tone-group, 

This independence is also ref lected syntacticallys eeing less 

closely attached to their untecedents, non-defining relatives are often 

separated from them, while this is unusual for the defining type. 

In the ebove exampless all the defining relatives follow directly 

an their antecedents, while only half of the non-defining relativer, 

do* 1'. liether this separation takes place in the latter cass appears 

to depend on a number of factors: the length of the relative clausey 

the place of the antecedent in the sentencep whether tho rolotive 
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clause would separate closely related itemsp and so on. In sentence 

9 of the English examples the relative clause is soperoted from 

its antecedent by another modifier; in sentences 7 nrid 9 of the 

Carman examples by the end of the verbal frame. 

8*10.6.4 Co-nrdjn-ýte clpusL-. s 

In the discussion of co-ordination in simple sentences above 

(8.10s5.4)p a distinction was rrnde Letween q closer, or 'u-nifying', 

typet nnd a looser# or 'conc-atenatinqI, type. This distinction atlsc 

holds for co-ordinote clauses, though it is perhaps less importarýt 

here* Vlost co-ordination of clauses is of the concatenoting typnes, 

and the clauses are given a separate tone-oroup. Exomploss from the 

data are; 

Er-cl ish 

I@ /... to make the clearest denunciption of that evil / and call 

it as clearly to mind .. / 

2. .. to make such a arotest/ and hooe 

3. *so the PICC will reverse their decision/ and not heve the 

South African cricketers here next Lenr 

4, /they are*doing their dutv / and not doing anything. vMch Is 

Imoronor / 

Ce, n 

14 /ich habe sr-rhs Kinder / und bin damit ganz bL-sch'ý*, fti�-, it 
/ 

2. /ich bringe sie zum Beispiel morgens zur Schule / hole zie 

wieder nb / sitze mindestens zwei Stunden pro Tag mit Ihr 

bei der Hýeusarbeit 9. */ 

3. /or ist Aner /hat also Snmst-, ig n3chm. ittaqs keine Spmchstunde- 
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4. 

50 

/cie waren nm Sonntng bei uns / und haben sich ver-zbschiedet / 

/Ich bin bei ihr gewesen / und habe die eindrucksvolle Sammlung 

von Gewohren gaschen / 

6. /wir haben D--, 7err. ber / die Vertgisungsgefahr ist qrocs �, j/ 

7, /der Tote t�, cir nicht mehr junQ /vielleicht hatte er Bedenken / 

Very few in,. ', tancos of an undivided co-ordinato sentence 

OCCUrrad in the datas and there is thus some justification for 

Crystal's ocarntion A12,, tuhich Puts / after each component in such 

Cases* Cases of unifying co-ordinationp with no division.. are not 

inconceivable, however. The most likely types of stru-turo for such 

treatment are those which have ellipsis, particularly of the subject* 

Quirk at al. note (p. 592) that "intonation and punctuation r-tarking 

may be rbsont if the ellipsis results in the linking of trio lexical 

verbs": 

Itillary wnshed (the clothes) end (frary) ironcd the clothes' 

'Susan will sing and (Susan will) dance, 

These cases ere probably be3t treated as a single clause with co- 
, t. * 

ordinate verbs rather than as co-ordinate clauses. Quirk et al. 

go an to 'says howevers "often the effect of ellipsis is no more then 

to suggest that there is a combined proccss rather than two separate 

procpssest This combinatory effect is common when the co-ordinated 

clauses are direct or indirect questions or subordinate to another 

cleuse, or when negation is involved". They give the example: 

'Did Peter tell lies and hurthis friends? I 

which, they -, ay,, "is one que. stion, and may be answered by yLs or no", 

whcrons in the sentence 
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r 

'Did Peter tell lies -, -3nd did he hurt his friends? ' 

the buo actions "are regordod ns two ceptirate processes and there 

are two separato questionst's 

This scems to parallel exactly the distinction between unifyinq 

and concatpnating co-ordination made in 8.10.5.4 above. tile need only 

add here that the distinction is also reflected, as in simple 

sentencesp in the divi5ion into tone-groups. The first vorsion horc, 

would normally be undivided and the second divided, If tho first 

were divided, it would probably be ambiguous. 

8., 1 Do 6#5 Adverbinl clsusvs 

In 8.10.5.5 the position end behaviour of edverbials in sinple 

sentences was discussede Despite the comolexities and uncertainties 

found thores it was seen that it is nevertheless possible 'too di5cers-, 

a certain emount of regularity and system. The clausal counterpart 

of the edverbial is the adverbial clause; this is by no means as 

complox as the phr-asal adverbial; there are fewer distinguisheble 

types and the behaviour of these types is much more consistent. 

Quirk et al. (1972) 01stinguish as major classes of adverbiol 

clauýos those of time# places condition and concession# reason and 

cause, circumstancep purpose and resultp and a few minor types: 

manner# comparison., proportion and Preference. For German., Helbig and 

Guscha (1974) have a slightly different list: temporal) local, modaly 

causalp nnntstt-d, -jsst and adversativel with modal divided into 

instrumental.. comparativep Ifehlonder Begleitumstand', proportional. 
specifyinq, and restrictivot and causal dividod into causal properp 

conditional, concessive, consecutive, snd final. 
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These distinctions are# for the most parti, irrelevant in 

the present context, sinco most have very similar properties. As for 

as their distribution In the sentence is concernodp tue ray recognise 

tho scame three positions as for phrasal advarbials: I# My and EO 

The M position is very rare, though not impossible; in the majority 

of cases adverbial clauses are initial or final* 

It is not imm. diately clear which of these two positions should 

be reg3rded as the norip, For %Sermanj, Helbig and Buscha state 

unequivocally that "der h6ufigsto Typ ist der KfaChnatz" (i. e. the one 

in final position)s but in fact most of their examples have the 

adverbial clause in initial position. For English$ Quirk et al. 

suggcst that position I is the norm for certain types (time, condition 

and can, -: ession) while result clauses only occur at E. Cc- adverbiel 

clauses of reason, those with becPiuse tend to occur finally# thoLa 

with Ps or since initiallye 

Of the adverbial clauses eyarpined in this study# the majority 

were in fact,,, in final position, with a proportion off about two final 

to onc initial in both languages. Medial adverbiol clauses were 

extremely rare. As for as the different types are concerned., the 

number of instances were not really sufficient to establish tendenciest 

though the most frequent types the if 
d 
/wenn clauses appeared readily 

in initial and final (and even medial) position. 

In reSPOCt Of tone-group divisions adverbial clauses in position 

I clearly have n separate tone-group as the norms The following 

are examples: 
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Enal ish 

14, /if they dJd this / then the students would tuork 

2. /es für na the MCC is concerned/ they are only daing their duty/ 

Ce ma n 

je /wenn ihr gern in unserem Hgus bleiben viollt/ dann k'06nnt ihr da 

gern ein oder zwei Wlochen schlzfen/ 
A. 

2, /als ihr Diann noch lebte waren beide mehrmals (bei mir) 

3� /selbst wenn os so tuýre enthglt Ihre Schlussfolgerung 

einen weiteren Irrtum/ 

The only exception to this principle sounds rather odd: 

GprMan 

4, wenn du fertig bist mit der Referendarzeit da kriegst du 

glaublich kein. Geld / 

-, In position E there is more variations but the majority had 

a sepnrate tone-group. The followings for examples xcre not divided: 

rnolish 

3, /the rroCibd of teaching that might be adoPted if you accepted so 

many A levels as an ýntry qualification/ 

4. /1 agree with you that you can do it where skills are, involved/ 

Germnn 

51 Also ich hab' ein bisschen Bedenken wenn ich zurückkomme nach 

Heidelberg/ 

6. ein hiubschos Stauerorsparnis wenn es bei dam C; ascha'*ft un 

eine bedeutendo Summe geht/ 

The following are examples of divided utterances: 

Fnnlish 

5. /too which incrensas / as we get more students 
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6. /cxcept thnt theY mado mo bzttalion ndijutant /bemausc I was 

good at p2, nerwork/ 

7, /1 did so / because Itm quite convinced / 

8. /1 don't think I could do it /unless I was prepared to maký 

such o nrotest / 

9. /1 take a very different view /as you would OXIM-2t 

Ce rn. i n 

7. /.. * zum Teil nus finanzieller Sicht /weil die Mieten sehr 

hoch sin: 1/ 

86 /�**die Ich verrichte / weil man sie eben machen muss / 

91 /die 12nuprn wcnden sich nur an ihn /weil er der einzige 

Tierarzt im Umkreis vorl fÜnfzig freilen ist / 

10- /aber ich lebo ausscrhalb des Dorfes /wie Sie sichüberzeuncn 

konnten/ 

11, /,,,, doss alle Lehrer Z! ngestellt werden /obuiohl sis vielleicht 

keine Arbeitstelle kriegen / 

12. Aee dass sie einen bestimmten Prozentsatz das Celds 
4., . 

tiýät-zdcm bezahlt kriegen/ auch wenn sie keine Arbeitstelle 

kriegen/ 

ror completeness, a case of e medial advorbinl clause, with s 

sapa rate tone-group, mny be includeds 

Cerman 

139 /Damit ich meinon Kindern/ wenn sie mit Fragcn kommen / Rede 

und Antwort stehen knnn/ 

Tblr%, ino adverbial clauses in nll Positions together, it is 

clear that the mojority have iý separnte tone-group., whorovar thoy 
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occur. Cnly in final position do we find adverbial clauses 

regularly without a separate tone-groups and even here not in the 

majority of cases. The possibility of having undivided sentences 

with a final adverbial clause suggests that final position should 

be regarded as the norm for such clausen, in which case the 

informational independence of adverbinl clauses in other positions 

is explicable. The fact that adverbial clauses may often have 

a separate tone-group even in final position must be attributed to 

partition. Plost adverbial clauses apparently have a considerable 

amount of 'semantic weight' (cf. p. 567s above); many are also 

optional constituents and are thus likcly to be less Integrated 

into the sentence then other constituents. 

As for as other symptoms of informational independence are 

concernedt all the final adverbial clauses in German are subject to 

Ausrah. T. ung, in eopropriate conditions. 

8.10.6.6-' Comment cleuses 

Comment clauses are characteristically expressions like you 

know, I thInkq etc. 
Is 

appended or inserted into the sentence. Quirk 

et al., recognise several types (p. 778)-. 

(1) like a main clause: I belipve, 

(2) like an adverbial clause: ss you know 

(3) like a 'nominal relatiVel clause: what's more 

(4) jo-infinitive clause: to br- honest 

Zing. clause: soesking Fie P li4ympn 
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These clnuses resemble disjuncts (cf. above 8.10@5.15) in buing 

"somewhat loosely related to the rest of the clause"; they may 

occur initielly, mediallyp or finally. 

The. following are exemples from the dsta containing comment 

claUses of unrious types in different positions: 

Enalish 

IrpdinI 

1. /who I think wish to look at cricket which is a very good 
p 

gone to look at anyway/ 

rin-. )l 

2* leveVthino coes you know/ 

3. /in the libýsry there you know 

4. /mOst proisew-orthy Effort /. I think/ 

Ce mi n 

In it ie 1 

je /ich mein, L,. r. erstýits sehOich ja kein eigentlich keine neue 

A lternaU zive/ 

ved in 

2. /jedenfalls sind sie glaublich fu«r Cina Woche hingefahren/ 

3. /0110 werglaublich ganz sch6n was los / 

4. '/Mrs Richmond ist sagen wir eine Alkoholikerin 
9 

5. /es gibt eine Bewusstseinswehrung /um das moderne Wert zu 

gebrauchen / bei den deutschen Frauen /% 

Fin-, 11 

6. /die Leute im Darf haben wieder mal gek18tscht Wie ich sehe/ 

7. /... gewisse Briefe die ihm zugestellt worden sind nehmlich an/ 

*tenliindlc, r bezahlen mit Schück soviel ich 81 /Antiquit9 
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It will be noticed that all of these, with the exception of the 

English sentence 4 and the Cermnn 5, rem-nin intonationolly undivided. 

(This proportion of undivided to divided is not necessarily 

generalisable in view of the smnll number of examples representing 

only a fpw types). 

It iS Convenient to distinguish the first category of Quirk 

et al. f rom all the others* All the comment clausos in the English 

examples belong to this type, as do the first four of the German# 

In medial position (i and 2 or the English sentencess 3 and 4 of the 

Cerman) these do not nornally have s separate tone-groups though they 

= do so. In fact, without the scDarate tone-group they are 

hardly distinquishable from simole adverbials like rcP11yj soonrently., 

or yermutlichg priapblichp etc. There is no reason to consider them 

es anything other then fully integrated into the sentencey both 

syntactically and infornationally. 

rn initial position addiltional itEms occurt L'*O-- I manng 

Ich meine, vjhýich do not occur readily elsewhere (cfe German examPle 

i), It is difficult to distinguish comment clauses of theimain 

clause' type in initial position from genuine main clauses with 

dependent d6clare"Lives (cf. 8.10.6.1)9 but there does nevertheless 

appeae to be a difference. Example I of the German sentences is 

of the comment type rather than a risin clause$ since as a main clouse 

it would be follou., cd by a clause of a slightly different stru--ture. 

But whatever the interpretation here the some principle appliest 

there is generally no separate tone-oroup, 

In fin-al position these comment c1nuses do not till behave in 

the sorno w6y, In Englisho the 'weakest' of the main clause tYPV 
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(cog. T thirk, I seep you know) would rarely have a separato tone- 

group, but 'stronger' formsq with more lexical content (e. g. I 

ballevp, I sunnosev I Pyoccto ctc. ) do scern to profer a separate 

tone-group# generally a minor tone-group forming a postparatonic 

with tone UP reflecting their independent, yet subordinatep status 

(cf, below), (Example 4 of the English sentencess which 'has a clause 

of the first type end a veporate tone-aroupp must bo considered 

exceptional*) Tho information status of these clauses thus seems 

to dependpot only on their syntactic function but also on their 

Isamantic weightle In Germans postparatonics do not occur (cf. 

chapter 7, above)v and hence SUch tlauses are not given e separate 

tono-groua. 

Comment clauses not of the 'main clause' type, cog, adverbiall 

clauses# infinitival or ParticipJal expressions# substantival clausesp 

Otcos may also occur In Initial, medialt or final position. in 

Initial and medial positions they seem regularly to have a separate 

tone-group. The following sentences would in ell'likelihocd be 

divided up (cf. example 5 of the Germ-an sentences): 

as I understand itp we are going to Edinburgh tomorrow 

it ist to put it bluntly, rather a mess 

they comey generally speak-ingfrom the south 

um die Wahrheit zu sageno er ist nicht sehr verl. sslich 

er benimmt sichy ehrlich gesagt, wie ein Esel 

In final position these clauses behave like the 'stronger' of 

the main clnuse type:. in English, they tend to have a separate 

(minor) tons-group; in Germans which does not have final minor tone- 

groupsp they genornlly do not have a separnte tano-groupt as in 
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the Gorman examples 6j 7 and 8. 
j 

tic msy dratu some conclusionso albeit rather speculative 
I 

onesp from this p-, 3ttern of occurrence. Comment clauses are of 

two typos# a 'main clause' type and-a non-mnin-clause type- 

Of the former, the most common instances ere syntactically fully 

integrated Into the sentence end behave largely like simple adverbs 

(with the excepticn of not causing Inversion in German); the remainder# 

together with the non-main-clause type, are not so well integrated* 

and bchave like disjuncts* Although they ore not integrated into 

the sentunce syntncticallys they nevertheless are informationally 

subordinated to it; they take a separate tone-group in Englidit but 

this (nust be minor@ Since Cerman does not allow minor tone-groups 

in final positions final comment clauses do not h, -,, ve a separate 

tone-group in Cermon. 

6.10.6.7 Tpo questions 

-cnt that they are Tags re5emble soT. e comment clauses to the ext 

clauses - syntactically main clauses - sopended to others as tin 

addition or qualificationg but unlike. comment clauses they are 

interrogative. Iheir syntactic characteristics are rather different 

in English and Germans though this does not appear to have any 

effect an their function or behaviour with resoect to tono-group 

division. 

estions have a fairly clearly definod set In English, tog qu 

of syntactic charact'eristics (cf. Quirk et al. p. 391)1 thoy 

consist of nn auxiliary and a subject pronoun# where the auxiliary 
I 

repeat-- that cf tho m3in clau--c, art if there io nonop then is the 
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appropriate form of do# end the pronoun repeats that ofthe main 

clauses or is the appropriate pronoun to replace the subject of the 

main clause. In most cases the tog is positive if the main clause 

is negatives and negative if it is ppsitive, though the combinations 

positive + positive# andt very rarely# negative + negatives are also 

possible* 

Gernan toos are syntactjcýjjjy even more restrIacted. They are 

0 

not strictly clauses# since they have no verb; in effect they are 

restricted to n smnll number of Cot phrases, viz. nicht w-ahrj 

J2. s . 2der., oellp oder night odor dcch and perhops a few others# 

Only the lest two of these depend on the polarity of the main 

clauso odor nicht apocaring with o positive clause, and oder doch 

with a negative clause. Cell is regicnal, even dialectal. 

The position of these tags in the sentence is almost exclUSMIl/ 

finalp thouoh other positions are occasionally possible if the train 

verb is not f inal, e* g. 

0, Ifild saidt didn't he,, thet I could comel 

The intonational bch: 3viour of togs is more straightforward than 

that of other clauses. In elmost ell cases the tag has a separate 

tone-group. There aref of courset well known differences of meaning 

associated with different tones, but these do not concern us at this 

point. It is also possibles, though rare# to have both main clause 

and tog os one tone-grouPip with the nucleus on the main clausep Cogs: 

/He's roming is he/ 

/er kommt nicht wahr/ 

but this does not apply to all the German togs* In facts a 

disambiguating function of intonotion could be found hore where 
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certain items constitute n tog Igith n separate tona-groupp but 

do not without it: 

2) tag: /er komrit / nicht / (toneB Cj +Gf_ 

non-tag: /er korrmt nicht/ 

tag: /or ýqmmnt odor ni6ht (tones Gj+G2) 

non-tag i /(ab) or kommt odor nicht/ 

In the rare case of a rn 0 dial tag, a separate tone-group is almost 

abligatoryo 

Since both main clause and tog r3rej in c? ffclctv separate 

15pecoh octs's 8tatement end question, it is not su: prising to find 

that they are regularly soporate informstion units. 

8.10ý, 8 Kon-f inite clauses 

The definition of the clause Is usuil-ly held to require the 

presence of af inite verb; never-theIrss, many clause-like iteme 

i 

occur which lack such e verb. In many of these a verbal element is 

1ý 

presont in a non-finite form, while in some there is no verwal 

Element at ill. 

Qpirk at el. (p. 722) establish three main classes of English 

clause according to 'structural typelt finite, non-finite, end 

verb loss. The non-f inite class hac a number of sub-types: 

I inf initive with to 

II infinitivo without. to 

III -ing. participle 

IV -ed participle 

Type II is rare nnd will be ignored hero; types III and IV can 
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be arnaloamatod. We are thus left with Infinitivsl and p-irticipinl 

clauses. 

In Germans tOor similar types can be established, but the 

participial type is much rarer than in English, * and did not occur 

at all in the date examined. Mony cases where a participle is used 

in English would have a finite or infinitive clause in German. 

Non-finite clauses can appear in a variety of functions$ but 

always as subordinate clausess Most cnn be replaced by finite 

expressions; participial Clauses often by finite adverbial cleuses, 

and infinitive clauses often by thnt clauses. As a results these 

non-finito types occur in positions suitnble for thc! ir finite 

equivalrntsp and their intonational treatment is also analogouso 

Ibe following ere examples containing oarticipial clauses in 

English: 

I'D /it's ell right having a class of five pUole/ 

2,, /but having clone so /I just want to draw your attention to the 

dif*f iculty here/ 

3, /*so which we p ossess / compared to many 2ther countries/ 

As can be seenj, I is undivided. Its participial clause is equivalent 

to an adverbial clause (e. g. 'if you have... 1) which)in final 

Position., freq'uently has a separate tone-group, but also frequently 

does not. Alternntivelys this participial clause can be seen as in 

opposition to It, which is a dummy elementp and would not be expected 

to have a separate tone-group from the appositional clause. 

The two divided utterances Pre also regular; in 2 the participial 

clause in an initial adverbial, in 3 it could be construed as a final 
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adverbial. In the former case a separate tone-group is the norms 

in the letter it is optional (cf. above 8.10.6.5),, Here it is 

likely to be divided because the participial clause is not really 

part of the some sentence: the adverbial does not qualify possess 

but rather some other suppressed verb# i. e. the sentence is 

elliptical for eog. 

which you would find that we possess if you compared 

us with other countries' 

The other major non-finite clause type is infinitival. Here 

the distinction between verbal elements forming separate clauses 

and those forming a complex verbal element in a single clause is 

not always entirely cleare For example the sentence: 

'I want to take him to London to see the Houses of Parliament' 

contains two infinitival expressions:. to tske him to London and 

to see the Houses of Nrliament. Little purpose would be served by 

considering the first of these to be an infinitival clause,, however; 

the to is produced simply by the presence of wantp which is no more 

then an auxiliary here* The second infinitival expression., on the 

other hand# is best seen as a clause, corresponding to a finite 

clause of purpose. 

The following are examples of inf initival clauses f rom the data: 

Enqlish 

4, /1 think it-s. not inaccurate to sug_qest 

5. /it was enough to point / 

6. /unless I were prppared to make such a protest/ 

7, /--. which is a very good game to look stnnyway/ 

8. /it is not for them to J. 2. do)e/ 

a 
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91 /it is difficult to consider 

IN /. e* makes the objectives extremely qif f icult in f act to specif y/ 

lie /I don't think, it would be fair to say that this is 
_qeneral/ 

12. /1 went to Twickenham /peacefully to demonstrate 

13,, /they're there / to maintain the high standards of sport 

German 

le /. �, vordringlich arbeiten um Geld zu verdienen 

2. /oo. BemlÜhungen sich selbst'a*ndig zu machen / 

3. /Arbeit ist nicht nur dazu da um Geld zu verdienen 

4 /ich glaubte bei ihm eine gewisse ZurUckhaltung zu sp-Uren/ 

5. /die Studenten jetzt gewissermassen gezwungen sind hart zu erbeiten/ýý, ' 

60 /sie glaubte im Alkohol Zuflucht und Veraessen zu finden/ 

7. /.. die unerfreuliche Cewohnheit hat zu trinken/ , i' 

8, J. o. gedenkt sie mehrere Interessenten gegeneinander auszuspielen/ , 
11 9. /aber Ich gehe arbeiten/um auch weiter mit In dem Leben j 

zu stehen / 

10- /meine Rolle besteht vielmehr darin /letsachen zu sammeln *oe/ 

11. /.. die logische Verbindung zu suchen / um sie miteinander in 

Einklang zu bringen/ 

12� dass du keine Zeit mehr hast/ bisschen umzusehen 

11, /oo., hat die Dame das unbestrittene Recht/sich ihrem Lieblingszeit- 

vertreib hinzugeben/ 

14. /ich habe mir nie erlaubt /danach zu f ragen / 

is. /.. die gezwungen ist/ihren ganzen Besitz nacheinander zu 

verkaufen/ 

16. /vielleicht hatte er Bedenken / die Fahrt im Wn zu machen / EA-Iie 
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All but the last two of the English examples are undivided; the 

f irst eight of the Cerman examples are undividedi, the last eight 

divided. 

On the basis of these examples it is dif f icult to arrive at 

a firm conclusion about the relationship between infinitival clauses 

and tone-group divisions They do show a greater tendency to give 

these clauses a separate tone-group in German then in English* thoughý 

the reason for this difference is not at all clear. In the German 

examples there are cases where the same construction is in one case 

undivided# in another divided (i and 9,, 5 and 15), it is evident 

thent that there is no absolute constraint here; it seems reasonable 

to treat the undivided form as the norm and to regard the divided 

form as a case of partition. 

A few more specif ic tendencies may nevertheless be noted* In 
. 

English an infinitival clause following an adjective (5,. 71, i0s, lit 12) 

seems most naturally spoken without a division# as here (there are 

no comparable Cerman examples but the same appears to hold for the 

same construciian in Cerm, -ýn)e Infinitival clauses following a noun 

are of several types. The German examplesp 2j, 7., 13 and 16 are 

appositionalp and they are restrictive; such clausess like their 

phrasal counterparts, regularly have 'no separate tone-group. The 

same would apply to the equivalent English structures* However# only 

2 and 7 are here undividedo so that 13 end 16 must be seen as cases 

of partition. 

8.10.7 Conclusions an the content of the information unit 

In the above sections (8.10.1 - 8.1o. 6) we have considered a 
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-k, V6 4r,. p , Y(Ifkr Y- -fo - .1e fu o (, &, 4 a. 4 re e 
variety of structures-and the way in which they can bet and are# 

regularly treated from the point of view of tone-group divisione 

it has been possible to establish certain types of structure which 

are regularly dividedo and certain types which are regularly 

undividedo 

Most discussions of these phenomena in the literature an the 

subject deal with these correspondences between syntactic structure 

and information structure as rather isolated., even random., relationships. ý 

In the present study an attempt has been made to look for more 

general principles and motivating factors which underlie the various 

individual correspondences* There ares of course# dangers here& 

It is all too easy# in seeking general principles of this sort# to 

resort to somewhat dubious speculations about the psychology of 

linguistic communicatione It is thus necessary to exercise restraint 

and caution, while at the same time being prepared to draw general 

conclusions where these seem warranted. 

In this section the various strands of the arguments put forward 

above will be drawn together in an attempt to formulate a set of 

general principles which can be said to underlie information 

distribution In English and Cerman. This will involve restating 

some of the previous claims and conclusions and combining them into 

more general statements. No attempt will be mades howevers to 

restate or summarise the details of individual correspondences between 

specific syntactic structures and tone-g-roups, 

As a starting point we may say that utterances consist of on 
--,? 

e 

or more information units# realised phonologically as tone-groupsp 

each of which has an information focus, realised phonologically as 
. 1- 
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the nucleus of the tone-group. No straightforward relationship 

exists between such units and the syntactic structure of the 

utterancei an Information unit is not a misnomer for some sort of 

syntactic unit# nor is the tone-group the phonological realisation 

of one. kleverthelesst it is clear that the sentences because of its 

grammatical cohesion, is ideally suited to being an information 

unit; this appliesp toos though to a far less extents to smaller 

syntactic unitsi the internal cohesion which is possessed by 

grammatical units is inevitably a factor in determining where and 

when utterances are divided up into information units. 

The grammatical relations which hold between elements constituting 

a syntactic unit such as a sentence are not of a temporal kind thought 

inevitably,, there must be a temporal# linear, arrangement of the 

units in the majority of cases. The inf ormation unit# on the other 

hands is defined in terms of temporal relations: it is one temporal 

unit in the communication of linguistic informations This difference 

between grammatical structure and information structure is crucial 

for an understanding of the rAo'le of tone-group division; in so for 

88 c3rammatical structure is not linear, it may to some extent 

conflict with the linear nature of information structure; but the 

Inevitable linearity of the sequential arrangement of grammatical 
Oelements in the sentence provides a source of interaction - in part 

co-operation - between syntactic structure and information structures 

Perhaps the most straightforwards though the least predictablet 

case of interaction between syntactic structure and information 

I- 

structure is what has here been called 'partition' (cf., 8.10., 3# 
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1'f, 
1 

8.10.4),, In this cases, a single, syntactically cohesive structure 

is divided up into more than one information unit; this seems to 

reflect a rather. elusive factor of 'semantic weight's which is 

possessed by an individual element or elements of the structure* 

The -newness',, contrastiveness, lengths or lexical content may 

certainly play a part here, but this notion of 'weight' is 

essentially independent of such factors, being much more contextually 

ý-determinede The independence of information units from syntactic 

structure can be seen here in the way in which information groupings 

may often conflict with, and override# syntactic groupings* though 

syntactic structure is evidently not entirely irrelevant here. 

It is important to note that syntactic structure has a variety 

of functions. One of these, certainlys is the indication of 

c3r8mmatical relations in the narrow sense of subjectp object,, etc. 

But syntactic structure also has a textual role# indicating what was 

traditionally called the 4psychologicall structure of the sentence* 

Grammatical relations themselves have textual significancep of coursep 

in that it is of textual importance what we make the subject of the 

,, ý\,, sentencej but in addition a major textual device is the sequence 

of sentence elements. Since this explaitsi, indeed depends ons the 

temporal dimensionp we would expect-a certain amount of interaction 

with the inherently temporal information structures The main points 

of contact between information structure and syntactic structure are 

thus found where the letter is being used as a textual devices rather 

then as a device for indicating 'logical' relations. 

7he minimal use of syntactic strUcture for textual purposes is 

the $unmarked' structur6 in which all items are in their'neutralli, 
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and least communicativet positions., Not surprisingly# we may say 

that the IneutraP information structure for such sentences is a 

single., undivided 'information unit,, In such a case. 9 variations in 

information distribution may be provided by partition, so that 

partition is a 'marked' information structure with an 'unmarked' 

-) 
syntactic structure. Complex sentences are more likely to be 

partitioned than simple sentencesj, as the 'clausall status of a 

constituent tends to give it the extra 'weight' which leads to 

partition, 

It is well knownp and it has been discussed and exemplified 

in the preceding sectionst that sentences containing certain types 

of element (eege non-defining relative clausest -some appositional and 

co-ordinated phrases and clauses# some adverbials such as 'disjuncts' 

1 "'0 and 4conjuncts' etc. ) are regularly divided up into more than one 

information unite 7he attempt has been made here to show that such 

items are inherently less integrated into the sentence structure 

than certain other items# a characteristic which is often reflected 

in their syntactic behaviour# too. 

This notion of 'integration I is an important one# and it is 

related to the principle of cohesion', of grammatical structures* 

We have seen that grammatical units whose constituent parts are 

subject to such cohesion are regularlyt and naturally# to be found 

as single information units. By the some takeng grammatical units 

whose constituent. parts are not completely integrated into the 

structure of the sentence have less cohesion$ and are less likely 

to be treated in a unitary fashion from the point of view of informatioi 

structure, Elements which are less integrated are more likely to be 

informationally independent. 
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Integration is not just a matter of the inherent properties 

of certain species of constituent, however. It seems clears too# 

-/that certain positions in the sentence. are less integrated than 

others, and hence any item which occurs in such a position is 

thereby rendered more independent. What these positions are will 

naturally vary with the type of element concerned., since. 9 in a 

syntactically unmarked structure, all items will be fully integrated* 

In general termsp howeverp the most obvious positions for such 

independence are those which are temporally most -'exposed: initial 

and final position* 

Initials or $theme's position is for most types of cohstituent 

'marked's since this position is normally reserveds in unmarked 

structures# for the subject. That this position is relatively 

independent# even for the subjects however, is demonstrated-by the 

frequent partition of sentences containing long subjectst with a 

separate information unit for the subject. Certain inherently 

non-integrated items, such as disjuncts and conjunctso. tend to be 

attracted to initial positions with appropriate informational 

I 
independence$ while otherst such as objects# adjuncts# adverbial 

clauses, and report clausespacquire informational independence (as 

$marked theme#) by being moved to this positions 

Fins-1 position is somewhat more integrated than initial position# 

and several types of constituent# such as report clauses end 

adverbial clauses, regularly appear here without being informationally 

independent, while this is also the regular position for certain 

inherently more independent itemas like tog questions* which are 
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?ý usually also inf ormationally independent* In Germans the independence 

of an item in final position is often reflected syntactically# 

since it may be placed outside the verbal frame and is thus not 

syntactically integrated into the sentence. 

Medial position isg understandablys generally the most 

integrated and it is thus the preferred position for several types 

of more 'grammatical' items and week adverbials. When inherently 

independent items# such es disjuncts# non-def ining relative clauses., 

tog questionst and the likes appear in this positions they generally 

retain their independence and are treated as interpolationst which 

break up the sentence. 

It can be seen that this approach to information structure 

attempts to see the apparently idiosyncratic behaviour of individual 

items in terms of two main factors týý"'the inherent independence (or 

lack of independence) of certain types of constituehtp and the 

"ý-Isyntectic processes operating within the sentencep which allow 

constituents to be moved from their neutral positions into less 

integrated ones* The combination of these two factors interacts with 

the linear division of an utterance into a succession of information 

units in such a way that the independence of an item may be 

reinforced by information structure. 

In this exposition of the basic principles of this approach 

there has been no attempt to deal separately with the phenomena of 

English and German. 'This is deliberate; one of the main claims 

advanced here is that these basic principles relating to the role of 

information structure and its interaction with syntactic features of 
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the utterances are identical in the two languages* This does not 

mean that every aspect of the correspondence* of individual sentence 

elements with infprmation units is the same; an the contrary# 

numerous cases of difference have been noted above* But the 

differences are not to be attributed to differences in these basic 

'principles but to differences of syntactic structure in the two 

languages# and of syntactic properties of individual elements* As 

an example: the verbal frame in Cerman imposes a variety of constraints 

an the position of elements in the sentence, so that different items 

can be considered as 'unmarked' in theme positiong the possibilities 

cD of occurrence of medial adverbials are severely restrictedo and the 

status of final elements can be different according to whether or not 

/there is Ausrahmung,, This means that the results of interaction 

of thematisationi, medial adverbialst and final elements with the 

principles of information structure are likely to be different in 

Cerman and English. But this does not affect the basic principles 

themselvese 

Assessments of the specific 'information value' of individual 

items and of individual positions in the sentence# as well as judgments 

as to 'regular' or 'normal' tone-group division an which the 

principles depends aresof course# open to discussion end to amendment 

or ref inement. Not all the judgmentb-made here may be valid# and 

it is likely that other observers will come to different conclusions 

in specific instances. But the approach presented here seems to 

offer greater explanatory power then most of the conventional 

treatments of these phenomena allow. 
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8.11 The comolex informetion unit 

We have so for considered the division of utterances into 

information units as reflected in the division of tone-groups. The 

tone-group is# howeverp not the only tonal unit recognised in this 

study: we also have the higher ranking unit of the pare tone-groups 

Since it is accepted that the tone-group corresponds to an information 

unit# it is natural# indeed inevitable, that we should see in the 

par&tone-group the phonological equivalent of a differentp and higher 

rankings, information unit* C)f course# since the paratone-group has 

not been recognised in the literature, there is no explicit discussion 

of such an Information units nor have any rules been formulateds 

comparable to those for the tone-group, to specify the relationship 

between such a higher ranking information unit and syntactic units 

of some kind, 

It is not possible to embark here an a detailed examination of 

individual syntactic structures and their relationship to information 

units of this kinds and it seems that in any case most of the complexiths. 

in the relationship between syntax and information structure are to 

be found at the L-ank of the tone-group rather than at that of the 

paratone-group. There is nevertheless room for some discussion here 

of the basic principles involved. 

In the discussion of the paratone-groups above (chapter 7)9 it 

was conceded that there are certain difficulties involved in 

delimiting this unit as well as in describing its structure. The chief 

problem with delimitation is that it does not seem to be possible to 

establish perstone-groups on the basis of the sequences of tones alone; 

that iss given a string of ione-groups, there is in many cases no 
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mechanical procedure for grouping them into paratone-groups an 

the basis of their tonal features. Although tone-groups with a 

basically falling tone (El. 9 E59 G1, C4) are always major tone-groupst 

those with a basically non-falling tone (E2, Ot E49 Us C3) may be 

either major or minors so that on appeal to tone-type will not 

necessarily produce unambiguous structures. More importantly# the 

possibility of co-ordinate paratone-groups with more than one major 

tone-group makes it difficultp indeed often impossible.. to. distinguish 

co-ordinate paratone-groups from sequences of paratone-groups on a 

purely phonological basise 

The solution to this problem is an eDpeal to grammatical 

structure: a string of tone-groups is regarded as one paratone-group 

(assuming that it satisfies one of the possible structural descriptions 

of a paratone-group) if it has a certain grammatical coherence; 

where it does notp it may be treated as two or more paratone-groups 

(provided of course# that each paratone-group satisfies a possible 

structural description)e 

The implications of this*use of grammatical structure in 

delimiting paratone-groups for the relationship between paratone-groups 

and syntactic structure are obvious: since a major defining 

characteristic of the peratone-group is its co-extensiveness with the 

grammatical sentence, it is hardly surprising to find a more or less 

one-to-one correspondence between paratone-groups and sentencess 

This situation is naturally not entirely satisfactory. Since 
I 

at the rank of the tone-group there is no one-to-one correspondence 
between Information units and syntactic unitst we should expect a 
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similar disparity heret there should be cases where the paratone- 

group is less then a sentence and cases where it is more. 

The difficulties do not lie solely in the definition of the 

paratone-groupp however; the sentencej, toot is not at all easy to 

delimit. That we can Identify sentences in their written form as 

beginning with a capital letter and ending with a full stop is of 

course irrelevants and begs the question. In spoken language we 

might find the delimitation of sentencesmore difficult* Where 

syntactic markers of subordination or co-ordina tion of clauses are 

present, the difficulties are less scutet but such markers are not 

infrequently absenti In this case we must rely on an impression of 

8 Close connection between successive parts of the utterance. And 

one of the factors which may give such an impression is undoubtedly 

the degree of intonational connection between these parts# ioe. 

whether they constitute a single paratone-group. 

It is thus by no means as unreasonable as might at first be 

thought to base the delimitation'of paretone-groups on a syntactic 

unitt since the latter is partly delimited in terms of the former. 

This procedure amounts to no more than the claim that there is likely 

to be a coherent syntactic content to an info rmation unit -a claim 

that has in any case already been advanced in connection with the 

tone-group. 

The higher ranking information unit corresponding to the 

paratone-group and the sentence will here be called a complex informatio, 

unit. It is 'complex' because it consists of one or more 'simple' 

information units the 'information units' of our previous discussions 

Recognition of such a unit naturally has implications for the nature ýýt 
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of information structure as a whole: it implies a more complex 

structuring of $information' than merely the division of utterances 

into unitst each with its 'information point' or $focus's following 

each other in a linear sequence. In addition we must recognise a 

more complex entity which will potentially include more then one 

unit of this kind# and which imposes a ranking of these units into 

a 'major' and a 'minor' type. To this extent, thens the view of 

information structure as essentially linear# is not entirely accurate; 

this only applies at the rank of the 'simple' information unite 

The factors that are involved in determining which simple 

information units are major and which are minor will be considered in 

the next chapter& Here we are concerned only with the existence of 

this complex unit# and the interpretation of its nature and Adles 

In particular# we may ask under what circumstances simple information 

units are incorporated into larger and more complex entities. 

We have seen in earlier sections of this chapter that certain 

types of syntactic elements in certain positions in the sentence may 

be given a separate tone-group. The conclusion drawn from this was 

that different degrees of integration of an element into the sentence 

avereflected in different degrees of informational independence@ It 

is-important to notes, neverthelessp that this informational 

independence is not total; elements which are given a separate 

information unit are not thereby completely divorced from the rest of 

the utterance but still belong syntactically# however loosely# to it- 

For example, such regularly independent elements as non-defining-- 

relative clauses, tag questions# disjuncts# and the like# are still 

closely connected to the sentences of which they form a part. This 
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connection may be overtly syntactics as# for example, with a 

marked theme in Cerm8nq which forms part of its sentence by virtue 

of the inversion -it inducest it may be produced by the obligatory 

nature of the element in the structure in question, by the inability 

of the element to stand alone, and so on. But the connection can 

also be created intonationally: though intonation may indicate or 

reinforce the informational indeoendence of an item by giving it a 

separate tone-group# it may also indicate the connection between 

such independent items by including them in the same paratone-group. 

In most of the examples given in the preceding sections uhere 

tone-group division takes place it will be found that one of the tone- 

groups in question is subordinated to-the others This applies whether 

or not the division is motivated or unmotivated* In some cases there 

is co-ordination of tone-groups rather then subordination, but in all 

cases we can treat the divided utterance as a whole as a single 

peratone-groups Since paratone-groups can consist of a single major 

tone-group as well as a sequence of tone-groups,, both divided and 

undivided sentences can constitute a complex information units and# 

what is more, the same sentence in its divided and undivided versions# 

where both are possibles constitutes sucý a unit, 7his seems to be 

a further justification for the introduction of the paratone-group: 

it enables us to account for the informational unity of sentencess 

however they may be divided up into tone-groups. 
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Cht-pter 9: Information Focus 

9.1 Introduction 

A further dimension of menning with which we need to concern 

ourselves is that associated with the location of the tonic, or 

nucleus, within the tone-group (Itonicity'), end with the location 

Of the Parstanic within the parstone-group (Iparatonicity'). The 

functional role of these two variables may be subsumed under the 

titlo 'information focus'. 

Of the systems relevant at the rank of the tons-groupt tonicity 

has been more widely discussed than tonality# perhaps because of the 

greater relevance of the placement of the 'sentence stress' for 

I segmental phonology. As with tonalitys there is considerable 

disagreement about the relation of the tonic to syntax, but also 

at least a modest amount of agreement as to the kind of significance 

that tonic placement hasp as will be seen below. 

, 
There hasp of course, been no explicit discussion of 'paratonicity' 

since the cnrntone-group has not been hitherto recognisede 

Neverthelesso some of the factors that can be considered under this 

heading have been notedt though they have naturally been given a 

rather di fferent interpretation from that put forward In the present 

study. 

In this chapterj, the role of tonicity and paratonicity will 

be considered in more detailp with regard to both the general 
I 

significance of these variables and their specific manifestations 

in English and German. As in the case of tonalityp an attempt will 

be made to seek general motivntino principles rather then merely to 

list individual instances. It will also be shown how the different 

characteristics of tonicity and parntonicity in the two languages 
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can be reduced to common principles. 

9.2 Views on tonic olpcement 

We have already considered at various points in this study 

(cfe 3.3,2; 3.3.3; 3.4,3.1; 3.4.4; 3,4.5) the views of prominent 

scholars on the significance of the location of the tonic within 

the tone-group. We must now examine this matter in more detail. 

As in the case of tone-grouo division, the views are diverse and 

often conflictingp a reflection of the complexity and inherent 

difficulty of the phenomena under investigation. tile should noto 

thereforeq expect to find a simple answer to the basic questions 

raised. 

The traditional pedagonical works ore somewhat disappointing 

in their treatment of tonic placement. Although these works have 

contributed much to our understanding of the phonological factors 

Involvedj, with the recognition or the role of the nucleus as the 

centre of the intonation patterni discussion of the semantic or 

syntactic significance of the nucleus is seldom encounteredt and, 

where there is discussion it is generally upilluminating. The main 

point made is that the nucleus falls on the 'most important word' 

of týe sentence. O'Connor and Arnold (1961), for example# say that 

the 'important words' are 'made prominent' by means of 'accent'; 

for Germano von Essen (1956a) says thst the 'Schwerpunkt' falls on 

Idns sinnwichtigste Wort'. Almost all writers make n further claim: 

that the nucleus will come at the end off the tone-group. Kingdon 

0958j, P. 6) makes it coincide with the 'lost fully stressed syllable', 

and O'Connor and Arnold with'the last stressed syllable of the lest 
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prominent word in a sense-group'. To this principle writers 

generally add the qualification that the nucleus mety come elsewhere, 

but only in cases of 'contrast' or 'emphasis', Schubiger (1958P p, 107) 

considers this 'shifted nucleus' to be 'engendered by emotion'; 

Kingdon (19589 p. 39) speaks of 'emphasis by nuclear tone-shift'; 

Stock and Zacharias (1973, p. 83 ff. ) allow the 'accent' to be 

shifted under the influence of 'AffektI. 

Remarks of this kind are not particularly helpf ul as they do 

not really come to grips with either the meaning of tonic placement 

as such or with the relationship between the location of the tonic 

and other features of the utterance. In particular the notion 

of 'important word' is not clarifiedl on the one hand it is claimed 

that the nucleus will fell on the moýt important words but on the 

other it is asserted that any word may be made important if the 

nucleus fells on it. Similarly it is stated that the nucleus will 

come at the end# but cases are adduced where it can come earlier. 

In the absence of any clarification of the notion of 'importance' 

or of 'normal' position of the nucleust these claimst when reduced 

to their basic forms# hardly amount to more than saying that 

(i) the nucleus falls on the most important words where the letter 

is defined as the word on which the nucleus fallst and (ii) the 

nucleus comes at the end except in those cases where it does not. 

Two basic issues are raised by these earlier studies: the 

semantic significance of tonic placementp and tho Place where the 

tonic falls in relation to other features of the utterance. Atter'Pts 

have been made to improve an the earlier statements on both these 
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quostionse The second question has attracted the attention of 

generative phonologistsp largely as an extension of work on rules 

for word-stress# which have played a prominent r'Olo in the theory 

because of their morphophonerfiic significance# especially in English* 

The starting point here has been the conception of stress as a 

set of different 'degrees' which oenerstive phonology has inherited 

from Post-Bloomfieldion phonemics (cf. above, 2.2.3). With this 

view of stress it is natural to wish to extend rules for stress 

placement to the 'highest'degree: 'sentence stress'* The mechanism 

of stress assignment in the 'standard theory' of generative phonology 

(i. e. that presented in Chomsky and Halle* 1968)., has already been 

discussed, as well as its relationship to the rank-scale adopted in 

the present study (c. f. 2.2@'3,2.3.8). IVhat we are concerned with 

here is the specific rule or rules which assign 'primary stress' 

above the level of the wordp and especially an the final cycle. 

Such rules may be reasonably equated with rules for assigning the 

tonic* The specific rule given by Chomsky and Haliewhich serves 

this purpose is the 'Nuclear Stress Rule', which can be formulated 

as follows: (p. 240) 

V 
11 

stress] Y 
8, ress 

where Y contains no vowel with the feature 
[1 

stress] 

This rule locates the nuclear stress on the lost item which has 

primary stress by the end of the previous cycles all other stresses 

being automatically reduced by one degree. This will ensure that 

the nuclear stress falls on the lost constituent of the sentencep 
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though where it folls. within that constituent depends on previous 

rules which themselves depend on the internal structure of the 

constituont. 

The illustration of the application of this rule given by 

Chomsky and Halle (p. 22) is the sentence 'John's blackboard-eraser 

was stolen's which has the following approximate derivation: 

[[ [John's] [[ [black] [board] ] [eraser ]]] [was 
stolen] 

I 

S NP DD NNAA NNN N v S NN NP V 

Cycla IiI111 
--- 

Cycle 21 

-cycle 
332 

Cycle 4243 

cycle 53254 

The first four cycles do not concern us here; they use word 
I 

and compound stress ruless The Nuclear Stress Rule comes into play 

an the fifth cycles placing the nuclear stress on the last item 

which already has primary stress, viz. stolen. 

It is clear that Chomsýy and Halle's approach is really no 

advance on less formalised versions which simply place the nucleus 

at th e end of the sentence. It is simply a more explicit formulation 

of this principles Like others before themy Chomsky and Halle also 

exclude cases of 'shifted' end 'contrastive, stress* 

Criticism can beg and has been# levelled at the cyclical principle 

involved in Chomsky and Halle's stress rules (cfo especially 

Schmorlingp 1976)p on the grounds that it makes the wrong predictions 
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with-rognrd to the non-nuclenr stresses in an utterance. Here, 

how-overs tue ore concerned only with the nuclear stress; does their 

approach make the right predictions here, even for cases not involving 

contrast? 

One instance whore Chomsky and Halle themselves concede that 

their rules do not give the right result is the contrast cited by 

Newman (1946) betwean pairs such as 'Ceorge has Rlsns to leave' and 

'Ceorge has plans to lpnvels each having a different syntactic 

structure and semantic interpretation. As Chomsky and Halle say 

(pe 24): "it is not at all clear what features of syntactic structure 

determine this diffcrence". Their rules will only produce the 

version with the nuclcus an lepve, whatever the syntactic structure* 

This and a number of other similar cases are taken up by Bresnan 

(1971) (cf. also Lakoffs 1972; Berman and SzemoSis, 1972; Bolingers 

J972; Bresnan# 1972), Bresnan explains the difference between 

Newman's two sentences by'asserting that underlying the first is a 

structure containing tho sentence 'George leave plans's while underlying 

the second is a structure containing the sentence 'George leave'* 

With neutral tonicity, the Nuclear Stress Rule would assign the 

nucleus in these underlying sentences to plnns and lenva respectivelys 

hence it also falls on these items in the derived structure. This 

lends to the rather disruptive conclusion that the Nuclear Stress 

Rule must apply beforo the syntactic rules which shift the items to 

their surface positions: "The Nuclear Stress Rule is ordered after 

all the Byntactic transformations on e3ch transformational cycle". 

That a phonological rule nust precede a syntactic rule naturally has 

fnr-renching consequences for the form of a grammar. 
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This theor(3tical*point esidep it is evident that although 

Bresnan is apparently strengthening the case against Chomsky and Halle's 

Nuclear Stress Rulep since these are types of sentence where it does 

not appear to workv the conclusion she nrrives at has just the 

opposite effecte In her analysis, the different position of the 

nuclear stress in these sentences can be obtained by applying the 

Nuclear Stress Rule to underlying rather then superficial syntactic 

structures. Thus., far from weakening this rule she in foct strengthens 

it by allowing it to apply at a deeper level and by using it to 

derive sentences with different stress patterns* 

It can be seen# therefore# that Bresnan shares the assumptions 

of Chomsky and Halle about the ultimate predictability of tonic 

placement from the syntactic structure of the sentence. Bresnan's 

analysis is aimed at improving Chomsky and Halle Is approach by refining 

the apparatus used so as to predict more accurately where the tonic 

will fall. Such an approach is not adopted by all generative grammarianst 

however* Lakoff (1972)o for exam-Ples gives a rather different 

Interpretation in his intervention in this debate* In his approachi, 

the item on which the nucleus will fall is determined by a 'global 

constraint'. For a noun phrase to have the nucleusp for examples 

it must conform to three requirements: 

(i) in logical structure it is a direct object 

(ii) in shallow structure it has no clause-ma*tes following. it 

(iii) in surface structure it is a clause-mate of its 

logical predicate 

Such conditions go well beyond the apparatus of the 'standard theory' 

of generative grammart but they ore for that reason perhaps more easily 
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translatable into non-generative terms. 'It will be seen that the 

criteria for tonic placement ara not just surface structure features 

as in Chomsky and Halle's rulev but involve what Ukoff calls 

'logical structural. In so for as this comes closer to that non- 

generative scholars might call the 'meaning' of the items in question 

this approach suggests that semantic aspects of sentences are involved 

hem Nevertheless, it is clear that the semantic aspects are of 

a basically gr-ammatical kind. 

Attempts to predict the location of the nucleus from grammatical 

structure ore not confined to writers within a generative frame-worke 

One of those who makes a determined effort to find syntactic conditioning 

factors is Crystal (1975v p. 22 ff. ). Adopting some of the principles 

established by Halliday (see below)t he makes an initial distinction 

between lexical and orammoticnl itemss and considers that "the norm 

of tonic placement will be on the final lexical item"* As Crystal 

concedes# "this is a fairly traditional and uncontroversial claim"* 

This allows three types of deviation from the norm: where the nucleus 

falls on (a) a "pre-final grammatical item", (b) a "final gremmatical 

item"s and (c) a "pre-final lexical item". The first two of these 

are grouped together since "the conditions operatings on positions 

(a) aýd (b) are the same"* Thus Crystal has two types of case to 

predict: where the nucleus is on a grammatical item, and where it 

is an a non-f inal lexical item. 

As for as the first of these is concerneds Crystal claims that 

Ohere the grammatical items occur in closed sets. * "the presence 

of tonicity ... produce, *S a semantic contrast between the marked item 
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and some other member(s) of the some system"* In cases of 

grammatical items which do not seem to operate in closed setsy "one 

has to assume that it is the attitude of the speaker which has 

conditioned the tonicity"* 

Stating the conditions which caust a non-final lexical item 

to bear the tonic is I's more complicated matter"s as these are not 

"wholly syntactic in character". Crystal gives five cases of 

syntactic conditioningp viz: 

(1) final adverbial disjunct/conjunct: the tonic is placed 

on the next previous lexical item, e. o. /he didn't do it of course/ 

(2) final. direct speech marker: the tonic is placed on the 

next previous lexical items e. o-. /I don't want to go out he said/ 

(3) final Vocative: the tonic is placed on the neXt Previous 

lexical item# e. g. /it's the b-,, ker Mr., Jones/ 

(4) lexical sets in co-ordinate structure: the tonic is 

placed an the items belonging to the some set# e. g. /Rne egg / or. Lvio/ 

(5) question-word government: the tonic is placed on the 

governed item, e. g. /what time does your watch say/ 

Apart from these instances, howevers Crystal must concede that 

"the vast majority of cases Of pre-final lexical tonic can be accounted 

for oniy by referring to some kind of semantic or lexical conditioning"s 

ises "lexical presupposition". 

With the exception of the recognition of these five cases of 

conditioning factorsp Crystal's approach does not really go much beyond 

the more traditional t; ontments of tonic placement, which locate the 

nucleus an the last 'important word' except in cases of contrast or 
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special emphasise Furthermoret some a? the examples he gives 

to illustrate those five points are not convincing, and (4) could 

be interpreted no a case Of contrast within a closed set end thus 

generalised with the treatment of grammatical itemse 

There have also been attempts to predict the location of the 

nucleus in German* Stock (1965), though accepting that this depends 

on the context# nevertheless distinguishes Ineutrallp 'contrastive's 

and 'emphatic' accentuation# and gives a number of gener-al rules 

for determining the location of the nucleus in each of these casese 

For 'neutral' cases the main principle is stated as follows (P*159): 

«Wird Innerhalb der eigentlichen Mitteilung das Satzes ein Teil 

durch einen anderen n'B*her bestimmt» so liegt der Haupttan auf dem 

bestimmendeng nicht auf den bestimmten Begriff# und zwar unabha'ngig 

Von der Reihenfolge im Satz", More specifically# he establishes 

four casest 

(a) the nucleus falls an 'Bestimmungen' of tha verb (objectso 

advarbialso subjects in final position) 

(b). the nucleus falls an words and phrases which are closely 

connected to the verb# such as separable prefixess except when 

these ere wdurch einen weiteren Begriff n*B*her bestimmt" 

(c) in intonationally undivided complex sentencess the nucleus 

falls on the subordinate clause, irrespective of uhere this clause 

comes in the sentence, because the subordinate clause is a 'Bestimmung' 

of' the main clause. 

(d) in direct or indirect speech, the nucleus falls an what 

is said. 

Other principles for neutral cases are given. Thus in 

'Beifugungsgruppong (ioce noun phrases consisting of a noun and 
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modifirrP including ndjectiveso genitive attributes# oppositionol 

phresesp relative clnuSeSp Otce) the nucleus fells an "dos letzte 

sinnstorke Clied". The some applies to co-ordinnto constituents: 

the lost takes the nucleuse 

With contrastive stress this Pattern may be disturbedp and 

otherwise unstressed items, such as pegotion words, conjunctions* 

prepositions, oranounst articles, etc. , mny beer the nucleus. 

Similarly, with explicit contrasts within the sentence both words 

in the contrast may have a nucleus. 

Further rules are proposed by Stock and Z3charins (1973). 

They give four rules which apply only to a lliýnchlichpp affektfreic 

Mitteilung oder Aussage .. 99 die ohne Nachdruck und ohne 

Kontrautierung gesprochen vjird" (o. 60). Thrse rules are es fOllctLS: 

Rule i: The followino are not accentable. - 

orticles, Prepositions, conjunctions, ruxiliary or 

modifying verbs when with full verbs# relative pronouns# relative 

I adverbs; also personal pronouns except when declined in initial 

position$ interrogative pronouns nnd interroostive adverbs exceot 

in repent questionso reflexive pronouns except in the prepositional 

phrase nn siche 

Rulp 21 In 'BeifUoungsgruppent (see ebove) the communicatively 

most important accent falls on the, last accentuated word. 

Rule 3: In 'VerbergBnzungsgrupoen' (i. e. verb phrases with 

an object, ccmplement, or adverbial) the last and communicatively 

most important accent falls on the lest accentable word of the 
f 

lost or only 'Erg*6nzung'j except in the following cases: 
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the Erginzung is determined 

(ii) the Erg'gnzung consists of only one adverbials 

which is a pnot pnrticiple. 

Additions to the verb which are separnble verb-prefixes or parts 

of fixed expressions used in place of simple verbs have no accent 

if preceded by an undetermined 'Erglinzunol. 

Rulr, 4: The 'Kernakzent' always falls on the last word of the 

utterance that is accented by rules 2 or 3 or both. With thEmc-rheme 

structure it is n1ways in the rheme. 

These rules are very complex, and are clearly not completely 

pomprehensible without exemplification. Rule 4 in particular 

requires some comment- The 'Kernakzent' is the main nucleus of 

the sentence# the nucleus which is preserved whent in faster speecho 

the number of tone-oroups is reduced. (It might legitimtely be 

equated with the paratonic of the present study). Rule 4 is 

designed to cater for long sentences which may have several 'Eroýnzungen'll, 

each of which could in theory be assioned the nucleus by rules 2 

or 3. The similarity between the for mulation of this rule end that 

of Chomsky and Halle's Nuclear Stress Rule is noticeables b oth 

depending an prior assignment of 'stress'. Stock and Zacharias 

give an examole which is also analogous to that of Chomsky and Halle: 

(2[ Der Vorsitzende des Min isterrets] 3 Euberreichte 4 ýden 

berufenen Professorenl 5ýdie 
Urkunden mit ihrer Ernennungl 

(2)j, (4) and (5) are Beif0oungsgruppen which would be accented by 

rule 2; (3) is Ei VerbergBnzungsgruppe which would be accented 
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by rule 3* In order to assign the Kernekzent within the whole 

sentonce (1) we apply rule 4v which places it onfrnennung, v 

as the lost word which would be accented by rules 2 and 3* Since 

(2) is the themopthe Kernakzent falls within the rheme. 

We see, therefores that the approach to tonic placement 

exemplified by Chomsky and Halle# Bresnan, Crystalp Stock and 

Zacharias# among otherst attempts to formulate precise rul6s which 

will allow the tonic to be predicted from a variety of syntactic 

factors: the word class, grammatical or lexical statU39 functional 

role# and esoecially the position in the sentence# The aim is thus 

to assign the nucleus as for as possible without reference to the 

meaning of tonic placement as such. It must be noted$ of coursep 

that these rules in general only cater for 'neutral' or 'normal' 

cases; 'non-neutral# cases must be referred to special fectorst 

such as 'contrast' or 'emphasis'. 

many writers have adopted a different approach., howevers either 

as an alternative to predicting tonic placement or as a supplembnt 

to it. Their aim is to explicate the meaning or functional 

significance of tonic placement, independently of predicting its 

location* The two approaches ore not neýessarily incompatible, 

unless one assumes that the predictability of tonic placemont mnkes 

it meaningless. In any case, there ore the non-neutral cases to be 

accounted for, which cannot be accommodated by the rules. How0vers 

not all writers find it necessary to distinguish the neutral from 

the non-neutral when. considering the meaning of tonic placement. 

As we have scent troditional pedngogical writers considered 

that the nucleus falls on the 'most important word' of the sentence; 
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attempts to establish-the meaning of tonic p1scerrent amount in 

effect to making this notion of timDartancel more precise* Cno 

ouch ottemot Is that of Hultzen (1959)9 who charactorises the item 

an which the nucleus fnlls as being an 'information point'* Though 

this is clearly a terminological improvements it does not really 

solve the problem# since 'information' In this sense is not a self- 

explanatory term.. Kovertheless; it does indicate that the meaning 

of tonic placement is to be sought in its communicative significance 

rather than in any syntactic function. 

As we have seen elsewhere, important contributions have been 

made to the study of such communicative factors by members of the 

Prague School# with their runctional Sentence Perspective'* As 

might be exoectedp Prequo School scholnrs have turned their attention 

to tonic placerent as one of the functional devices involved here. 

The major distinction reconnised in rSP has been that between 

'theme' (or'topic) an the one hand and 'rhemel (or 'propos' or 

'comment$) an the other# and the placement of the tonic is generally 

seen In terms of this distinction. (on problems with defining the 

'theme' see abovej, 3,4.2.2). Doneg (i96D) regards the 'themel es the 

thing spoken about and the 'propos' as what is said about it; the 

letter constitutes 'new# informations and normally comes at the end. 

The 'Centre of Intonationt(i. e. the tonic) is an the last stressed 

word of the 'proposl (unless emphatic). Examples given to illustrate 

this are: 

(a) the train has come. 

M the trpin has come 
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According to DnnoSt (") has the structure 'theme' + 'propos's 

while (b) has the structure 'propost + theme's Thus it would 

appear that the rranning of tonic placement is the indication of 

the Opropoel/1rhemal/Icominentlo Elsewhere (1967)t Danoyt makes 

this more explicit: "It appears that in many lenguages (perhaps 

in most# but we dare nott for the presents make this is universally 

valid statement)# the comment of the utterance would be associated 

with the centre (nucleus) of the (terminal) intonation contours 

This means that in languages where# as a rule# the comment is placed 

towards Vie end of the utterance ... # the centre of the terminal 

intonation contour .. * should be located an the last stress unit of 

the utterances e. g. 'The train has comp's 'John hates lraryle 

Cerman: Der Zug ist opkammen", According to Danes"s however# English 

differs from some other languages (such as Czech) in allowing more 

freedom to thp nucleus to be placed on non-final elements. Further- 

more# "utterances conveying emphasis are governed by special rules". 

In utterances in which "the emohatic feature characterises the 

utterance as a whole" we find tne order 'comment' + 'topic' and 

hence an Initlel nucleus (eso. 'The tr;, In has come's 'der ZuEL ist 

gakommenl)o Utterances where only one element is emphatics because 

It ig contrastive# may have a variety of cherecteristicsp one of 

which is a shift of the nucleus* 

Donet's conception of the rld"la of tonic placement has been 

endorEed by other Prague scholars. Firbas (1974) writes: 'Fe Danet's 

extensive and Important researches into Czech intonation and into 

problems of intonation in genernl offer amole oroof of the view that 

the rhome is signalled by the intonation centre"o 
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A rather difrerent view is taken by Halliday (1967b., 4.3). 

Although hot like the Pragua scholars, recognises a 'theme' v. 

1rhomal distinction# he does not consider it to be signalled by 

tonicity* ror Halliday# the theme is in any case restricted to 

the Initial oosition in a sentence, so thst the tonic on the first 

item cannot be said to sign3l the structure 'rhomal + 'theme'* 

For Halliday# the tonic marks the 'information focus's which "reflects 

the spenker's decision as to where the mnin burden of the message 

lios", and which a-art "he wishes to be interpreted as informative", 

The la'-xl Halliday uses for this is 'new', with its opposite 'given,, 

Thus "we can say that the system of Information focus essigns to the 

information unit a structure In terms of the two functions 'given' 

and Inew". The theme/rhere structure Is considered to be distinct 

from, given/news but they are not unrelated: "in the unmarked 

case the focus of information will fell on something other then the 

theme; it will fall at least within the rheme"o 

The term 'new$ Is in need of exolenation. Palliday rrakes it 

clear that it does not rean that what Is $new' "cannot have been 

Previously rentioned", but rather that "the speaker presents it as 

not being recoverable from the preceding discourse". 'Recoverable' 

Information, on the other handt is generally 'represented anaphoricallyl 

in an utterance, and Is Inherently 'given'. Certain anaphoric itemsp 

such as pronouns# may nevertheless be 'new', but only in the sense 

aftcontrestivele This is related to the fact th3t grarn-rotical items 

form closed systems, and "since prominence in a closed system is 

Inherently contrnstives with SUCh items also information focus 

implies contrast". 
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A further point*is r., Ide by Halliday In connection with the 

non-recoverability of 'new' infornation from the context. The 

utteronce 'John painted the chpd yesterday' could have# nccording 

to Halliday# neveral interpretationst and be a. reply to 'Such 

questions as 'whntdid John point. yesterdny? lt $did John p3int the 

wz, 311? 0, and so on# but also a reply to the question 'what haPPenPd? '* 

The utteronce 'John p3inted the shc, d. ypster dnylp on the other hands 

I 
could not be an enswer to Lhis lost queztion, but only to a question 

such as 'when did John paint the shed? ', 'did John point the shed 

this morning? '# and so on* Thus the first utterance does not 

necessarily imply that any Information ot all is 'given#* while tile 

second doese As a results the first utterance is ambiguous as tc 

the scope of the focus: only shed mey be now# or the utterance nay 

contain only new items. This allows Hnlliday to establish an 

'unmarked' focus; an utterance with an unmarked focus I'does not. 

imply any preceding Information". This un. mirked focus wills 

according to Hnllidays fall on the final lexical items whereas a 

'marked' focus will fall elsewhere. In sum# thens "a distinction 

may 9ee be made between unmarked focubt realised as the location or 

the tonic on the finel accented luxical item, which assigns the function 

'new' to the constituent In question but does not specify the status 

of the remainder, and marked focus, realispd as any other location 

of the tonics which assigns the function 'new' to the focal constituent 

end that of 'given# to the rest of the Information unit"# 

Another writer who has explored the contextual factors involved 

in tonic placEment is Cuntar (1966,, 19729 1974), His discu3sion is 

ell the more interesting becausp it eopears to be ontircly independent 

ri 
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of European views of these phenomena. Gunter argues for a 'context 

grammar' which will account for inter-sentence relations. A 

sentence "Points backwards to its context" and can thus only be 

interpreted in relation to its context. A sentence is a 'response' 

to its 'context sentencelp and is 'relevant' to it. Thus "a given 

variety of a sentence signals its own particular kind of relevance 

to its context" (1966). Like Halliday,, Gunter relates tonic 

prominence to Inetuness's though not in quite such n consistent and 

explicit way, andt like Halliday# he establishes a Ineutral'form' 

which may have no context at all end therefore need not'. point to one, 

One further discussion of tonic placement'mny also be noted 

here: that of Chc. nsky (1970). We have alrVady seen that the standard 

theory of generative phonology attempts to predict the location of 

the nucleus from the syntactic structure; from this point of ViFuls 

thens tonic placement is mechanical nnd (presumably) meaningless. 

In elaborating his mcdels however, Chamsky points out certain weak- 

nesses in the standard framework for the grammar as a wholes in 

pacrticular the requirement that semantic interpretation is determincd 

exclusively by deep structure* Among the evidence he adduces is 

the r8le of'focuo whichv' contrary to the theorys seems to demand 

that semantic interpretation should also depend on aspects of surface 

structure. The specific theoretical point nt issue here does not 

concern uss but Chomsky's interpretntion: of the semantic implication 

of 'focus' is relevant in the present context. He relntes 'focus' 

to 'presupposition', Lee to what is presupposed by the utterance 

in question. Thus "the focus is a phrase containing the intonotion 

center# "the presupposition an expression derived by replacing the 
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4 

focud by a variable". * In other wordso the presupposition of an 

utterance is everything contained in that utterance except the focuss 

and# conversely# the focus of an utterance that element of an 

utterance which is not presupposed. Althouph Chomsky deals separately 

with 'contrastive' or 'expressive' nuclear stress, he suggests that 

in principle this does'not differ from 'normal' stress as fa r as 

focus and presupposition are concerned. In either case "phrases that 

contain the intonation center may be interpreted as focus of utterance) 

the conditions perhaps being somewhat different and more restrictive 

when the intonation center involves expressive or contrastive stres-s". 

In a somewhat un-Chomskyan passage, he notes that "choice of focus 

determines the relation of the utterance to responsess to utterances 

to which it ib a possible response, nnd to other sentences in the 

discourse". Focus and presupposition "must be determinable from the 

semantic interpretation of sentences if we are to be able to explain 

how discourse is constructed ends in aenerel, how lanouage is used". 

We sees thenj that writers who heve attemoted to clarify the 

meaning of tonic placements whatever their theoretical point of 

departures have all found it necessary to refer outside the utterance 

in question; the meaning of tonic placement is thus acknowledged 

not to be dependent solely on factors inside the utterance itself, 

Beyond this, there. seems to be some agreement as to the nature of 

the relationship between tonic placement and tho'contexts in principle 

if not in details though it is difficult to determine the extent to 

which*the different terminological frameworks are intended to cover 

the same range of concepts and categories. 
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9.3 Itieutrnll tonicity 

Before looking more closely at specific characteristics of 

tonic placement in English and German# and thus applying and 

evaluating some of the above proposals, we must consider a number 

of more general points relating to the predictability of tonic 

placement and the concept of 'neutrality'. 

Those who establish rules of the kind discussed in the previous 

section for predicting the location of the nucleus are nltljnys 

careful to state that the rules are only intended to cater for $normal' 

or #neutral' casest and that the rules may on occasion be Ibi-oken'. 

The notion of neutrality is thus a crucial one on which the rules 

and their application depend* 

The basis of the neutral/non-neutral distinction has received 

little explicit discussion; however. Those who do consider it 

(such as Halliday.. 1967t3j, and Chomskys 1970) see it essentially in 

terms of the context., Both these scholars take the 'normal' or 

lunrrarkedl version to be that which is least dependent on its context. 

But there are some difficulties here. In the first place., it seems, 

odd that the $neutral' version should be independent of any contextP 

since utterances which rare spoken without context are surely rare@ 

Thus 'neutral' cannot really be equated with 'normal'. More 

importantlyl the dependence or independence of an utterance on its 

context is not a simple matter to assess. It is also not an 

absolute but a relative matters 

As an illustration of the dif f iculty here we may take the 

exnmple from Halliday cited above. Halliday takes the utterance 
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'John pointed the shed. yestordayl to be 'unmarked' because it does 

not presuppose any *given' information; everything In the utterance 

could be 'new's Any other version, with the tonic elsewhere, would 

presuppose some 'given' information# and this isIrrarkedle Unmarked 

focus must necessarily fall on the last lexical items as otherwise 

post-focal lexical items would be 'given'. We thus have a' 

classification into two typesi both unmarked and marked focus 

specify the focal element as 'new's but the former does not specify 

anything else as 'given', whereas all the non-focal elements In the 

latter case are 'given' (cfe the quotation from Halliday in 992 

above)* The problem here is that this simple dichotomy 'unmarked' 

ve 'marked' is not sufficient to cater for all the possibilities. 

Although we can accept that with the tonic an the lost lexical item 

all preceding lexical items are unspecified as to given or news it 

Is not the case that# with the tonic elsewhere than on the lost 

lexical itemp Z11 non-focal elements must be specified as given. 

Thuss for example, in the following sentences, the tonic is unmarked 

only in (I)* but the informational status of the items before the 

tonic is the some in all casess viz. they are unspecified as to 

'new' or 'given'. - 

'(i) John painted the shpd yesterday 

(ii) John pointed the shed in the afternoon 

(iii) John painted the shed on Wednesday after the meeting 

All these versions could have everything up to and including 

shed as netyp for example as answers to the question: 

(i) what happene. crt 

(ii) what happened in the afternoon? 
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(iii) what happenod an Wednesday after the meeting? 

It is clearp thon, that marked tonicity, in the sense of the 

tonic not falling an the last lexical item, does not necessarily 

restrict 'new' information to the focal element.. as is claimed 

by Halliday. In both unmarked and marked cases anything up to and 

including the focal element is potentially 'new'. 

Thiss of course# does not effect the possibility of establishing 

an unmarked focus as such# nor of defining it in terms of maximal 

potential independence of context. Nor does it prevent us from 

setting up a dichotomy by regarding'any non-maximal potential 

independence of context as 'marked'. But what it does suggest is 

that, if 'marked* and 'unmarked' are defined in this %vays tue do not 

have a simple dichotomy as sucht but rather a scale, with n3xim3l 

potential independence of context at one end, and minimal independence 

at the other. Looked at in this light., the idea of a fundamental 

distinction betwcon 'normal' and 'shifted' nucleus seems loss 

attractive. 

A further problem in taking the neutral or unmarked tonic 

placement to be that which marks an utterance as independent of a 

context is that tonic placoment is not the only feature Uiich may 

relate an utterance to its context* An obvious feature which also 

serves this function is the use of anaphoric pronouns. If an 

utterance contains pronouns which link it to its context, it makes 

little sense to say that it may have neutral tonic placement if 

neutral tonicity is said to be that which it has with no context* 

A similar point applies with other contextualising features such as 
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word-order; an utterance where the there ir, not tho subjcct,, for 

examplus may already be linked to its context by this Ulemet and 

again it makes no sense to regard the neutral position of the tonic 

in such an utterance as the place where the tonic falls t1here there 

is no contexts 

It is evidentp thenj, that the 'neutral' position of the tonic 

is neither a simple nor a completely independent matters Tonic 

placement interacts with e variety of other featurcs of utterances@ 

This isp of course, exactly the same phenomenon as was observed with 

tone-grouo divisiont where the factors determining the number of 

tone-groups were seen to be diverse. Only by considering the 

intersection of those diverse factors could wo arrive at a serious 

explanation of tone-group division in terms of a general principles 

A similar state of affairs is to be expected with tonic placement; 

it is likely that the general princloles involved here can only be 

understood in the light of a similar intersection of variables* Just 

as constituent types# syntactic functionst and syntactic -structure 

are. all involved with tone-group division in establishing the 

information value of sections of utterancess we must expect that a 

variety of factors of this kind will contribute to the 'importance' 

that vie associate with the tonic of a tone-group. 

Those remarks will be taken up again in more detail below in 

the more soecific context of English and Cermano 'For the moment it 

is enough to note that 'neutrality$ is not a simple matter. One couldpof 

course# simolify it in a somewhat arbitrary way byp for example, 

establishing as 'neutral tonicity' the coincidence of the tonic with 
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the final item in the -tone-group in every cases and regard all 

other positions for the nucleus as 'marked',, We would then simply 

need a 'system' according to which the nucleus is 'shifted' from 

the neutral position under certain specified conditions* This is 

almost Halliday's approach; as with tonality he establishes a 

'neutral' position for the tonic which need not in all cases be 

'unmarked'. It is notable, howevers that Halliday's Incutral 

tonicity' is not simplyt as one might expect# the coincidence of the 

tonic with the lost constituent in the information unit; he qualifies 

it to the lost lexicsl item. Thus the neutral location of the tonic 

takes account of two variables: the position in thq information 

unit ('last') end also the type of item involvcd ('lexical). 

The various factors on which the location of the tonic rpay 

be said to depend can be grouced into two typese Firstlys there are 

intern, -1 characteristics of utterances (their structures the order 

of elements, the type of elements)# and secondly there are externpI 

characteristics (contextually determined features)- In 'neutral' 

cases the iniernal fectors will clearly predominate; the placement 

of the nucleus will be as independent of the context as the other 

features of the utterance allow. In 'non-neutral$ cases these 

internal factors will interact to a greater extent with the external 

features of the context* Sections 9.4 and 9.5 will deal with internal 

and external factors respectively. V 

9o4 Internal fnctors in tonic o1sceniont 

9*4.1 The nature of Internml foctors 

In considering internal factors in tonic placementp we are 

p. 
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concerned with the possibility of predicting the location of the 

tonic from the characteristics of an utternnce itselft without 

reference to the contextp whether verbal or non-verbalp in which 

thb utterence'accurne As we have seen above (9.2)t a number of 

writers on the subject have established rules which are designed to 

do thiss in varying degrees of detail and explicitnesso and several 

different determining factors have been put forward: position in 

the tone-group# whether fully stressed or not, whather lexical or 

grammatical# the word class involved, the place in the grammatical 

structure# and so on. 

One possible type of internal factor proposed is purely 

phonological: the nucleustit is claimedt will fall on the IlBst 

fully stressed syllable' of the tone-group. This is Kingdon's 

formulation, though others have made similar remarks. 'rhe dif f iculty 

here is in the notion of 'full stress's For Kingdon, end otherst 

it is possible to have stressed syllables after the nucleus but they 

are less prominent than those up to and including the nucleus; they 

are therefore said to have 'partial stress'. But to predict the 

location of the nucleus from this pattern of occurrence of $full' 

and 'partial' stresses is clearly completely circulars since 'partial' 

stresses are only partial because they occur after the nucleus. 

The claim that the nucleus falls on the last fully stressed 

syllable can be made meaningful# howevers in an spproach which allows 

different Istaqes' of stress assionment. The generative approacht 

with a Nuclear Stress. Rule that applies to the output of provious 

stress rules, is of this kind; Chomsky and Halle's rule is in fact 
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remarkably like Kingd9n1s if the latter's 'lost fully stressed 

syllable' is equated with that syllable in the former's approach which 

has primary stress at the stage when the Nuclear Stress Rule applies. 

In Chomsky and Halle's frameworkp of coursep the process of nuclear 

stress assignment is not an exclusively phonological matter, since 

the assignment of primary stress on previous cycles ultimately depends 

on the syntactic structure of the sentence. 

It would certainly be) pos"sible to formulate n purely 

phonological rule for tonic placement2 in which the nucleus was 

assigned top sayi, the lost syllable or foot of the tone-group, It 

might well be that such a rule would work for a considerable numbor 

of cases, since there is a clear tendency for the nucleus to come 

towards the end of the tone-croup. Howeverg not only would such 

rule have very many lexceptionslp at least some of the 'exceptions' 

would be obviously explicable in terms of a very simple factor:. 

not all syllables are inherently Istressablel, and not all salient 

syllables may take the tonic. 

A more reasonable rule would therefore also include some 

grammatical inforrotion, for instance by placina the nucleus on the 

lost tuord of the tone-group. Lest thist toop be considered 

entirely arbitraryt it is tuorth giving a few figures to show ths 

extant to which it would be effective. In the data examined in this 

study# the percentage of tone-groups in which the nucleus fell on 

each word# counting I as the last'word, 2 as the penultimate wordp 

and so on# is as follows: 
. 
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German Ennlish 

Word i 5V. 7 2%a 

2 20% 13% 

3 10%. 6% 

4 6% 5% 

5 2; ý 1 el: 6 

6 1% 1% 

more than 6 2,5. ' 2 leýu 

The tendency here is very evident: in both languages the nucleus 

falls an the lost word in a clear majority of cases* Thuss if we 

are looking for n basic rule which will predict tho locat: ion of the 

nucleus in the majority of cases, then the rule placing the nucleus 

an the last word will serve; it would have a thrce-fifths success 

rate in German, and an over two-thirds success rate in English. 

Despite this, howevery the rule is clearly unsatisfactorye 

We presumably wish to do more than simply give a rule which works rnore 

of ten than it does not; we wish to find explanations for the cases 

where it does not workv and other factors must therefore also be 

invoked. The most commonly used qualifying factor is, as we have 

seen,. the status of the item in question as lexicf3l, or or-nrmPticvtl* 

To have a rule such as Hnlliday's, which places the nucleus on the 

lost lexical item# would certainly increase the success rzite of 

predictions There are# however.. a number of difficulties here, in 

particul3r in defining tho notion Ilexic6l item' (cf. below, 9.4.9). 

There are also several cnses*where the rule., even in this form,, does 

not soplytfor example the cases cited by Bresn, -, in (1971)p amonglathers. 
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It must also be remarked that the aim in establishing such 

rules should not necessarily be to predict the location of the 

nucleus in actunl utterances# but rather to predict the location in 

neutrnl utterances. Actual utterances are naturally subject to a 

variety of factorst external as well'ss internaly but as a first 

step in establishing the effect of'these factors we must restrict 

ourcelves to neutral cases which are maximally independent of contexts 

There is no reason to suppose that the majority of utterances produced 

by speakers will be maximally independent of context; indeedt it 

would be most surprising if th-is were the case, since speakers do not 

produce isolated utterances but enosce in conversations and produce 

'texts's Having establisheq, the rules for neutral cases. 9 we may 

then project them on to actual utterancEsend assess the influence of 

external factors on the application of the rules* 

The aim of this section on internal factors# therefores will 

be to establish general rules for the location of the nucleus in 

neutral coses. The following section on external factors will take 

up the question of other influences that might apply in non-neutral 

cases* 

9,4,2 C; rnmm-nticpl fpctors: bpsic orincioles 

ln investignting grammaticnl factors involved in tonic place- 

rrent wo are faced with an initiil problem that the tone-group corresponds 

not to a grammatical unit as such but to an infornntion unit. The 

grammatical structure of information units is# as we saw in chapter 

8j, often rather heterogeneous, which meons -that it may be difficult 

A 
or impossible to establish the grammatical role or function of the 
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element which beers the nucleus (the 'focus') within the informention 

unit itself. If wo wish to investigate the possibility that the 

focus may be determined by grammatical functions for examples the 

grammatical function itself mays in fact, not be determinable on 

strictly internal grounds but only with reference to the relationship 

of tho conient of the information unit in question to the content 

of other information units. To this extent# then., we must interpdret 

the term 'internal' rather broadly, to allow for cases wliere the 

not- 
characteristics of an item arekderivnble from the immediate syntactic 

context. 

A useful practical test of contextual independence is to provide 

a 'stimulus' context sentence which provides minimal presuppositions 

for the 'response' utteranco in question. For examples to investigate 

the noutral position of the nucleus in the sentence 'John painted 

the shed yesterday' we might give O. s stimulus sentence 'what happenEEP. 

rather thant say, 'what did John paint yesterday? '., 'what did John 

do yesterday? ls or 'what happened yesterd3Y? I, The first of these 

gives only minimal presuppositions for the response sentencej such 

as the notion 'past event'* 

where pronominal items are presents e. o. 'he p3inted the shed 

yesterday'* the context sentence can naturally not treat he as not 

being presupposed* Here a context sentence such as 1whnt did he 

do? ' might be more appropriate; this sentence gives only he and 

'past action' as presuppositions. In all cases discussed below, it 

is assumed that neutrality is to be established by means of general 

contexts or this kinds which will thus allow us to considers as rar 

as possibles the interaction of internal rectors without the 
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complicntinq factor of external influence. 

For the purposes of this discussion it is convenient to consider 

differen"t, kinds of syntactic structure separately* tva may thus 

separate cases where the information unit corresponds to a single 

clause from those where it corresponds to more and to less; in the 

first of these cases it is also helpful to separate different 

sentence functionsp main and subordinate clausess, and clauses with 

neutral and invertod word-order. 

It must elso be noted that we shall be concerned here with the 

d -ribution of tonicity within sentences in terms of basic sentence ist 

constituents, such as subject, object, etc. Differences of tonicity 

within these constituents# especizlly within the noun phrases are 

of a rather different kind (though deoending UltiM3tOlY an similar 

factors)s and will not be considered here. We shall therefore not 

be concerned with whether the nucleus falls on an adjective or a 

noun in the noun phrases but simply with whether or not it falls 

within the noun phrase as a whole. 

9.4.3 Tonic r3l-, 4cemcnt in sirriole declsrative cleusOs 

9.4*3ol Subject-verb structures 

The simplest form of declarative clause structure in both 

languages has the constituents Subject and Verb. Instances of 

infornation units with this structure are not particularly common, 
I 

but they do occurs especially as the main clause of divided complex 

sentences with report clausese The following aro examples from the 

data vjhich are considered to have neutral tonic placemento The 

nucleus is underlined* 
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Cermnn 

I* Darlington knm 

2o ich versteho 

3o Sic vernesse, n too 

4, ich sehe ooo 

Ennlish 

and it imoliB9 

2o they sny too 

3. but I believo ... 

We may also add here-the structure Subject - Auxiliary - Verb# 

exemplified from the data as follovis: 

Cerman 

51 ich gehe L. LMen 

6. die wird verrinoert 

7, ich muss gestehen too 

Enal ish 

4, the students would work, 

51 they have shown e.. 

6, it's being sugoested too 

In all these cases the nucleus is on the final verbal element 

in both languagess Howevers in only two of these examples(GI and 

E4) are both subject end verb lexical; the remainder havo a grammatical 

item as the subjects which may potentially distort the pattern# As 

it is methodologically desirable to begin with utterances in which 

both constitutents are lexical rather than gremmaticals we must resort 

to constructed examples in the first instance# and only when the basic 
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principles have boon determined in such idealised cases can we 

project them on to utterances with complicating factors* 

Taking Subject-Vorb structures in which both items aro lexical 

and placing them in a suitably non-presupposing contexts we find 

that both possible versions# with the nucleus on the subject and 

an the verbp may be neutrall though not normally with the same 

sentence. The followingp for example, seem quite normal with the 

nucleus an the subject: 

the window broke/ has broken 

the snow melted/hns melted 

the train come/ has come 

the l1qht fused/ has fused 

In other casest howevers the neutral version seems to demond the 

nucleus an the verb: 
I 

Jesus ept/ has went , Ee _ 
the teacher 

_couchedýjhas couched 

How do we explain this difference, when both types seem to occur 

without any conditioning environment, and both types have the same 

syntactic structure? Halliday (1967op p. 38) suggests that the 

SV pattern is the basic one (since it has the nucleus on the lost 

lexical item) but SV may be the unmarked term in specific cases@ He 

offers two such casesi where the SV combination is a "high 

frequency collocation" which occurs "especially in intransitive 

clause structurep with inanimate nouns as subjectUp or where "the 

final lexical item is itself of very high frequencys at the grammatical 

and of lexist as it werelle 

I 
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A rather differept interpretation is given by Schmerling 

(1976)j, who argues that the SV type is the norm in what she 

calls "simple news sentences"s u-nich are "sentences which would 

be uttered by a speaker. who is making no assumptions as to the 

expectations of his audience regarding the propositional content 

of the utterance" (p. 89). Such sentences ore subject to the 

general rule that "the verb receives lower stress then the subject" 

(p. 82). Cases with the pattern SV ore interpreted differently# 

ns being of the 'topic' + 'comment' type rather then 'simple 

news sentences': "the cases discussed here which have the primary 

stress on the predicate all seem to be 'about' the subject rather 

then an entire state of affairs; that is, in uttering such a 

sentencP, the speaker brinas up some topic and says something about 

it - makes a comment" (P. 93). 

Exnctly the some variation occurs In Germane The following 

are neutral with the nucleus on the subject: 

der Zua kam/ist gekommen 

des Djý, sser kocht/hat gekocht 

der Hund bellt/hat gebellt 

The following# howevers have the nucleus on the verb in neutral 

cose"s: 

Hans sinat /hat Qest) en 

1 die Zeit vergeht /wird verachen 
1. 

meine Frau, rnucht Arit mer8ucht 

The explanations given by livillidny and Schmerling are not 

entirely convincing. In both tyPes it could be said that "the 
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speaker brings up some topic and says something about it"s, and some 

$high frequency collocationss apoenr to have the pattern SV 

rather than S Vo Neverthelessp there does seem to be some 

plausibility in the explanations offered# and Halliday's remarks 

are in fact not incompatible with Schmerling's. The placing of 

the nucleus an the subject does seem to mnke the information unit 

more a single entity then placing it an the verb; in the letter 

case it Is easier to see it as two entities. This could no doubt 

be interpreted as saying that the SV conveys "an entire state of 

affairs", while the SV type has a double content: 'topic' and 

'comment'. In the some ways if the, S V type is interpreted as a 

'high frequency collocation'# as Halliday suggests* this would 

account for its informational unity. Likewiset if the verb is of 

'very high frequency' this could motivate its rplative semantic 

emptiness and its place "at the grammatical end of lexis'll, and cause 

it to be informationally enclitic to the subject* 

It does sopeart Oe r to Inly that in many cases With the nucleus 

on the subject the verb has less semantic 1weight1p and is often one 

of the 'expected' verbs with the subject in question. Vehicles 

are likely to 'come's windows to 'break',, lights to 'fuse$ and 

dogs to 'bark's etc. However# it would also be possible to say 

'the window's melted' as 8 reply to a non-presupposing sentence such 

as 'what's happened? '., though this is hardly a high frequency 

collocation or a very frequent verb. It must be admitted nevertheless 

that such an utterance might require a suitable situational context 

in order to sound perfectly na. tural as a 'neutral' version - for 

example the context of someone using a blowlamp to remove paint from 
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a window-frame. At any rates the precise determinants of this 

difference in intonational treatment are clearly not, easy to 

establisho and no more satisfactory explanation can be offered here, 

Whatever the explanations, however, it will evidently apply to both 

languages. 

We have so for considered only cases where subject and verb 

are lexicnl, frost of the examples from the date have a grammatical 

I subject# howeverq n3mely a personal pronoun. The distinction 

between'lexicall and lgramný3ticall will be considered further below 

(9.4.9); for the moment we must take it for granted. 

if we adopt the convention of representing $lexical' items 

with capitalsland 'grammatical' items with lower case letterso the 

possible combinations in subject-verb structures PM as follows: 

(a) sv 
(b) sV 

sv 

sv 

The cases considered so for have been of type (a); most of the 

examples from the datn given Pbove ore of type (b); types (c) end 

(d) did not occur in the data but they ere possible in English 

with an lanaphoric' verb. Such verbs are rare in Germans especially 

without an object# and the German versions of (c) and (d) can thus 

be omitted from consideration. 

The neutral versions of types (b)f (c) end (d) appear to be 

S Vp a vo and s vp respectively, as in the following examples: 
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Enolish Cermsn 

13 V: he cpme er ksm 

I know ich ilipiss 

S V: the msn did 

my fripnd has 

s V: he did 

she hns 

r-I. ore noner3lly: if one item is lexical and the other grommatical., 

the nucleus will fall on the lexical item; if both are grammatical 

it will fell an the verb* 
L 

A few special cases may also be noted. Where the verb is 

anaphoric in English# it is usually some form of the verb do if 

it 'represents' a simple verbs but if it 'represents' the pattern 

Auxillery + Verbs then the anaphoric forn, is the auxiliary alone. 

Thus the Patterns with an auxiliary b. 2-d an ansohoric verbs such 

as S Aux vs or 5 Aux vp ere in themselves non-neutral# and mark one 

of the verbal elements as contrastive. Thus we do not f ind e. o. 

'John's done', or 'he's done' but rother 'John haslo or the hssl. 

The form 'John h, -Ns done' is clearly contrpstivee Be seems to 

behave partly like a lexical verb (nt least in one of its senses), 

so we do got 'John's been't or 'He's been' as neutral forms@ 

Another form that needs special nention is the case where 

the verb has an affix or 'Particle' attschcd to itt as with the 

English phrasal verbs or the German separable verbs. The same 

principles apply as befores but here it is the affix that takes the 

nucleus in those cases where the verb is facrjlg e. g.: 
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Ennlish 

S V: my shoe's fallen off 

13 Vt it's fallen off (not: it's fpllen off) 

Ce rm, -, n 

S V8 mein Bruder kam mit. 

S V: er kam mit (not: er k8m mit) 

With an auxiliary in Germans the affix is prefixed to the verbs 

but it still takes the nucleus: 

er ist mitaekommen 

All these vnriants pre easily derivable from the basic patterns 

by simple rules. 

As for as simple SV patterns are concerned, therefore# we 

m- ny summarise the placement of the tonic in neutral cases as followsi 

(n) sv or 
V 

v 

sv 

All these sooly in English# though in cerman only (a) and (b) 

regularly occur. 

9,4.3.2 SVO, SVAp nnd SVC structures 

We now turn to more complex structures involving an objects 

adverbial# or complement after the verb. Neutral examples from 

the data include the following: 

SVOI Cp rrni n 

1. aber es gibt sehr heftige BcwpQungen . vo 
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V 
2. Ihr vertrauen ehrt mich Inspektor 

V 
3. Sie hptten diesen dollen Streik 

4. sie hat ein Wochenendhaus 

(J ' /' das spottet jeder Lonik 

- 
s 

6. wir haben Dozenber 

rnolish 

but this en-�bles them 

2. 1 take a very different vipw 

SVA: Germen 

70 sie studiert en der PH 

it S b hl l hU g 
ýý, ''r 

k- - h : 8, c en m c F eza er ten nd Antiqit 

clas war im vorigen Winter sV'7 

104 Rechts ist auf den Vormersch 

3. 1 went to Týjic! <enlbiem 

4 so 

theylre there c4 

SVC: Ce rrr,; A n 

11. es ist unolnublich 

12. (es) ist ganz enorm 

13. das ist fent%-estisch 
c 

14. die Vereisungsgefahr ist cross 

156 er ist jFotner 

16o das ist kein Problem ýý 
v(ý 

Enol ish 

I s m ure 
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I 
we may also include here sentences containing an auxiliaryp though 

the ordering here is different in English and German because of the 

'verbal frame I in the letter- 

S Aux 0 V: Cprmin 

17. ich wurde nein sagen 

180 wir haben Nora gef ragt 

19. sie haben sich vernbschiedet 

-1 
,f 

20. ich habe die eindrucksvolle Sammlung von Gewehren gesehen 

21. er hat mir versichert 

S Aux V 0: Enolish 

7. they are doing their duty 

S Aux A V: Cermnn 

22* er hatte in Edinburgh studiert 

Cases containing a verbal affix will be discussed below. 

Very few of the above examoles heve lexical items for all three 

major constituentsv though most have lexical items for the lost two. 

Using the some conventions of csoitals for lexical items and lower 

case letters for grammatical items we obtain the following possibilities: 

(a) SV CS SV As SVC 

(b) sV Of sV As sVC 

(c) SV09SV of SVC 
(d) sV ot sV as SVC 

It is also possible to have an ansphoric verbs but only if the objects 

adverbiall or complement is grammatical. We thus may add two more 

typost 

(e) sv os sv8, svc 

(f )sv 0# av es svc 
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All the first four types are represented in the above examples, 

though not in equal numbers# by far the most common type being (b)', 

with (d) the next most common. Thuss almost all have a grammatical 

subject. 

Type (a), with lexical subject and object# is only represented 

in Cermnn (G39 CID# G14)* Further (constructed) examples are the 

f ollowing t 

Hans fuhr sein Auto Z -' 

, il Hans fuhr noch Berlin 

Hans ist Lehrer 

Mary ate her lunch 

Mary went to tond, on 

Mary is a Ltop-assistant 

The rule here is clear: in neutral cases the nucleus fells an the 

final lexical object, edverbiall or complement. The same rule 

applies with type (b) of which there are many instances in the examples 

given above. The grammatical or lexical status of the subject is 

thus irrelevant if the final element is lexical. 

In the case of types (c) to (f) the situation is more complex# 

however. The following constructed examples will illustrate this: 

Typo (c): Hans fuhr es; Hans lebt dort 

Mary Pte it; Mary went there 

TyPe (d): er fuhr es; er lebt dort 

she ste it; she went there 

Type (e) : Hnns machte es 

tirj did it; nijrj did so 

Type (f ): or mtchte es 

she did it; she did so 
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In no case here does the nucleus fall on the final grammatical 

element# but it m. y fall on either the subject or the verbe In 

type (d), with a grammatical subject, the nucleus falls unequivocally 

on the verb in neutral cases; in type (e)p with en anaphoric 

verb, it is less clear-cut, but the nucleus on the lexical subject 

seems to be commonp and perhaps the only form in neutral cases* The 

difficulty here is in deciding whether forms such as 

rary did it; Plary did so 

are neutral or not. They could be interpreted as contrestivej, though 

in fact they appear to be often merely confirmatory rather than 

contradictory. In type (f),, where 'the subject . is grommaticalp there 

is no doubt about the neutral versions however: - the nucleus falls 

an the verbp even though it is ansphorice 

The locption of the nucleus in type (c) is uncertain In the 

same way as In type (e)q though, since the verb is lexicalp the 

neutral version is probably to be taken as that which has t1he nucleus 

on the verb. It is nevertheless possible to imagine situations where 

the nucleus would fall on the subject even though the verb was 

clearly 'new'. We might say in reply to the sentence 

'what happened to the sausege? l 

f or Oxample, 

ftlprv ate it 

though the form with the nucleus on ate is also possible here. 

Whether this case is rolated to the similar one involving S-V 

structures is difficult to say; it could be that late#, being an 
I 

expected verb in the context of 'sausage'# is semanticolly weak# and 

may therefore fail to take the tonic. 
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If we assume that the neutral cases in structures of these 

kinds are those given above, then the rule for tonic placement in 

-ated as follows: the nucleus falls on the typos (c) to (f) can be st 

verb unless this is anaphoric with a lexical subject# in uhich case 

the subject takes the nucleuse 

This rule might also be stated in a more general formp which 

also includes types (a) and (b) (though it could not apply to case 

e- 7 (f) )s the focus in these structures is on the lost lexical item 

in the information unit. This ist as we have seenp a frequent 

formulation, and is that given by Halliday. There are reasonst 

however, for rejecting it# as will be shown in what follows* 

Lot us first consider variations on this structure involving 

euxilieries end verbel effixes. in English we find the f allowing 

neutral forms: 

S Aux V 0: Dery has eaten her lunch 

"S Aux v o: 

S Aux V o: Irary has eaten it 

S Aux v o: EDry's done it 

s Aux V 0: she's eaten her lunch s Aux V 0: 

s Aux V o: she's enten it 

a Aux v a: ' she's done it 

S V0 Affix: Very ate her lunch up 

S Va Affix: Mary ate it uo 

s V0 Affix: she ate her lunch up 

sVo Af fix: she ate it uo 

(The structures Svo Affix and svo Affix do not occur; an 

anaphoric verb does not norm3l ly take an affix. ) 
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I'he patterns involving an auxiliary are no different from 

those without; they therefore require no further discussion. Those 

with an affix need some comments however. The patterns found here 

are difficult to reconcile with the principle that the nucleus falls 

on the lost lexical item. The examples given here which have a 

lexical object have the nucleus on this object, which suggests that 

the affix should here be taken to be a grammatical item -a not 

unnatural cateaorisation. But if this is so then we should expect 

the nucleus to fall an the verb in those structures which have a 

grammatical objectt whereas it here falls on the affix - which 

suggests that the affix should be treated as lexicnle Assuming that 

the off ix has the same grammatical or lexic2l status in all casess 

these structures are simply not reconcilable with the principle that 

the nucleus falls on the lost lexical item. 

The rule in such cases Is# In fact# very simple to states 

provided we do not, formulate it in terms of the lest lexical iteml 

the effix takes the nucleus wherevers in sentences with no verbal 

effix, the verb itself would take it. In fact# the affix is to be 

regarded as part of the verb here. We could make the 'lost lexical 

r-ii em' princiole work if we adopted a solution a la Bresnan: the 

affix is adjacent to the verb at that point in the derivation when 

the nuclear stress rule applies, and is only sub§oquently moved to 

ý'sentance final positions taking its nucleus with it., if it has. one. 

This has some plausibtlityp since, in English, the post-verbal 

position-is a 'surface' possibility, provided that the object is 

lexiC313 
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Mary ate up. her lunch 

An alternative., non-generativep formulation may be provided, 

howeverp if we take into account the German patterns with auxiliaries 

and nffixes. Consider the following; 

S Aux 0 Vi flans hat sein Auto gefahren 

S Aux o Vi Hans hat es gefphren 

s Aux 0 V: er hat sein Auto gefahren 

s Aux o V: Er hot es gofnhren 

SV0 Affixt Hans fuhr sein Auto hin 

SVo Affix: Hans fuhr er, hin 

sV0 Affix: er fuhr sein Auto hin 

aVo Aff ix: er fuhr es hin 

Tho patterns with an af fix are identical to the English type 

and pose exactly the san. a kind of problems# but those with an auxiliary 

are different* In terms of the category of constituent on which 

the nucleus falls they are the same as the English patterng but because 

of tho obligatory syntactic rule according to which the verb is at 

the end, lit is no longer the case that the lost lexical item LT focal$ 

if the last lexical item is a verbq it will only take the nucleus 

if the preceding object (nndt we may add, adverbial or complement) 

is non-lexical. 

Cf course, we could also adopt a Bresnan-like solution in 

this case, and shift the verb to its final position only after the 

application of the nuclear stress rule. But if we do not wish to 

use this frameworks we must concede that# for Cermant it would be 

incorrect to generalise that pattern found in these structures with 

n simplp rule placing the nucleus on the lsst lexical item, Naturallyp 
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this does not prove that this principle is not therefore correct 

for Englishq unleS3 we assume that both languages are governed by 

the some principles. However,, a strong argument has been advanced 

by Schmerling (1976) in favour of assuming that the principles Fire 

the care in the two languages. She points out that once English 

speakarn learning German have mastered the correct word-ordor in 

sentences with auxiliaries., then "the correct stress comes 

outomntically"; that iss the English speaker will automatically 

put the nucleus on the object# adverbial or complement in such 

-he verb). sentences and not, on the final lexical constituent (4. 

Since the learner does this outomaticallys it seems safe to assume 

that he is using the same principle that he uses in his native 

language. 

Schmerling uses this observation to suggest that rules for 

English which simply assion stress to the final donstituent (tier 

remarks are directed specifically against Chomsky and Halle) imply 

that "German sentence stress must be governed by quite different 

principles# and English speakers should have difficulty learning 

them" (p. 84). Since they do notj we must assume that tho principles 

governing tonic placement Ore the some in the two languagess and 

hence the rule for English is wrongly stated* 

The principle should therefore be not that the nucleus falls 

on the lost lexical items but rather that it falls on the lost non- 

verbal lexical item (thought as we have seens this does not include 

the subject, unless the verb is anaphoric; If the object c3tco is 

non-lexical the nucleus will fall on the verb). 
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-In foctt it can-be shown that this rule is valid for English, 

even without the indirect evidence of Germanp since it is preciselY 

this rule which will account for the location of the nucleus in 

sentences with verbal affixes in both Innouspes The distribution 

of the nucleus in sentences with verbal affixes is identical in both 

languages# and this is also identical with its distribution in 

Carman sentences with auxiliaries. If the verbal affix is rcoarded 

as part of the verb then the same rule opplies in all these cases. 

A few minor points may be made here. There is one type of 

structure which appears often n6t to conform to the gencral 

principles described so fars and this is true in both languages* 

\'With an SVA structure where the verb is lexistential't Logo he. 9 

and the adverbial is non-lexical, the nucleus often falls on the 

adverbial rather than in the expected position on the verb* Thus 

we get the following as neutral cosess 

he's here 

ich war da 

Af urther minor re. -rark relates to one of the examples given above 

from the date (G2): here we have a final vocative expression 

following the basic structure but having no Ofect on it* This 

tallies with Crystnl's observation, as quoted in 9.2 above (case 3)p 

according to which such items do not take the nucleus. There Is# 

however# the case mentioned by Moulton (1962) of a greeting of the 

formi 

guten Morgen Hins 

This would not normally be used in English, it is perhops best 
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thc validity ,. -_treated as an intonational idiom which does not affect I 

of the statement that final vocatives do not take a nucleus. 

9.4.3.3 - JYore comolex structurps 

The structures just considered contain only a single objects 

adverbial or complement. Sentences containing more then one such 

elem., nt are# of coursep common. The following are neutral examples 

from the data: 

Ge rrizi n 

SV0A, 

SVA 

1. mein Vater kennt dich doch 

2. wir hatten CUCk mit dem Wetter 

3. es gibt nemimanden in Rothbury 

4, aber das micht doch nichts 

5. wir haben noch die Recelstudienzeit 

6. sie verkauf t von Zeit zu Zeit eines dor mo-belstücke 

SVAC 79 Ich bin damit ganz besche*ftigt 

8. das ist doch ganz na u 

9@ das war natUrlich cut 

es war ja wirklich out 

11. es war Ja wirklich 

12. der Tote war nicht mehr juno 

SVCA 13. Sie meinen doch nicht 

Enolish 

SV0A1. but (it) offers a comfortable home to a number of 

resid. ents 

2. nnd you hear this even told-slY 
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SAVA 3* 1 really-don't 

SAVn4. we now have a project 

(The last two English examples differ from the others in having an 

adverbial between the subject and the verb# which is not possible 

in German. ) 

Tho theoretical possibilities here# taking for the purposes 
-/ 

of exemplification the structure SV0 As ore as follows: 

(a) SV0A 

(c) sv0 13 

(0) SVoA 

svon 

(b) ss V0A 

9V0a 

sVoA 

sVoa 

(Those patterns may be taken to include those with constituents of 

a similar status, i. e. 0 stands for 0, A or Cs and o for o, a or cs 

e tc., Thus neither the functional category nor. the ordering are 

assumed to te signif Icant here. ) 

Type (a) usually hasp as expectedt the nucleus on the final 

lexical item, e. g. : 

SV0A: fY. ýeine Eltern hatten Cluck mit clem Wetter 

SVA 0-. Die Dame verkauft von Zült zu Zeit Mbbelstuck9 

SU A-Ct Der Lehrer ist mit seiner Arbeit ganz beschýftigt 

SV0A: The hotel offers a comfortable home to a number of residents 

SV00: The professor gnve thp student a bad mark 

SVA At The sociologist agrees entirely with Dre P-eard 

This pattern is unaffected by the occurrence of n non-lexical subject 

(type b), as in C2. C6s Els 
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With one of the 6lements ofter the verb non-lexical, the 

location of the nucleus is also as expected: it falls on the lexical 

elementp regardless of position. Of the four types of this kind 

(cs dt a# f) only the lost two are represented in the date. In facts 

types (c) and (d) are rare in German; German prefers to order its 

sentence elements in such a way that e non-lexical element will 

precede a lexical one. This is illustrated by the well-known rule 

for the ordering of dative and accusative objects: with two lexical 

elerrents dative precedes accusative# and with two non-lexical elements 

accusative precedes dative; but with one lexical and one non-lexicnI, 

elementp the non-lexical precedes the lexical. Sentences in which P_ 

lexical item precedes a non-lexical one are nevertheless found in 

both languages. 

. ypes U. 1here both post-verbal items are grammaticals as in 

/\end (h), the nucleus seems to fell regulorly on the verb. This is 

the samne principle as that given above for sentences containing only 

one post-verbal elements 

These claims can be exemplified as follows: 

sie halte ein neues Buch von der Bibliothek 

sie hpl.. te es von der Bibliothek 

sie holte ein neues Buch von dort 

sie holte es von dort 

she brought a now book from the library 

she brought a new honk from there 

she brought it f rom the library 

she brouoht it f rom there 
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The patterns with auxiliaries and with verbal affixes are 

in principle the s3me as those discussed above for simplor structures 

except that the Position of the sffix in English sentences may be 

between the two post verbal elements* Here again# hotvvery the 

rule that the nucleus will fall on the lost non-verbal lexicai item 

(where the affix is included in the verb) still holds: 

she brought n new book down from the library 

she brought it down from the library 

sho brought a now book down from there 

she brought it down from there 

Only in the lost of these sentences, where both of the other elements 

are non-leyical, does the verbal affix take the nucleus* ýAgainp 

the rule of If inal lexical item' does not' work@ \ 

In information units consisting of still more complex declarative 

clauses exactly the same principles can be found to apply in neutral 

COSeSs The following are examples from the date which all have 

neutral 'Lonicity: 

Ger, rnn 

14 er begibt sich gleich zu Mrs Richmond 

15. ich habe mich nicht darum gekÜmmert 

16. es rutschte mir nur so pus 
77 

iý, 17. ich werde Ihnen inzwischen von Henry Lnrlington erzýhlen 

18o ich sitze mindestens zwei Stunden pro Tag mit ihr bei der 

Hpusarbeit 

Ennl i sh 

S. I came quite close to it though 
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6. they have come down again for n short holiday with their 

infant son 

7, you could then make assumptions about prior knowledge* 

There is at least one type of sentence where the rules considered 
I<j ýý ( 

so for do not nppear to work on rill occasions. Consider the 

following examples from the data# nlI of which seem to be neutral 

versionst 

Ce rnri n 
1-- 196 es gibt so viele Ittienns' in Ihrer Theor e 

20a er hat anscheinend keinen guten Rufýim Dorf 

21� der Mann hat vermutlich eine bedeutende Summe' l in seiner Brief taschu 

Although the final adverbial is clearly lexical in these exampless 

the nucleus nevertheless falls on the preceding object. These 

sentences have in common the fact that the final edverbial is a 
V 

locative expression* Similar examples can be constructed for English: 

thore's a Lly. in my soup 

I Ive no money in the bank 

He put his hnnds in his oockets 

This certainly does not apply with all locative expressionst and it 

mny Uo that it occurs only with 'expected' adverbialsi with less 

common collocations tho nucleus would be likely to fall on the adverbial 

itself : 

he put his hands in the w-ishing-machine 

If the object is non-lexical in sentences of this kindp the nucleus 

reverts in any case to-the adverbial: 

there's something In my --nuo 
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I've nothing in the bank 

he put them in his pockets 

9.4.4 Tonic pIncement in imnerative end interrocistive clouses 

9*4@4*1 Imnerntive c1suses 

Imperative and interrogative clauses differ from declarative 

clauses in their basic structures and the rules for tonic placement 

are thus potentially different* Imoer8tive clauses need not detain 

us long# since their syntactic characteristics are not such as to 

make their tonic plecement different from that of declaratives, In 

English these clauses normally differ syntactically from declaratives 

, in having no subjectp but sin--e the subject has little influonce 

an tonic placement its absence does not effect the patterns In 

German the same appliest except that the 'polite' imperative has a 

subjcct pronoun Sic after the verb. Being non-lexicals this pronoun 

has no effect an the pattern of tonic placement. The same'is true 

of the pronoun wir in the first person 'imperative's 

The following are neutral Germ. en examoles from the data which 

confirm these remnrks: 

1. Entschuldigen Sie Inspektor 

aber veropssen Sie nicht 

nahmen vilr einmal nn es* 

lassen wir das erstmal auf sich beruhen 

The first three of these have the nucleus on the verb (in G3 on 

the verbal affix) in'tho absence of any other lexical item in the 

ssntence. In C4 nuf sich, npPears to behave like a lexical item 
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(cf. the remark of Stock and Zacharias quoted above to the effect 

that sn sich is an exception to the general rule making pronouns 

accentless). 

There were no instances of information units consisting of an 

imperative clause in the English data. The following constructed 

examples of neutral cases allow us to explore imperative structures 

furthert 

Ce rrrp n: 

V st Entschuldigen Sie 

V 0 0: Nehmen Sie PI8tz 

V s 0 03 Gaben Sie meinem Freund dieses Buch 

V Nehmen Sie es 

V 0: Geben Sie ihm das guch Geben Sie es meinem Freund 

V s 0 0$ Geben Sie es ihm 

V s Af f ix: Cehen Sie hin 

Vs0 Affixt Bringen Sie das 9uch her 

Vs00 Affix: Nehmen Sie dem Kind das Spielzeug weg 

Vsa Affixt Bringen Sie es her 

Vs00 Affixt Nehmen Sie ihm das Soielz, eug weg/Nehmen Sie es 

dem Kind vieg 

00 Affixt Nehmen Sie es ihm wen 

rnolish 

V 0: Stop the noise 

V 0 A: take this book back to the library 

V 0: ýtoo it 

V o At take it to the library 

V 0 a: take this book there 

I 
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Va 81 tnke -it there 

V Affix: go bock 

V0 Affix: take this book back 

V0 Affix A: take this book back to the library 

V a Af f ix: take it back. 

V 0 Affix o: take this book back there 

V o Affix A: take it back to the library 

Vo Af fix a: take it bsck there 

The patterns here ore entirely in conformity with the rules 

established so far for declarative clauses, vize, the nucleus in 

neutral cases will fall on the lost non-verbal lexical iten.; If' 

there is no such item it will fell on the verb. Verbal affixes are 

counted es part of the verb. 

Imperatives also occasionally have a supporting pro-noun in 

both languagest viz. 

yog do it 

mach du das 

In such cases, however, the pronoun is contrastive or emphatic and 

thus falls outside the framework of neutral tonicity., 

9@4.4.2 Yes-no interroaptive clsuses 

In both languages yes-no questions have a verbal elemant in 

initial position which in German is simply the finite verb of the 

sentence but in English is generally an auxiliary. The subject is 

thus shifted into the body of the sentence and becomes more relevant 

for tonic placement than it is"in declarative clauses. In Carmanp 

it is usual for a grammatical element to precede a lexical ones 
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and this applies to the ordering of the subject as well as other 

constituents. Thuss in structures whbre the subject is in direct 

contact with the object# as in yes-no interrogatives, a grammatical 

object will generally precede a lexical subject* 

The following are neutral examples from the data of inf ormation 

units consisting of yes-no interrogative clauses: 

Ce rm-. i n 

j0 ko*nnen Sie das best-, i*tigen? 

2* haben Sie ihn daeÜber vernommen? 

3. warst du schon mal-da? 

EnqlIsh 

I$ did you get the sword of honour? 

2, is this your exosrience? 

3. are things being done? 

In all these examples the nucleus falls on the last constituent, 

and it conforms to the pnttern established for declarative clausess 

vize it Is on the lost lexical item, or, in the absence of non- 

verbal lexical items# an the verb. Two examples require comment: 

in C3 we have an instance of the exception noted earlier in connection 

with bVA structuresp where the nucleus is on the grammatical adverbial 

rather then on the verb if the latter is existential; in E3 Ithings, 

must be taken to be non-loxical (cf. 9.4.9 below). Neither of these 

cases is thus exceptionale 

These examples can be supplemented with constructed ones to 

illustrate the possibilities more comprcho'nsivelyi The basic 

structural possibilities are as follows: 
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Germsn 

M v s b) (i) Aux S V C) (i) V S Af f ix 

(ii) v a (ii) Aux 8 V (ii) U 8 Affix 

(iii) v s0 (111) Aux s 0v (iii) V S 0 Af fix 

(iv) v sD (iv) Aux s ov (iv) V s 0 Af fix 

(v) v as (V) Aux 0 SV (V) V 0 S Affix 

(v i) v so (v i) Aux s aV (v i) V s a Affix 

Enollsh 

d) (i) Aux SV 0) (1) Aux SV Affix 

(ii) Aux sV (ii) Aux SV Affix 

(iii) Aux SV0 (111) Aux SV0 Affix 

(iv) Aux sV0 (iv) Aux sV0 Affix 

(v) Aux SV0 (v) Aux SVo Affix 

(vi) Aux sV0 (vi) Aux sVo Affix 

English does not have the two patterns without an auxiliary (except 

with the verbs be and hp-ve 9 and German does not have the pattern 

with auxiliary and affix, since in the letter case the affix Is 

pref ixed to the verb and is not a separete entitys 

Examples to illustrate these structures are as follawss 

'(i) kommt der Zun? 

(ii) kommt er? 

(iii) isst der Hund Fleisch? 

(IV) isst er Fleisch? 

(v) isst es. der Hund? 

(vi) isst er es? 
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b) (i) ist clor Zun gekommen? 

(ii) ist er qekommen? 

(iii) hat der Student das Buch gebracht? 

(iv) hat er das Such gebracht? 
. 

(v) hat es der Student gebracht? 

(vi) hat er es gebracht? 

c) (i) kommt der Z-2u2 an? 

(ii) kommt er nn? 

(iii) bringt der Student das Buch mit? 

(iv) bringt er das Buch mit? 

(v) bringt es der Student mit? 

(vi) bringt er es mit? 

d) M has the train arrived? 

(ii) has it arrive, d? 

(iii) does your dog eat ment? 

(iv) does he eat meat? 

(v) does your don eat it? 

(vi) does he e-at it? 

(i) has your friend come back? 

(ii) has he come back? 

(iii) has the builder taken the floor up? 

(iv) has he taken the floor up? 

(v) has the builder taken it up? 

(vi) has he taken it up? 

Although these are arguably all neutral versions, there are 

some difficulties in a numbor of cases in assessing this. ThOSCI 
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examples which have a. lexical object (viz. (iii) and (iv) of each 

group) nre straightforward: in the neutral version the nucleus is 

an the object regardless of the grammatical status of the subject., 

or the presence or absence of a final verb-or verbnl. 3ffixe Where 

there is no lexical object the situation Is more complex. With a 

grammatical subject as well as no lexic-, il object (i. e. (ii)*Bnd 

(vi) of each group) the nucleus falls on the verb or the verbal 

affix., regardless of position in the sentencee We are thus left 

with examples (i) and (V) of each groups both of which share the 

characteristic of having no lexical object (in the case of (i) no 

object at all) but a lexical subj6ct. In these cases there seenis 

---to--bo some fluctuation with record to tonic placements' which is 

rendered more acute with these interroopitive structures because of 

the close Droxim. ity between suUect--and verb and -their variable arder 

aI ccording to the presence of other elements. Types (as i) and (as 09 

in which the lexical subject follows the verb# are #ralghtfoftard 

enough: the nucleus is on the subject as the lgst non-'ver. bal lexicel 

itemy and, indeedq the last lexical-item of any sort* All the other 

instances of t-ype- (i) in each troup,, howevert have the lexical subject 

Jollowed by the verbs and it seems possible to have the nucleus on 

eithor element under. conditions' which are not entirely clear* These 

structures resembles of course, simple intransitive declarative 

clauses in that the lost two eiements 'of the information unit are S 

nnd Vp both being lexical items. It was noted in 9.4.3.1 in 

connection with this structure that there is variation hero with the 

location of the tonic* It can be seen thnt this is not just a 

property of these simple declarative structures but arises elsewhere 

when the lost two constituents are lexical subject follovied by lexicB 
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verb. The same also applies with sentences of type (v) in each 

groups though hero there may but as in the English cascs., an 

additional grammatical object. I'hough the versions given herep 

with the nucleus an the subject# may perhaps be regarded as the most 

likely neutral versions., infortrants asked to pronounce (at V) out 

of context invariably put the nucleus on un. 

9,4.4.3 th-Tnterron-itive c1puses 

There viere no example3 of information units consisting of 

simple wh-interrog3tive clauses in the English datas though a fetv 

occurred In Cermane The following appear to be ncutral casSsl 

1- und volc'. -izn Eindruck hat er auf Sie gem-. cht? 

wie ist denn das eigentlich? 

Was macht ihr denn so in den Ferien? 

wo ist da ein Zusammenhang mit Ihren Verbrechvn? 

These clauses are of several types in both languagess according 

to the element that is being questioned. The Interrogative word 

may boy or may be part oft the subject, objects complement-or 

edvarbial, and since the elernent containing the question viord is 

Placed in first positions there are corresponding changes in the 

tuord-order of the sentence. Ue may tebultte some of the principle 

types as follows, where the prefix W- indicates that the element in 

question contains a question word: 
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Ger"n Fnalish 

(i) tus v ws V 

WS v0 (iv) ws V 

(v) WS v0 (vi) WS V0 

b) (i) WO V S VIO V9 

(iii) wo V S (iv) wo VS 

Wo V SA* 

Wo V sA 

wo v SA 

(iv) wo V sA 

(v) wo v aS 

(v i) wo v s0 
(vii) wo v a5 

(viii) wo V sa 

d) M WS Aux V 

(ii) wa -Aux V 

(iii) WS Aux 0V 

(iv) ws Aux 0V 

(v) WS Aux oV 

(vi) ws Aux oV 

M WS Aux V 

(ii) ws Aux V 

(iii) WS Aux V0 

(iv) ws Aux V0 

(V) WS Aux Vo 

NO ws Aux V0 

fM WO Aux SV 

(iii) wo Aux SV 

(ii) WO Aux sV 

Ov) wo Aux sV 
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Exnmples of sentences with these structures are the following: 

(i) welcher ZM kommt? which ship ssnk? 

(ii) welcher kommt? which one snnk? 

(iii) welcher Student liest which student read 

das auch? the book? 

(iv) wer liest das Buch? who read the book? 

(V) welcher Student lipst es? which student read it? 

(vi) wer liest es? who rcpd it? 

b) (i) welches Buch liest der Student? 

(ii) welches Buch liest er? 

(iii) ums liest der Student? 

(iv) was lic-st er? 

vielchen Film sehen die Studenten am friontag? 

(ii) welchen Film sehen Sie am Montag? 

(iii) was sehen die Studenten am Montag? 

(iv) was sehen Sie am Montag? 

(v) welchen Film sehen jetzt die Studenten? 

(vi) Welchen Film sehen Sie jetzt? 

(vii) was sehen jetzt die Studenten? 

(viii) was sehen Sie jetzt? 

d) (i) welcher Zun ist gekommen? 

(ii) welcher ist gekommen? 

(iii) welcher Student hat dns Such nelesen? 

(iv) wer hat des Buch gelesen? 

(v) welcher Student hat es gelesvri? 

(v i) wer hat es gelesen? 
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(i) which shin has sunk7 

(ii) which one has sunk7 

(iii) which student has read the book7 

(iv) who has read the book? 

(V) which student has rend it? 

(vi) who has rend it? 

f) (i) welches Buch haben die Studenten gelesen? 

(ii) welches Such haben sie gelesen? 

(iii) was haben die Studenten gelesen? 

(iv) was haben sie gelesen? 

(i) which bock have the students repd? 

(ii) which book have they repd? 

(iii) what have the students rend? 

(iv) what have they Eend? 

Determination of the neutral version is difficult in a number 

of the se examolesp and alternative versions are thus possible@ 

Again# those in which there is af inal. lexical object or adverbial# 

viz. (n) (iii) and (iv)p (c) (i) to (iv)p and (e) (iii) end (iv)s 

have the nucleus on this element. Those with no non-verbal lexical 

items*(viz. (a) (ii) and (vi)j (b) (iv), (c) (viii), (d) (ii) and 

(ii) and (vi)p and (f) (iv) ) hove the nucleus on the verb. 

A lexical object followed by af inel verb, es in (d) (iii) and (iv) 9 

likewise takes the nucleus@ other cases arp less certain, but it 

seems clear that a final lexical subject (as in (b) (ii) and (iii)s 

(c) (v) end (vii))is likely to teke the nucleus@ VIhere only non" 

lexical clpments follow the verb (ss in (a) Ms (b) (ii)s (c) (vi) 

I 
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nnd (e) (v) ) the nucleus is likely ýo fall on the verb. The 

remaining Datterns n1l have a final verb; in (d) (v) and (f) (ii)t 

where the verb is preceded by non-lexical items, the verb seems 

generally to take the nucleus, but in the remaining cases# viz. 

(a) (i)., (d) (i)p (P. ) (i)p (f) (i) nnd (iii), the verb is preceded 

directly by n lexidal subjectt and this kind of structure is# as' 

we have seen# subject to a certain amount of variation, some sentences 

preferring the nucleus on the subject, others on the verb* 

All in allp thereforev thp patterns found in vjh-interrogative 

clauses are similar to those found elsewhere, the main differences 

being that thematisation of the wh-element may lead to more cases 

where the clause ends in a lexical subject followed by the verbp 

such structures being variable in their tonicity# 

Cne final remark: there is no evidence here for the claim made 

by Crystal (1975) that the nucleus always falls on the wh-iteme 

9,, 4.. 5 Tonic o1pperrent in cl; -, uses with Inverted word-order 

Ile have so for considered only clauses which can be said to 

have 'normal' or 'neutral' word order, which in declarative clauses 

means-hnving the subject in initial position- Since this order is 

not obligatory in either languaget there are many cases of other 

sentence elements occurring in initial position. In Englishi such 

elements tend to have a separate tone-group# but less frequently 

in Germang so that we find more cases in German where a single 

information unit consisting of a dcclerstive clause has an item 
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other than the subject-(generally an adverbial) in initial Positi0fý* 

In structures of this kind it is lesc easy to establish 

what in the neutral version. Ple dif f Iculty seems to be that 

utterances with an item other than the subject as the theme are 

heavily deoendent an their contexts the motivation for the 

thematisation of another item may well be that of linking up with 

the previous utterance. Thus our concept of neutralityp which is 

based on maximal independence of context# is further constrained. 

Perhaos the main significance of non-subject theme for tonic 

placement is that it causes postponement of the subject itselfp 

which is thus in closer proximity to the other elements of the 

sentence which regularly determine tonic placement in neutral cases, 

This is escecially so'in Germang since here inversion of subject 

and verb is obligatory. In other respects howeverp the principles 

involved in sentences with inverted word order are basically the 

same as In more 'normal structures. 

The followring are some examples from the data to illustrate 

tonic placement in these structures. They are all considered to be 

neutral cases. 

Ce rmte 

. l. in Deutschland sind bereits einundvierzig Prozent der Frauen 

berufstýtin 

29 (so) hat die Dame das unbestrittene. Recht 

3. da kriegt man ja keine Unterkunft 

4. veilleicht hatte er Bedr. nl<cn 

51 da sieht's also recht du*ster aus 

da hnben wir's 
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7. dann hat sie sich inzwischen aber sehr verýndert 

8. natÜrlich h3ben Sie ihm des nicht geqlnubt- 

9. einen von ihnen erwartet sie in diesen Tnaen 

10. dar, M*Ochtlich bezweifeln 

Eno I ish 

10 now perhaps the pity is ... 

2. therEfore I shall have exactly the some sttlitude 

3. this we can't afford 

All these examples are consistent with the principles given 

earlier: the nucleus falls on the last non-verbal lexical element 

unless there is none#' when it falls on the verb, The only major 

types of stru--tures which are not represented and need to be added 

are those with a lexical theme and a non-lexical subject and object 

or adverbial; and patterns with a lexical subject and a non-lexical 

object or adverbiall or no object or ndverbial at all: 

in Deutschland hPt man es schon 

in the winter they bury them 

das wissen die Enolander 

in that case the French, department must teach it 

Jn the morning the oostman comes 

It appears that a lexical theme has no influence on the tonic 

placerrentp presurrably -because it is regularly fgiven I; a lexical 

subject with no lexical object or adverbial following it appears to 

bo variable in its tonicityp as with other structures. The examples 

givon here have the'nucleus on the subject, but it may also fell on 

the vorb. 
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9.4,6. lonic ol*pcement in subordinntp cIFuses 

9.4.6.1 Advc-rbinl ClT4LJqes 

Adverbial clauses in English do not differ much in their 

structure from declarative clauses. The some principles of tonic 

plncen, ent thus apply here as in declarative clauses. Examples 

from the data of neutral cases are the following: 

Ennlish 

I* when his utif a, enters 

and when ono er_quires *sa 

it was decided ooe 

as I cnn 

S. as you would exoect 

6. if it's put DfL 

7. when I uias at Spndhurst 00. 

B. because the objectives become more diffuse 

91 exceot that they made me battalion ndiutant 

io. because I was good at peoer-work 

11, for it gives a unit an educational unit of about one member 

of Stoff 

12, Because I'm quite convinced .... 

13. because thoy're not a political body 

In German the structure is slightly different because the verbs 

including nny auxiliary, is relegated to the end. As before, howevers 

this verb does not teke the nucleus unless the other constituents 

ore non-lexical: 
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r, Pr n�i n 

1. euch wenn du keine Lehrstelle kriegst 

2. via du PrUf, ungen ablegen kannst 

3. und (weil) man einen gewissen Wohlstand haben mÖchte 

4. tionn man irgendwo hinkommt- 

5. wenn sie schulpflichtig sind 

6. selbst wenn es so 

7. als man es frUher getan hat 

8. weil er ausserdem einen schlechten Ruf hat 

9. (weil er) angeblich Drohbriefe erhielt 

1041 obwohl sie vielleicht keine Arbeitsstelle kriegen 

11, - solpnge sie nicht ausserhalb der Saison Jagt 

12, als es irgend-wie nicht in der Zeitung erscheinen u; *urda 

13. wenn ihr gern in unserem Knus bleiben tvollt 

140 weil er der einzige Tierarzt im Umkreis von funfzig Meilen ist 

The only difficulty presented by structures of this sort is 

where a lcxical subject is not followed by a lexical object or 

adverbials as in El. Tonic placement is variable here. 

9o4.6.2 Rplpttive clausPs 

Relative clauses resemble wh-questions in that a wh-olement 

occurs initially which may be subjects objects complement or 

adverbial. The main syntactic difference is that there is no 

inversion of subject and verb in English and the wh-element is 

always pronominal, except with 'whose' or 'wessen'; it is thus 

usually non-lexical. In Cerman the verb comes last. The following. 

examples will illustrate some of the types found in the dote in 
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neutral cnscsl 

Ce rfr-, e n 

a) relative pronaun as subject 

le die auf die Str-, isse ziehen 

2. die einon betro-chtlichen Wert darstellen dUrfte 

3. der das nicht ilieiss 

4* die ihn schon erteartet 

5. das ihr vor die Flinte qera *t 

6. die mir also wirklich zusagen wurden 

b) relative pronoun as object 

7. die ich verrichte 

80 die er nicht mehr vorlegen konnte 

91 den er mUglichertvoise gar nicht becnncen hat 

1D0 was sie fu'r sich mal nusgeben kann 

d) relative adverbial 

110 wobei ich feststellen konnte ... 

12. wo man sich organisieren Minnte 

13. von dem sie sich trennen will 

Enolish 

a) 'relative pronoun as subject 

10 who is so much the retired f-, sLor 

2. whols in charge of the University Teaching Methods 

Research, Unit 

3* who are doing the tenching 

b) rOlative pronoun as object 

4* which w3 possess 
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S. which we would give a degree of aparoval to 

C) luihose I 

6. whose main interest is in horserocing 

None of these examples present Lýny difficulty in terms of the 

rules so for given., One type of structure which is not represented 

here is that which contains a non-subject relative pronoun and a 

lexical subjectp cog. 

den mein Freund nicht gesehen hat 

who John knows. 

The neutral position for the nucleus is not immediately evident 

here; in some cases it is on the subject# (cfe 'this is the house 

that JPck built9s but it is also possible on the ve. -be 

0 

9.4.6.3 Subst? ntivel clFiuses 

Substantivol. clauses exactly resemble relative clauses in their 

structures and in their pa%. tern of tonic placement, as these neutral 

examples from the date- show: 

Ce rma n 

le was bei ihm yorgeht 

?.. was ZUK3chst nur als eine Art Heilmittel gedacht war 

3. so schon was meine Schwestern sagen 

Enol ish 

16 what is being taught in a particular course 

2. who ýa(, tý, e. teaching 

9,4.6,4 Recort c1puses 

Report clauses differ little from ordinary declarative clauses 
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in Englir-4# though in German the verb is at the ends The following 

neutral examples from the date show that they conform to the rules 

givon so fort 

German 

1. dass sie alnubten 999 

2. class ich bemUha 9.. 

3, dass es ganz schün wichtig Ist 

4. dass du keine Zeit rrvhr hast 

51 dass wir li, iitifig Lebel haben 

6. dass Sie freimUtig und offen mit mir sprechen worden 

Enalish 

16 that students work only for examinstions 

2e thnt they can produce biologist just as well 

that they are in-provable 

9,, 4,, 6,, 5 Nnn-f inite clauses 

Non-finite clauses differ from others in thats except in some 

participial clauses# they do not have a subject* Since the 

interaction between subject and verb has been shown to be a source 

of variation in tonic placement in some cases, the absence of a subject 

in non-finite clauses makes their pattern of tonic placement very 

straightforward. The following ore neutral examples from the data: 

German 

0) without um 

i. sich zu interessieren 

2. Tatsachen zu sammeln 

3. (sie) zu ko-ordinJeren 
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4. die logische Verbindung zu suchen 

5. danach zu frn n 

6, dich ein bisschen umzusehen 

7� die Fahrt im 111-inen zu machpn 

8. nun eine ganze Zimmereinrichtung zu verkaufen 

9. drum einen Menschen zu tÖten 

106 sich ihrem Lieblinnszeitvertreib hinzugeben 

11. sich selbstandig zu machen 

12. und sich etwas von dem H, -, iushalt zu llosen 

with um 

13* 

14. 

15. 

16, 

17. 

IGO 

um das moderne Wort zu gebrauchen 

sondern auch um sich zu emanzipieren 

um einen eigenen Lebenskreis zu haben 

um nicht nur Hausarbeit machen zu mussen 

um auch weiter nit in dem Leben zu stehen 

um sie miteinander in Einklang zu bringen 

Enolish 

8) infinitival 

ie to rest assured 

2. to be almost unbelievable 

3. to take a stand 

4. to make a Ludclr-., ent 

51 to maintain the high standards of soort. 

to try to do this 
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b) participial 

7* pushing a small perembulator 

8. cramming away like msd 

9. passed out pretty high 

10. but having done so 

11. coming into the universities 

! 2. all wishing tc study a speciplity 

13. and finally in assessing the entire course 

14. having the team come over from South Africa 

Ths rule in all these cases is the same, as that encountered 

beforer the nucleus is an the last non-verbal constitu ent containing 

n JLxical itemý orl if there is no such constituent# an the verb. 

9.4,7 Tonic olecement in complex sentences 

clauses 9.4.7.1 Sentences contpinino rpoort 

As we saw in chapter 8p certain types of complex sentences are 

regularly treated as a single information unit. The syntactic 

Structure of such information units is thus different from that 

considered so for,, We may begin by consid3ring sentences containing 

rOPort clauses, 

There are two questions to be asked here: which clause does 

the nucleus fall on in neutral casesl and where within the clause 

does it fall. We may attempt to answer these questions by examining 

some neutral cases from the date: 

Ce rmo n 

1. weil ich Überzeugt bin dass Sie nicht voreingenommen sind 

2, das3 man nicht erwartet dass die Frau zu Hause sitzt 
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3. ich glaube diese Trage kann man unbedingt mit La beantworten 

49 man hat mir gesagt er h;; tte Drotibriefe erhaltan 

5. ich glaube wir missverstehen uns 

6. erlBuben Sie dass ich mir eine Preife stopfe Sir? 

Enqlisl. -i 

I* I don't know how you do it 

2.1 don't think it would be fair to say that this is conerel 

3* 1 think we'ro at stnge OnP of this 

4* 1 hope that tho tour will go ahend 

S. I think it would be a trnnedy 

6.1 think it's very diffiCLIlt 

7. they feel this is undesirable 

According to the evidence of these exampless the nucleus will 

fall an the second clause in neutral cases# and within this clause 

In the regular place. Note that it will fall an the subordinate 

clause even if this clause contains no non-verbal lexical itemst e,, go 

why don't you tell John how you do it? 

'John' is the last non-verbal lexical item, but it does not take 

the nucleus, which is confined to the dependent clause. 

. 
It is also to be noted that the rule does not place the nucleus 

in the subordinate clause as sucht but only in the final clause- 

In those rare cases where the report clause precedes the repor ting 

clause in the same information unit the nucleus still fells on the 

second clause: 

that it's possible he didn't sny 
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This contradicts the assertion of Stock and Zacharias that the 

nucleus always falls in the subordin8to qlause (cf. 9,2 above),, 

9,4,, 7,2 Sentences contmininn infinitival clauses 

Similar, but not identical, principles govern the location of 

the nucleus in sentences which contain an infinitival clnuses Ibe 

following examples from the data illustrate this: 

Co ma n 

le und dann habon wir natÜrlich Cn*'st-e zu bewirten 

2. Arbeit ist nicht nur dazu da um Celd zu verdienen 

3, und (sie) versuchen sehr viel dafür zu tun 

Enollsh 

I* it was enough to point 

2. we asked them to specify in terms of behnvioural objectives 

3. it's difficult to consider .. * 

it's not for them to Judge 

The principles are similar to those operating with rcport clauses 

except that in cases such as Gl a constituent (G6ste) isj in effect; 

shared betw'een the main and subordinate clause, being the object of 

both verbs, and here it takes the nucleus although it is apparently 

outside the infinitival clause. In a sense, this constituent'does 

duty for a 'missing! object ef ter the second verb as well as for 

the object of the main clause, Informationallys it is thus treated 

as part of the second clause and may tnke the nucleus. This iss 

of coursep the same as the well-known case cited by Newrman (1946) 

and taken up by Bresnan (1971): 
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Ceorgo has plens to leave 

If Dlmna is here the object of leave as well as of has it is 

subject to the rule placing the nucleus on the last non-verbal element 

of the second clnuse; the alternative form 

Ceorge has plans to leave 

differs in that plans is now no longer the object of leave and is 

thus not in the second clause. The rule thus cannot place the 

nucleu3 on it even if it is the lost non-verbal element in the 

sentence; instead, the nucleus must revert to the verb of the final 

clause. We are thus able to account fok this difrerence without the 

elaborate mechanisms of Bresnant Lakoff, and others., 

9.4.7.3 Sentences cont-sining relptive claus-es 

There are similar CDMplicating factors with relative clauses. 

It is probably the case thatt with a final relative clause., the 

nucleus will generally fall within the relative clause rather than 

within the main clause (it should also be recalled that only defining 

relative clauses normally are included in the salme inforrmtion unit 

as the preceding clause). There are cases, howevert where the 

nucleus nevertheless falls outside the relative clauseo The number 

of cl6arly neutral examples encountered in the data is too small to 

allow conclusions to be drawns and we must therefore resort to 

constructed sentences. The following are probably neutralt 

that's the actor I saw at the party 

that's the octor I 6entioned 

that's the one I mentioned 
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das ist der ProFessor der in Berlin lebt 

das ist der Professor den ich meine 

das ist der den ich meine 

If this evidence is typical, then vie may say thats as in the case of 

infinitival clauses, the nu--Ieus will fall within the final clause 

if it contains a non-verbal lexical item, but may fall outside it 

if there is no such item, in this case an the antecedent of the 

relative clause., provided that the antecedent is lexicnl, This would 

be consistent with the close connection between antecedent and 

relative clause and the status of the letter as not an element of 

sentence structure, 

An illustration of this principle is given by Schmerling (J976)P 

Uiough she does not offer a satisfactory explanation. Sho notes the 

pair: 

this is the man I was telling you about 

this is the doctor I was telling you about 

This difference can be accountýfor In terms of the principle just 

given., if 'man's as a weak lexical itemp is considered to be non- 

lexical (cf, below 9.4.9). 

Other factors are clearly involved here, however; the location 

of the nucleus does not just depend on the lexical status of the 

antecedent. It is possible that it depends an the grammatical 

relationship of the antecedent to its clause# as in the case of 

infinitive clauses; if the antecedent is the subject of the relative 

clause it seems less likely to take the nucleus: 

this is the doctor who examined you 
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But it may also depend*on the lexical content of the second verb. 

9,4,7.4 Sentences containing substantival clauses 

Substantival clauses occur in various positions in the sentence 

with various syntactic functions. Information units containing 

substantival clauses are therefore of various typess not all of 

which occur in the datat and especially not in their neutral form. 

In all the cases encountered$ the substantival clause was in final 

position, as follows: 

Ca rma n 

10 ich trag' Ihnan nur vor was ich erfnhren hobo 

Enql ish 

10 is this where we should stort? 

2. you would miss what was most vnluable in the course 

3. why don't you assess what is voluable? 

These resemble other kinds of subordinate clause In final position: 

the nucleus falls on the dependent clause# and within it in the 

regular position. (It may be noted that example E2 is a case of the 

nucleus not falling an a final locative expression ; cf. p. TO2. above). 

Sjubstantival clauses in initial position in the same information 

unit as the main clause are rare in both languagess as such 

sentences tire regularly divided. Where they do occurs however., they 

do not take the nucleusy which falls on the final clause as usual: 

what we went is Watney's 

whatever I like is i'llegal 

whatevqr I like hurts 
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was nir gef811t ist seine Stimme 

ves ich esse schmeckt mir 

Again., therefore, it is the order of the clausess not their 

grnr,., n, aticnl functioni, which determines where the nucleus will fall* 

. 9,4,, 7i5 Sentences conts-ining comment clauseS 

Co. -=. ent cleuses differ from other types of clause in complex 

sentences in that they do not take the nu cleus even if they are in 

final position. The following examples are typical; 

Ce rmn, n 

je die existiert sehr beLtig kann man sagen 

Enollsh 

e4erything ocas you know 

2, well this raises the question you see ooe 

3. this leads us I think 

The final comment clause is simply ionored for the purposes of tonic 

plecenent in such cases, This can also be extended to 'direct 

speech markers' such as 'he said' etc. This letter case forms one 

or CrystaPs five rules for tonic olecement (see abover 9.2). 

9.4.8 Tonic i3lýicement in information units which are less thý--n 

!L C1Fluse 

tile saw above (chapter 8) that many clauses are divided up into 

more than one information units as a result of either 'motivated' 

or 'unmotivated' division. This means that many information units 

will thus consist of le'ss than a clauses ends consequentlyt will not 

have a coherent syntactic structure. 
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Nevertheless., the structures considered so far immediately 

suggest the principles that are likely to be operative here: the 

nucleus is likely to falls in nvutral cases# on the last non-verbal 

lexicnl item in the information unit. This principle does not 

require a complete clause for its operation* 

Lnrge numbers of information units of this kind were encountered 

in the date. Some of these were relatively self-contained groups of 

phroses, while others ivere simply what was left over when a constituent 

tuns allocated an independent information unit. Two Cerman examples 

will illustrate this point: 

igbrigens wgre in Antiquitgtenhiaindler/ sicher nicht mit 

dem Omnibus gekommen 

b) Sie heben mich von der Schuld Mrs Richmond /nicht 'u*berze2. c, 1 

Both these are cases of unmotivated division which leaves all 

infam3tion units syntactically incomolete: the auxiliary is in the 

first information unit and the main verb in the second in each case, 

Nevertheless it can be observed that the nucleus is placed in all 

four tone-groups in accordance with the rules established above, 

The nucleus of the first tone group of (a) is a lexical items while 

that of the second tone-group of (b) is a verb; neither would have 

received the nucleus if the sentences had been undividedp but within 

their own information units tonicity is neutral* 

Many other such cases can be found* The following are a few 

representative examples: 
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Cermin 

10 64, - und Kirche etwas viegzukommen* 

2* an sonsten ist der Hnushalt ja 

3. gerade aus niederen l(Inssen 

4, m8glicherweise auch von der Familie 

51 und sehr gern ins Theater 

6. besser urzonen werden 

7. fUr Unisky hatte 

8. an dar Wand hýngen 

9. mit einer Ladung Schot erschossen wurde 

alles Wild ab 

ein Scort ist 

129 in b-ir auszuzahlen 

13. auf alles eine Ante-jort Inspektor 

Enclish 

1. has encouraged enquiries 

2. have grown for louder 

3* sometimes well-meant 

4. in the library there you know 

51 sometimes quite a range of ability 

6. about the situation particularly in the new universities 

9.4* 9 'Lexical' tindlnremmaticnll items 

In the obove discussion it has been shown that the distinction 

between 'lexical' end Igrammqticall items is of crucial importance 
I-- 

for the prediction of tonic placement in neutral cases* '.,,, a have 

tacitly nssumed that this distinction may be dratun relativOlY easily, 
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I, This is not necessarily the case# however; the dividing line 

between the two categories is far from clenre In the constructed 

examples given above care has been taken in using grammatical items 

to take only thoso whose 'grammatical' status is not in doubt., (3*9* 

personal pronouns or week adverbials. 

One way of charecterising the differences between 'lexical' 

and tgramýmaticall items is to regard the former as constituring 'open, 

sets and the latter 'closed' sets. There is a problem, hares 

howover, In so far as many apparently lexical items occur in sets 

which ore effectivoly closeds and a number of closed sets of apparently 

grammatical items cnn be regarded as subsets of larger and more 

inclusive sets tuhich are to all intents and purposes open. For 

example $day' is presumably lexicalp but it forms a relatively closed 

set with such items as Inight1p 'morning', laftexnoon' end 'evening'; 

'now' night be regarded as a grammatical items since it often occurs 

in places where its semantic content is low and it serves a deictic 

function contrasting with 'then'. But both 'now' and 'then' can also 

be treated as adverbs together with a very large number of others# 

and hence one might well consider them to be lexical. 

However, we are not concerned here with an a priori distinction 

between 'lexical' and 'grammatical' items as suchs but rather with 

division of items into classes according to their influence on the 

placement of the tonic. This classification certainly appears to 

coincide fairly closely with the rough distinction betwean 'lexical' 

and IgrammaticalIg but exactly how closely is a matter which deserves 

some investigationo In order not to prejudge the issue the terms 
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Ifocn1l and 'non-flocall will be used; where wfocall means $taking 

the nucleus in neutral cases under OppropriatO canditionsIq and 

'non-focal' means 'not taking the nucleus in neutral cases'., The 

lappropriato conditions' for the former includep for examplep when 

not followed by another focal constit6ent. 

This division is not directly related to grammatical function; 

focal and non-focal elements appear as subject# objects complement 

or adverbial. One important source for non-focal items in all these 

functions is anaphoraj, when an item 'represents' another that is 

mentioned elsewhere* Noun phrases in any function are generally 

anaphoric if they consist of pronounst including one and the pronominal 

9 b. 3: , om n, forms of the demonstratives and quantifiers. ee e i=- 

The pronominal forms somethinny someones somebody., everythinPi, 

everynney everybody; snythina, nnyone, snybody are also non-focal. 

The same applies to the equivalent forms in German such as man, etti. -ess 

jemnnds jedpr, r1le, einer, etc. A few nouns also appear to be 

regularly non-focal; they ere the general items for human and non- 

human nouns: pepolet thinost Leute, Snchen, Dinge etc@ It is 

difficult to give an exhaustive list of such itemsi as several may. 

be either general or specific, e. g. English mant Corn-an Mann; 

these may thus be either focal or non-focal according to the contevIt, 

Ansphoric itqms also occur for other types of constituente For 

adverbials of timet then is the most common such item; for adverbials 

of place either there or here; for edverbials of manner we have like 

thatj thst wnys and so one An anaphoric form which represents a 

complement clnuse is so ('he snid so'). 

- -j , 
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Similar anaphoric forms occur in German: dann, dat dortt ! 2ilery 

SO* An interesting contrast with the snaphoric forms for complement 

clauses was noticed by Strothmann (1962). He points out that there 

is regularly a difference in the intonation patterns of sentences 

with 'elliptic' and 'non-elliptic' night or Lao For example# in 

reply to the quostion 'Haben Sie Freunde? l we may say lich glaubes jals 

where Jn is 'elliptical' for lich habe solche Fredndel. But the 

As in IDu blutest jo. 1.1 is not elliptical. Strothmann observes that 

the nucleus fells regularly on the ja in the first cases but not in 

the second. The same applies with nicht: fich glaube nichtll is 

elliptical for a complement clause, whereas lich olaube nicht' is 

simple negation. (The lnttor would mean Ii have no faith's) This 

kind of contrast is not possible in Enolish. Although the tonic 

would fall on the not of 'I think not', we can no longer say 11 think 

not' as a simple necative. The equivalent distincticn to the 

Cerman case would normally be betweenIj don't believe so' and 11 

don't believe', %khore tonicity plays no part. German also has a form 

with the nucleus on the verbs as in English: 11ch plaubles nicht'. 

This area is clearly a rather complex one. 

It is not only anaphoric items that are regularly non-focals 

however. There are many forms which one would expect to be focal 

on the basis of a lexical/grammatical distinction but which are usually 

non-focal. Consider the following sentences; they are assumed to 

be neutral in tonic placement: 

(i) Joh'n walked slowly,. 

(ii) John camr, ton 

, rt 
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(iii) John painted-the shed an Wedn3sday 

(iv) John pointed the shed yesterday 

(V) I haven't been to America yet 

(vi) he hasn't read enough 

(vii) young people are ill-mnnnered nowadays 

(viii) the dustbin smells a bit (ors the dustbin smells a bit)* 

All of these contain final adverbials; in the first three cases 

the adverbial is apparently focal and in the last four it is notp 

but the difrerences cannot be entirely correlated with a simple 

IleXicall versus 'grammatical' dichotomy* 

Most of the non-focal adverbials are simple adverbs, though 

there are some exceptions (cog. s bit in sentence (viii) )- hot 

all classes of simple edverbs appear in all positions in the sentence 

(cfe 8*10.5.5) and those that appear finally are clearly likely to be 

rrore important for tonic placement. However it is not the case that 

all adverbs of a given class will be either focal or non-focal; 

there appibars to be a considerable emount of idiosyncrzt4s. -ic behaviour 

in these edverbs. 

There follows a list of some of the adverbs in English and 

Cerman which seems to be regularly non-facal- The list is by no 

means exhaustive, but merely representative. To establish a definitive 

list would require a more extensive study. 

Enolish 

19 Intensif Jars 

0 lot# a little, a-bits somewhat, tO'sOme eXtents too much 
(but not; for certains, for sure# completely) 

(V 
-ld 
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In negative sentencest onoughs sufficiently., (very) much., 

(but pott in the least, a bit# a thing) 

2* Mmnner, ('ProcessI) 

wall, badly 

(but not: beautifully, carefullys horriblyt excellently) 

3, Ploce 

here# theres everywhores somewhere 

(býut nott elsewheres nowheres inside# outsides nearbyt 
. 
withini, 

upstairs, downstairs) 

In negative sentences: anywhere 

4. Time 

., 
sometimes soon# occasionally, somi-imess againt then, now 

often# frequentlys yott recentlyg at the momentp at present 

(but not: rep-satedlys infrequently, rarely# already, 

immediatelys right away, later) 

today$ tomorrows yesterdays tonight# lost night., last year, 

this year., next years last weeks this weeks next weeks this 

evening, this morning, this afternoon. 

(but not: a month egos e year ago# etc.; hourlyp dailys weekly$ 

monthly, yearlys etc, ) 

5a 1 Conjuncts I 

by the wayt therefores for example, for instance, sot thent 

I 
else* ratherp on the other hands, howevert though 

(but not: anyhows anyways, nevertheless# for all that) 
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Tntpnsif'ir. rs 

so, sehr, Überhaupt., ettuas� mehr� genugt vjohlj, kaum, fast# 

beinahe., wenigstens» mindestens, nur.. sicher» sicherlich., sogar, 

ebenp keineswegs� keinesfallsq hiochstensq etwa.. ja., doch 

M; ý nne r 

G klicherwei-Sev ir99ndwie gern, dererti, gliuc 

(but not: umsonsts anderst schnells etc-) 

3. P1cc 

hierg dag dorts darin etc. , irgendwog Überall 

(but not: oben# unteng drausseng drinnen# vorn$ hintens dahini 

dorthing hierhert aufwgrts, abw. ýrtst Überallhin etc-) 

40 Tirne 

dann# jatztg schon., bereits# damalsi ngulichy ebeng gerades 

soebent balds jet jemals, endlich» immer, nochs oftp manchmal» 

wiederg irgendwann, vorher» nachherg gestern., heutet morgens 

heuer, 

(but nott abendst morgens, mehrmals, zweimal etcot sofort) 

Redewe i se 

maglicherweises sichers sicherlich» aber 

6, 'Conjuncts' 

sonst� eberj, trotzdom, zwart freilichg allerdings» übrigens 

71 'Dis-iunctsl 

vielleichts vOrmutlic111.. 'wahrscheinlichs bý ekanntlichs hoffentlich 
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A few examples may be adduced to support this list. These 

are all taken to be neutral versions where the adverbial would take 

the nucleus if it were focal but not if non-focal. 

Ennlish 

he ents a lot/ too much 

(Lut: he's failed comoletely) 

ho doesn't vnt enough 

(ýut-. he hasn't failed in the least) 

John dresses badly 

(ýutz John dresses horribly) 

John's pone somewhere/ there 

(but: John's gone olsevjhere/ outRide/ downstairs) 

I'm rather ký, sj, now/ at the moment 

He goes to London occasionally/ somptimes 

(bglt: he goes to London reoestedly/ weekly) 

he fpilcd by the way/though/however 

(hut: he failed neverthelr-ss for pll that) L-S. M/ 

Ge rma n 

er isst viel/ja/doch/sagar/oben 

(btj_t: er isst schnell/ umsonst) 

er vizhnt hier/ dort 

(hut. e er wohnt oben/ 2nter/ hinten) 

er kommt schon/ gerade/ noch 

(jutt er kommt nhends/ zweirrel/sofort 

ich kenne ihn zwar/ freilich/Übrigens/ also 

er kommt viel"leich't/ varmutlich/bekanntlich/ hoffentlich 
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Not only is this-list very tentative.. and incompletay but 

not all these items will necessarily always be non-focal. In some 

cases ordinarily non-focal items can be made focal by the contextt 

for exnmplo if they are part of an adverbial containing. event 

(even here, even then)p or s6lbst/=ch (selbst hiers such dann)e 

There items are inherently contrastive. Similarly some may become 

focal if necative, and so on. 

It is difficult to find any consistent features which may be 

said to chara6torisb the non-focnl adverbials, apart from their 

possible relotive semantic weakness compared with the focal items. 

They include the more frequent and more general adverbos also 

indefinite forms and forms which serve more of a linking function 

then a function of providing lexical content. But there nevertheless 

seems to be an element of arbitrariness in their assignment to 

the focal or non-focal categories. 

9o4,10 Conclusions on internnI fpctors In tohic pl-Icene 

The foregoing discussion of internal factors in tonic placement 

allows us to draw some more general conclusions. The basic tendency$ 

observed and documented for a wide variety of structures, is to place 

the nucleus on the lost non-verbal lexical constituent of the 

informaticn unit, or# in the absence of such a constituents on the 

verbs This very general tendency is clear in the majority of casess 

the only reservations being in respect of certain structures where 

the subject is the only non-verbal lexical item in the sentence; 

here there seems to be som6 indecision, especially where, the subject 

and verb are the lost two constituents in the information units and 
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the nucleus may bo found in some cases on the subject, in other 

cases on the verb. Another slight reservation that must ba made 

is tuith complex sentencesp where$ in generals the nucleus is 

confined to the final blouse# even if it contains no non-verbal 

loxical items. 

These basic principles have not been as widely recognised as 

might be supposed; infacty no scholar seems to hnve presented 

thmm in such an explicit formi though they are certainly implicit 

in a number of discussions* Some explicit statementst for example 

the rule given by Hallidays are seen to be inaccurate because they 

are not sufficiently restricted; the rules of Stock and Zschariass 

on the other handy seem excessively restrictive. Of course. * it 

is not being claimed that the principles given here are cntirely 

adequate either. Nothing has been said about tonicity within 

constituents# for example within the noun phrase; this mtter will 

not be dealt with in this study. Furthermore, not tall of the basic 

problems have been solved. Neverthelessq the rules given here do 

seem to cover a large number of neutral cases with a variety of 

syntactic. characteristics. 

-There is one further respects however, in vjhich tho present 

rules, as indeed all other rules that have been proposed, are sercusly 

defective. Though they may provide the means of predicting the 

location of the tonic in the majority of cases they do not really 

offer any serious explanation or motivation for the position of VID 

tonic; they are thus in an important sense arbitx-ary. We may 

draw a comparison with the rules for tonality discussed in the 
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previous chapter* Thbrop we were ablt, in a similar manner., to 

set up rules for neutral tone-group division in a variety of 

structures,, but we were also able to go beyond this andto provide 

a motivation for the rules* We noted that the crucial factor is 

the degree of integratilon or non-integrntion of an element into 

the structure of the sentence, with a corresponding reflection in 

its informational independence# and that tone-group division 

interacts with various other features of utterances - the type of 

0 

constituent) its position in the structures intrinsic properties of 

individual items., etc* - in indicating this indepdndence. In the 

case of tonicity is it possible Lo go beyond the bold statement 

of rules for specific structures in a similar way and to find more 

fundamental principles? 

We have seen that predicting the location of the nucleus in 

neutral cases involves taking into account a variety of factorst 

of which the princiDal ones are: 

8) the 'lexical' or lorammaticall status of elements 

(or 'focal' andlnon-focall) 

b) the grammatical role (subjects objects verb$ etc. ) 

0 the order of elements 

Although these are in principle independent'factorsy there are some 

dependences# too: the order 6f elements often depends on the 

grammatical rolej and# to a less extents the 'lexical' or 

'grammatical' status. 

It is clear that each of these factors may contribute to the 

'focal' potential of an item, though in differeht w3Ys- WO may 
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establish a scale of s*uch potential on which elements may be 

located by means of these factors. Such a scale involves 

different degrees of informational 'prominence' of some sort* 

The basic orinciples of evaluation by these factors seem to be 

that# other things being equal, 

Rule 1: 'lexical' items are 'stronger' than 'grammatical' ones 

Rule 2: objectst adverbials and complements are 'stronger' 

then verbs 

Rule 3: later items are Istrancer' than earlier ones 

The qualification 'other things being equal' is an important one 

however) since these factors may not only combine with one another 

but also come into conflict. 

As for as combination is concerneds these principles specify 

that, in a sequence containing lexical and gremmatical items, the 

lexical items will predominate over the grammatical ones (Rule i)j 

that among the lexical items objectso edverbialstand complemen'tts 

will prcdominate over verbs (Rule 2)9 end that in the event of 

there being more than one such non-verbal lexical item the lost 

will predo. minate(P., A43). 

As fer as conflict is concerned, we can identify a number of 

cases where these rules do not automatically provide a solution 

because different rules suggest different pos-itions for the tonic, 

es go 

i) where a lexical item precedes a grammatical one 

(Rule I versus Rule 3) 

ii) where a lexical verb co-occurs with a grammatical 
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objectp adverbial or complement (Rule I versus 

Rule 2) 

iii) where a verb follows an object# edverbials or 

complement (Rule 2 versus Rule 3) 

As tue hove seen, in case (i) the lexical item predominates; in 

case (ii) the verb predominates; snd in case (iii) the 

object, advprbials or complerrent predominates if it is lexicals 

but the verb predominates if the objects adverbialp or compleffient 

is grarr-ma tics 1. This means that Rule I is stronger then Rule 2., 

and that Rule 2 is stronger than Rule 3.14e can thus establIEh n 

hierarchy of prominence here: a Jrxicel object# adverb-alp or 

complement is tho strongest elementj and a gramm3tical object# 

adverbial or complement is the weakest, the verbs coming in between. 

Among non-verbal lexical itemsp the last is the strongest, 

The stintus of the subject-in this is not entirely clear, Iff 

it is grammaticnl it is very week, but if lexical its status 

seems to depend on its position: if it occurs before the verb it 

is stronger then a grammatical (enaphoric) verbs but of variable 

status with respect to a lexical verb; If it occurs efter the verb 

it is of equal status with lexical objects# adverbials and complements, 

tho predominance among these beinq determined, Lis just notedo by 

their order. 

These observations allow us to draw conclusions comparable 

with those given earlier for tonality. Whereas with'tonality we 

were concerned with informational indeDendencel here we are 

concerned with informational prominpncp, (see- 9.5 below). Just as 
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ý/arious other factors -besides intonation were seen to contribute 

to this independence, so various other factors contribute to this 

prominence: lexical or grammatical statusp grammatical role, end 

the order of the elements* These factors interact and even conflict 

with one anotherg so that the item which actually is informationally 

the most promInent is the result. of a complex of characteristicso 

arxi in some cases there is no unambiguously prominent item* 

The location of the nucleus must be seen against this background# 

In neutral cases the location of the nucleus is determined entirely 

I ich by these other factorss. i. e. the nucleus falls on that item w4 

is informationally the most prominent according to the above rules 

and their relative strength. it must be stressed# of courses that 

this only applies in neutral cases; in non-neutral cases the 

situation is different (cf. below). Neutral tonicity thus has# 

informationally speakings only a reinforcing rolet since it locates 

the nucleus on that item which is made most prominent by others non- 

intonational factors. 

. Cne final point may also be made which is relevant in the 

comparative context of the present study: these rules and principles, 

together with the conclusions drawn from themp are equally applicable 

to both languagess The differences that have been observed above 

relate not to the principles governing tonic placement as such, but 

merely to the syntactic rules with which these principles interact. 

Here# as with information distributions there is no evidence of any 

difference in the fundamental cheracteristics of intonational usage, 
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9.5, Extern? il fsctors-in tonic plncrr-. Pnt 

9.5.1 The role of externnl fnctors 

In 'neutral' casess the location of the nucleus is considered 

to be entirely dependent on internel features of utterances, so 

that such cases can be considered in isolation from their context* 

Needless to say, utterances which are independent of any context 

ore rare; most information units are part of an extended discourse 

snd will thus reflect their place in this discourse, We have 

already had occasion to notes in facts that even in cases of neutral 

tonicity the utterance is bound to its context by others non- 

intor. ational factors such as onsphore, word-order, and tho like. 

Since these latter factors are involved in the determination of 

neutral tonic placement# it is clear that the difference between 

Ineutrnll and 'non-neutral' tonicity does not lie in independence 

of context as sucho but rather in the indirectness or directness 

of this dependence. In other wordst in neutral cases the locaticn 

of the tonic does not depend directly on the context but on 

internal features of the information unit which are themselves 

dependent on the context; the dEpendence an context is thus indirect* 

In non-neutrol casesphowevert tonic placement is not determined by 

thesd internal features but responds directly to external features 

of the context. 

The r'Ole of external factors can thus be integrated with the 

general framework for neutral cases sketched out in 9.4.10* There., 

tonic placement was shown to depend on three basic internol factors. 

which together produce a hierarchy of informational prominence and 
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I 
locate a peak of such prominence in every information unit. In 

neutral cases these are the only factors that need to be considereds 

since the tonic falls on this predeterrhined peak* In non-neutral 

cacesp howevers the tonic falls elsewhere, and we must thus invoke 

another factor, external to the information unit itself. 11iis can 

be accommodated by adding another variable to the list, a contextual 

factor which governs tonic placement more directly because it may 

override the combined effect of the three internal factors already 

given* This factor must thus be 'stronger' than the other three. 

In neutral cases this additional factor dees not applys or at least 

it does not conflict tvith the hierarchy of prominence dictated by 

the other variables. In non-neutral cases it does conflicts and# 

being strongers it predominates. 

9.5.2 The nnture of externpl fpctors 

We must now consider the nature of the external factors or 

factorst which can determine the location of the nucleus in non- 

neutral cases. An important question that arises here is not only 

the semantic character of these factors but also their relationship 

to the factors involved in neutral cases* 

As we have seens there have been a number of proposals as to 

the meaning of tonic placements and a number of categories have been 

suggested to accommodate it. The most explicit and promising 

categories for neutral cases ore the 'given'/'new' and lpresuppositiont/ 

'focus' dichotomies* 7here are some differences between the terms 

of these OoDositions: the 'focus' is a single item, presumably 

corresponding to the nucleus, but 'new' is a category which iney be 
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applied to more than one item in the information unit# only one 

of uhich will bear the nucleus. Anything which is not 'new' is 

Igiven't but the status of the 'presupposition' Is less clear. 

Chomsky implies that the presupposition is anything except the focust 

but this does not seem satisfactoryt since 'new' items are 

presumably not presuoposedp and some non-nuclear items may be Inewl. 

In short, then, lnewl versus 'given' seems more suitable then 

'focus' versus 'presuoposition'. 

Thase categories are intended to apply to neutral casesp end 

it is not clear to what extent `%hey may be extended to cover non- 

neutral ones. For the letter, other categories are often suggestedt 

such as 'contrast' or 'emphasis'. Since lemphasis' is prohibitively 

vague, 'contrast' would seem to be the more likely*car. didateo Chomsky 

suggests that 'contrast' is a distinct category, but that in 

Principle its effect is not to be distinguished from non-contrastive 

focus* Crystal (J975)j, emong others# asserts that the nucleus on 

0 orpmmsticql item implies contrasts but the nucleus on a lexical 

item reflEcts 'lexical presupposition'. 

In order to clarify the situation here we may turn to some 

specific cases of non-neutral tonicity from the data. It is noteworthy 

first of all that the great majority of information units in the data 

had the nucleus in the neutral position. This is perhaps surprising 

if we take neutral tonicity to mean independence of context, but 

less so if we remember that the context asserts itself in ell cases 

indirectly through the medium of internal features of utterances. 
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it is possible to'group the non-neutral cases in the date 

into types according to the item-on which the nucleus falls and 

a6cording to the assumed motivation for the Idisplacurrent' from 

the neutral position. Crystals, as we hnve seens sets up a variety 

of categories; since for him the norm for the nucleus is to fall 

an the last lexical item there are three types of deviation: 

where it falls on (a) a prefinal gtommatical itemo (b) a final 

gremmatical itemp (c) a prefinal lexical item' He groups the first 

two together as insten=cs of the same thing. In fact., since we 

have seen that the norm for tonic placement is on the last non-verbr-A 

lexical item, we should add a further category here: where the 

nucleus falls on a final lexicn! itemp nemely the verb* 

rore importent then where the nucleus falls in non-neutral 

casess howevers is the motivation for the shift. In somia cases 

the nucleus appears to fall elsewhere than in the neutral position 

because the neutral position reaels the nucleus; in other cases 

because the other position Pttr-pcts the nucleus. This distinction 

is Important for an understanding of the scmantic significance of 

non-neutral tonicity, but it is not always easy to dratvp* in some 

cases both factors may be at work simultaneously. 

In cases of 're'Dulsion' the element which on internal grounds 

inight be expected to take the nucleus may be unsuited for this r1ole 

because it is civen; in this case the nucleus must revert to some other 

constituent that is next in the hierarchy of prominence - in fact 

tho constituent that would take the nucleus if the expected element 

Viere grammatical rather than lexicsl. The element that actually 

takes the nucleus may thus not do so because of any positive quality 
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Unich it possesses but'which it would not have possessed with 

neutral tonicity; its informational status may bo the some in 

either cases 

A few ex-amples of this from the date may be cited: 

Cerman 

j. er hebe die Briefe zerrissen 

2. dass alle Lehrer Lngestellt worden 

3. die ihr 'Miann ihr hinterlassen hat 

4. auf das mich seine Warte hgtten hinfuhren kÖnnen 

Enal ish 

by lLsing different tel3ching methods 

2., in setting up the course 

3. in defining objectives 

In all these examples the nucleus falls on an item other than the 

expected neutral one; we should expect to find it on eriefe, Lehrers 

L, anny Worte, temchinos coursel and obiectives as the last non- 

verbal lexical items in each Information unit, but in all cases it 

is an the verb. This is., however, not because the verb in any of 

these examples has any additional characteristic such as 'contrast' 

which. would lead to its being favoured over the regular constituent; 

it is simply because the regular constituent in all these examples 

isIgiven' by the context. The nucleus in these cases in fact falls 

on the item. it would fell on if the expected item were grammatical: 

the nucleus is shifted to the verb as though there were no non-verbal 

lexical constituent* 

Cases like this immediately disprove the view that non-neutral 

tonicity is always the result of contrast or emphasis. They also 
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provide important evidence against treating nort-neutral tonicity 

as semantically different from neutral tonicity* since these cases 

can be accounted for simply by extending the rule which assigns no 

prominence to grammatical items so as to assign none to 'given' 

lexical itemsp too. 

It is interesting that the verb takes the nucleus in such cases 

as this even if it is 'given'. In examples C2,, Eli E29 end E3 

the entire clause consists of 'given' elements, but the nucleus 

nevertheless falls an the verb. This seems to indicate that for 

the nucleus to fall an the verb may be a way of marking the t. -hole 

clause as 'given'. There is also another way of achieving this which 

is often met withi placing the nucleus on a suitable introductory 

element such as a conjunction or preposition. We m,, -. ay thus encounter 

sentences like 

(ich u: eiss) ! LIss alle Lehrer angcstellt vierden 

(you can do it) by using different teaching methods 

It will also be noticed that the nucleus is moved forp., ards in 

all the German examples, but bmckwirds in all the English onoso ThI. S 

seems to be simply the result of the different position of the verb 

in the two languagest the motivation for the shift of nucleus is 

the same. 

In these cases it can be shown that the nucleus is shifted because 

the expected item 'repels' it; in othersj, howevors this is loss 

cleare Consider the following examples: 

Ce rmn n 

51 die Versuchung ist Dross fÜr eine Frau 

.0 
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Enqlish 

4. are these comments neneral to the whole field of 

higher education 

5, what kind of content this teaching should be 

Hero) the nucleus is not in the neutral positions but it falls on 

another non-verbal lexical constitue nt rather then on the verbe 

In such cases it could, as beforej be argued that these items take 

the nucleu3 because the expected items are 'given' and those. -items. 

are next in the hierarchy of prominence. Could one not also suggest, 

howovers that there could be some additional quality in the items 

oross, general, and content - be it 'contrast' or 'emphasis' - 

which 'attracts' the nucleus at the expense of the expected item? 

Hero, too, the first explanation seems more suitable. it appears 

that it is not possible for a 'new' item to occur after the nucleus; 

any item occurring in'this position appears to be automatically 

'given's if not by the immediate verbal context thert at least by the 

situational context. There may possibly be a few exceptions to this 

principle, but in so for as it is valid it means that cven if, in 

cases like C5v E4 and E5, the focal item has gome special characteristic 

such as 'contrast' or 'emphasis' which would cause it to be focal# 

it cobld only be followed by further lexical items in the same 

information unit if these were 'given'; and if these are 'given'# 

they automatically 'repel' the nucleus and throw it onto the preceding 

lexical item. 

The upshot of this is that even if the items bearing the nucleus 

in cases such as the above were contrastive or emphatic this would 
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be irrelevant for tonic placement# since they would in any case take 

the nucleus as long as they were Inewlt for in either ceso the 

following leXiC31 items would be 'given'. This would suggest that it 

cannot be the function of non-neutral. tonicity with the nucleus on 

a laxicnl item to indicate any positive characteristic of the nuclear 

item# such as contrast or emphasis., but only to indicate a necative 

characteristic of the item on which the nucleus would be expected 

to fall in neutral cosess namely that it is 'given's This does not 

preclude the possibility that the nuclear it -em has some positive 

characteristic of this sort, but this is not indicated by the fact of 

its bo6ring the nucleus. 

There is potentially one case where it might be thought that non- 

neutral tonicity with the nucleus on s lexicni item could be the 

result of a positive characteristic of the nuclear item: where the 

nucleus falls an a finsl lexical itemp vize an the verb where it is 

the last lexical item. As mentioned earlierp prenuclear lexical items 

may be unspecified as to 'given' or 'new'# and hence for the nucleus 

to fall an the final verb would not necessarily indicate that the 

expected nuclear item was Igivan'. This would require the conclusion 

that the verb had some positive characteristic which could attract 

the nucleus away from its neutral position. Examples of structures 

where this would be possible are Gi to C41, above@ Howevers it does 

not appear that this interpretation is possible here eithers since 

the nucleus on the final jerb does seem to indicate that the non-verbal 

lexical items are givein, even though they precede the nuclause Again 

we must conclude* therefore, that non-neutral tonicity with the nucleus 

an a lexical item does not indicate any positive quality of the nuclear 

I itan, itself. 
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When we turn to cascs where the nucleus falls on a grammatical 

item the situation is rather different. Grammatical items never 

take the nucleus in neutral casest even if all other items are 

grammatical; here the nucleus reverts to the verb* Hsnce, non- 

neutral cases where the nucleus falls an a grammatical item cannot 

simply be the result of the normally nuclear item being 'given's 

The following are examples of cnses of this kind: 

Cerman 

6. denn sie wird schon emanzipiert 

7. ich habe noch nicht die qefunden 

8. aber sie wissen sicher nuch 

9. ich kann von mir aus nur sagen 

10. ich war nicht da 

lie aber Niedersachsen Ist ja auch konservativ 

12. dass ich also arbeiten gehe 

13. zeil man sie eben machen muss 

14. die mich also mehr oder weniger nicht sehr interessiert 

15. seit wann sich Mrs Richmond dein Trunk ergeben hat 

16. das hgngt etwas davon ab woher die Frauen kommen 

17� wissen Sie wovon Mrs Richn. ond lebt? 

180 man sagt aber heute Abend wollen wir nicht Gber die 

emanzipierte Frau reden 

Enol ish 

6,1 think 

7. or some of them say 

Be stating the objectives for'them 

91 in trying to improve these 

100 in doing that 
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These examples fall into vsrious types according to the kind 

of itom that boars tho nucleus. In ell the English examples and 

numbers 9 and 12 of the Germans the nucleus fells on a pronoun; in 

C6 and C13 it falls an an auxiliary; in the remaining cases an 

week adverbial forms which would be classified as 'non-focalle 

In none of these cases would the items in question beer the nucleus 

even if ell the other items in the information unit were grammatical, 

or even 'given'; we must conclude, therefore# that there must be 

some positive characteristic which these items possess which attracts 

the nucleus. This does not exclude the possibility that other items 

may also repel its however; the principle that no 'new' items 

(with the exception of the verb) may follow the nucleus still applies 

here. in C; 15# for examplep where the nucleus is on the first 

constituents the two non-verbal lexical items which follow must he 

$given'. But the expected form of this utterances even with these two 

items as Igiven'twould have the nucleus on the verb# according to 

the rules we have established in previous sections* 

Viet positive characteristic do these items possess? Cn the 

analogy with other cases we would assume that they must at lenst be 

new In most cases this appears to be true, but not in n1le E8,9 

E9# and E1OP for exampley do not seem to conform to this since the 

focal element is given by the previous discourse. The immediately 

preceding context to E8, for example# is 

it's all right having a class of five Pcople 

ýThem is thus anaphoric and inherently 'given'. C12 is another case 

wherafhe nuclear item ýas occurred in the immediately preceding contvxt; 
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in fact, it immedintely follows C9. in a normal sense of 'given$., 

the ich of C12 would appear to be $given' by the mir of Op just 

os the them of E8 is 'given' by the peonle of tho preceding context. 

It is often remarked that'given' does not necessarily mean 

'given explicitly in the preceding discourse' but may also mean ý, 
Igiven by the situation., etc. 's By the same token., howevers it 

would appear from these examples that #new* does not mean 'not 

givcn by the preceding discourse'. 

In some of these casess it seems appropriate to say that the 

item in question is 'contrantivel. A clear example of this is E 7. 

This is the second information unit in a sequencep viz. 

/they sny/ or sO"n0 Of them SaYl 

Though the contrast is not explicit hares as it would be if the 

first information unit here were 'they all say's it is nevertheless 

implicit. We might also extend this notion of contrast to C9 end E69 

th-ere ich and I contrast with the other personal pronounss and'to CS# 

where wird, contrests with ist. We might even extend it to those 

cases which contain nicht: C79 GIO, C14 and G18s since we might say 

that the negative contrasts with the positive, To extend the notion 

of contrast to cover E8# E9 and E100 however, seems less legitimate* 

We could says of course$ that them in ES contrasts with tho other 

personal pronouns in the some way that I does in E6j but this hardly 

seems to fit the meaning* Similarly With these and thst in E9 a. nd E10; 

since these are part of a small closed system of demonstratives, 

where the only internal oppositions are 'remote' v. 'proximate, and 

'singular' versus Iplurallp both these and thst. would have to contrast 
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with cither thoss or thiss which in these examples seems to be 

cle3rly not the case# Just what the contrast would be in GSP C11s 

C131, C15j, C16 and C17 is not at all clear. 

It is evident# therefore# that it is simply incorrect to asserts 

as a number of writers dot that the location of the tonic on a 

grammatical item always involves contrast. But if contrast is not 

involved heres what features do the focal items have which attract 

the nucleus? Can we discern any common factor in all the instances 

of a focal grammatical item given here? In a number of cases, 

including E89 E9, and EJO., perhaps the most satisfactory term for 

A 
the role of tonicity is that it specifies a particular item; it is 

a kind of intonational 'pointing', This notion ist of courses vague 

and no doubt requires clarification$ but attempts to be more precise 

seem to result in labels which are too restrictive. The above 

discussion seems to suggest that the role of tonicity in examples of 

thic kind is simply that of specifying the informationally most 

prcminent point in the information unitp no more and no less. That 

on item is 'controstivel or 'emphatic' will certainly contribute to 

its informational prominences but the indication of 'contrast' or 
Y 
, -''\, 1emph3sis1 cannot really be seen as a function of tonicity itself$, 

It will also be evident that such a general function for non- 

neutral tonicity is in no tuay different from the kind offunction 

ge'nerally recognised for neutral tonicity. In the discussion of neutral 

tonicity above we saw that various internal factors jointly produced 

an information 'peak' for the information unit. The only difference 

between neutral and non-neutral tonicity in this respect is therefore 

that in the former case this peak is derivable without recourse to 
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fenturas outside tho information unit itself# while in the latter 

case it is not; but the meaning -of*tonic placement as such does not 

appcer to be different in the two cases. 

A further# end final point may also be made* Though the 

prominence associated with the tonic is an independent factor, its 

location iss as lue have seen# determined in the majority of cases by 

othar features of the utterance. The fact that neutral tonicity is 

far more frequent than non-neutral tonicity in all types of information 

unit, including those which are heavily dependent on their context# 

, suggests that various choices nre made in respect of these other 

features tuhich allow this neutrality to be maintained. For example# 

must susoect that the ordering of elements in the sentences which 

is in principle independent of tonic placpmentp is not established 

without reference to where the nucleus is to fall: 'new' lexical 

Items Eire generally placed after 'given' ones as far as possible; 

similarlys utterances appear to be divided into information units in 

such a way that focal items are generally the lost lexical items In 

their infornation unit. There is, of cou. -sel limited room for 

manoeuvre in the ordering of elements# especially if they are grammatical 

rather than lexical, but it seems-clear that these various factors 

I- 
'conspirof to ensure that, in the majority of casest neutral tonicity 

-,. -, can be preservede This demonstrates the essential unity of the 

textual structure of utterances. 

9*6 R-irptonicity 

9*6.1 Phonolopicni chtirvicteristicsof tha___c)n ra tone -orouo 

Paratonicity is concerned with the location of major tone-groups 
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within the paratone-groupe It is thus analogous to tonicityp but 

there are nevertheless important differences between them. The 

structure of the paratone-group differs in the two languages (cf. 

chapter 7j above)t 

Ennlish (m ino r0 rr, - jar, minorc)), 

Cermmn (minor 
0 major I)I 

An important characteristic of this structure is recursion: 

everything within the br-ackets may be repeated indefinitely. There 

mny thus be more than one peak of prominence within the paratone-group. 

This gives rise to a number of terminological difficultioss 

p3rticularly with the term 'paratonic'. Unlike its analogue at 

the rank of the tons-group (the tonic) it is not to be seen as a 

single Entitys but we could say either that the paratonic may 
I 

consist of a number of major tone-groups, which need not be contiguouss 

or else that there may be more than one paretonic in the paratone- 

, 
group* Since there do not seem to be precedents for the former 

usage elsewhere (ioe., that an element of structure may consist of 

an indefinite number of non-continuous 'places') the letter usage 

is probably to be preferredy but for the most part the term 'major 

tone-group#, which does not suffer from this difficultyp uJill be 

employed. The terms 'preparstonic' and 'post paratonic' also only 

really make sense if tho latter usage is edopteds otherwise the 

prefixes Dre and post are meaningless. 

Paratone-groups containing more then one major tone-group may 

bo called cc-ordinntinn; those with only one major tone-group but 

more then one tone-group may be called subordinating; there mayt 

of coursep clso bo subordination in co-ordinating p3ratone-groups. 
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Carman diff are from English here in that it cannot have minor 

tone-groups f0110'Jin2 the major tone-groups to which they are 

subordinated, In subordinating paratone-groups in Germany therefores 

n paratonicity system is redundant# since the major tone-group is 

automatically the last tono-group in the p, 1 ra tone -groupe As both 

lengu3qes have cc-ordinating typesp however,, a system is required 

in both languages to specify the number as well as the location of 

the major tone-groups* The paratonicity 'system' is thus more 

complex then the tonicity systems and in fact it must include several 

different variables, but they have in common the fact that they specify 

which tono-groups are major and which are minor. 

major problem with parntonicity is the recognition of the 

major tone-groupso This wns discussed in chapter 70 where it was 

noted that major tone-groups cannot be established on the basis of 

tone-type a'-one, since some types may occur in either major or 

minor tone-groups. Falling and rising-falling tones are nevertheless 

always major, In other cases we must apply a variety of tests# for 

example reducing the paratone-group to a single tone-group to see 
k 

6 if which nucleus remainst or substituting other tonc-types to see 

the information value is affected. In the date examined) it rare17 

proved difficult to isolate the major tone-oroups in this way* 

9&6.2 The role of parstonicity 

In 3.4.3 above the role of paratonicity was sketched out very 

, 
briefly, It was shown that the paratonic has a similar rld'le in the 

paratone-group to that of the tonic in the tone-group (allowing for 

the phonological differences mentioned in the last section)t it 
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indicates the informationally most prominunt point, or pointsy and 

this con often be related to a feature like 'newness'., In addition 

to the exr. mple given in 3.4*3 we may toke the following: 

H whot hold like / is for us to go / in my opinion 

If th3 tonesore E4., El and Up we might consider the second tone- 

group to be majors and the first and third minor; the second thus 

forms a 'parefocusle That this tone-group is informationally dominpnt 

may bo teeted by reducing the whole p3ratone-group to one tone-group; 

the only way to preserve the informational ranking here is to 

place the nucleus of such a tone-group on M. 

It is also possible to establish 'neutral' paratonicity. The 

best test here is probably# as in the case of tonicitys that of 

contextual independencet the neutral version is that which could be 
0 

uttered in a non-presupposing context. In the present example this 

would again probably plece the major information point an the second 

tone-group, whereas structures with the major tone-group in first 

1. 
or final position would imply come sort of presupposition. 

Vie concept of neutrality also implies that it should be 

possible, in neutral casess to predict the location of the major 

tone-group on internal grounds# for example from the syntactic 

structure or the order of the elements. 1n so for as such a neutral 

version is not oblinatorys we must also recognise the potential 

influence of external factors. It will be the task of the following 

sections to consider n number of factors of both an internal and 

external kind which may be said to determine the location of major 

tone-groups. 
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9.6*3 Nrntonicity in subordinstino pmrstone-proups 

Subordinating paratone-groups nre those containing only one 

major tono-group and one or more minor tone-groups which are 

subordinated to it* In German these ore of only one type, with 

the minor tone-groups preceding the majort but in English the minor 

tono-groUP3 May precede or followt or both. Even in English the 

type tvith preceding minor toner-groups is more common, howevers and 

cenp for the majority of syntactic structuress be regarded as the 

neutral version. 

Many paratone-groups of this kind occurred in the date* 

They can be exemplified by the following passagoss where // = 

paratone-group boundary, /= tone-group boundarys = nucleus 

of major tone-groups = nucleus of minor tone-group. 

rnolish 

// I went to Twickenham / peacefully to demonstrate/ against the 

Sorincboks // and I dict so / because I'm quite convinced / that South 

Ltfrica / has brought politics / and an evil of politics / into 

soort // and I want to make the clearest denunciation of that evil 

and call it as clearly to mind as I csn 

Cprr--, in 

// ich habe sechs Kinder / und bin damit ganz beschgftigt // was 

mir ah Zeit ubrig bleibt / verwende ich dnfur / rrich fUr vieles / 

zu interessieren / damit ich meinen Kindern / wenn sie mit Fragen 

kom-Men / Rede und Antwort stehe. n kann // 

In both these passages the paratone-groups are clearly 

re. cognisable. They consist of one or more minor tone-groups followed 

by a major tone-group, and all the minor tone-gicups have non- 
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fn1ling tones and the'major tone-groups falling tones. Since this 

typo of structure is the norm for most kinds of syntactic structure 

it will be unnecessary to exemplify it further. 

Of more importance is the consideration of cases where this 

structure is not the norm* In German# the only alternative to this 

structure is a co-ordinating one (see 9.6.4 below)., while in English 

we may also have different subordinating versions by changing the 

position of the major tono-group. It is possible to specify at 

least some of the syntactic structures for which the structure 

major + minor tone-proup may be regarded as neutrnle By for the 

most common here are sentences containing e final adverbialp where 

the adverbial takes a minor tone-groupp though not all adverbials are 

necessarily treated in this way. In the date$ adverbials viere '1-, he 

largest single group of items taking a final minor tone-group. 'rh e 

following are soma examplest 

Enolish 

10 and questions asked now / about examinstion methods/for ex-, mole// 
can 

2* now the Arts people / Lo resist this suggest-ion / ouite often// 

Givon-this-division into tone-g-roups, it would be unusual for the 

final. tone-group to be major. Halliday gives other exEimples to 

illustrate this structure (in his terms where the tone-oroup has a 

double tonic; cf. 1967ap p. 37; 1970as p. 38): 

I saw John / =-, terday 

// there are deer / in these woods // 

Hhe didn't como home / lost nichtH 

He also gives an example with a clause as edverbiali 
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// you can no / When you've finished // 

but the status of this as 'neutral' is less securee 

second type of structure which seems regularly to have a 

final ninor tono-group is that with a 'noun-phrase tog', ioe6 a 

sontence where a noun phrase is postponed to the end# its place in 

the structure being generally occupied by a pronoun* Halliday scain 

gives eximples: 

// it's a real nuisance /that cfoaH 

they've left the others 

nice chap / John 

A third type# not discussed by Hallidays is a final 'comment 

clause'. This was trentionad above (B, JD, 6.6) in connection with 

tonality# v., here it was noted that certain kinds of final comment 

clause regularly have a separate minor tone-group. Examples from 

the data include the following: 

Enolish 

3. // most praiseworthy effort ru== 
/ 

.1 
think // 

4*- this we can It of f ord /, I clare 

In all these cases the paratone-group structure with a final minor 

tone-group seems to be neutral; other versions tuould be 'marked' in 

SOMO way* 

It must be recalled that the operation of r, 'peratonicity syste., n, 

depends an tonality, inasmuch as a constituent can only bo treated 

as a minor tono--group if it is a separate tone-group in the first 

place. Thuss when we say that the structure major + minor is neutral 
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here., this means that-it Is neutral given this division into tone- 

prouos Viereas a separate tone-group for noun-phrase togs and 

certain comment clauses constitutes nGUtraI tonalityj, this is no', 

necessarily truo for adverbials; the more 'integrated' types often 

do not have a separate tone-group. In factp the cases given above 

appear to be all 'marked' in their tonality; they would not normally 

be expected to have a separate tone-group. 

There in also a relationship with tonicity here: the 

advarbinle in quostion woulds in an undivided tone-groupo not take 

the nucleus in neutral coses (because they are non-focaly or locetive, 

etc. ), Those advorbials which regularly do attract the nucleusp 

coos Iropeatedly's would not normally be treated as minor even if 

they formed a separate tone-group, e. g. 

// I snw John / reoentedly // 

Although this version is possibles the neutral versions would probably 

be minor + major# or major + major* 

The occurrence of the structure major + minor Is thus at least 

in part dependent on the kind of constituent involved* Certain 

typos of constituent are evidently suscec)tible to this treatmento 

eithor inherentlys as in the case of noun-phrase togs and certain 

comment clauses, or else by being given 'marked' status as an 

indopendent tone-groups as in the case of certain adverbinls. This 

latter case# in particular., makes it clear what the status of such 

elements is: they are items which have# or have acquireds a certain 

independence while still remaining subordinate. 

Nlot all instances of final minor tone-groups belong to these 
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syntactic typeas howeyer, as the following examples from the 

data show: 

Enqlish 

S. it doesn't depend an sensonýl/trsde 

6,, jjtvas a bit like you // 

7. Yes I'm sure / this is so 

These cases are marked in tonality, as we should expect them to be 

undividedl but they ore also marked in Paratonicityp sinces given 

this tone-grouo divisionj, we should expect the paratonic to fell 

an the final tone-group. This can also be tested by giving these 

sentences neutral tonality and tonicity, with a single tone-group 

and the nucleus in the neutral position: it would fall on trpde, 

you, and so. 

Evidently, therefores this structure is subject to external 

as well as internal factors, end a variety of elements may constitute 

a minor tone-group. As Halliday puts it (he treats this structure 

as e"double tonic' within a single tone-oroup): "a minor 

information point may occur an any element of structure that is in 

a suitable position in the tone-group" (1967a, p. 22)e 

. 
The semantic significance of this pattern in non-neutral cases 

appears to be very much the same as in neutral cases: it reflects 

independent though subordinate information in final positions Whereas 

in neutral cases this status is given by the syntactic characteristics 

of the elements concerneds in non-neutral cases it is note What 

factor is involved in such chsess therefore? It appears that thiss 

too# is analogous to that encountered with tonicity, since the 
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location of the paratonic seems to correlate with 'newness' (in 

the some rather vague sense used obovo), and information units 

following the paratonic are automatically 'given#. It is evident 

that 'given' does not preclude a measure of information contentp 

since the 'given' item still constitutes an information unit,, Thus 

Halliday (1970as p. 44) writes: "another use of the double tonic 

is to bring in an item which has been mentioned or implied before, 

and thus is technicelly Igiven', but to which the speaker wishes 

to give some prominence as essential Information". 

In the light of thiSs it is interesting to consider how Germano 

uh, ich does not permit such a structure, is able to communicate a 

similar state of affairs, viz. a minor Information peaks It wes 

indicated in a number of places in chapter Os above# that the 

intonation structure of several syntactic types in Cerman is different 

from that of equivalent types in English, orecisely because Cerman 

is unable to give this subordinate prominence Pfter the major focus. 

Cases cited vieres for example, noun-phrase taos (8.10.5*1)s and 

final comment clauses (8.10.6.6). There are other devices available 

in Cormanp howeverp which to some extent compensate for the lack of 

final minor information units. It is much more frequent to have a 

non-subject theme in Cerman than in English; such themes are 

informationally prominent because of their position (Cfe 8.10.5.2b 

above)# but they do not necessarily have a separate tone-group, as 

they would be likely to in English. We often find a similar 

inform, tion, 91 rd"le being eccorded to rinal minor tone-groups in 

English end such a 'marked theme' in German. An example of this 
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was given in 3.4.4 abovep where the following pair were said to 

be informationally nnalogous: 

//I -\know this / 
,, book // 

and // Dieses Buch-'\kennlich // 

The first of these iss of course# a paratone-group containing a 

major tone-group followed by a minor tone-group. 

It is tempting, though of course speculative, to interpret this 

relationship diachronically; English was once much more flexible 

in its word-order., resembling modern German much more than nowe The 

loss of case inflections in English and the accompanying fixation 

of word-order (which is cause and which effect is a matter of dispute) 

meant that the number of textual means available was reduced. It 

is not unreasonable to suggest that the device of giving subordinate 

prominence to an item by means of a final minor tone-group may have 

developed in response to this loss of alternative means# 

Examoles El and 2 given above show that in English the types 

with following and preceding minor tone-groups can be combined. in 

E29 for examples the paratonic folls not an the final information 

unit containing an adverbial but on the preceding one. In this cases 

of course., the tonicity in the major tone-group is non-neutral. The 

adverbial is not Igivenlp but is of o'non-tocall kind. There is also 

marked tonnlitys since both the theme end the final adverbial have 

separate tone-groups. Even preserving the marked tonicitys this 

utterance could have been given the form: 

// now the Arts p*eople do quite often resist this suggestion// 

1n order to obtain a normal-sounding version it will be noted that 

the adverbial has been placed in a weakers medial positions But 
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the speeker evidently -wished to give more prominence both to the 

subject and to the adverbial without at the some time reducing the 

prominence of do. The subject is in fact contrastive# and requires 

n separate tone-group. The resultant vL-rsion actually found here 

gives the necessary prominence to ell three parts, but orders them. 

nppropriately so as to give the major prominence to do. 

Needless to Bay# German would need to re-order this kind 

of sentence considerably in order to achieve the same kind of 

taxtual relationshins. A tcxtually equivalent version might involve 

having a co-ordinating paratone-group in order to place. the 

necessary prominence an the adverbinl, e. c. 

Also die philosoohische Fakult9t wehrt sich tats., 'E*chlich 

6fters gegen diesen Vorschlag 
r_- - 

A subordinating version would have to have the paratonic an bfterst 

thus relegating tpts'p*chlich to subordinate status; the textual 

so as relationships would thus be different. Syntactic reordering 

to get tpts; *Xchlich after *ofterst end hence as the last focal item, 

would be difficult, especially as the other possible prominent 

positions the theme. is already occupied by a focal elemento This 

exemple shows the complexity of the relationshipso and the difficulty 

of obtaining textual equivalence. 
/ 

9.694 Psrptonicity in co-ordinstinn onrPtone-grougs 

Co-ordinating parstone-oroup structures are of a variety of 

types in both languages. The simolest type is 1.22t, co-ordinating, 

consisting of major tone-groups alone; more complex types have both 

major end minor tone-groups* 
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The fnctors involved here are usually considered to be a 

matter of the choice of tones in sequences rather then the 

choice Of a Darticular structure. Thus we mightp with Halliday, 

interpret the conditions for co-ordinating perstone-groups as 

conditions under which a falling tone, for example, is followed by 

another falling tones since it is gcnerally the case that major tons- 

groups within a p3ratone-group have the same tone, Halliday thus 

eDecifies the conditions for tone-concord. In the present framework.. 

hovievers, this is a question of structure rather than of system, and 

in fact# as we saw in chapter 7 above# tone-concord is not necessarily 

applicable in all types of paratone-group, end it is also not 

restricted to major tone-groups within the peratone-group. 

Tux) basic questions arise in relation to co-ordinating structures. 

Firstlys what syntactic or other internal conditions might determine 

this structures and secondly what is its semantic significance? 

In what follows we shall attempt to answer these questions on the 

bosis of analysis of a number of examples from the data. 

The simplest type of co-ordinate structures containing only 

major tone-groups* is found in the following examples: 

Enollsh 

i. well I teke a very ILLfferent view / as you would expect 

2. then there's Mr. Fowler /n retired schoolmaster 

r, prrr, nn 

i. H ich werde Ihnen inzwischein von Henry Dnrlington erzEhlen 

dem rohen rachsuchtiqen verbitterten Tierarzt H 

2. Hwir haben Norn gef rapt / die Schottin // 
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In these exnmplei the pettern giveny with two major tone- 

qroup3, seems the expected one; the use of the more 'regular' 

structure minor + major is less nsturel here. This is not true 

of all the examples of cc-ordinnting structures from the data, 

hotucvor; the following have only major tone-groups but a sub- 

ordirrating structure would be the appropriate one in neutral 

contexts: 

Enolish 

3. HtO rest assured / in the mysi. Lqup of the Oxford or 

Cambridge tutorial H 
Co rtri, n 

einer meiner Hunde / hatte sich eine Pfote gebrochen // 

rrom this evidencep then* it would appear that although a 

variety of syntactic structures may have a co-ordinating paratone- 

groups this type of structure csn be regarded as neutral for some 

but not for others* (We must again assume that neutrality is B 

question of contextual independence rather then of frcquency of 

occurrence. ) The types of syntactic structure for which co-ordination 

is neutral appear to include the following: 

opposition 

relative clauses 

(Iii) sentbntial relative clauses 

(iv) adverbial comment clauses 

(v) tag questions 

(vi) unlinked c1buses 
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Apposition and relative clauses should perhaps be restricted to 

'non-defining' typos, but since the 'defining' types would not 

normally h3ve a separate tone-group this may be unnecessarys 

especially ns in cases of marked tonality where they Lo have a 

separate tone-group they tend to have this co-ordination anyway. 

Not all these types occurred in the date in parstone-groups containing 

only major tone-groupsp but the following ore examples; constructed 

examples are unnumbered. 

Enalish 

(I) apposition 

(see Us above) 

(ii) non-defining relative clause 

// I live in Yori< / which is a nice place to live 

(iii) sentential relative clause 

he said he was going which come as a shock 

(IV) adverbial comment clause 

(, 
see Eli above) 

(V) tog question 

// he's gone to America Lpsn't he? // 

(vi) unlinked clauses 

I don't believe it / it just isn't true 

German 

M opposition 

(see Gi and Us above) 

(ii) non-defining relative clause 

4 // gewisse Briefe / die ihm zuaestallt worden sind nehmlich nn// zzý_ ýI 
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(iii) sentential, telntive clause 

// er kann chinesisch / was mir ungeheuer imponLert // 

odvcrbial comment clause 

Lt // // ich kenne ihn nicht / wie geAec 

tag question 

// es rennet / nicht wahr? // 

(vi) unlinked clauses 

GC // ich würde nein sagen/ es ist zum grüssten Teil überhol to-ILV/ 
In eddition to these casesp a number of others ore found where 

co-ordination is neutrali, especially in Cermans where subordinatior) 

with a following minor tone-group is not possible. One kind of 

structure of this sort is Ausrahmung. As noted above (8.10.5.1) 

clauses with Ausrahmung are regularly divided in Germenp and the 

separate tone-qrcup for the ri-ritter excluded from the frame is usually 

co-ordinate with that of the frame: 

// er ist in Urlaub gefahren / nach Kreta // 

related case of word-order disruption may be found in sentences 

with more than one adverbial. The basic order in neutral structures 

is Time + Manner + Places It can happen, however, that this rule 

is not observed, but where it is not# a final Idisplaced' adverbial 

will generally take a separate tone-gfoups co-ordinate with the rest 

of the clause: 

er fB**hrt n5chste Woche nach Deutschland 

but er fýhrt nach Deutschland / nachste Ujoche // 

In all the exnmples given here# whether constructed or from the 

dates the substitution of a subordinating pattern for the co-ordinating 
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one zould result in a 'marked' version, Similarly# the occurrence 

of a co-ordinating structu. -c in place of n subordinating one in 

othor types of syntactic structure must be regarded as Imarked'. 

ExamPles of such 'marked I structures from the data tuore given 

as E3 end C3,, above. In principles the occurrence of such-8 pattern 

in sentenCOS of this kind is unpredictoble on internal groundpo but 

most likely to be affectedv because of their frequency of occurrence 

in sentence f inal position., are advarbials. 

As a general. conclusion from the occurrence of co-ordinating 

structures in neutral and marked cases we may attempt to characterise 

the somantic significance of the pattern. It is clear that major 

tone-grou: )s in a oarstone-group are informotionally Pquivelent, in 

the sence that one is not subordinnted to the other* The neutral 

cases given ebovc are evidently those where this informational 

equivalence is matched by a syntactic equivalence: non-defining 

appositional phrases and relative clausess and sentential relative 

clausesj are in parallel with their antecedents end not subordinated 

to them. Similarlyl adverbial comment clauses end tog questions are 

not part of the main clause as suchs but are linked to the main 

clause no a kind of parallel proposition. There is a natural 

transition from such cases to the 'unlinked clauses' of type (vi)j, 

above, where there is no overt link at all. These cases are marginal 

as single piraltono-oroups, and it mny be possible to see them as 

sequences or more then one pnratone-qroup. Whnt justifies treating 

them as a single paratone-group is the textual parallelism; they 

appear to have an informationel unity despite their lack of overt 

syntactic link. 
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The interpretation of the significance or a co-ordinating 
i 

paratons-group for non-neutral structures is rather similersbut 

this time the informational equivalence is imoosed on the parts of 

the utterance rather than being a result-of internal features of 

the utterance itself- The kind of Intonation structure found in E3 

and C; 3j. for examples nscribes to the various information units 

(themselves the result of unmotivated division) an informational 

equivalence vhich is not justifJed by the syntactic structure of the 

sentence* The impression given by such a pattern is of independent 

'afterthoughts'., even where the information unit is in fact necessary 

to complete the sense. This is particularly common in unscripted 

conversation# with so-called 'unplanned' sentencesy where the speaker 

has not worked out the informational structure of his utterance in 

advance. 

Co-ordinating end subordinating typess end also neutral and 

non-neutral patterns# can occur together. Each of the major tone- 

groups in a paratone-group may have minor tone-groups dependent an 

i t. The following are examples from the date which illustrate some 

of the variety of patterns found. These are not the most complex 

typeq encountered, but more complex types are built up an the some 

principles. 

Enollsh 

9 
etc, 

4. now perhaps the Rity is / there are no standards no 

international bnsib / in which one can apply cdrtain rules // 

51 // the existence of new pids / like closed-circuit television / 
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has offered'olternative / or supplementary appronches // 

(b) 
_____ 

6. think we can learn a very grent denl / from one another 

(c) m 
I 
M 
I m L-- 

I M etc. 
--. s 

7, as far as the MCC is concerned / surely in the absence of any 

ruling or otherwise / from nnvernnent / it is not for them 

to judoe / other than whether the cricket nnd the standard 

is going to be up to what they look for 

8. but I believe / that the whole of ALricn / depends it3 

future an the correct end proper sttitude / to this 

-vicious thing called spFirtheid 

--- I (d) Amm 
I 

90 it doesn't depend on se; iSonal / ±r-pde / but offers a comfortoble 

home to a number of residents 

Cerman 

mm 
sie bepbsichtigt / statt einen einzigen röbelstück / nun 

eine ganzt, 7immereinrichtung zu verkaufen /die einen 

betr8chtl. I. chen blert darstellen durfte // 

es ist Üblich in diesem Beruf / einen Teil der Sumne 

unter der Hend / in bnr auszuzahlen // 

(b) r. 1 m r1 etco 

ein Drittel der Stundsn ist ann- ernd Lqsgofallen / durch eh 

politische Diskussion / Vollversammlungen / und so weiter. // 

% // er h*g*tte also / den geheimnisvollen Unbekannten / bei sich 

eufnehmen / ihn zum Esýý-en einlnden / ihm eine JiELdpartie 

i 
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vorschlagen*/ und Ihri dann aus n*a*cht3ter Nahe erschiessen 

kUnnen E!, n? 

(c) nMm Pl 
i L--A 

ID, // er hat mir versichert / das sei lediglich ein Ulk aewesen / 

einSr_hlechter Scherz den sich gewisse Kollegen mit ihm 

geleistet haitten 

ich bin bei ihr getvesen und habe die ei ndrucksvolle 

Sammlung von Gewehren gesehen / die in ihrem Salon / an 

der Unnd h5nqon 

In these sentences we see two principles at work together. 

Certain parts of the utterance are accorded equivalent informational 

status* giving e co-ordinating structure to the paratone-groupq but 

each of these parts may in turn have a subordinating structure* 

Paratonicity is thus a powerful set of systems which is able to 

reflect Yarious graddtions of Informational prominence and also to 

Impose such gradations on syntactic structures* This$ coupled 

with the variations In informational prominence involved in tonicitys 

gives an extremely rich textual articulation to utterances. 
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Chapter 10a Modality 

JO. 1 Introduction 

Ihe remaining dimension of intonational meaning# here 

called 'modality's is that which is associated with the pitch 

pattern itself as opposed to its structure* This is perhaps the 

aspect of meaning that is most popularly associated with intonations 

since it appears to relate more directly to attitudinal features 

of utterances. 

In chapter 3 above# and especially in 3.5s a general approach 

to this kind of meaning was set auto, and it will be-helpful to 

recall at this point the main conclusions that ware drawn there* 

It was argued that most treatments of this kind of meaning 

illegitimately include features of the syntactic or situational 

context (especially sentence function) In the meaning of the 

Intonation pattern. In additiong most writers fail to separate 

Betisfactorily the meaning of the intonation pattern as such from 

an interpretation of this meaning that a listener can plaýce upon. 

it in specific circumstances, As a result# the meanings of 

Intonation patterns given in most of the standard handbooks are too 

specific. When we eliminate these various illegitimate features 

from the meanings of intonation patterns we find that they become 

for more generml andt indeed# far more consistent then is usually 

taken to be the casee 

As far as the nature of this meaning is concerned# it was 

claimed that, since systems of tonal features apply to textual unites 

the meaning of these features must itself be textual in nature* 

An attempt was made to indicate how the notion of 'attitude' may 
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be interpreted in these terms. 

The present chapter will aPPlY this approach in detail to 

the intonation patterns of English and German* As elseaheres, we 

shall be looking for the widest possible generalisationso Rather 

then trying to make the contribution of the intonation pattern to 

the meaning of individual utterances too specificp too dependent 

an other features of these utterances# we shall attempt to make it 

as Independent as possibleg in the belief that this more adequately 

captures the essential nature of the 'model' function of intonation* 

1092 Modality and phonoloqical sXstems 

The extent and complexity of the modal meaning of intonation 

Is naturally directly dependent an the phonological systems to which 

it is related. These phonological systems are, as we have seen In 

earlier chapterso quite complex# with a variety of parameters at 

different ranks, and this is reflected in a similar complexity Of 

the meanings here. 

The rank-scale recognised in this study has tvio units for, ; Jiich 

intonation is relevant: parstone-group and tone-groups Each of 

these has elements of structure which are the domains of systematic 

feature contrasts* We must first consider the relationship between 

the various systems. 

Halliday (1967a) recognises a 'Primary' systems consisting 

of the items distinguishable "at the primary degree of delicacy"t 

applying in the tonic part ot the tons-group. 'Secondary' systsms 

are for him of two kinds: those involving distinctions at the 
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protonic# and those involving a further degree of delicacy at the 

tonics As mentioned in 3*5*3 abovet the 'secondary' status of 

those systems is not self-evidentp but it is probably justifiable, 

7he choice of features of the tonic appears to be much more 

significant for the general character of the tone-group than the 

choice of features of the pretonics and hence the former may well 

be concidered to be 'primary' and the letter 'secondary$e This is 

further reinforced in Halliday's framework by the polysystemic 

/treatment of the pretonicss, since the system of pretonics depends 

an the (prior) selection of tone. In the case of the 'secondary' 

systems at the tonic the situation Its different; here the basis of 

the distinction is entirely sem-antic: whether we group two pitch 

types together as esecondaryl varieties of a single 'primary' tone 

or separate them as distinct 'primary' tones in their own right 

depends on the degree of similarity or difference of meaning that 

we Judge them to have., The problem is# however# that such similarity 

or difference forms a scale rather then a simple dichatomys so that 

there is no clear point at shich we can draw the boundary between 

'primary$ and Iseconderyle Iýcuah there lei, for the most partj, a 

certain affinity between pitch-types with the same basic shape (sege 

different kinds of simple fall)s there are also affinities between 

falls and rise-falls and between rises and fall-rise9p and so ong 

and different pitch types with the same basic shape are by no means 

identical in meaninge What degree of 'delicacy' we adopt in 

establishing a 'primary' system is thus a moot point# and the policy 

here is probably motivated more by the Practical consideration of 
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having a manageable number of discrete tones then by theoretical 

conaiderstionse 

I 7hus any system of tones (including the one set out in chapter 

5) is to some extent arbitrary# not in the sense that any grouping 

of pitch types into primary tones would do, but in the sense that 

different degrees of discrimination of types could be adoptede 1he 

point at which the distinction is made in the present study will be 

justified in JO,, S below* 

7ho extension of the framework to include the paratone-group 

bring3 with it analogous problems at a higher rank# ond also creates 

further problems in the relationship between the systems operating 

within the tone-group and those operating within the paratone-groupo 

It we summariss the chief 'model' intonational variables at the rank 

of the tone-group as f ollows: 

choice of primery tons 

(ii) choice of secondary tone 

(iii) choice of pretanic 

then we could, by analogys have-the following variables at the rank 

of the parstone-group: 

choice of primary paratone 

(ii) choice of secondary paratone 

(iii) choice of pre- and post-perstonic 

It would be difficult to apply such a frameworks however. If choice 

of primary and secondary tons consists in the choice of pitch 

features of the tonics then choice of primary and secondary paratone 

must presumably consist in the choice of pitch features of the paratonice 
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However# the latter presuffmbly amounts to the came thing as the 

choice of pitch festurae of major tone-groups. Similarlys, the 

choice of pro- and post-paratonic amounts to the choice of pitch 

features of minor tone-groups. Hance the systems operating in the 

parstone-group specify most of the pitch features which could be 

catered for by the systems in the tone-groupp and vice-versa* Soma 

of these systems (though it is not immediately evident which) would 

thus seem to be redundant* 

We might consider that the most satisfactory approach here would 

be to treat such tonal features an the property of the tons-grouP 

and to ignore theixý role in the paratone-group. There arep howevers 

adventagee in taking the larger unit as our starting point here. 

Firstly# it is clear that the tons of an individual tone-group will 

depend on its function within the parstone-groups specifically 

shether it forms part of the preparatonics paratonicy or postperatanice 

Such conditioning of tone-choice is more easily stated in terms of 

the perstone-group as a whole* Semantically this is also adventageouss 

since not to invoke the peratone-group here would entail including 

Information about the function of the tone-group in the paratone-group 

as part of the meaning of the tons* 

In the standard works an intonationi 

This is# in fact,, what is done 

tonos are given not only an 

attitudinal connotation but also a meaning such as 'continuation' 

or 'finality'* This is quite unnecessary if we separate the different 

classes of tone-group according to their Ale in the paratone-group; 

we can then eliminate such purely structural information from tho 

meanings of the tones. - 
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second rasson for describing the system of pitch features 

in terms of the paratono-group in that this allows us to capture 

relationships between the tones of tone-groups in a paratone-group. 

Tone-groups with a similar function in the paratone-grouP (GsPsriauY 

major tone-groups) are generally charecterised by tone-concord# 

so that the choice of tons for a number of tone-groups can be 

stated once instead of several times* Similarlyq it is sometimes 

the case that there is a relationship between the tone of a major 

tono-group and that of a minor tone-group in the same paratone-groupe 

This# too., can best be stated in terms of the paratone-group as a 

whole* 

Thus# not to recognise that tons-groups form part of a larger 

structure would often complicate the statement of the meanings of 

the sYstemst since we would need to include information about the 

meaning at a lower rank then that at which it is actually applicable. 

This would perhaps be analogous to attempting to describe the 

meanings of pretonics or tones at the level of feet rather then tone- 

groups* The some meaning would need to be stated several times 

over# once for each f cot. 

-In order to do justice to the complexities here we shall 

therefore need to refer some traditionally tone-group features to the 

Peratone-group. This will be achieved by considering the tone- 

systems of major tone-groups separately from those of minor tone-groups* 

This is tantamount# of courses to separating the choice of paratone 

and the choice of pr6- and post-paratonic. The some principle could 

no doubt be extended to pretonic3 and 'secondary tones# by considering 
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these as more delicate distinctions of paratonesp but this would 

certainly obscure some of tho ganeralisations which could be ffmde 

here* Both protonics and secondary tones will be discussed (in 

10*6 and 10.5 respectively) independently of their occurrence in 

major or minor tone-groupse 

I 

10*3 Tho primmpy ovatems- in irm-ior tone-qroups 

113,3,1 Cans ra 1--cons ids mt Ions 

Discussion of the meanings of the tones in the literature 

centres largely on their use in indepondenti, Loee majors tons-groups, 

Most of the tones# with the probable exception of the level typess 

occur freely in auch tone-groups, thus forming a system of mutually 

contrasting itemse 

In considering the manings of these tones we will naturally 

need to take into account the extensive literature an the subjacts 

but comparison of the discussions in the literature is cften difficult# 

partly because the phonological systems established are not the same* 

and partly because descriptions very in the degree to which they have 

successfully made generalisations and abstractions from the context* 

As far as phonological differences are concerned# these do not present 

as serious a difficulty as might be thoughtt sinces as noted in 

chapter 59 they are not entirely arbitrary but may be related to a 

scale of delicacy, uhere different writers select different points 

an this scale. Thus it is often possible to relate the meanings of 

the various pitch types to one another to some extent independently 

of thoir allocation to phonological tones* Differences in the degree 

of generalisation attained by different writers are more troublesome; 
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the meanings given era# as dincuseed in 10*19 usually too specific* 

but different writers may mako them too specific in difforent ways* 

But hores toop wo may often overcome the difficulties; the source 

of the differencos in meaning can usually be identified as the 

illogitimate inclusion of contextual featuress, such as sentence 

function# and it is often possible# by eliminating such features# to 

obtain something of a consensus. The aim of the following sectiensi, 

in thich. the meanings of the individual tones are discussed in details 

will be to show that these meanings can be satisfactorily stated 

in more general torms then these published discussions usually allow* 

10,3*2 7he simple falling tones (El 
3 Gl') 

Tones of a simple falling type ere recognised by the majority 

of writera on both English and Cerman Intonation as the norm for 

most typGs of sentence* For English# the only type of sentence in 

which they ar9not considered to be the norm is the yes/no question. 

7husp Armstrong and Ward (i 926p pe 9f fe) say that -1 Tuns I is used 

in: 

(1) ordinary* definites decided statements 

(2) questions requiring an answer other than lyes4 or $no$ 

(3) commands 

(4) exclamations 

Similarly Schubiger (1958o p. 39) states that "Type ro the nuclear 

glide conveying finalityp is appropriate for statementst commandst 

exclamations* Questions beginning with an Interrogative-word also 

have this intonation*" Despite his very different theoretical 

frem, oworks, Halliday's treatment (J967a) is also analogousi tons i 

is Inoutrall for doclarativet imperativep and non-polar interrogetivo 
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clauses# but 'marked' for polar interrogatives* One slight difference 

with Halliday is that this tons is not considerad to be neutral for 

negative imperatives$ though it is for positive Greg. 

ror German# von Essen (1956a) considers his 'terminal' 

intonation to occur typically "in Aussagens Aufforderungent Ausrufenv 

d vorangestellten Anredeng Erganzungsfrageni, Indirekten Reden# den l* 

zweiten Gliedern von DoppcIfragenft. pheby (1975) takes his tone 1 

to be neutral for 'Aussage'# 'Antwort' and 'Aufforderung'* 

In both languages# therefores It is 8ccepted that there is a 

connection between the sentence type and the tone usedj, and that 

'Inly tone El or G1 is usual in most types of sentencee This was certa. L 

evident from the data examined in the present studyl where over 75% 

of all peratone-groupso in both languages# had tons Ei or G1 in 

the paratonice In declarative sentences# 79% had tons C1 in German. 4 

and 87% had tone El in English in the major tone-group@ No imperative 
I 

sentences occurred in the English datat and only e handful in the 

German data# but all of the latter had tone Cie On the other handt 

only 27% of all interrogative clauses in Carman had tone GIs and 

all these were of the wh-type rather than the yes/no type* in English# 

no interrogative clauses at all had tone Ele 

It must be acknowledged#of course# that the number of instances 

in the data was really too small to establish reliable statistical 

findingsp but even so it is clear that there is some sort of 

correlation between sentence mood and the occurrence of the simple 

falling tones. 
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In the light of thisp it seems reasonable to regard tones 

El and CI as 'neutral' in these sentence types* This being sop we 

might be content to give them no particular meaning in these cases* 

The fact that other tones may occur here* however,, means that we 

need to give come sort of cheracteriidtion. What this characterisation 

is will depend an how we interpret the term Isentence typele It 

will be recalled that this term is ambiguous in that it may refer to 

sentence mood (declarative. 9 interrogetivet etc. ) or to sentence 

function (statement# questions etc. ). Only Halliday and those who 

follow his model (eego Albrou and Pheby) consistently make this 

distinctiong though thera are generally references elsewhere to 

'questions in the form of a statement'# and the likes The 

Characterie3tion of th3 meaning of intonation in euch cases depends 

an whether we relate it to sentence mood or to sentenco function. 

Halliday and Pheby are able to give the meaning 'statement' to the 

falling tone in *neutral$ cases since they start from sentence woods: 

a declarative clause with tons El or GI is a statementp but with tons 

E2 or C2 it may be a question, In a fz-affework there 'declarative' 

Is not distinguished from 'statement' howeverp this is hardly possibley 

as it makes little sense to say that the meaning ia Istatenent' in 

'statements', Thus te find rather different labels in the majority 

of works: 'ordinary# definitep decided' (Armstrong and W3rd)p 

'decided and final' (Kingdon),, 'assertive and conclusive' (Schubiger)) 

'definite and complete$ (O'Connor and Arnold)# and so one 

A further factor herep however# is that tones El and Cis, 

though *neutral' in declarative/statement# wh-intorrogativeAuestiont 

and imperative/command# may also occur as a '"rkedl tone in yes/no 
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questionse Being markedl it is here said to convey a special 

meanings Schubiger gives it the meaning 'curt' or $tone of cross- 

examination'* OfConnor and Arnold characterise it as 'unsympathetic' 

or 'hostile's as 4insistent' or 'Ponderous'# or as indicating 'mild 

surprise's according to the protonic and the height of the fall* 

Halliday gives the meaning as 'strong key' in yes/no interrogatives 

and in negative imparativeso For Carman# von Essen suggests that 

yes/no questions with the falling tons dhaben 
... gar nicht don 

Sinn einer Frageo Sie enthalten cher einen Appell# eina Aufforderung» 

einen Befohle" He characterises the affect hero in terms similar 

to those used by writers an English: Ostrengs befehlends harts 

herrisch". Phabyp on the other hands gives the fall in such cases 

eimply the meaning @vergewissernd'. 

An Important question here# thereforeo is tha relationship 

between the meaning recognised in yes/no questions and that recognisad 

elsewheree The meanings are* as we have seen# regarded as rather 

different by most writerse In Halliday0s approachp which considers 

the tones separately for different sentence inoodss the meanings are 

not just different in detailp they are different in kinds in one 

. 
case the meaning is a sentence function, in thsoother it is an 

attitudinal connotation (4strong key'), 

lhere is convincing evidences howeverp that this separation 6 
of different types of meaning is illegitirm. te. It was shown in 3*3*5 

above that not only are yes/no interrogatives with tone El not 

statements, t but also that declarative clauses with tons E2 are not 

really questions# at least not in the usual sense.. It was claimed 
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that the basic sentence function ramain3 constant for a given 

aentence mood# and that tho intonation pattern in all cases indicates 

an attitudinal connotation rathor than a sentonce function*' 

Not only is there evidence that the meanings of tones El and 

G1 in $neutral' and 'marked' cases are not of a fundamentally 

different kindj, but a strong case could be made for not distinguishiný 

thc, -n at all., We could say that yes/no interrogatives with these 

tones are 'assertive' quastions In the sense that they ask the question 

in a rather more forceful or presumptive mannere This lassertive$ 

element is often interpreted in the literature as indicating 

hostility (Schubiger's 'curt'j, 'tone of cross-examination'; 

O'Connor and Arnold's 'grim hostility'). Other meanings given are 

4insistant' and the likeo It seems# however# that all of theae 

are simply interpretations of a inare general meaning which derives 

from the fact that the question is being spoken with an intonation 

which is inore appropriate to a statement or a command. Such an 

intonation may# under appropriate circumstances# convey hostility 

and the likep but this is surely an Interoretation, of the meaning 

in an appropriate context and not the meaning itself* There mays 

indeads be no-element of hostility at all. 

With this view of the meaning of the fall in yes/no 

interrogativess, it is not difficult to find an analogy with its 

meaning in those kinds of sentence where it is 4neutralle In these 

letter caeosp howevert the element of 'hostility' is not singled out# 

because an 'assertive' intonation pattern is entirely appropriate 

for most statements or commands. 

i 
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In other %vordsp the claim that is being made here is that 

we do not need to separate the meaning of the simple fall in yes/no 

interrogative sentences from that in other kinds of sentenceo The 

different tctal effect of the combination of sentence mood and 

intonation pattern is not to be seen as a property of the intonation 

pattern itself but as the result of the Interaction of two meanings: 

that of the mood# thich consistently indicates the sentence functions 

and that of the Intonstionj, which is similarly consistente 

Yhe view of the meaning of the tons and its relationship to 

sentence mood is analogous to the approach adopted in this study 

to the Ale of information distribution and information focus in 

chapters 8 and 9* Theres as hares it was possible to establish 

certain relationships as Ineutrall or 'unmarked's so that it would 

In principle be possible to distinguish two kinds of meanings one 

type in 'neutral' cases,, another in 'marked$ cases* Ihis is the 

case with information' distributionp as discussed in 8*3 p ebovep 

where Halliday recognises two kinds of system for tonality# one 

Involving differences of 'sentence structural and one involving 

'information diatributionle The former exploits the noutral relation- 

ships in that Ineutral'tonalityl may very with different syntactic 

structures and hence# with neutral tonality preserved# tone-group 

division can be said to disambiguate different structures* In cases 

where there is no syntactic embiguitys differences of tone-group 

division will involve a contrast between IneutralO and 'marked' 

tonality* and this will have textual rather than syntactic aignificancee 

In the preaent study# howeverp'this approach to the meaning of 

intonational features is rejected; in the case of information 
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distribution it was argued that it is possible to establish a 

unitary meaning for the intonational variables which may interact 

in different ways with different syntactic structurm The same 

applies in the present context of the meanings of the toness a 

unitary meaning can be established for the tons in questiont and 

this can be said to interact with sontence moods* There is no need 

to establish differcnt meanings for'noutrall and 'marked' cases* 

The lassertivel element that has tentatively been identified 

at; the common factor in the meaning of the falling tones i8s of 

courses, rather reminiscent of a sentence function* As suggested in 

3.3eS above* however# we should see this meaning in informational 

torms rather then in terms of sentence functions Labels for 

informational meanings are, of coureep rarely adequate to the task* 

but we might say that the fall indicaten that the information unit 

is to be taken as 'closed's What this entails will become clearer 

from the discussion of other tone-types below, but a 'closed' unit 

of information is in a sense self-sufficiento A falling tone is thus 

clearly appropriate for utterances which impart rather than solicit 

information, especially statements and commands# but it is also not in- 

compatible with utterances that do solicit information. In the 

letter cases howeverg the effect will be of an 4assartivel questiom 

7he only real difficulty with this interpretation is the vjh- 

question# which regularly has a fell in both languageso The sentence 

function for both yes/no wh-interrogetives is presumably the sames 

question* Why# then#-are they treated differently? There are# of 

course# syntactic differences here# but they are not such that the 
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yes/no Intorragative requires to be marked as 'non-closed' while 

the sh-interrogative does not# since both are readily identifiable 

as Interrogatives# the one from its word-ord3r,, the other from its 

characteristic question-word* The different intonational treatment 

of these two types of clause in both languages would thus appear to 

be entirely arbitrary in terms of the synchronic system* It is 

probably idle to speculate an historical origins# too* We mights 

of courses find a synchronic justification in the fact that wh- 

questions are more specific# and therefore more flocall in their 

interrogations and therefore contain more that is 'asserted' as 

opposed to 'elicited' (cf* the German term 'Ergiinzungsfragel for 

this type of question)# but such speculations will not be pursued 

further here. 

7he present attempt to find a unitary meaning for the simple 

fall is supported by certain discussions in the literature which do 

not associate the fall with any particular sentence typee Jessem's 

statement le, in spirit at least# in full accord with the view 

expressed here: "falling nuclear tones have a proclamatory value see 

7hat means that in the case of a tons-group with a falling NTj whatever 

the listener's reaction to the tons-groups he is not able to alter or 

Supplement the general contents of the tons-group* The listener 

will do or think something in consequence of the speech act describing 

the situation# but he is not expected to have any influence on the 

situation itself" (19521 p, 70), Assam's examples include a variety 

of sentence moods# but the connotation remains unchanged throughout* 

In conclusion it may be said that this basic significance of 
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the simple fall does not appear to differ in the two languagese 

There are# as noted above# differences fn the frequency of occurrence 

relative to other toness since Carman has fewer tones than English. 

Thus C1 may be found in coses where English might prefer a different 

type of tone. This doea not necessarily mean# however# that Vis 

meaning of tone C1 must be extended to include the meanings of the 

English tones which could be used here. The connotations of these 

other tones may be expressed partly by other means in Cerman (cfe 

10*8# below)# or simply not expressed at alle 

10*3*3 The simple hi2h risinq tones (E2,, 
-C2-) 

Many of the remarks about the relationship between sentence 

type (mood and function) and tons made in the preceding section are 

also applicable to the high rising tones. As noted aboves the high 

rise is considered by writers on the subject to be normal only in 

yes/no questionso Kingdon (J958) states, somewhat ambiguously# that 

"its use is confined almost entirely to those questions %hich require 

I 
an interrogative intonation". Schubiger (19SBp ps 40) write3 that 

utype Rp the nuclear glide suggesting a continuation# its appropriate 

for non-final sense-grouPso and for quostions requiring the answer 

yes or na*# but she considers that it is the low rise that is tYPics1 

in questiom In the present frameworko of course# the r8le of the 

tones in 'non-final sense-groups' is treated separatslye O'Connor 

and Arnold likewise take the low rise (with a high head) to be the 

norm for yes/no questionsp but for Halliday tons 2 is 'neutraV here* 

The meaning 'question' is not normally given for this tone in yes/no 

questions# presumably because ihe question element is already indicated 

by the syntactic- structure# and because the sentence function 
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appears to be the same uhatever the tons usede 

Ihe following are examples from the data of the use of the high 

rising tone in yes/no interrogatives (the nucleus of the major tone- 

groups is indicated by double underlining): 

Enqlish 

2 did you got the award of honour 

2e 4 is this in the leat revort /2 sometbing which only 

the individual temcher can tackle // 

Comen 

je // 2 können Sie des bestgtigen // 

20 // 2 haben Sie ihn deruber vernoMMOn // 

2 warst du schon mal dm // 

4.2 wissen Sie wovon Mre Richmond lebt 
. CM= 

Thie tone is nat rest rieted to yes/na Interrogativesq however, 1 

es the following examples showt 

Enql ish 

3e 2 that's all right major 

4* 2 passed out pretty high /2 pretty high 

2 and you can't now 

60 2 yes major 

7e // 2 
1% 

er no // 

8, //'2 wha t 

Cermen 

51 2 das Ist ellps wen Sie gehBrt haben // 

60 2 Ich wÜrde nein sagen // 2 es Ist zum gr*o*ssten Toll Übarholt 
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2 und die moderna junge Frau von heute die arbeitet doch 

sehr viel mit // 

74, // 2 und Schottland gefällt mir sowieso ganz gut // 

80 2 und weichen Eindruck hat er auf Sie riemacht =Z= 
90 2 wo Ist denn das 

%cm= 
106 // 2 und wo Ist da ein Zusammenhang mit Ihrem Verbrechen // 

2 

12.2 welches Thema 

13o // 2 warum nicht // 

Examples E3 to E8 and CS to C13 contain a variety of different 

sentence moodat declarative# wh-interragatives 'minor clause' and 

8wh minor clause'* For O'Connor and Arnold and also for Hallidayp 

tho high rise in English with a daclarative clause is a question 

rather then a statements A similar implication is contained in 

Schubiger's remark that the high rise Is used Of. or questiens not in 

intorragative form1m. Halliday also allows the high rise here to 

function in the system of lagreamentl as the term meaning 'contradictory'& 

In wh-interrogetives Schubiger and O'Connor and Arnold charecterise 

this tone as indicating a IrepeatO or $echo' question (O'Connor and 

Arnold also give #tentative$ as a meaning here)* Halliday has a 

similar meaning provided that the nucleus is an the question word., 

Since both Schubiger and O'Connor and Arnold regard the low rise es the 

norm in yes/no quentionsp the high rise can take an a special 
N 

significance heret 'great doubtiq 'asking for confirmationIq $surprised 

repetition for confirmation' (Schubiger)s, 'echo questionly 'light' 

and *casual$ (O'Connor and Arnold)* For imperative clauses OfConnor 

and Arnold give the meaning as 'questioning' and Halliday allowa it to 
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indicate a question, Armstrong and ward state that "a sentence 

%which with Tuns I is a command becomes a request if Tuno 11 is used"* 

ror the most part# then$ sentence moods other then yes/no 

interrogative are considered to be given a 'questioning' element by 

tone E2; ifs as in the case of uh-interrogetivess they already 

have a question elements, they are given the connotation of #repent' 

or 4echol questions 

For Germans von Essen's characterisation is slightly different* 

Ihe linterragativi intonation may be used as a 'variant' in 

"Aussagens Aufforderungen und Erglainzungsfragens wenn ein Warnungen 

oder Drohungen darstellen sollenp In geringer melodischer Bewegung 

auch bei Aufrorderungen als Ausdruck der HÖflichkeitge Phobyp 

however# gives the meaning 'Fragel to the high rise in declara tive 

ClaUses; in wh-questions it has tho connotation lbotailigto. 

Examination of the above examples from tho data does indeed 

suggest that in both languages a declarative clause with tons E2 

I or C2 may function as a question. Both the English example ,V and 

the Cerman example 5 fall into this category* it is equally evidenti 

howevert that this cannot be the only function of these tones# since 

3 and 4 of the English examples and 6 and 7 of the Cerman are not 

questions* Examples E8v C8# C99 CJO# C12 and C13 are questionst but 

the quection element is already present in the interrogative word 

contained in these utterances, Minor clauses without an interrogative 

word (examples E69 E7 and Gil) are here not questionse 

There are here no examples of imperative clauses with tone E2 
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or C2# but the following conestructed ex&mples will illustrate 

thin typet 

Ennlish 

// go home // 
Z=Z= 

Ce rmn n 

// geh nach H2tUße // 

// 2 gehen Sie nach Hnuse // 

Cf thesop the accond German example is interesting, in that with 

a "neutral' tone intonation could be said to indicate the sentence 

function: with tone GI it is a command# with C2 a questione This 

could not'apply with the first German examples which is not 

syntactically ambiguous# nor could it apply with the English example* 

Both these could have a 'questioning' implicationp howevor# If the 

utterance is an $echo question' in which the speaker is questioning 

whether or not this utterance was said (or should have been said) by 

the previous speaker.. The English example here wouldp in facto have 

older application since the verb is identical to the 'citation$ form 
i 

of the verb; it also corresponds# therefore, to the German phrase 

nech Hausa Qehanp However# even this fqueatiýningl element is not 

- necossarily-present in an imperative with a high rising tons; it 

could atill be a command, though of a rather lively kinds 

In general# then, although many cases of the high rising tone 

elseuhare than in yes/no que; tions appear to be questions or have 

a questioning element in them# this is not true of all of thorn, 

rurtharmors, even those cases that can be interpreted as questions 

are not questionsin the usual isnee; we may again refer back to the 

discussion in 34*5 above# there it was argued that a declarative with 
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a rising intonation is not so much a question as a statement held 

up for ratification or denial; it does not ask a question but. 

'questions' a statement* 7his canp of course, be extended to the 

'questioning' interpretation of the imperative examples just discusseds 

they do not ask a question but 'question' a command* 7he general 

conclusion to be drawn herej, thens, is that question as such is not 

the meaning of the high rise in declarstives or imperativest since 

these retain their basic santence function of statement and command 

respectively# even with this type of tone* 

If 'question' is not the meaning of tones E2 and C2 in 

declarative and imperative sentences# then ahat is? And can this 

meaning be generalised to cover the occurrence of these tones in 

yes/no questions# too? In some cases these tones are said to have 

the implication Iquestion't in others $questioning' (which is not 

quite the same)# in others 'request' or $politeness' and in still 

others 'contradiction' op In still other casess such as some of those 

from the date given aboves none of these implications seems appropriate# 

but there is a note of 'liveliness'. khat all these have in common 

seems to be a general element of appeal to the listenerp where the 

utterance is directed in some way towards the listener for his 

ensWOrs comments epproval or deniaL This implication is naturally 

entirely appropriate for questions; it is not incompatible with other 

sentence functions., but its effect here is capable of a number of 

interpretations# as the labels given in the literature show. Of 

course# a difficulty here is, as mentioned above# the wh-interrogetiv8p 

which# contrary to expectationat does not normally have this tone* 
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WO may atato this "appooll element more appropriately in 

textual tormat an utterance with the high rising tons in both 

languages is presented as an 'open' unit of information# which is 

not intended to be textually self-sufficient* It is not hard to 

sea a connection between this connotation and the 'non-final' 

implication of minor tone-groups in the preparatonics but there Is 

certainly a difference here* Whereas non-falling tones in the 

preparatonic indicate that the complex information unit is unfinishedp 

non-falling tones in the paratonic (here the high rise) indicate that 

the, complate complex information unit has an open connotation and 

elicits a reactions 

Various writers have attempted to charecterise the high rise 

in these terms* Bodalsen (1943) notes the 'appeal$ element here; 

Jassem (1952) states that "rising nuclear tunes have evocativii 

value oeo the listener is expected to be*actively. engaged (be it 

only mentally) in the situation itself. " It is also interesting 

to note the remarks of Coleman (1914) in trying to explain the 

occurrence of the high rise in yes/no questionst "such questions 

seem to me to be simply alternative questions in which the second 

alternative is suppressed* By its nature such a question expects 

one of two answers; it is therefore an alternative question; the 

alternative 'or not' is already present to the mind. u- This proposal 

is attractivej, especially as it would explain the non-occurrence of 

the high rise in uh-questions in neutral cases and would also link 

the use of this tone in major tone-groups with its use in minor tone- 

groups- It fails to explains howevers the occurrence of this tons 

in other types of sentence as a 'marked' forms In declarative 
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and imperative clauses there is presumably no 'or not', even in 

the mind; a wider meaning is thus called f or., 

iOo3o4 The simple low rising tone (Q) 

Almost all writers an English recognise a low rising tone 
0 

vhich is distinct from the high rise. A comparable distinction 

is Beldom encountered in analyses of German; neither van Essen nor 

Pheby recognise a low rise (at least not at the primary level of 

differentiation) but Trim (1964) does. In common with the majority 

of analyceas therefore# the present study recognises a low rise for 

English but not for Cerman* This does not necessarily mean that 

the possibility of a low rising pitch at the tonic in German is 

deniedv but simply that its phonological status is different from 

that of the same pitch-type in English* 

Writers an English also ascribe to the low rise a meaning 

which Is distinct from that of the high rise* Kingdon labels it 

*the perfunctory tone" whicho in statementep "makes the statement 

perfunctory and without enthusiasm". Palmer (1922) states that 

*it is used to convey the idea that all is well# that there is perfect 

agreement between speaker and hearer: it is a reassuringintonation"o 

Jessem (1952) gives two basic meanings. Firstly "it expresses 

reserve or uncertainty when giving an opinion"q but when preceded by 

a high level head it "expresses solicitous consideration for the. 

listener"o Schubiger gives a wide variety of meanings according 

to the type of head and the sentence type. in statementsp the low 

rise without a head is 'casual* or 'guarded'; with a hoed it is 
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Triendly's Ireascuring's, $encouraging'; with a rising heed it 

Opatronisingl or 'condescending's It is also said to ba 

'contradicting' or 'Protesting'* In commandsl, the low rise with 

a head is Iregardfull. 9 "encouragingli, or a 'polite request'; with 

pro-nucloar falls it is 4patronisingly or condescendingly encouraging'; 

again it may be 'protesting'e In wh-queations it is *regardful' 

if it has a heads but has a note of 'resentfulness-19 'reproach',, 

Oporplexityl or 4entresty" if it has pro-nuclear falls. In yes/no 

questions with a rising head and body it shows 'eager interest's 

'surprise' or 'impatience-'; with prenuclear falls it mean3 4entrenty4s 

Idespairlp 'concern'* O'Connor and Arnold adopt a similar approach: 

for them# the low rise with a loW head (or no head) in stateAents 

means 'reserving judgmant*11, 'guarded'# $reproving's 'resentful 

contradiction'# or Ideprecatoryll In uh-questions it is 4wonderinglp 

'disapproving's $menacing'; in yes/no questions it shoVS 4dlsepprovell 

or "scepticism'; in Imperatives it is a 'calm warning or exhortationl; 

in interjections it shows -reserved judgment' and Is 'calm$ or a 

$casual acknowledgemantli With a hinh heads an the other hands the 

low rise in statements is $soothing's 'encouraging-'s or "calmly 

patronisinglp and in interjections 'airy's $casual-$$ encouraging'# 

lbricMls 'friendlyle 

By the side of this richness of meaning# Halliday's meanings 

are qUite spares. In declarative clauses and yes/no interrogatives 

tone 3 is 'uncommitted' with a low protonic and 'confirmatory@ in 

declarative clauses with a high protonic. In positive imperatives 

tono 3 with a high protonic is 'mild' (it is $neutral$ in negative 
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imperativas)p but 'deliberate# with a low pzvtonice 

Most writers do not consider that the low rise is the neutral 

tona for any sentence type* Exceptions are Schubigar and O'Connor 

and Arnold# for %ham it is the norm in yes/no quentionsp andl as 

just noted# Halliday# for whom it Is the norm in nepi:; Ve-- imperatives* 

1ha view of tha first two Is rejected here; the high rise is 

considerad neutral in yes/no interrogativose It is difficult to 

decide whether Halliday should be followed in his npproach to ipej2f4e., 3 

imperatives; in fact# most commands in English are in the form of 

a yes/no interrogative (Will YOU*oojp Could you. *Ov could youeeop Otct). 9 

so that positive imperatives are in any case rarei Palimr. (1922) 

asserts that-this tons "is confined to statements and commands" and 

"it cannot be used in questiona"p but this seems doubtful* 

Ihis tons was not at all frequent in major tone-grouPs in the 

dates The following are exam. pless 

10 // 31 didn-It regret all those hours of study at the U-ne // 

2* 31 did jolly Inll /3 at Smndhurst 

3* 31 Im afraid not 

All these -involve declaratives; constructed examples may be used to 

illustrate the occurrence of this tone with other sentence moodsi 

3 why don't you come 

3 are you sure 

3 come back soon 

3 don't be Rngry 

Of theset the least convincing is perhaps the examplo*involving a 
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yoo/no question (cfe Palmer's claim that it cannot occur in ouch 

sentences)* Though possible# it is perhaps rather unusual here* 

Thic fact Is interesting# b8cause it shows that the low rise is 

more acceptable in sentences whose #neutral' tons is the fall rather 

then the high risep This reinforces the decision to make the high 

and low rise distinct tonosp since the low rise may in some respects 

have more in common with the fall then with the-high rise* 

The wasnings given in the literature and reproduced above are 

not easy to interpret in a generalised fashion. Same of the separate 

meanings# espacially those given by Schubigar and O'Connor and 

Arnolds are clearly susceptible to amalgamation an quite a large 

scale,, The labels 'guarded',, 'casual'j, 'reserving Judgment's 'calm'. $ 

'uncommitted'# 'reserved's Ouncertaintylt for examples can easily be 

reduced to a single meaninge The same applies to 4friendly's 

'reassuring'# lencoureginglt 'regardful'# Isoothinglo 'solicitous 

consideration't 'confirmation'# etc* The meanings -1patronising' 

and 4condescending' can probably be assigned to the last group as 

an interpretation in a specific contexts and other meanings can 

perhaps be assigned to one or other of theses too@ If# for examples 

'commitment' is called for* the lack of its indicated by the labels 

of thý first groups might be taken to indicate $resentment$# IreproachIp 

even 'menace$, The basic meanings can thus probably be reduced to 

two: $reserved's luncommitted's. etc. # and lencouragingto -'confirmatory's 

etc* 

The first of these is perhaps the kind of meaning that wa would 

expect in view of the mid pitch arrived at by the rises IfAhe final 
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low pitch of the fall indicates fassartiveness', and the like# 

and the final high pitch of the high rise indicates appeal'., and 

the likey the final mid pitch of the low rise might appropriately 

be considered to lack both assertiveness and appeals to lnck any 

kind of commitment* This connotation is thus a somewhat negative 

onee The second group of meanings# however# veems opposed to this: 

it suggests sympathy# warmthp encouragement# etcot which are much 

n. oro j2ositive-qualitiese 

Apart from the difficulty of reconciling thene two connotations, 

it must also be noted that the difference between them - which 

seems to cut across sentence types - is correlated with a different 

kind of pretanico Meanings or the first type are assigned by 

several writers in cases where there is either no protonic or a low 

protonic; meanings of the second type are assigned where there is 

a high protonic* On the whole# we thould not expect such different 

attitudinal connotations to be indicated by the protonic rather than 

by the tons# since pretonics gonerally do not have such a meaning 

(see 10*6 below)* There is nothing theoretically repugnant about 

this state of affaires of coursep but it does seem to constitute 

an Inconsistencyo 

If we are looking for generelisationsp howeverp it it; natural 

to ask whether or not these two different meanings really should be 

kept aparts and whether a further stage of generalisation could not 

amalgamate themo This cant in fact, be done, It is probably not 

too far-fetched to see in both meanings a basically neqative 

connotationt an absence of assertiveness# an unwillingness to be 
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definitive or absolute@ -#Casualness'p lack of 4commitment" 

arc# of course# closo to this, but if me do not see this as necessarily 

deprecatory or unpleasant# then it is possible to interpret the 

same basic non-assertiveness as 'confirmatory' or 'reassuring$# 

and hence loncouraginglg even 'friendly'* The point is nott of 

course# that casualness and encouragement are really one and the 

same thing - such a claim would clearly be preposterous - but rather 

that the true meaning. of the low rise is more general than either 

of those connotations. The role of the protonic can oleo be more 

clearly seen in the light of this. As will be seen in 0,69 

below,, the low protonic has a Idowntoning' effect which# coupled 

with the basically non-assertive connotation of the low rises can 

easily be interproted as casualness# ate; the high protonic# on 

the other hand# has no such effect, and its greater livelineses 

together with the greater range %hich this combination allowsy 

suggests no such interpretation; here the overall effect may be 

given a more 'positive' interpretation. 7his is not to say# howevers 

that the difference between these two meanings of the low rise is 

indicated by the choice of pretanic; it is important to reiterate 

that neither of these meanings is here considered to reside In the 

low rising tone or in the pretonicso The particular combination 

of Pretonic and tone may, howevertllend itself to one. or other more 

specific interpretation of a much more general meaning. 

In support of a unitary meaning for the low rising tone it 

may also be observed that, if there were indeed two distinct meanings 

of this kindq then we would expect the occasional ambiguity and 
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misunderstanding# especially in cases without a protonico Thus 

an utterance ouch as the following$ 

//3 somebody will do it // 

would be ambiguously 'reassuring' or 'indifferent' - two very 

different connotations - and misunderstanding would result* However, 

no such ambiguity seems to be present here, and we feel that only 

one implication is conveyed by the intonation# which we are free 

to interpret negatively or positively according to the context* 

7his is not a case of ambiguity# but of generality@ 

The view sdopted heres thereforep is that the low rise in 

English has basically one kind of meanings a 'non-assertive' On6* 

Different pretonice may add further nuances but they do not actually 

modify this meaningo Textually# we might say that this meaning is 

neither 'closed' as with the simple fall nor 'open' as with the 

high rise; it lacks the textual self-sufficiency of the fall and 

the element of appeal of the high risee 

As stated above, German does not have a low rising tone of 

this sort with such a connotation. it Is worth considerings thereforep 

how Carman is able to indicate the specific connotation of the 

English tone E3. We may# of courses claim with some justification 

that there is no necessity for there to be anything comparable in 

Cermenj as an initial hypothesiss howeverp it would seem legitimate 

to assume that there should be# since it would be strange if Carman 

had no way at all of conveying an implication of this sortp granted 

that the communicative needs-of Cermans are likely to be not greatly 

different from those of English spookers. 
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It does seem to be the case# nevertheless# that Cermnn does 

not have any consistent intonntionnl means for achieving the 

particular effect of the English tons E3. Something of the $non- 

committal' interpretation of this meaning can perhaps be obtained 

by a generally undemonstrative intonation Patternp particularly by 

narrow overall rangep but this is lose specific in its implication 

then the low rising tons* The lack of such a tone may conceivably 

contribute to the overall impression of assertiveneast even arrogencep 

which Carman speech often conveys to English listeners* Speculations 

as to national character may be inappropriate in a linguistic study# 

but it in difficult to resist the temptation to point out the 

correlation between the presence and absence of a $non-assertive' tons 

and stereotypes of English and Cerman speakers respectively* 

Carman does# howevers possess non-intonational means vhich are 

less widoly available to speakers of English and whose function is 

I In a number of respects analogous to that of Intonation patterns: 

the so-called-Imadal particles'* This matter is of sufficient interest 

and importance to justify a more extended treatment Wo 10*8 below)p 

but a few remarks are appropriate here. A number of these particles 

give an implication to the utterance which might be compared with 

that of tons E3 In English* The most common item here is perhaps ja 

in declarative sentences* Thus the utterances 

// Er kommt // 
MOM«Uffl 

whose neutral tone is Cip may be made 'confirmatory' by the addition 

of ja 1 

// Er kommtlja // (ef, // 3 heie coming// ) 
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Another particle with a eimiler effect its schon. In imperative 

clauses the appropriate particle Is mol: 

komm mal herein (cf. // 3 come in 

It cannot be claimed, however# that these particles are 

absolutely identical in their mýaning to tone E3; e4en the above 

examples will show that the implication of the particle is rather 

more specific than that of the tone. There can thus be no question 

of a consistent correspondence between the two# despite a superficial 

similarity (cf. 10.8 below), 

10#3.5 The follinn-risinn tone (E4) 

7he falling-rising tons is universally accepted as a 

characteristic feature of English intonation# though its status in 

Cerman is more controversial* In the present study the pitch type 

Tall-risel is recognised for both lanquagess but the phonological 

Interpretation given to it is different in each case. Halliday's 

analysis# which recognises two types of fall-rise in Englisho -is 

adopted here; for Cermans the fall-rise is regarded as the equivalent 

of Halliday's 'broken' tone 2p and not of his tone 4# of which there 

Is no equivalent In German* 

)he meaning of the English tons E4 Is rather elusive, and writers 

clearly have some difficulty in characterising ite Palmer (1922) 

remarks that "the exact semantic functions of this tone-group are 

exceedingly difficult to define with Precision* Probably no word 

exists in the language which will aptly describe the particular 

attitude conveyed by its use" (p. 82). though he suggests that 

'concession' in perhaps the beat word. He also claims that this tons 
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is "used chiefly for contrast"* Kingdon normally tries to give 

a single label for each tonat but in the case of the fall-rise he 

has to give threat "the hesitant or apologetic or warning tone"o 

In statements ho suggests that it means that "the speaker wishes 

to convey some insinuation" and that "the statement is made hesitantly 

or tantatively"o Schubigor's view is that the tall-rise *is not 

straightforwardly assertive but expresses a reservation or concession"s 

In statements she gives it the meanings Irestrictivolt 4concessivels 

'contradictory'; in commands the meaning 'warning' is given* O'Connor 

and Arnold give a long list of meanings in statementst 'concecsion't 

'grudging admission'# 'reluctant dissent'# 'direct contradiction'# 

'correction's 'concerned's freproschful's 'hurtlt 'warning's lapologyfo 

Itentative'suggestionle In commands it indicates $urgency' or a 

'warning'; in interjections it means 'scorn', and in questions (both 

kinds) it may mean Isurprisely 'interest's or *astonishment's Halliday 

gives tons 4 the meaning 'reserved' in statements; in yes/no 

interrogativest in its intensified form 4p it is said to mean Istrang 

assertion' and in imperatives 'compromising'. 

It is interesting to note here thats, like tone E3# this tons 

Occurs More readily in sentence types whose neutral tone is El rather 

than E29 Palmer# for examples, says that "it is used exclusively 

for ststements and commindso, never for questions"s and few of the 

other writers consider it in conjunction with interrogative clauses.. 

the chief exceptions being O'Connor and Arnold and Hallidays but 

evon here only in rather unusual cases* This contrasts with the 

Carman fall-rise which appears primarily in quoutions.. Phebys 
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for instance, includes hic fall-rise tons In three leystemal; two 

of these apply only to questionst and in the other the use of ths 

fall-riao (his tone 4) or the high rise (his tone 2) is considered. 

to indicate a question. Here# then# its further important evidenco 

for not regarding the Carman fall-rise as a separato tone from the 

high rises, and for not equating it with the English tone E4, 

Tons E4 is a frequent tons, but most instances are in minor 

tone-groups (cf. 10.4 below). In major tone-groups it is# in fact# 

rather rare in the data& The following are examples: 

JO 41 come quite close to it though 

2* 4 no no 

30 H4 of course when I was at Sandhurst 

(if these# the last could justifiably be excluded as syntactically 

incomplatel and perhaps also informationally incomplete; in this 

case It could be treated as a minor tone-grouP without a following 

major tons-group. 

Further examples can be provided to supplement these# as the 

followingg from O'Connor and Arnold (p, 277ffo): 

41do 

4 parts of it were fairly interesting 

4 I'd rathor not 

4 show me 

4 don't say that 

In view of -the wide range of meanings proposed in the literature 

for this tones a considerable qmount of generelisation is clearly 
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called fore One kind of meaning given is 'tentative's 'hesitant's 

freservod's, and the likee Another adds a note of' displeasure: 

'disapproval'* froluctancel etc* Another is 'concessival or 

$restrictive'; and another ialwarning'. These are not all incompatible 

with one another# howevere, 'Reluctance' seems a natural extension of 

'hesitant's though the note of displeasure it contains is almost 

certainly a contextual interpretation* The most general meaning 

here, however# from which all theothers may be derivedgappears to be 

that there is a qualification implied. In declarative clauses an 

assertion is made but with 'strings' attached; this may be interpreted 

as Itentativelp but also as 'reluctant' and hence $disapproving's 

In appropriate circumstances* In the cass of imperative clauses 

the meaning 'warning' is often givens but this is surely simply an 

extension of the notion of qualificAtion or concession to a commandi 

the command draws attention to attendant circumstances and may thus 

suggest a warning, 

Another meaning which may be associated with this tons is 

contr-aste This meaning was used in 3.3.2 in the discussion of the 

Intonation of anybodyt where it was shown how such a meaning can 

interact with idiosyncratic properties of But 'contrast' also 

seems to be a further application of this same 'qualified' or 

lco*ncessival meanings 'Contrast' might with some plausibility be 

said to be inherently concessive (or perhaps 'concession# could be 

said to be inherently contrastive): $although you say/imply etce 

Xt you mean/should have said etc. Yle 

This discussion doest of courest illustrate both the difficulties 

and dangers of genoralising the meanings of intonation patterns* 
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It is regrettably all tooonsy to manipulate labels in this way# 

in what might seem to be a desperate attempt to prove that all the 

various meanings are in reality the same. This is not the intention 

hero# however. What Is being claimed is not that 'contrast's 

Icancessionit 'hesitancy' etc. are all different facets of the some 

attitudes, but rather that none of these is really the meaning of the 

tone in questiom The links between the various meanings that have 

been made here are made in an effort to understand how writers on 

the subject could have come to interpret this more general meaning 

in the particularly specific way that we find in the literaturee 

Generalising from all this# therefores it appears that we may 

consider tone E4 to be the 'qualified I tons; it is basically 

assertive but it Points to or implies qualifying information shich 

restricts the validity of the assertion. In textual terms it is 

therefore more 'closed' than lopenis but it suggests that there is 

further relevant information ei issue,, 

As we have noted# this tone is not commn in questions* This 

reinforces the interpretation that this is basically an "assertive' 

tones O'Connor and Arnold nevertheless give it as 'an intensified 

variant' of the low rise in certain questions# eege 

//4 is it // 

//4 did he // 

7his, they say# indicates 'surprise' or 'interest'* Howeverv these 

meanings seem less then apt here* In the first pler-O there is certainlY 

an 'assertive' element horet-reminiscent of tone El rather then E2* 

SOCOndlys the fall-rise seems to contribute not Isurpris94 but simply 

the element of 'contrast' or 'qualification' that we have observed eleowhem; 
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A13 with the low rising tone, it is Interesting to consider 

possible Carman equivalents of this tone. Again there are no real 

intonational eq uivalents# but it is also not easy to find equivalents 

of other kinds* Ono case which might be montionadj, howevort is 

given by Trim ( 1964)o He suggests that an English utterance with 

tone E4 may be equivalent to a Carman utterance with inverted 

word order: 

4 I'm tired 

and 2 m6do /I bin ichH 

There in some justification for this assertions but the 

correspondence must be seen in a rather wider contexte The structure 

eXamplified by the Carman example here is quite common in Carman as 

a means of Indicating contrast. A further example is given by Phaby: 

#2 in Berlin /I kpnnst du dasH 

and others may easily be con3tructad: 

2 Tee /1 trinke Ich // (aber nicht Kaffee) 

2 losen /1 kann Ich es // (aber nicht schreiben) 

We have blready coon (9,6,, 3 ) how Carman may use initial position 

as a means of giving extra prominence to an items and that this 

structure may often correspond to the English device of placing the 

item in final position with a following minor tons-groupo Where 

the Carman examples given hero differ from those given earlier# howeveri 

is that they have a separate tons-group# whichp of course# gives 

them still more prominence* This is therefore an appropriate intonation 

structure for sentencdo containing a contrastive item. English# 
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howeverp prefers to mark contrast tonally# with tons E4. Thus# 

though there is certainly comparability of implication heres the 

two structures are not really equivalent: the Cerman structure 

gives an item greater prominence by thematisation and by a 

separsto tone"roup; the English structure afta more specific 

connotation by means of tone E4. The total effectj, given a specific 

utterance in a specific contextj may well be similar: the utterance 

becomes contrastive# with tho contrast localised in the initial 

item in Cerman and in the item that bears the tonic in English. 

Carman also has modal particles which may be used to convey 

a 'concessive' implications zwnrp allerdinasp and freiliche 

Zwfqr normally only occurs in explicitly concessive sentences-where 

the second part# introduced by the correlative 2ber, is actually 

presents Allerd_inos may# on occasion, resemble tone E4 in its 

function though its status as a particle may be in doubt* There are 

similar adverbials in English which may be used in an analogous ways 

cog* cartainlys as In: 

// 4 we can certainly try H 

iOo3*6 The rising-folling tones (E5j, C4) 

. The rise-fall in both languages has clear affinities with the 

simple fall, Some writers do not, thereforep distinguish them at 

the primary level of differentiation. Palmer (1922) regards the 

rise-fall as an $intensified' variant of the fallp and Schubiger 

treats it as 'not essentialle Both Armstrong and Ward and Kingdon 

state that the rise-fall cari 'replace' the simple fall, For Carman; 

it is not discussed at all by von Essen# though both Trim and Pheby 
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give it separate tonal statues as do most of the more recent 

writers an English* 

As far as the meaning of this tone is concerned# Armstrong and 

Ward say that it "gives a greater degree of emphasis"; Schubiger 

gives it the meaning 'teasingly reproachful# in both statements and 

wh-quastions; O'Connor and Arnold gives as usual# a longer list. 

In statements it is limpressed1j, fewedit 'complacent'# -1self- 

satisfied's 'smug's 'challenging's Isensorious's 'disclaiming 

responsibility'; in other sentence types a selection of these meanings 

is given# though in questions there iss in additiont a note of 

'challenge' and -tentagonism'. Halliday puts this tona in the system 

of 4commitment' with the low rises the former being 'committed'# 

the latter 'uncommitted' in both declarative and interrogative clausesoln 

imperatives it Is 'insistent', 

ror Carmanp Pheby (1974) gives the meaning of the risa-fall 

in statements and answers as lausdrUcklichlp Izuversichtlich' 

confident, assured# etc#)# or also Itrotzig' (= defiant)* He 

later (1975) gives the meaning Iverbindlich' (a courteous) in the 

same sentence types. 

This tone was not particularly common in the date examined; In 

fact it "a extremely rare in the English dates though this should 

not necessarily be taken as a reflection of overall relative frequency 

in the two languages. Some examples are: 

Enqlish 

I* // '; with entirely dif f arent /3a ims, // 
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Co rm" n 

le // 4 orrenbar verenlaagte Ihn seine schlechte Cepundheit aufs zumomw 
Land zu ziehen // 

20 // 2 aalbstrodend /4 gedenkt sie dabei mehrere Interessenten 

gegeneinander =zuspielen // 

30 2 des Verhalten einer Person /2 die trinkt 4 ist oft taltsam 

4,4 er hat anscheinend keinen guten Ruf Im Darf 

50 4 Ihr Vertrauen ehrt mich Inspektor // 

6, b 4 erlauben Sie dese ich mir eine Pfeife stopfe Sir 

70 4 aber bitte /4 natÜrlich // 

80 // 4 mm // 

Yhe following examples for English are taken f ram O'Connor and 

Arnold s 

//5 

//5 

//5 

//5 

//5 

did // 

= for heaven's sake 

hasn't she done well 
8ý 
they will be pleased 

suggast, it to him 

In terms of the present approachp which attempts to find more 

general meanings than are supplied in the literaturet it does not 

seem difficult to establish the nature of the meaning of this tom 

In view of the affihity with the simple fall# the rise-fall clearly 

has a similar kind of textual connotationt vize 4closed' or Iself- 

sufficient's In additiong howevers there is evidently a further 

element in its meaning* In all cases there appears to be a note of 

personal involvement or commitment to the utterances which can 
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evidently be given a variety of interpretations In different contexts* 

The meaning limpresced' ate*,, given by O'Connor and Arnold# is one 

ouch interpretation# but it can also easily acquire negative 

connotations in cases where the utterance suggests disagreement; 

here it can become 'confident' or $complacent'# and even Ichallenginglp 

Idefiantlp or 'reproachful$* These letter meanings do nevertheless 

appear to be interpretations of the basic meaning derived from the 

particular context and not part of the basic meaning itself# Another 

connotation which may be similarly derived is Isarcasmlio An example 

of this is sentence 5 of the Corman examples given above* It will 

be recalled from the discussion in 3e6 above that 'sarcasm' Is an in- 

appropriate meaning for the intonation pattern herep even if the total 

effect of the utterance is sarcastic* The intonation pattern has 

the function of indicating personal commitment which implies qreater 

rather than less sincerity* The fact that it acquires a negative 

connotation here is entirely due to the context* The implication 

remains ambiguouss as it in fact must do if the sarcasm is to be 

successful. 

It must be emphasisedp howevert that the connotation of personal 

involvement or'commitment must be seen in textual not propositional 

terms* The use of the rise-fall does not imply commitment to the 

utterance as a propositiont leee to its truth or validity# but only 

to the fact of its being uttered* 7he speaker is thus not implying 

11 really believe thialt but only 01 really want to say this'. In 

this sense Halliday is certainly right to oppose it to the low rise 

in English# which appears to have a complementary meaning* The 
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'involvement' of tone E5 reinforces the textual importance of the 

utterancep while tho 'non-assartivenees, of tone E3 might be said 

to weaken it* 

10*3*7 The levoltonaa(E6p M) 

7here is considerable doubt about the status of the level 

tones in major tone-groups* 7hough a level tone is widely recognised 

for Carman# its function is generally seen as Oweiterweisend', and it 

is deemed to occur typically in 'non-final$ (lees minor) tone-groupse 

In English# the existence of a level tone has rarely been 

acknowledged in either major or minor tone-groupse 

Nevertheless# the existence of a level tona'in independent 

utterances in Cerman has been noted. Pheby illustrates its use in 

'listing' questions: 

// m*O*Chtent du Fisch /3 oder Wurst // 

and also in the following utterence: 

// 3 doch // 

In the former case it is given the meaning "weiterweisend"t and in 

the letter the more modal meaning "glattere autoritativer Widerspruch"; 

The 4non-final' implication of this tone is nevertheless recogniseds 

even-in this letter casep since here "wird sine 'Ausserung mit dem 

, 
Osterken4 Widerspruch selten abgeschlosseng. 

A number of instances of level tones were encountered in the 

data in independent tone-groupse The following are examplesi 

if // 6 everything naes you know /6 everything noes // 

Ce rf no n 
le // 3 antl£tuldigen Sie Inspektor /3 aber ich lebe pusserhalb den 
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Dotfoo wie Sio oich Uberzougen konnten // 

2o // 3 main Gott // 

30 // 3 wollen Sie noch *oe // 

49 // 3 Sie mmine, n doch nicht deas // 

The last two Carman examplea are best left out of considerationt 

since the speakor is intorruptedo They can thus be regarded as 

minor tone-groups forming part of an incomplete paratone-groupe 

This is not true of the other examples# howeverj, which are complete 

in themselvaeo Furtber examples may easily be constructed; the 

level tones often occur in greetings: 

6 morning 

// 3 guten j»a // 

and also in various kinds of exclamation such as -#goods "fine's 

'sure'# 'yes'; Ischidin't 4gutl,, Ijalt etc, 

It is clear# then# that level tones do occur in major tone-groupsy 

albeit rarelys and that C3 is probably more frequent then E6 in 3uch 

tons-groups, 

It is not easy to r-heract8rise the fmaning of these tones in 

major tone-groups, 7here is certainly an affinity with the English 

low rise (E3)t in Carman as well as English, sinco both are basically 

unassertive and also without the $appeal# element of the high rises 

It Is thus possible that C3 may occasionally be more or less 

equivalent to E3# but the equivalence can hardly be considered 

consistent* In Englishy E6 seems to differ from E3 partly in that 

the unassertivaness is rather more positively expressed in the former 

than in the lattere The non-final# forward-painting implication 
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that charecteriscs this tona in minor tons-groups (cfe 10*4) also 

seems to be present here# ouggosting that the situation is in soma 

way incompletee It is perhaps this that makes this tore available 

for use in greetings and the like# as it is casualt and in no way 

aggressive* 

Since this tone appears to be more f requent in Carman than in 

English it is perhaps not quite equivalent in meaning in the two 

languages, In particular the use of this tone in the contradictory 

utterance doch cited by Phabys has no counterpart In Englishe 

Here# English would probably profer tons E4 for an equivalent 

contradictions as in aege: 

4 oh yes he is 

It is difficult to judge# however# the extent to Lhich this 

correspondence is systematic and consistent# and the extent to which 

It is brought about by peculiarities of doch itself* In any case this 

tone is so rare in major tone-groups in both languages that few 

serious conclusions are justified. 

10*3*8 Combined types 

As has been suggested above# the model meaning of the tones 

In major tons-groupo is best seen as a property of the whole parstone- 

groupý In paratone-groups vhich contain more then one major tons- 

groupt therefore# we should expec'16.9 and indeed generally find# that 

all the major tone-groups are charecterised by the some tone. In 

the data examinedp by far the great majority of all such paratons- 

groups had the some tons for all major tone-groupso 
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Tone-concord is not obligatory# howevert and a number of 

casas wore encountered whore it did not apply- Ihis naturally 

raisee questions about the meaning of the tones in such casest 

since the occurrence of different tones in major tone-groups 

undermines the view of a unitary model meaning for the whole 

paratone-group. 

7he most common combinations of different types were those 

involving a fall and a high rise (El and Up GI and C; 2)t and a 

fall and a rise-fall (Ei and ESj, GI and C4). Other types 

occurred only rarely and ware in any case suspects The following 

era some examples from the date of these combinations* 

English El snd E2 

is // 2 Dre Board is this where we should start /i with the 

thought that there 'a often in the past been an 

inadequate examination of the purposes /i Of the 

objectives /2 of what Is being taught in a particular 

Rourse H 
2. // I do you soustimes find there Is resistance /4 to the 

suggestion/ 6 that a university teacher /6 or a teacher 

in a polyLechnic /2 should define the aims of what 

he's trying to teach in a particular courso // 

3* 1 Willem van der Eycken /2 is this your experience 
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Ei nnd ES 

4, // 4 having a class of say Lifty people /5 with entirely 

different /3 aims /I and sometimes quite a range of 

ability /3 within that group /I makes the objectives 

extrerrely difficult in fact to specify // 

Corman gi ri nd C2 

16 // 1 dafür kann ich von mir aus sagen /2 dase Ich sehr viel 

Zeit für meine kleine Tochter von sieben ! &hVn aufwanda // 

24, wissen Sie auch /2 seit Pnnn sich Mrs Richmand dem Trunk 

ergeben hat // 

30 // 1 wenn du fertig bist mit der Referendarzeit da kriegst 

du glaub' Ich kein Geld wenn du nicht vorher gearbeitet 

hast und du bist denn arbeitslos /2 oder // 

4, // 1 das Ist ja enorme NleUerung /2 eh // 

Cl__end C4 

50 // 2 Beml; hungen sich selbstiindig zu machen /3 und sich etwas 

von dem Hpushalt zu lioisen /3 sich zu Interessieren /2 fur 

dge was Ihnenjngeboten wird /3 In der Presse /3 im 

rernsehen /3 im Rundfunk /4 und sich nicht nur /1 auf 

dem Haushalt zu beschr*a*nken // 

6, // 3 die Bauern wenden sich nur an ihn /4 weil er der einzige 

Tierarzt im Umkreis von funfzig ! Lailen Ist /1 aber 

sie tun es ungern und widerstrebend // 

2 er hat mir versichert /4 das sei lediglich ein Ulk 

gewesen /3 ein schlechter Scherz /1 den sich gewisse 

KolleAen mit ihm geleistet hitten // 
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80 // 3 und heute Abend bin Ich hier /3 um Uber gewisc9 Personen / 

Ihre Meinung zu h3ren /1 weil ich uberzeugt bin dass Sie 

nicht voreingenommen sind /3 und weil ich hoffe /1 deas 

Sie freimUtig und offen mit mir sprechen werden // 

90 // 2 ich bin bei Ihr gewesen /4 und habe die eindrucksvolle 

Sammlung von Cawahren gesehen /2 die In ihreei salon /1 an der 

Wmnd h'dngen // 

10. // 4 die Versuchung Ist gross fur eine Frau /1 die gezEunaen 
Z 

Ist /1 ihren ganzen Besitz nacheinander zu verkaufen // 

The two kinds of combination exemplified here, where a fall 

Is in one case combined with a high rise and in the other with a 

rise-falle appear to be rather different in kinds and this may no 

doubt be related to the kind of meaning that these tones can be 

sold to have* The meanings of the fall and the rise are in oppositiont 

one is an *open' the other a 'closed' connotation# whereas the fall 

end the rise-fall are not opposed in this sense; the rise-fall can 

be said to contain the meaning of the fell# but with an additional 

connotation of commitment or involvement. Thus the combination of 

fall and high rise involves what at first eight appear to be incompatible 

connotations, while this does not apply to the combination of fall 

and riese-falle 

A characteristic coca of the former is the tag-questioni, as 

in numbers 3 and 4 of the Carman examples* This particular structure 

was not repreeented in the English data, but it is nevertheless very 

frequent in both languages* In this typs of sentence a 'closed' 
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assertion is firct made and only then doen a related 'open' 

utterance follow., The effect is thus not the sems as th3t of an 

'open' utterance by itself# since the 'closed' part contains a 

'closed' presupposition for the 'open' part* The effect is also 

not that of an 'open' utterance with a declarative sentence structures 

or of a 'closed' utterance with an interrogative structuree The 

interaction of mood with the 'open' and closed' connotations io 

thus complex; the following# though relatedt are all different: 

(a) //2 are you qoing 

(b) //I are you going 

(c) //2 you're qoing 

you're going /2 nre you I, - 

The differences between (a)# (b) and (c) have been noted 

elsewhere* The crucial point about (d) is that it combines not just 

two different elements of sentence mood and textual connotation but 

two different textuý-ol connotntiona. Thus the addresses is being 

invited to respond (through the interrogative mood and the tone of 

the second part) to the statement (declarative mood) put forward as 

an assertion (tone EI) in the first part.. In all the other versions 

one or other of these elements is lacking. 

In Cerman the only difference here is in the syntactic structure 

of the tog, In other respects the factors involved are identical. 

In English, but not in Germans the tag may also have the falling tones 

though generally with opposite polarity from that of the main clause; 

this adds yet another possibility here, 

In tog-questions# then# the opposition between the meanings of 

the fall and the rise are exploited in order to ask the question in a 
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particular waye Ao thO above examples from the data shows not 

all utterances with this combination are tog-questions* In some 

ways the cases which do not involve togs are a little unusual and 

seem to involve a conflict rather than a collaboration of fall and 

risse All the English utterances were made by one speaker in 

the context of a formal interview# where the speaker was the 

interviever and thus expected to a5k leading questions* In number 

I of the English examples the speaker begins with a question# to 

which he adds more information with a complicated qualified 

, appositional phresee The question thus turns into a statement; 

the open connotation into a closed one; and only in the final tons- 

group does the speaker revert to the open connotation once more, 

The result is not particularly convincing# and is typical of somewhat 

contrived questioning where the speaker wishes to make a point as 

well as ask a question. A sPailar state of affairs is found in 

example 2. in example 3 the speaker prefaces his question with an 

address# identifying the addressee. This is also found in a less 

formal contextt but we would generally expect the vocative expression 

to have the rising tonet too@ 

7hose-cases of fluctuation between fall and risej, giving a 

combination of these two within the paratone-groupp thus seem to 

arias from an ambiguity of textual functiont the speaker wishes to 

make an appeal to his listener (usually in the form of a question) 

but he also wants to impart information in an assertive senseo 

Example 2 of the German sentences contains a similar conflict# 

but here between an 'assertive' question with tons Cis with which the 

utterance begins# and a more 'open, appeal in the second parto 
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Here it appears that the speaker is chenging his mindp and deciding 

to finish on a 'softer' note then he begam 

1-1 Yhe other major combination is of a fall with a rise-fall- 

In all the cases given hero in both languages the rise-fall pmcedas 

the simple fall., This seems to be more common then the reverse 

ordere It appears that the speaker makes his point# to it worst 

with the more committed tonet and# having done act reverts to the 

lose evocative simple falle 

Other combinations of diffarent tonse in major tona-groupo in 

a single peratone-group are lose commone of these the most frequent 

is perhaps the English sequence Ej + E4, There are no convincing 

oxamplos of this combination in the data,, but plausible ones are 

given by Halliday (J970sq p*94): 

//i you never will f Ind out /4 if you don't listen // 

I like the herd apples /4 beat 

it's a waste of time /4 If you ask me 

Of Particular interest here is tho fact that the kind of structure 

where this combination is often found# such as sentences with final 

. 
adverbialap are precizely those in which we often get the structure 

El +'E3* in some respects tone E4 here seems to be a 'stronger' 

version of tons E39 and the sequence ri + E3 could certainly be used 

in all the above examplese one possible interpretation of thiss 

which may have something to recommend its would be to allow tones 

in following minor tone-groups to be E4 as well as Us and refer 

the choice between them to the system operating in the postperstonico 
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(The problem of how to treat this sequence does nots Incidentally# 

arise only In the present framework; to consider E3 and E4 as 

structurally analogous here would force Halliday to recogniso a 

tone 14 an well as v, tone 1 

Theim are reasons for not adapting this approacht however* -With 

the sequance El + E3 the basic implication of the paratone-groUP 

remains that of Elp but this is not really true of the sequence El 

+ E4; the 'concessive' connotation of the latter tone seems to be 

just as important as the 'closed' connotation of the former, In this 

respecti, therefore this sequence resemblas El + E2* Like the 

sequence 1: 1 + E2# the sequence El + E4 ceems to be an alternative 

way or conveying an overall impression analogous to that of the 

second toneg but with an additional assertive element provided by the 

preceding falling tone. The first example given above is thus 

relatedj, though not identicalp tat 

4 you'll never find out if you don't listen 

10*4 The nrimmry-systems in minor tons-qroups 

Minor tone-groups occur either before or ofter major tone-groups 

in English paratone-groups and only before them in Carmene Ignoring 

the ponsibility of treating a final tons E4 as being in a minor 

tone-group in the case referred to in the preceding sections there is 

no choice of tons in the postparatonic in English# and hence no 

'system' of tones can be set up herse In both languages# therefores 

we are concerned with the tones in 'non-final' minor tone-groups* 
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-One advantage of establishing the paretone-group with its 

elements of structure is that the resultant classification of tone- 

groups Into major and minor simplifica-the statement of tho meanings 

of thi-tonas* If we do not make this distinctions then wo are 

forced to include in the meaning of tones references to a 'continuative$ 

or *linking' function# thich is clearly of a different arder from 

the 'modal' meaning otherwise associated with the tones, By 

separating the occurrence of tones in major and minor tone-groups 

we are able to exclude such purely structural information from the 

modal meanings proper. 

Apart from recognising the structural role at' the tones in 

those tons-groups as 'non-final's few writers on the subject clarify 

the differences in meaning that can be conveyed by the different tones 

In this positions Some writers# in facts do not appear to recogniss 

a $system' here at alle since they consider that only one tone-type 

can be used in this way* O'Connor and Arnold# for example# only 

mention occurrence in non-final sense-groups In connection with 

their 'tone group 81p which has a high rising nucleuso 

Most other writerep however, note that more than ane'tone-tyPe 

can occur in non-final tons-groupsg but complete agreement does not 

exist as to which tones actually occur here, Though O'Connor and 

Arnold allow only the high rise to occur here# Kingdon and Halliday 

do not allow this tons to appear here at alls except in one type of 

structures Kingdon writes -(p# 69) "when it occurs as an initial 

tuns before groups bearing one of the statement tunes there is 

inevitably a break between it and the tune which follows" - Lee 
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it ir. m14-for not minor* The only exception to this given by both 

Kingdon and Halliday in the alternative question# in which the first 

part has the high rise and the second the falL 

Thera is no diecussion in the literature an English intonation 

as to the difference in meaning between tone E2 and E3 in minor 

tone-group9p since writers do not recognise that both can occur hare 

in the same kind of structure. The relationship between the simple 

rise (E2 or E3) and the fall rise (E4)t an the other hand# 13 given 

more attention. Both Palmer and Armstrong and Ward mention a 

differene. ý, In meaning here: the letter see the fall-rise as an 

'emphatic' variant of the simple rise; Palmer says that the 

fell-rise is 'less aggressive$ than the simple rise# though both may 

indicate 'contrast'* Kingdon recogniEes a sprelusoryl function for 

the lovi risso "its function is to indicate that the utterance is 

not finished and that another group ii to follow *so Apart from the 

indication that the utterance is unfinished it convoys no feeling of 

its own. * The fall-rise# an the other hands "occurs with great 

frequency as the first group of a combination*# ard it implies not 

only 'continuationi but also 'insinuation', For Schubigers either 

the rise or the fall-rise may occur; the rise is the basic formp 

shile the fall-rise *is a means of giving more prominence to the 

nucleus", But "here# toot there is no specific connotation"* 

Halliday gives a rather more explicit formulation of the 

contrasts horse khere the first tone-group is a dependent clause# 

or also the theme# tone 4 is 'unmarked',, tons 3 is 'confirmatcrY$ 
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and tons 4 is 'contreativa le If the first tone-group is a co- 

ordinate clauset howevers tons 3 is 'unmarked'* Thus tone 4 is 

neutral for Idependoncel and tone 3 for 'co-ordinationlo Halliday 

attempts to explain this further (1970a,, pe 30)t 414 &I expresses 

an unequal relationship between the two Parts of the utterance; one 

part (tone 1) is presented as the main Inrormation and the other 

(tone 4) as some kind or accompanying circumstances Similarly 3& 

expresses a combination of two pieces or information or which one 

(tone 3) is however incomplete by itseirs and perhaps therefore of 

secondary importances" The dirriculty here is that of distinguis4ing 

between information which is 'dependent, and information which is 

W secondary importance's 

Only Jassem recognises a level tons, one of whose occurrences 

Is In non-final tone-groups* He does not clarify how its meaning 

differs from that of the low rise, howevere The latter 019 used to 

indicate that something more is to follow", whereas the former *leads 

on'to something also*e 

For German# von Essen gives the level tone as the norm in non- 

final tone-grouPso with the label weiterweisend' or 1progredient's 

In 'Doppelfragen' (Lee alternative questions)p however# either the 

level or the rising tone may occur# though no difference of meaning 

is given. 

Pheby follows Halliday in seeing differences of tone in ininor 

tone-groups as reflecting different kinds of connection botween the 

tone-groupse For him the level tone is leinfach's the rina is 
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eassozigtivet and the fall-rise (in the prosent work interpreted 

as a variant of the simplo rise) is IdissoziatIV14, 

Before examining those meanings in more detail we may consider 

coma of the evidence from the date examined in thin study* Many 

paratone-groups had no minor tons-groups at all; in some there was 

a single minor tone-group* Of those English cases with one minor 

tono-groupt 43% had tone E4p 31% tone E29 17% tone E39 and P% tone E6.. 

In Carman the percentages were 63% with tone C2 and 37% with tons 

CL With more than one minor tone-groupp both languages agreed in 

having tone-concord in 58% of cases; in English half of these had 

tone E4 and half tons E2 (there were no instances of tones E3 and 

E6 here); in Cerman 58% of those with tone-concord had tone C2 

and 42% tone Cl, In those peratone-groups without tone-concord in 

rnglishp the most prevalent combinations were with tones E2 and E49 

and E3 and E4* 

As a very general conclusions therefores we may Say. that tone 

E4 is the most common tone in minor tone-grouPs in English# with 

tone E2 the second most frequent; in German tone C2 is the more 

frequent of the two tones available hereo Tana-concord in minor 

tone-groups is more frequently encountered then combinations of 

different tones in both languageso 

If these figures are repre3entntive# then a number of claims 

made in the literat6re must be false. Firstlys it does not seem to 

be true that the high rise (art for that matters the low rise) does 

not occur in minor tone-groups; all the 'non-falling$ tones were 

found in the data in such tone-groups, Secondlyp the rise seems 

0 
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more usual in Corman minor tone-groups than the so-called 

tweiterwaisend' or 'Progredient' tone C3* Thirdly# the level tone 

seems to deserve more attention then writers an English usually 

accord its sincet though not particularly commons it certainly 

seems to occur in a fair number of casee in minor tone-groups* 

One question that to must consider is whether or not there is 

any correlation between tho occurrence of a particular minor tone 

and the major tone which follows it, C) In f act.. where the tone f the 

major tone-group is E2 or C2, there does seem to be a tendency to 

have tone E2 or C2 as the minor tone* too. But there are difficulties 

of analysis here# since the sequence E2 + C2# or C2 + G2# may also 

be analysed as co-ordinating as well as subordinating* Howevert 

the most frequent tone in major tone-groups by fart in both languagest 

was the simple fall# and there does not seem to be any restriction 

an the tone that may precede it in a minor tone-group. Thera is thus 

little evidence for the tones in the minor tone-group5 being 

determined by that of the major tone-group., it might also be noted 

that there is no evidence for tone-concord between tones in minor 

tons-groups preceding different major tons-groups in the same 

perstone-group'; the choice of tons in minor tone-groups seems to be 

independent for each major tons-group in the peratone-groupe 

We may return now to the meanings of the tones in minor tone- 

groups* It will be helpful to begin with some examples from the data 

to illustrate the possibilitics here. 
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rnnIlsh 

E2 + El 

1, //2 the existence of new Vida /2 like closed circuit television / 

/I has offered alt2rnative /I or supplementary ap. 2Lpmchos // 

2e //2 they. /I are not strsngers to the residence /I since they've 

stayed there before 

3, b //2 and this doesn't mean necessarily /2 that he would simply 

be able to state a formula of coures /1 but it might be 

some special skill /J that he's scaaiEýd // 

4* //2 1 went to Twickenham /2 peacefully to demonstrate 

against the SpringboksH 

so //2 live nothing against the individuals who play cricket 

Q+ Lt 

66 //3 

79 

[74 + Ei 

I've nothing against the individuals sho play rugby Lcotball/k, 

the 'Beau Recard' I is a small and unpretentious 

private hotel an the south coast of England 

well this raises the question you see /I who you are 

tesching // 

Be 
. 
//4 mustn't disturb you /J Must I // 

any /4 from 91 //4 one of the complaints and you hear this even toda 

teachers /I is that students work only for exami"tions 

10o //4 and when one ennuires /4 why they object so 2trant y to 11 

this /4 they say that what is valuable in the course Is 

being neolected bj the students // 

iio //4 and my anawer g1ways /i is then why don"t you assess 

what is valuable // 
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i2e //4 so that it isn"t just a matter of tho information one would 

Put across to students /j but alco of the skills they 

would acquire // 

13s //4 now the mathod of temching /4 involved /4 in that 

decision/ I Is verylifferent /I to the method of teaching 

that might be adopted if you accepted so many A levels 

as an entry qualification 
Irr, +91 
j49 //6 o9e resenrch or other actiVities 

15* //6 **9 to look at the intention /I and method of what's being 
vmý 

taught // 

Cerman 

C2 + Ci 

le //2 Ich habe sechs'Kinder /1 und bin damit ganz beschgf, tigt // 

20 //2 nur ob es das heute schon bei dem Crosstell der Frauen 

Ist /1 das r. *0*chtlich bezweifeln // 

3@ //2 vor einem jehr ungefiihr /2 hat Doktor Darlington /1 ganz 

pl*O*tzlich seine Praxis in Edinburgh verLau=ft =3 
// 

40 //2 es handelte sich nicht um eine Vernehmung dir nondern 

. nur um eine Unterhaltung // 

5* '//2 um so mehr als er mir sagte /2 er habe die Briefe 

zerrissen /1 und W6nne Sie mir deshalb nicht mehr zei . -gen 00 
6. i //2 In Braunschweig und Hannover wer glaublich ganz schön 

was lag // 

7. //2 wenn du den schon In der sechsten Klasse Oberschule weisst / 

/1 dann tut es natUrlich den Klassengeist unwahrscheinlich 

beeinflussen 
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ab //2 Ich sehe /1 Sie haben eine ganze Menge erfAren 

Inspektor // 

90 //2 es gibt niemanden In Rothbury /1 der das nicht weIss 

lue //2 seine 22ttin dagegen /1 Ahrte nie ein Glas an // 

lie //2 Ich habe mir nie erleNubt /1 danach zu fr-pRen 

12* //2 Ihre Iheorie /1 entbehrt jede Grundlage // 

C3 +M 

13, //3 denn das Ziel /3 deutscher Fr-PU9n /3 war aus 11-naer Zeit 

/3 gor-ade aus niederen Klassen /1 war es nicht arbeiten zu 

mUssen 

14� //3 Leede %nsion /3 ist ein kleinne H23us /3 mit dicken 

Mquern /l dss macht mich Immun gegen solche /1 lßrmseligc 

Kleingeisterei // 

15* //3 Mre Lelds /1 Ich glaube wir miesverstehen uns 

16@ //3 Ich weiss nicht ob das nur In Niedersachsen betrifft 

/l aber Ich glaube schon // 

17. //3 mein Vater kennt dich doch das ist kein ProbIBM 

18a //3 sie begnugte sich mit Kaffee /3 oder Tee /1 je nach der 

Stunde ihres Besuchs // 

The variety of syntactic structures encountered here in both 

languages is considerable# which suggests immediately that the 

occurrence of the various tones in minor tons-groupa is not directly 

dependent an the syntactic structure. In facts we could take all the 

above examplea and systematically substitute all the available tones 

0 
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for tho onesthat actually occurred in the data# and all the 

utterances would be acceptable* Not all would perhaps be equally 

likelys, but all would be possible. 

In order to ascertain the significance of the occurrence of the 

different tones in minor tono-groups we may take some of the typical 

structures and see what effect changing the tone will have* ror 

English# three such structures will be taken by way of exemplification: 

a co-ordinating sentence# a subordinating sentoncep and one with a 

separate tone-group for the theme. These are all illustrated in 

the above examplesp but for convenience simpler# constructed# 

examples will be taken: 

HMary is having a holiday next week / end she's going 

to Majorca // 

(b) // "n Mary has atoliday / she goes to Majorca 

H MUy / is going to Majorca 

It must be stated at the cutest that the differences between 

the different tones in the minor tons-groups here are very difficult 

to make explicit; in all cases there is clearly a 'linking' function 

involved# but beyond this the differences are rather elusive, For 

the co-ordinating type (a) tho least 'marked' can perhaps be taken 

to be the sequence E3 + El ; this seems to convey nothing mors then 

that the clauses are linkeds and adds little or nothing to the 

syntactic information* E2 + El is not always easy to distinguish from 

E3 + Els both phonologically and semantically# It would be possible 

(though this approach will not be adopted here) to establish only 
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one simple rise in minor tons-groups at the primary level Of 

differantiationi, and relegate the difference betwoen the high and 

low rise hero to the secondary levels 7his would draw some support 

from the dir-agreemants in the literature as to which actually occurs 

here* There is nevertheless a difference between high and low rise 

in this position: E2 souhds somehow 'stronger' and more "emphatic' 

then De The speaker appears in the former case to be drawing 

attention to the juxtaposition of the two clauses and appears to be 

linking them as complementary Parts of the proposition* For this 

reason this sequence seems especially suitable for adversative or 

alteri)ativo types of co-ordinating sentencet such as number 12 of 

the English examPles (though in the date this example actually had 

tone E4)o We also recall that this sequence is acknowledged by 

several writers to occur in alternative questions and it is also found- 

In closed listse In both these cases there is complementarity of 

the parts which is reinforced by the use of tone E2 in the minor 

tone-group. 

7he effect of tons E2 in co-ordinate sentences# then# is to 

imply complamenterity of the parts., This can easily be interpreted 

in appropriate contexts as stating the obviousp or even as impatience# 

aggreasions etc* But these meanings are contextual interpretations 

of a basically simple textual connotation. 

7he sequence E4 + El in sentences of type (a) has a rather 

different meaning. it is not very common here# but it is nevertheless 

possible. There appears to be a note of 'condition' or -#concession' 

about the utterances which is reminiscent of the meaning of tone E4 
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in major tons-grouPe- Again this sequence might ba rogularly 

found with adversative sentencos (such as example 12) with a 

concessive implicationi 'although Xp nevertheless YI* 

The sequence E6 + El convoys yet another impression, This time 

the note is of a self-evident connection or link between the parts 

which is not open to question* Like E2# E6 Is thus found in closed 

lists& It is far lose frequent then E29 however, and is less 

forceful. 

When we turn to sentences of type (b)q with a subordinate 

clause# the occurrence of these tones is slightly different# but it 

can easily be related to the occurrence in typo (a). The econcessivel 

or 'conditional' implication of tone E4 is especially appropriate In 

this type of structures since the syntactic relations here are often 

of a similar kinde Tons E4 implies 'although X9 nevertheless YIP or 

$if X# then Y's There is thus an underlying impression of 'dependence' 

of the second Information unit an the first (cfe Hallidayt 1967ap 

J970a). 

Although the sequence E4 + El is often most appropriate for 

sentences. of type (b)9 other soquences may also occur herse The 

simple linking role of E3 in the first tone-group may be used to play 

down the concessive or conditional aspect of the relationship. Tone 

E2 carries# as befbret the implication of complemantarityt of a 

necessary connection between the parts. The same applies to tone E6P 

with the reservations mentioned above in connection with type (a)* 
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Whore the theme has a separate tone-group# as in type (c)j, 

the syntactic relationship between the information units is of a rather 

different kind from that found in types (a) and (b)o The implications 

of the variou3 tones in the first tone-group seam nevertheless to 

be IdenticaL Tone E3 indicates simole linkage of the parts; tones 

E2 and E6 assort their complementarityp while E4 again edds a note of 

condition or concessiont 'if we consider Xt then X ie/does Y's 

etc. 

7he claim advanced here for the meanings of the tones in minor 

tone-groups in English# therefore, is that it is unnecessary to 

establish different systems for different kinds of syntactic structure 

in the way that Halliday# for example# does* Halliday trcats tono 

E4 as 'unmarked' for dependent clauses and for themes with a sep3rate 

tone-group# but tone E3 is $unmarked' for co-ordinate clausess In 

the former types of structure tons E3 has a 'marked' value# vize as 

'confirmatory's In terms of Halliday's approach# postulation of such 

'noutrall relationships may indeed be justifiable* but it nevertheless 

seems clear that a consistent meaning may be proposed for all the 

tones in all such structuress with the additional observation that 

certain of these tones maysby virtue of their meeningq be more readily 

found'in certain types of sentence because their textual connotation 

reinforces the syntactic relationships, The result in terms of what 

is regarded as the usual tone in specific sentence types may be the 

same# but the approach to the status of the relationship between the 

sentence structure and the tom is rather different* 

It will also be noticed that although tone E3 is here given the 

'unmarked' meaning of 'simple linkage' or the likes it is much less 
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frequent then eithor tone E4 or tons E2* The explanation for this 

must prosumably be that speakers use complex paratone-grouP structures 

less froquantly to indicate simple linksgo of information units then 

to indicate that one information unit is dependent on another or 

complomentary to it* 

Carman has only two tones available for use in minor tons-groups* 

Similar principles apply here to those found in English; again 

there is no absolute syntactic constraint on the occurrence of these# 

and all the German examples given above could have either tonse The 

level tons C3 is much more frequent then its phonetically similar 

counterpart in English# and its meaning is consequently less specific; 

in fact# it appears to have a similar connotation to the English tone 

E39shich has no phonetically similar counterpart in Csrmane In 

other wardso tone C3 can be seen as the simple linking tons* Tone 

C2 13 sLmilar In implication to tono E2 in English; it is Istranger' 

then G3# and suggests complementerity of the major and minor 

Information units* As vm have seeny Pheby treats the fall-rise and 

the simple rise as separate tones end gives them different though 

related functions: the former is IdiseaziativIi, the letter lassoziativ's 

With the simple rise (M) "wird aine vorengshende MOglichkeit vom 

Sprecher wieder aufgenommenw; the fall-rise (CZ)� hawevort 

%impliziert eine Trennung von allem Vorangehenden und die EinfÜhrung 

einer neuen Altarnative"o Regardless of the validity of this 

distinction (on which see below, JO. 5)9 however# both these forms 

seem to have in comimon an implication that they form part of a 

complementary structurso As in English# tone C2 is frequent in both 

alternative questions and closed listao 
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As vith the tones of major tone-grouPst it is interesting to 

conaidar how Corman expreoses implications similar to those conveyed 

by the English tones for which it has no corresponding forms* As 

euggosted above# tons C3 can porhops be considered as analogous in 

its function here to E3 rather than to E6* The chief question here# 
I 
It thorefores, isýtha equivalent of tone E4 in ininor tone-groUPse One A 

possible equivalent would again be a particle of some sort; in 

cacon of overt concension xwar could be used in the first information 

unit with a correlative ebar, in the cecondp but tons E4 is rarely 

89 spocif ic as this. In the majority of cases thore is probably no 

consiatent equivalent to indicate informational 'dependence$* 

One final question that must be broached is the relationship 

between the meaning of the tones occurring in minor tone.; -groups and 

that of the some tones occurring in major tone-groups* To be 

strictly polysystemict of courses one-would not need to equate the 

tones in the different classes of tone-group# either phonologically 

or semantically. As we have seen, howeverp there is some justificatien 

for relating the tones of minor tone-groups to certain of the tones 

of major tone-groups: the same set of 'non-falling' tones can be 

established in both# and this applies in both languages# despite the 

fact'that the tones recognised for each language are differento There 

is admittedly a possibility of conflating the two English rising tones 

In wincr tone-groups# but this is not a very serious proposele 

Phonologicallys therefore# we may equate the tones of minor tone-groups 

with some of those occurring in major tone-groupse 

Semanticallys however$, tho situation is different, and in this 

study the meanings of the tones. in major and minor tone-groups OM 
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in principle kept apart* It is nevertheless interesting to note 

certain semantic Parallels* These parallels are riot particularly 

surprIsings as it would be unusual hot to find similarities between 

the meanings of phonetically and phonologically similar pitch-types 

in different structural r8les In utterances@ The most obvious 

relationship is with tone E49 which contains olaments of "concession$ 

in both cases* With tone E2 the connection is less evident# but 

we might see some analogy between the 'appeal# element of the meaning 

of this tons in major tone-groups and the notion of 'evoking' a 

complementary part in minor tone-groups: both have an IopenI 

connotation# but in the case of minor tone groups the 'appeal' is 

immediately satisfied by the following major tons-groupo It will 

also be recalled that a number of writers,, beginning with Coleman 

(J914) have explained the typical use of tone E2 in yes/no questions 

by seeing it as the first part of an alternative question* eege 

2 do you take Lugar // may be seen as elliptical for 

2 do you take Luasr /1 or not suggestions such as thist 

though opening up possibilities for explanations are nevertheless 

somewhat too speculative for discussion in this study* Consideration 

- 
Of the relationships between the meanings of the tones in major 

and in minor tona-groupst therefore# muat be restricted to the above 

inconclusive though they may be. 

10*5 The secondary tons-systems 

Distinctions of meaning conveyed by different forms of the 

same basic tone are by definition. 'secondary' since it is precisely 

because of this secondary status that the forms are regarded as 
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variants of one tono and not indapandent tonec. Assessment of 

distinctions of moaning as 'primary' or 'secondary$ is naturally 

rather flUbjectivas and this is a major cause of the different groupings 

of phonetic pitch-types into tones that wo encounter in the literature: 

what for one writer is a primary distinction# necessitating a 

distinction of two toness is for another merely secondary* 

Tho secondary distinctions recognised are of sevoral typGa. 

Some parameters of variation characterise utterances as a wholej, 

for example overall range or height relative to the spookar's ranges 

These can be assigned to the paratone-grouP as a whOlOp or even to 

whole dincoursas (cf, Ornzilt 1975), Other parameters aro more 

restricteds howeverp and those that are restricted to the tonic 

portion of tone-groups can be assigned to 'secondary systemal of tones* 

Of the various phonetic parameters used to distinguish pitch- 

typasjv vize directions complexity, range# and height (cfe 50 above), p 

not all are used for the distinction of secondary tones* Pitch 

direction (hee the direction of the final part of the tone) is not 

used at all hero; pitch movements differing in final direction are 

always treated as separate primary tones* Complexity is usad only 

rarelyt Palmer and Halliday group pitches differing in this parameter 

togetherp but most other writers do not* Range is used by all 

recent writers on English to distinguish different tones with the 

aimple rise, but elsowhere it is used only to distinguish secondary 

tones* Height is seldom used anyway# and usually only as a secondary 

criterion* 

Of importance# too# is whether or not the parameter used allows 

discrete categories to be recognised. Final pitch direction and 
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complexity clearly do# whereas range and height do nuts at least 

not without other factors being taken into account* The importance 

of this is that phonetic discreteness and 'gradience I (Bolinger# 

1961a)t may be parallelled by semantic discreteness and gradience 

(cfe Trim# 1964)o The primary tones'are discrete# which moans that 

in tho case of the English high and low rise we must impose a 

categorical distinction on a phonetic continuum# but this is not 

necessarily true of secondary to. neep and it is possible to consider 

that a given discrete tone may be susceptible to phonetic variation 

along a continuum# with a corresponding continuity of meaning* This 

naturally depends not only on whether tho phonetic variable is a 

continuum# but elGo an whether the semantic variable is interpretable 

in non-discrete terms- 

The most widely recognised phonetic paremater for the distinction 

of secondary tones is. rannat and most writers recognise variants 

differing in range for at least one tone. The most frequently 

encountered semantic parameter for the distinction of secondary 

varieties of tones is emphasist which is usually correlated with ranges 

So close is the connection between differences of range and 

differences of emphasiss that some writerso eog. Kingdong me 

$emphatic' as an apparently phonetic term, to mean having wider range 

and increased 'stress',, As a semantic tormolemphaSis' is unfortunately 
If 

rather vaque, but it Is difficult to do without it or to replace it 

by another term which its not equally vaguee 

Different kinds of lemphasial have been recognised. Coleman 

(1914) distinguishes between lorominencol and 'intensity" as tyP8s 

'GmPhasials and Armstrong and Ward adopt this distinctione 
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'Prominence' is "emphasis which is-used to bring one or more words 

into special prominence# generally for contras t1l; it is presumably 

to be equ3ted with tonicity* 'Intensity's, howevers is "emphasis 

which adds intensity to the meaning already contained in a word or 

eantencalle Even if we restrict 'emphasis' to this latter types 

however# its scope still seems intolerably ixide& Armstrong and Ward 

give a variety of intonational devices for indicating it: Owidening 

the range of Intonation of the whole sentence"; "widening the range 

of intonation from the intensified (sic) word to the and of the 

sentence,, the rest of the sentence being pronounced with normal stress 

and intonation"; "lowering and narrowing the whole range of 

intonation"* Of thosep only the cecond seems to fall within the scope 

of secondary tonet as it is ractricted to the tonice According to 

Armstrong and Wards emphasis may also be achieved within the tonic 

by other reanst "the effect-of emphasis an the last word is obtained 

by making the pitch fall from a greater height than when pronounced 

unemphatically" and ledditional emphasis' may be accorded to the 

already emphatic fall-rise version of 'tune III by making it $rise- 

fall-rice'. 

In addition to this gradient feature of emphesiss however# a 

number of writers recogniss distinctions of a discrete kind for 

secondary tones# even where the phonetic parameter involved is a 

continuum* Jassem# for example, distinguishes 'full'# "high# and 

"low' variants of the simple fall and riese (cfe chapter 5)9 which 

differ in range or hoighto The 'full' forms are said to "carry an 

element of nownass or une, ýMctydness" which is absent in the 'low' 
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and 'highl formse The OhigWforms differ from the *low' in 

being 'reduced'o A similar characterisation is offered with the 

complex tonast where 'high$ variants indicate $newness' or 

funexpectednesall but 'low' forms do not. Though $new' and 

$unexpected$ coulds of course# be taken to form semantic continua# 

this Is apparently not Jessem's intention; he sees this as a 

discrete distinction, 

Halliday also discusses in more specific terms the role of 

secondary tone-systems# and concludes that there are two categories 

of meaning heres "in come cases the differences between a pairs 

or set# of secondary tones is mainly a matter of 'key'# the dogres 

of forcefulness or emotional intensity of the utterances In others 

the different secondary tones express what are clearly different 

wenings" (1970aq po 3j)* In the category of 'key' differences 

come the varieties of tones El and E5; in the category of 'semantic' 

distinctions come the varieties of tones E2 and E4* Though Halliday 

does not clarify these remarksp it might be possible to relate $key' 

to gradient distinctions and 'semantic' to discrete distinctionse 

This ist however# by no means certaini in any case Halliday adds a 

rider to the above statement (loccit4i): *actually# this is not a 

very real distinction"; it is made merely "as a convenient basis 

for clessification'4, 

In what follows we shall consider the meaning of the various 

secondary tonese The phonological systems postulated were given in 

chapter 5, aboves and summarised on page 349@ Not all the tones 

were given secondary virietles. (called 'sub-types' an page 349); 

those without are E39 E6 and C3.7his does not meant of course# 
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that no differencon in pitch are discerni', ble here, but only that 

no discrete, typos can be establishode Thn eame applAest of course# 

In respact of the tonce for which sub-types are recognisedt the 

fact thatp for examples, three variants of simple fall and two 

varieties of high rias are recognised in both languages means only 

that categorical distinctions can be made here in such a way that 

three different falls and two different high rises can be establishede 

Other diatinctions which are audible but which are not reflected in 

the establishment of secondary tones are of a non-discrete kind; 

this applies principally to pitch range. For further discussion 

of the phonological bases for the distinctions made see chapter 5* 

It will be evident* then# that those varieties of the tones 

that are here given recognition as 'secondary tones' either Involve 

the use of a non-continuous feature or they involve imposing a 

discrete categorisation an a phonetic cohtiukuume In either case the 

implication is that the semantic correlate of secondary tonal 

distinctions is likewise resolvable into discrete categorle5* This 

does not mean# howeverj that the meaningfulness of non-discrete 

categories, nor# indeed# the non-discreteness of meaningful categoriess 

is denied. The validity of what Trim (1964) calls "the representation 

of some kind of semantic continuum by a parallel phonetic continuum" 

seems beyond all doubt* In the present studyt however# secondary 

tonal distinctions are not considered to be of this kind; they are 

discrete categories* All the secondary tones may be further modifieds 

boweverp by non-discretp paremetersp especially range and height. 

7he decision to consider the discrete variants but not ths non- 

discrete ones as secondary tones is largely a matter of convenience; 
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it iS partly purely terminological# but it oleo has the advantage 

of allowing us to remove these non-discrete factors from consideration 

and thus simplify the Bystem, The meaning of the non-discrete 

variables will not be considered in detail* 1he most important onep 

range# is probabl beat described in terms of the admittodly vague ;y 

term 'emphasis's which could perhaps be glossed as 'relative 

communicative weight' or some such phrase. 

ror the simple fall some writers have a two-fold distinction: 

high/wide ve low/narrow# though some establish a three-term system 

including Imidlo Jassem has three forms; 'high's 'low' and Ifull's, 

where the first two are differentiated by height rather than range. 

Palmer also ties three forms# but one of these is the rise-falls 

The status of the remaining two -a wide and a narrow fall - is not 

quite clears since the former occurs with a low head and the letter 

with a high head* The letter is said to be $less categoric' than 

the former. Kingdon has also three formst one is said to be 

'moderate' and another 'strong's but he relates their use to Itanotic 

context's The third form has much wider range and is labelled 

'emphatic'; it is "the most energetic and decisive toneNo O'Connor 

and Arnold have two forms; the 'wide' form is umore lively and 

Interested# always more airy and lighter in mood"# with a note of 

"personal participation"o Halliday's three-term system has Imid's 

'wide' and 'narrow'; the first is *neutral", the second "now" or 

*strong or unexpected"# and the third "given" or "mild or expected". 

For Germans both Trim end Pheby have a two-fold distinction 

based an ranges Pheby labels the forms "nicht emphatisch" and 
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"omphatiach", or "nicht kontractiv" and "kantrastiv"t nccording 

to the eystem in which they are regarded as participatinge 
I 

With the exception of Halliday# none of these writers makes 

it clear on what basis the distinction is made# particularly why 

two (or in some casee three) forms are recognised and not more# 

sinco the parameter used - range - is clearly a 'gradient' feature* 

As discussed in chapter 5.9 Halliday bases his distinction on the 

relationship between the start of the fall and the pitch of the 

giving Cis Gi+ and Cl-* Both El+/Gi+ and El-/Cl- are susmptible 

pretonict 'wide' thus means 'starting higher than the end of the 

protonic's 'mid' means 'starting at the same height' and 'narrow' 

means 'starting lower's Thus Halliday is the only writer to give 

criteria which allows discrete categories to be established. His 

analysis is adopted hares giving three secondary tonest Els Ei+ 

and Ej-, Exactly the same categories can be established for Ceramns 

to further differentiation by rengeg but this does not allow further 

discrete categories. 

In the date the wide forms Ej* and Cl+ were the most common# 

and the narrow forms El- and Ci- were the least common* Some 

examples of each may be given here: 

Enalish 

Ton2_Ej_ 

if /I in higher education in this country / 

2* /i an the south coast of LnSLland / 

Tona El + 

1+ and leave it at jbtt / 
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4& / i+ Yes I could have told you quite a lot / 

Tone El - 

51 / I- I don't know how you do it 

I really don't / 

Ca rmpt n 

Tonn CI 

und das möchtOich meinen Kindern an sich erMren 

29 er behandelte vor allem Schoashündchen Katzen und 

Kanarienvikel / 

Tone Gl + 

3@ /. l+ hat anscheinend keinen guten Rur im Darf / 

l+ natUrlich haben Sie Ihm das nicht ge_qleubt / 

Tone Cl - 

50 / 1- sie tun es ungern und widerstrebend / 

ne. LL; rlir-h / 

Tones Ei and Gi may be taken as the unmarked form in each 

case, Tones EI+ end Gj+ have an additional element which# as we have 

seen# is often called 'emphasis'. However# the meaning of this tone 

appears to-be more 'local' than thisp and it is categorically distinct 

from the neutral form; it is therefore not just a matter of being 

more lemphatic's The effect is to draw attention to the item on which 

the nucleus falls# to single it out in some way* Halliday's terms 

$new' and 'unexpected' capture something of this# though of course 

the nucleus must in any case fall on a 'new' item* We could also 

say that this tone 'specifies' the nucleus as being textually more 

significant then it would be with the unmarked fall* This is rather 

different from the vaguer distinction of meaning conveyed by different 
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hoights of fall within the EI+ or CI+ category# which iG a 

gradient. 

Tones El- and Cl- have a different effects which one might 

see as the opposite of that conveyed by the wide falls they 'play 

down" the significance of the tonic# implying# as Halliday sayst 

something 'expected's It is thus appropriate ins, among otherss, 

rather 'deflating' remarks such as number 6 of the Cerman examples* 

In appropriate contexts it may imply wilful restiýaintp hostility# 

even diagust; but theta are interpretations of the basic meeningg 

which is in all cases that of Itaning down' or reducing the 

significance of the tonics and of the information that it contains* 

In all these varieties# of coursep'tho meaning of the simple 

fell (cf. IM-2) is presents and the distinctions made at the secondary 

level do not interfere with this connotation. 

The situation with the simple rising tones is not quite the 

same as with the failing tones# In English# range of pitch movement 

is generally used to distinguish primmrX tonest and thus is not 

available to the same degree to distinguish secondary tones, For this 

reason# some writers (cage Palmer# 1922) do not distinguish secondary 

tones-at all for simple rising tones. Kingdon (1958) does# however# 

recognise 'emphatic' forms of both the high and the low rise* Halliday 

makes a secondary distinction with the high rise but not with the low 

ones but his two versions of the former differ in complexity rather 

than range* 

ror Carmen# Trim recognises the high and the low rise as 

DOParate primary tones; Pheby treats thems or, secondary varieties 

of a single tones 
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As for as the meanings of these forms is concerned# Kingdon's 

'emphatic' high rise indicates 'surprise or shocked reaction'; 

Halliday's 'broken' tone E2 "specifies the point of the queryu 

(it will be recalled that this tons is largely restricted to 

interrogetives)o Phaby's meanings for Carman are 'weak' for the 

narrower version and $strong' for the wider* 

The present study follows Halliday for English and has an 

analogous distinction for German. Thus E2 and C2 are simple high 

riessp while E2 and C2 have a fall an the nucleus and the high 

rise comes later (cfe chapter S)e Within the 'simple form we do 

find differences of range (especially in German# where there is no 

flow$ rising tons) but this is a gradient with no discrete categorim 

1here is no continuity between the simple and the 'broken' rise* 

Some examples of both types of high rising tons from the 

date are given belows 

Enalish 

To no E2 

10 / still at it / 

2* /2 no I didn't regret all those hours of study at the time / 

Tons X2 

3@ when you were at Sllndhurst 

4, did you get the sword of honour 

Cerman 

Tone G2 

16 /2 k8nnen Sin'das best'atigen 

24 /2 und welchen Eindruck hat er auf Sie gemacht / 
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To no C; 2 

3* /Z er hatte In Edinburgh studiert / 

4, /Z das ist milEin was Sie gehoirt haben / 

Auditorily different typos of the simple form in both languages 

could be recognined (see chapter S)v of which come seemed $stronger' 

then others# but no qualitative difference of meaning was involved 

here* The 'broken' forms homover, does seem to be qualitatively 

difforents it resembles the wide form of the simple fall in drawing 

attention to the nucleus* Halliday's remark that it *specifies 

the particular point of the query" is appropriate as a characteris6tions, 

provided that we generaliss it beyond questions; it makes the 

nucleus tunexpectodle 

The semantic distinctions indicated by the tecondary forms 

of the high rising tones are thus parallel to those indicated by 

the secondary forms of the fall# except that in the letter case a 

three-fold distinction is available and in the former only a two- 

fold distinction., There does not appear to be an equivalent 'down- 

toning' form of the rise corresponding to the narrow fall* Despite 

the-semantic similarity herep the phonetic forms are not parallelt 

- howevers It would in any case be difficult to have different ranges 

of r(fie, with the starting point at different heights relative to 

the end of the pretonic, eince rising pitches always begin relatively 

low in order to obtain the necessary space for the rise* It would 

be possible# of course# to have differences in the onset of the 

falling phase of the broken form which would be entirely analogous 

to the variants of the simple fall, The narrow form of the broken 

rises, with a falling phase starting lower then the end of the protonics 
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would probably be indistinguishable from the simple rise, but forms 

with a mid and wide fall would in theory be available* However# 

distinctions of this sort do not seem to be exploited; the Imid' 

form appears to be the only one to occur* 

Both Trim and Pheby recognise a fall-rise tone for Carman# 

If this form is to be interpreted as a 'broken' form of the simple 

rise rather than as 8 tone in its own rightt then vm must Justify 

this semanticallya Pheby sees this form as limpliketivl in 

questions (though neutral in wh-questions if the nucleus is an 

the question word)e In minor tone-groups it is Idissozintivlo 

However# there does not seem to be any evidence for a genuine 'modal' 

distinction here# such as that found in English with tones E2 and E4* 

The increased $prominence' given to the nucleus by the lbroken' 

form (CZ) may be susceptible to a variety of more specific 

Interpretations in individual contexts, and these might well include 

Idissozietivl (which implies no more then that the tone-grouP in 

question has greater independence). Furthermores both varieties of 

the rise in German appear to have the same 'primary$ meaning, unlike 

tones E2 and E4* It thus seems appropriate to treat the fall-rise 

in German as a variant of the simple rise* 

In the case of the simple fall and the high riset therefores 

English and German have a parallel system of secondary tones. The 

same can probably be said of the rise-fall. As discussed in 5.5.2p 

it ia possible to distinguish a. lweakerl and a 'stronger' variety 

of rise-fall in both languagest and this difference is recogn. 4hsed 

as a categorical distinction in the table of. tone-systems given an 

page 349o Nevertheless, the status of this distinction is less secure 
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than that of the distinctions discuased so far. The 'strong' 

form is in any case rare; noinstances of it occurred in the data 

in either language* Though both the #weaker' and $stronger' forms 

aro clearly distinct in their most characteristic forms (the former 

han a simple rise + fall shapep the letter has a level or falling 

phase before the rise)v it is not certain that these are not simply 

points on a continuum rather than discreto types* Semantically# 

it io also difficult to tell if we should establish a discrete 

opposition here; the fall-rice is in any case a rather $prominent' 

tonei, and it is not easy to say if the difference of meaning between 

the forms is a discrete One Of 'specifying' or $drawing attention 

to the nucleus' versus $non-specifying's or whether it is simply 

a gradiont feature of 'strength' or 'emphasis'. 

One more tons for which secondary forms are recognised is the 

English fall-rise E4, The phonetic specification of the difference 

between the variants differs somewhat from writer to writers Jassem 

simply has two forms of fall-rise differing in ranges Halliday's 

forms are phonetically rise-fall-riset where the $stronger$ one 

*falls more steeply and over a wider range" (1970as p,, 18)o Palmer 

and Schubiger have forms differing in comPlaxitYt a fall. -rise versus 

a rise-fall-rises Kingdons, however# has temphatict forms of both 

tall-rise and rise-fall-riss. 

Palmer takes the 'stronger' form to be the usual one and gives 

no meaning for the Oweaker' variznt; Kingdon's 'emphatic' fall-rise 

has a "istronger r ;,, nee of contrast" than the unemphatic form# while 

the rise-fall-rise is *insinuating and optimistic" in its normal 
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forml and has *the strongest degree of insinuation" if emphatic& 

For Hallidays, in those cases where tone 4 is the neutral tone# tone 

4 is "contrastive"# Iýexclusive"q Nexpressing strong reservation"* 

Or# as he expresses it elsewhere3 4a if; j= only if* 

In the present study it is claimed that tons E4 always has a 

non-low phase before the fallp which may be level or risings It is 

not altogether clearp however, if vie can make a categorical 

distinction here between the form with a level phase and the form 

with a rise* If# as suggested in the summary of tone-systems given 

an page 349p we accept a discrate opposition# it might be possible to 

relate the forms in a similar way to that adopted with the variants 

of the simple fall and the high rise# with the #stronger .I form. 

having an additional 'specifying' element. It seems in any case 

that the simple form E4 is just as $contrastive# as E4# in spite of 

Halliday's remarks* The same 'primary' meaning can be associated 

with both forms* 

Examples from the data in which the distinction could be 

recognised are the following: 

Enqlish 

Tone E4 

1* 4a sprightly spinster of uncertain one 

2* 4 mustn't disturb you 

To ne E4 

3* course when I was at Sondhurst 

4* come quite close to it though 
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number of writers distinguish secondary tones for other 

/ 

tono-typeso jossem has a high and a low variety of level tons# 

and Kingdon has an 'emphatic' form of the low rise* In the present 

study such distinctions are not recognised as being discrete# howvver, 

and therefore no secondary tones are established to accommodate theme 

They must be referred to gradient features of range or height* 

10,. 6 The pretanics 

Writers differ in their views an the status of pretonicso 

r, ast establish a set of distinct forms# which may then be combined 

with the different tones to produce whole 'tunes' or their equivalents 

Cenerallys certain restrictions in these combinations era. recognised: 

not all pretonics combine with all tonics. Other writerss especially 

Halliday and those who follow his lead, regard the pretonics as 

secondary distinctions of tonesp so that the system of pretonics may 

differ from tone to tone* The differences between these two 

approaches is to a large extent theoretical rather than practicalt 

however# since the some combinations of protonic type and tonic type 

emerge as a results 

Thare are implications here for the meanings of the pretonicst 

however. A polysystemic view such as Halliday's will naturally tend 

to treat protonic distinctions as a means of further qualifying the 

basic meaning of each individual tons# whereas an approach which 

establishes a single system of pretonics will tend to ascribe to 

each pretonic a constant meaning which will be to a large extent 

Independent of the meahings of-the tone with which it is combineds 
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The danger with the first approach# as elsewhere with a consistently 

polysystemic treatmentp is that it makes generalisations difficult; 

the danger of the second approach is that it may be insuf 
. 
ficiently 

sensitive to contextual conditioning* The justification of either 

approach will depend on the extent to which both ; onoralisations 

and. contaxtual conditions can legitimately be recognised in the 

systemo In keeping with the attempt to find the widest possible 

generalisations which has been made elsewhere in this study# a single 

system of pretonics will be assumed here in the first instance* 

In 6*29 above# the various pretonics racognised in the 

literature were discussed in some detail from a phonetic and phonological 

point of view* It will not be necessarylo recapitulate this discussion 

here# except in so far as it is relevant for a discussion of the 

ineenings., Although writers differ considerably in the sets of 

protonics they establisho they are generally agreed thats with most 

of the tones at leasts a protonic which is high or mid level (or 

with a gradual fall or rise) is to be taken as the norm* For the 

most part# therefore# this protonic is accorded no particular meanings. 

Other types of protonic contrast with this basic type in various ways* 

Armstrong and Ward recognise a low level protonic (though they 

restrict it to occurrence before a rising nucleus); this allows the 

'implication' to be *more strongly expressed"* Palmer# an the other 

hand, sees the distinction between his 'Superior Head' and lInferior 

Head$ to be a matter of the 'distribution of prominence' regardless 

of the nucleus with which it-con. binest with the former the prominence 

is distributed over both head end nucleus, with the letter it is 

confined to the nucleus@ Kingdon's remarks are similar: his Low 
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Hand ia; said to give more prominence to the nucleuse O'Connor 

and Arnold likewise distinguish a Low Head from n Stepping (i. se 

high) Head; characteristically# their description of the meaning 

of the distinction is more detailed* For example# their tons group 

2# with a Stepping Head and a narrow fallp differs from tone group 

is which has a Low Head and a narrow fall# in being $more ponderous' 

and $more emphatic' or 'more insistent' according to the sentence 

types Their tone group 4# with a Stappping Head and a wide falls 

differs from tone group 3# with a Low Head and a wide fall, in 

avoiding the #disgruntled effect', 'surprise and displeaourelt 

limpatienco or quarulousnosslt or 'affront' of the letter., according 

to sentence type* With a low rising nucleus# tone-group 7., which 

has the Stepping Heads differs from tone-group 69which has the Low 
0 

Head# in not implying the latterls 'criticis. mIt or IscepticismIt 

and in being 'rather brighter', $not so reserved's more 'bright and 

friendly'* A low pretonic is only recognised by Halliday in 

conjunction with the simple rising tones, With tone 2 it Is 

Ointenses showing surprise or concern*; with tone 3 it *expresses 

unconcern or uncertainty"* 

In addition to the $high$ and 'low' p. retonicst other types 

are also recognisedy though less widely and less uniformly* Armstrong 

and Ward note the occurrence of a type with rising unstressed 

syllables whicho they says, has an *element of ourprisepcheerfulneast 

enthusiasm or more interest"* Kingdon also has rising headst the 

high rising form occurs only before a high rising nucleus# and 

indicates 'surprise' or 'mystification'; the low rising head occurs 

before the low risingi falling# or falling-rising nucleus# and in 
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. 1-e 

a veristy of sentence typoso In each case the meaning given is 

slightly different,, but the labels used include 'friendly$# IpationtIp 

$archness'* Halliday has two sorts of protonic involving riesso 

which occur before tone 1: the 'uneven's or $bouncing' protonic# 

and the 'listing' protonic* 7he status of the letter is not alto- 

gothor secure# however# since he also gives an alternative 

interpretation of thic form# namely as a sequence of tone-groups# 

each with a low rising nucleus (1970al pe 32)o Ihe $bouncing' 

protonic is given the meaning 'forceful or querulous',. Pheby also 

gives a form with rising feet for Cermens, occurring before tone Cl#: o 
1. 

'long-suffering's, 'mystification's 'expostulation's $wonderment's 

He calls it lexpressivlo 

A form with falling feet is also recognised by some writers* 

In the examples given# howevers it is often difficult to disentangle 

cases which have a genuine falling protonic from thoss xhich have 

a separate tone-group with a falling nucleus* Kingdon gives the 

falling protonic the meaning 'emphasis' before most nuclear tones; 

O'Connor and Arnold recognise it only before the fall-rise# where 

it is the normal pretanice Halliday's neutral protonic before tone 

4 is also similarop 

One final type of pretonic that may be mentioned is one which 

begins low and rises gradually throughout its length. This is 

Palmer's 'Scandent Head's It occurs $almost invariably$ before 

the low rising nucleus; elsewhere it indicates Imore. animation'. 

It shares with Palmer's 'Superior Head' the role of distributing 

prominence over both hand and nucleus. Other types of protonic are 
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also racognisedp especially by Kingdont but they can almost 

always be convincingly analysed difforentlys, either as variant forms 

of one of the other types or as Independent tone-groups rather than 

as pretonics* 

rrom this brief survey of meanings given to the pretonics it 

/ 

will be evident thot there is some difficulty here@ There is nothing 

like a convensus on the meanings# or even the type of meaningy that 

pretonics can be said to have. Sometimes# as in the case of 

Palmers among othersp the different pretonics are said to involve 

differences of 'prominence'; elsewhere the differences are of 

'intensity' or 'emphasis'; in other cases there are attitudinal 

connotations such as 'impatient'# 'friendly's Isurprisedis etc* 

hot only are these meanings rather different from one anotherp but 

they 8150 appear to overlap with the meanings given to other systemst 

such as tonicity and primary or secondary tones* 

We may begin to approach these problems more systematically 

by establishing a system of protonicso Such a system was set UP in 

chapter 6,, and summarised in table 9 of 6.6 (p. 400). The pretanics 

were esi. ablishad according to two criteria: the shape of the foot 

and the shape of the protonic as a whole. Using the first of these 

it is possible to recognise three typeaq with levels fallings and 

rising feet respectivelys It was not found necessary to sub- 

categorise the last two of these according to the protonic shapes 

but the level foot type was divided into five classes: high or mid 

levelp fallingt rising from mids low levelp and rising from low@ 

The first three of these can be grouped tagother as variant forms Of 

a basically 'high$ types and the lost two as variant forms of a 
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basically 'low' types In all# then# we may recognise four main 

types of protonic, the first two of which have variontsi 

Level feet (a) high/mid level sequence 

(b) falling sequence -= HIGH 

(c) rising sequenco from mid 

(d) low level sequence 
LOW 

(a) rising sequence from low 

(2) Falling feet FALLING 

(3) Rising feet RISING 

7he alternation between I(a)p I(b) and J(c)p and betwean J(d) and 

J(e)j, is probably largely conditioned by the nature of the tonics 

Yhe protonic will often drift uo to a high onset of the tonicp 

and down to a low onset* In any case# these are probably not 

discrete categories* In addition* there arepof course# differences 

In overall range etc* # which will be ignored here, 

7he role of the protonic will be discussed in terms of this 

basic system. Examples from the data of these types before the 

tones with which they are regularly found to occur am given below* 

English 

I High pretonic 

(a) with tone El 

1.4 1+ 1 think we can learn a great deRl 

2* 1+ why don't you assess what is valuable 

3o 
n 

1+ 8 Particular example that springs to mip is the situation 

at Stirling / 
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4e I well I taka a very different view / 

51 and I want to look black Africans in the 21-e 

69 they're not a political body 

7. it might be very ýif ficult 

Be who you are tesching, / 

(b) with tona E2 

90 2 when you were at SMndhurst 

Jog 2 live nothing against the individuols WIo play cricket 

Jig 2 the scientists seem to take to this quite well / 

12* he would simply be able to state a formula of course 

13. something which only the individual teacher can tackle 

(c) with tone E3 

14e 3 everything ooes you know 

iS. 31 don't think I could do it 

J6,3 they are doing their duty / 

(d) with tons E4 

17e 4 there was a considerable amouht of complacency 

i8e 4 indeed I think it would be a IMedy 

194,4 are things being done 

(a) with tone E6 

20,6 1 used to be up in my room 

21* 6 we don't in fact stop the Balshoi Bollet coming 

11 Low pretonic 

(a) with tons_fj 

22o J+ and leave it at that 
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23,1+ they feel this is undesirable / 

24* 1+ but that doesn't for one moment preclude doing the exercise 

(b) with tone E2 

25* 2 not that it did much good later on 

26* 21 don't think it would be fair to say that this is qeneral 

27* 2 is this your explrience / 

(c) with tone E3 

289 3 has encouraged enguiries 

29o 3 the tifre spant / 

(d) with tone E4 

30o 4 except that they made me battslion,! EUutant 

319 4 because I was good at pj. Lmr-work 

32* 4a large medical treatise / 

(e) with tone E6 

33* 6a teacher in a poly±schnic 

34s 6 in a departmental context 

III Fallino pretonic 

(a) with-tons El 

35* 1+ it is not for them to judge 

36e 1+ now I agree with you that you can do it whore skills are 

involved 

37. ý 1+ you could then make ae3umptions about prior knowledge 

38* 1 don't know how you do it 

39* 1 really don't / 

(b) with tone E2 

40* /2 I'm afraid not 
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41o 21 did jolly vmll / 

42,. Z Dro Beard is this where we should stmrt 

(c) with tone E3 

43* /3 then the students would work 

(d) with tons E4 

44* 4 come quite close to it though 

459 4 as for as the MCC is concerned 

46* 4 and one of the complaints and you hear this even today 

47* 41 feel sure if thay did this / 

48.4 it's all right havi'l a class of five 22ople 

49.4 having a class of say Lifty people / 

(a) with tone E6 

50o /6 everything -Qoea 

IV Rising protonic 

with tone El 

510 j+ the increasing pxvssure of numbers 

52,, 1. with the increase in nLnnbers in universities 

Corman 

1 -Hitlh pretonie 

(a) with tone Gl 

le / l+ ja nach der Stunde ihres Besuchs / 

2@ l+ einen von Ihnen erwartet sie In diesen Leen 

3, o l+ der Mann hat vermutlich eine bedeutende Summe in 

seiner Brief tasche 
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40 1 vielleicht hitten Sie den tun sollen / 

51 1 819 verkauft von Zeit zu Zeit eines der MObelstUcke 

6.1 Ihre BeweisfUhrung Ist nicht stichhaltig Inspektor 

7.1- die Ihn schon erwartet 

so 1- entbehrt jede Grundlage 

(b) volth tone G2 

90 /2 or kommt, Ssmstagyormittag / 

jD* /2 ich kenne Mrs Richmond gut genuq / 

110 /2 noch dem Tod ihres Mennes / 

(c) with tone C3 

12o 3 sie begnügte sich mit Kaffee / 

13, o 3 ein ruft einen Antiquit; tenha*ndler 

14.3 der Mann Im gMberdinmantel / 

(d) with tone C4 

15a 4 dass Mrs Richmond noch eine weitere Leidenschaft hat / 

16.4 habe die eindrucksvolle Sammlung von Gewehren gesehen / 

179 /4 oft Lelteam / 

Low pretonir, 

(8) W ith tone Gl 

18o / l+ denn hat sie sich inzwischen aber sehr ver'a*ndert / 

19o l+ das spottet jeder LeeLik / 

209 l+ ich trag'Ihnen nur vor was Ich erfahren habe 

214,1 lassen wir das erstmal auf sich beruhen / 

(b) with tone C2 

22* /2 was Ist schon dabei / 
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239 2 warum nicht / 

24. 2 sie kýnnte zwar keiner Lliege was zuleide tun 

25@ /2 von dem sie mehreren Personen / 

(c) with*tonn1C3 

269 3 von dem sie sich trennen will / 

27a V statt einen einzigen MgbelstUck 

28o /3 Gbrigens w'are ein Antiquitýtenhindler / 

(d) with tom C4 

29o 4 die Versuchung ist oross fu*r eine Frau 

309 4 vielleicht hatte er Bedenken / 

III Fnllinq pretonie 

(a) with tone Ci 

31f, / l+ als ihr Mann noch lebte / 

32* /1 enthilt Ihre Schliussfolgerung einen weiteren Irrtum 

(b) with tone C2 

33o /Z wobei ich feststellen kannte / 

34o /Z seine Cittin dagegen / 

(c) with tone G4 

359 /4 sain Tod hat sie in grosse seelischs Kbt QGst-urzt / 

I 
IV 

-Risinq 
pretanic 

(a) with tons Cl 

36* / 1+ Sie haben eine ganze Mange erfrhren Inspektor / 

37o / l+ sCi einer dieser I! i2. dler gewesen / 

(b) with tone V 

38. /2 wiasen Sie wovon Mrs Richmond lebt / 
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39a /2 und wo ist da ein Zusammenhang mit Ihrem Verbrechen / 

40a /2 die Veraisungsgafahr ist gross / 

As discussed in chapter 6# there are certain restrictions on 

the occurrence of individual pretonids with specific tones# though 

these are more of a probabilistic than an absolute naturee The 

falling and rising pretonics are in any case infrequentp so that their 

non-occurrence in the date before certain tones is not necessarily 

an indication that they cannot occur here. The distinctions between 

falling and rising protonics and falling and rising variants of high 

or low pretonics may also be neutralised if there is only one foot 

in the protonic (cfe 6.4.1,9 above). It is therefore often necessary 

to go beyond exsmples attested in the date in order to establish 

the distribution of. individual pretonic types. 

With the simple falling tones El and C1 all four pretonics 

seem to occur in both languagese The high protonic can be taken as 

neutral# both on grounds of frequency of occurrence and also meaninge 

7he other pretanics can be considered as conveying some sort of 

Implication which the high protonic does not# but it is not easy to 

establish what that implication is. It is certainly true thatas 

Pslmeý suggests# ths low protonic has the effect of reducing the 

informational status of the protonic and by contrast increasing 

that of the tonics This is especially so since the low protonic is 

almost necessarily followed by the wide version of the falling tonic. 

The Corman example 21 is an exceptionp but here it would be possible 

to interpret the protonic as high but with reduced overall range for 

the whole tons-group. O'Connor and Arnold give meanings of a more 
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attitudinal kind# but it seems reasonablo, in view of their 

tendency to incorporate contextual features in their meaninges to 

regard these as 'interpretations' of the meaning #lack of prominence' 

in Particular instances. Giving reduced force to the protonic, 

and thus playing down its informational role# can easily be 

interpreted an occasion as an limpationtIp 'disgruntled' or 

'critical' gesture ("why bother me with something so trivial"). 

7heir label 'surprise' is probably to be associated with the relative 

prominence given to the nucleus by the non-prominent protonic# 

rather than with the protonic as such. 

The rising protonic with falling tones has a very lively 

effects for which Halliday's term 'forceful' may be appropriate* 

His alternative term 'querulous's and also the terms used by O'Connor 

and Arnold# are too restricted to particular types of sentence and 

are thus insufficiently general. (We may follow Halliday's 

alternative analysis of his 'listing' pretanict which treats it 

as a sequence of tone-groupas each with tone E3)o 

The falling protonic is not common with the simple fell# but 

it also seems to contain a somewhat 'forceful' element* The 

continual 'downward' tendency of this protonic differc considerably 

in its semantic impression firom the 'upward' tendency of the rising 

protonic. As with similar pitch features in the tonics the rise 

has a more 'evocative' connotations with more animations then the 

fall# which has a somewhat more ponderous effect. 

There rather impressionistic descriptions could certainly be 

made noater with a single label for eachp but this would not 
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necessarily be any more accurate. We might gives for example, 

the following system of meanings for the pretanics before the simple 

falling tones: 

high neutral 

low reduced force 

falling = increased force 

rising x Increased force with animation 

but it is by no means certain that the element locking in the low 

pretonic is the same as that which is added by the falling and 

rising pretonics, and animation is less than adequate as a designation 

of the distinction between tile fall and the rise* 

With the simple rising tones there is a very similar pattern 

occurrence of the pretonics, and* desPite remarks in the literature 

to the contrarys there does not appear to be any necessity to 

treat their meanings differently. The high pretanic canj, an 

statistical and semantic groundst be considered 'neutral'; the low 

pretonic creates a very similar effect with the rise as with the 

fall# giving much less prominence than the high pretonico Unlike 

the falling nuclear tones# howevert rising nuclear tones do not 

- receive any greater prominence with this pretonic since tho pitch 

contrast between the protonic and start of the nucleus is less then 

with the high pretonics as the tonic begins low. The only exception 

to this would be the 'broken' rise; but the combination of a low 

protonic and a broken high rise is unusual (number 25 of the Cerman 

examples is exception. als and sounds a little add)* 
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The reduction of prominence in the low protonic may again 

often give the impression of stating the obvioust which# when 

coupled with the 'open' or $appeal' element of the high rises may 

account for some of the interpretations given as meanings in the 

literature# eoge Halliday's 'surprise' or 'concern's or Pheby's 

IskeptischO. In conjunction with the non-assertive connotation of 

the English low riset this protonic is given the meaning $unconcern' 

or 'uncertainty' by Hallidays which is likewise readily derivable 

from the reduced force of this pretonic. 

With the level tones C3 and E6 the rising protonic does not 

seem to occur in either language* The forceful and evocative 

significance of this protonic may woll be incompatiblet except in 

rare cases, with the meaning of this tono. In contrast, however# 

both the low and the falling pretanics are very common here in the 

Cerman data; they both occur twice as frequently as the high protonic. 

In the English date, however# the distribution of hight low and 

falling pretanics is roughly the same here as with the other tones 

considered so far,, but since this tone is very rare in English these 

results are of little significance. There may# of coursegbe a purely 

phonetic reason for the prevalence of low and falling pretonics before 

the level tono in Cemant both these pretanics end low# and this 

may be preferred in order to obtain the necessary contrast with the 

pitch of the tonic; since the latter is level# it might otherwise 

be insufficiently identifiable in the tone-groups However# the high 

protonic is not impossible hares and the semantic significance Of all 

three occurring protonics befol-e this tone appears to be the same as 

alsewheret so that we might also suggest. that there is a semantic 

preference for these combinations of protonic and tons* 
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There is also a distributional difforGnce with the English 

tons E4* Again the rising protonic does not seem to occurs even 

with the 'stronger' form of this tons with wider range* Here the 

falling protonic is very commoni in the date examined it was just 

as frequent as the high protonic* The low protonic was rare* The 

falling protonic was common with both the narrower and wider form 

of this tons. on grounds of frequency of occurrence it would perhaps 

be justifiable to regard the falling type as the neutral pretanic 

before tone E4# but it is difficult to explain why this should be 

the most frequent forms an either phonetic or semantic grounds* 

Halliday notes that with both the 'complex' tones the protonic feet 

seem to anticipate the shape of the tonic, but he does not give 

any reason for this* and one would be hard to finds Despite thist 

howeverp it is difficult to discern any differences of reaning in 

the same protonic before these tones* Again we may perhaps look to 

semantic compatibility rather than to phonetic conditioningo 

As a general conclusion an the meanings of the protonicst 

thereforep we may state that in both langunges four types can be 

recogniseds and they appear to have the same kind of connotation in 

both languages. It must, of course, be borne in mind that# as 

discussed in chapter 6# the phonetic specification of the IsomeO 

protonic is not identical in the two languages; the similarity of 

functiong howeverp constitutes strong evidence for asserting that 

they are phonologically the Nome', however difficult it may be to 

Interpret ouch 'equivalence' across languageso 
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The ffeening of these pretonics appears to bo in general terms 

related to the degree of importance to be attached to the protonic 

and to the force with which it is expressed. In view of the 

connections noted between specific tones or variants of tones and 

the occurronce of individual pretonicep it might be more catiafectory 

to consider this meaning not to be restricted to the protonic as 

such# however, but to extend over the whole tone-group# io*eo to 

regard the combination of pretonic and tone as together forming a 

semantic entity which applies to the tone-orcup as a whole* Howevers 

such is the complexity of the interaction of the various phonological 

and semantic parameters here (tonalityl tonIcityp primary and 

secondary tone# protonic) that it is diffictilt to decide on the 

allocation of meaning to different parts of the tone-groups For 

examples if the low protonic Indicates reduced forces and the, vide 

fell indicates special prominences how do we distribute the 

combinations of these two meanings in the tone-group, and how do 

these meanings relate to that of the location of the tonic itself? 

These matters are so complex as almost to defy a solution. 

Finally, it must be concluded that there is little evidence for 

different meanings being attached to the aame pretonict either 

in combination with different tonesp or in different types of sentence* 

10*7 The prehand 

The status of the prehead was considered in 64,79 above, As 

mentioned there# a number of writers recognise a system of distinct 

preheads: O'Connor and Arnold, though for the most part allowing the 

different preheade to be in complempntary distributions nevertheless 
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establish a contrast between a 'high' and a slow' formp while 

Kingdon has a system of no loss then-seven preheadse For O'Connor 

and Arnold the norm is the low prehead in most cacest while the 

high one can occur as the norm where it is equivalent to a high 

pretonice Where it contrasts with the low prehead, however# its 

effect is *to add vivncity, livelineast oxciteamnt and vehemence 

to whatever other attitudes the tunes in question normally express" 

0961P p. 71). Kingdon's 'Normal PreheadIt which is lowj, "adds 

no mooning to the tune which follows" (19581, p. 12)j, but there is 

also a 'High' and a 'Low' prehead used before a low and a high tone 

respectively; these produce $emphasis through pitch contrast$* 

Other $special' preheade may be rising or falling as well as levols 

or may be 'homosyllabic' with the tonic syllable itselfj producing 

a rapid initial glide* For the most part these devices are said 

simply to produce 'emphasis'# but in some cases Kingdon ascribes to 

them a model functions A 'high descending' preheadj, for example# 

expresses 'impatience' before an emphatic low rise# and 'disapproval' 

before an emphatic high rise. 

In the present study it is recognised that a protonic may be 

less then a foot in length# in which case the $remiss$ Part Of the 

foot may still have pitch characteristics appropriate to a highs 

laws fallingt or rising pretonic, This accounts for most of the 

PreheaqS, described by Kingdone More difficult# howavers are cases 

with a full protonic containing salient syllables and with one or 

more week syllables preceding it. As discussed above# it is not 

always possible to Interpret the variations in pitch here as dependent 
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an the context# and a measure of independenco must beallowed to 

the prehend in such cases* The 'system' can probably be reduced to 

a 'high' v. 'low' dichotomy. 

The 'low' prehead is by for the more frequent of the twop 

occurring regularly before high# lowt falling or rising protonicso 

Semantically# it adds nothing. The 'high' prehead occurs in only a 

minority of casesp, ano generally before a high or falling protonic, 

when it is usually at the some pitch as the following salient 

syllable. Herat too# it is almost a free variant of the low form. 

The prehead only acquires a special sigrAf icance if it is hipher 

than the pretonict Lee if it is high before a low pretonict art 

in rare cases# higher than a high or falling protonic* Before a 

rising protonic the status of a high prehoed is somewhat ambiguous# 

as it may simply be the high pitch of the remiss part of an 

incomplete rising foot rather than a prehead as such* 

The following are a few examples from the datat transcribed 

phonetically# to show the possible contrasts here* 

Ennl Ish 

High pretanigg low Rrehend 

I* A it was e/nough to /Mint 

HIqh pretanict hiph orehead 

2e I+ A or /simply /&imc)ed 

Law pratoniep low 
_prehend 

3* // J+A as ap/posed to /±each ing 

tow oretonict hinh prehind 

4# 1+ and /leave it at /±hst 
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Cormmn 

Hiqh protonict low prehend 

le . // iA als vor/kauf t von /Zeit zu /Zeit /eines der /Ldbolst'Ücke // 

Hlah protoniephiqh tirehend 

29 l+ die /uner/freuliche Ge/wohnheit /hat / zu /trinken 

Z // 16/- */-***/-*/-/*/ -*l\ . // 
Risinq pretoniep lOw prehend 

3. // 2A und /wo Ist /da ein Zu/sammenhang mit /Ihrem Ver/ýrechen // 

Risinn pretonic, high prehend 

iA Sie /haben eine /ganze /Menge er/L8hren In/spektor // 

R // /_ "ø /e /"" /"b 

.. 
/. 

__.. /1 
It is clear from examples of this sort that where the preheads 

differ in their meaning at all the differencep as Kingdon observes, 

appears to arise from the pitch contrast between the prehead and 

the onset of the tonic- By being at a contrasting pitch the prehead 

emphasises the pitch level of the following pretonic. This applies 

especially to the low pretonics as in the fourth English examplet 

where the low level is. especially emphosised by the preceding high 

pitcht and this draws attention to the reduction of prominence 

indicated by this protonic* There is also a rather livelier note 

achieved by the pitch change* This kind of contrast is not often 

exploiteds ho"verj, and cases of this sort are not common. 
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10,, B Tons aystems iind Imodml onrticles' 

A number of writers have drawn attention to the relationship 

between intonation patterns and the so-called 'modal particles' of 

Carman* In Particulars comparisons have been made between the use 

of these particles and the use of certain tones in Englich. Naturally.. 

remarks of this kind are usually made by those who write an German 

from the point of view of the English learner (e. go Collinsont 

1938# 1953; Eggelingt 1961; Hammert 1971) or those who write an 

English from the point of view of the Carman learner (eege Schubiger# 

193S,, 1958,1965)o English-speaking writere writing on English 

or Cormon-speaking writers writing on Carman# have loss cause and 

lose opportunity to draw such comparisons. There have also been 

attempts to relate Carman modal particla3 to those of other 

languages (Arndt# 1960)9 and also to relate them to German intonaticn 

(sege Krivonosovp 1965as 196Sb,, 1966). 

Unfortunately# fevi of these discussions are really systematic., 

They often amount to no more then somewhat random observations an 

the role of individual particles with rd hoe equivalents in English* 

This is largely due to difficulties inherent in the particles them- 

selves (not to mention those inherent in intonation)* The present 

discussion must likewise be somewhat selective and superficialt as 

a detailed analysis of these particles and their role would require 

a separate study* 

The first difficulty is that of identifying the particles 

themselves. Plost Carman grammarians do not isolate any class of 

words of this typey but include them among the adverbs or the 

'Modalwdrterl - the letter class not being co-extensive with the particles 
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discussed hars* A number of writers (e. g. Erbenj, 1964, p. 157) 

do isolate them as at least a sub-class of adverbs#' while Admoni 

(J970) and Schmidt (1967) give a rather more structured classification. 

0 go Helbig and Busches, 1974; Some recent pedagogical grammars (a 

Hammor, 1971) give u8eful lists of v* OriOus Particles, with examples. 

In all these Casess howeverp ihe class of words discussed is 

somethat wider than that with whidh we are concerned hereo 

The fact that a class of 'model particles# is not usually 

isolated is not due to the inadequacies of the grammarn just cited; 

the problem is that both syntactically and semantically such a 

class is somevhat dubious. Model particles shade off into other 

types of words generally time or manner adverbsp and most of' the 

particles themselves can be used in several ways, some of which can 

be doscribed as 'model'# others note It Is also naturally difficult 

to say what is or is not a 'modal' use. 

Despite thiss however# thew_is some advantage# for the purposes 

of the present study at least# in treating the 'modal particles' 

as a recognisable categorys The main criterion for the identification 

of these particles in their model use is semantics though this 

may be reinforced by syntactic# and even phonological# criteria* 

The major particles that fall into this category are probably the 

follawingt doch$, jnt denns schong. (ein)malt nur# aucho £bent wohle 

abers etwsp Me Others are less certain because they appear to be 

rather more 'lexicall, eage eicpntlichp villardinnst frailiche 

n9mlich Still others ere perhaos al; o modal, but their function 

Is of a rather more syntactic kindo e. g. p1spe Some of these 

appear to be restricted in their occurrence by the sentence mood 
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(or perhaps the sentence function): doch does not usually occur 

in questions# while denn usually occurs only in questions* Mal is 

found principally In commands. 

Not all of the above particles occurred in the data* ThO 

following are examples of those that did. The particle is identified 

by capitels. 

doch, 

2 und die moderne Junge Frau von heute die arbeitet DOCH 

sehr viel mit / 

29 sie sollten DOCH ein binschen mehr lernen 

3. /4 aber das mmcht, DOCH nichts 

3 Sie meinen DOCH nicht daas 

l' das Ist DOCH ganz natÜrlich 

. 
i-n 

6.1 aber Niedersachsen ist JA euch konservativ 

7.1 das Ist JA enorme Neuerung / 

84 1 Ich weiss JA wie das aussieht in Schottland 

90 1 da kriegt man JA keine Unterkunft 

100 1 eS wer JA wirklich gut / 

denn 

Ile 2 wo Ist, DENN das 

12. /2 haben Sie DENN auch schon selbst mit DreDarlington gesprochen / 

13* 1 wie ist DENN das eigentlich/ 

14,1 was macht ihr DENN ao In den Ferien 
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15.1 was ein für sich. MAL nusgeben kann / 

16,4 wenn Sie zur Abwechslung MAL meinen Tabak probiaren wollnn 

179 1 MAL was nnders / 

Ine 1 Mre Leads nehmen wir EINMAL ein 

schon 

19,2 des Ist SCHON so / 

20o 2 was Ist SCHON dabei 

oben 

219 /2 weil man sie EBEN machen muse / 

nimlich 

229 das Ist NÄMLICH eine Mischung die Ich mir eigens In 

London herstellen lasse / 

elqentlich 

23o 1 wir wollen EIGENTLICH nur Schottland sehen 

244,1 ich wer EICENTLICH noch nie'weiter / 

auch 

25� /1 Ich will Sie AUCH gar nicht *'berzeugen Sir / u 

We may turn now to the meanings of these particles* A brief 

characterisation is given here for each one, though it is not 

claimed that the labels are necessarily entirely adequate* The 

difficulties of generalisation and 'interpretation' are of a very 

similar kind to those encountered with Intonation patterns and the 

solutions are similarly rather unsatisfactory* The various works 

cited so for in this section have been drawn on extensively heret 

though the meanings they Sive have not always been adopted* 
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Doch 

111is particle has an ndveramtive forces and is widely used 

in utterances which contradict a previous ut- 

that the Previous utterance contains a false 

Schubiger (1965) puts it.. it has the meaning 

(or act) one would think you didn't know (or 

circumstances) "s 

ja 

terances or which imply 

assumption. As 

"by the way you talk 

were ignorant of the 

Like docht ja links an utterance to previous utterances or 

Presuppositionst but without the 'adversative' implications Thus# 

instead of drawing the listener's attention to something which 

contradicts his previous assumptions# it *draws the listener's 

attention to some circumstance he may be expected to know or to 

agree with" (Collinsong 1953)e "It is most frequently inserted in 

z atatement which is explanatoryp or which assumes that the person 

addressed knows the factso although he may have forgotten them at 

the moment" (Eggeling)o A suitable label to contrast with the 

force of doch might thus be confirmatory. 

-Ce 
in) "1 

-The main use of mal is in commands# where it gives the 

connotation of a suggestion rather than a demande The $suggestion' 

element is also present in other types of utterances as in examples 

16 and 17. 

schon 

The temporal connotation qf the adverb schon, (Ialready') is 

not completely absent in its use as a model particlej but instead 
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of the notion of a temporal prerequisite we have a more general 

one "painting to a minimum requirement" (Schubigery J965), to which 

the utterance commits itself* It thus may suggest that whatever 

else may occur or exists this utterances, or at least its pre- 

suppositions, is valid or applicable. It thus "emphasises the 

adequacy of an item to produco a result" (Collinsong 1953)9 

This connotation may be subject to a variety of interpretaltionss, 

the main one of which is *giving a note of preference or encouragement 

to an imperative or its equivalent" (Hammer); "perhaps its most 

characteristic use in familar conversation is to encourage or 

reassure" (Collinsons 1953)9 The notion of an assured minimum 

'requirement or attainment can also have concessive meanings howevers 

if followed by an appropriately adversative item; here "it has 

the force of 11 admits I grant you' 0 (Eggeling), 

denn 

7his particle is largely confined to questions* Its meaningt 

howevers is hard to pin down* Schubiger (1935) writest rather 

unhelpfully, that "denn is quite common in questions, Questions 

are always more emotional than statements. So this particle is 

Inserted., " Others are more specific; for Collinson (J938) it 

indicates "lively interest in his partner's communication"# or 

may sometimes indicate impatienre. Eggeling's formulationt which 

is also quoted with approvzl by. Hammort is very similar: "inserted 

In a questions denn implies lively interest or impatience on the 

part of the questioners, or makes the question less-abrupt"s while 

Halbig and Buschs give Its meaning as "Verstgrkung einer Frageg 

zugleich subjektive Anteilnehmeg. 
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7hers iss, of course# an apparent contradiction between the 

-'positive' attituda implied by 'lively interest' or 'less abrupt' 

and the 'negative' one implied by limpatienCelo 7his suggests 

that the above meanings have not quite captured the significance 

of this particle* In fact it seems that, denn, hae in some way a 

similar meaning to doch or La in statementsp but without the 

adversative element of the formar and the confirmatory element of 

the lattert it refers back to the previous utterance# as though 

to say $in view of this# granted this# despits thisp etcep what 

about ... 1. Its function is thus similar to the less frequent 

but analogous particle then in English questions* Schubiger (1935) 

suggests that it may occur "in questions following upon a negative 

or hypothetical statement"# and also (J965) goes as far as to 

regard it as the equivalent of doch in uh-questionso 8oth the 

notion of lively interest and that of impatience seem derivable 

from this basic meaning in appropriate citcumstancese 

oben 

The independent adverbial use of this particle in the sense 

of #exactly$ is also reflected in its meaning as a model particles 

where it is 'begrenzend ; 4nd identifizierend' (Admoni)o It indicates 

*confirmation of something about which there is no arguingt which 

has to be taken as a fact* (Schubigerp 1935)9 or the "resigned 

acceptance of a situation or the necessity for such an attitude* 

(Hammer). * it may thus also be said to have #explanatory# force 

(Eggeling), 
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nur 

Like schon nur implies a minimum requirementq though in 

a slightly difforent way@ In imperative sentences it implies 

'that's all you have to do's and may thus be encouraging or 

reassuring. Unlike schong howevert it appears to contain a 

conditional element Oif you just do thisq then as*") which can, 

an occasionplead it to "expross an exhortation or warning" (Hammer)e 

wohl 

7his might be called the presumotive part I icloo The speaker 

"puts forward a presumption and expects it will be confirmed" 

(Collinsons 1938), This implies probability# but also an element 

of 'uncertainty' (Hammer) and 'conjecture' (Eggoling)o In suitable 

contexts$ when followed by eber or its equivalent it is likely 

to take on concessive force. 

etwa - 

If wohl conveys probabilityp etwa is "the particle of 

possibility" (Collinsong 1938). It suggests that "something may 

conceivably happen" (Eggeling). in a negative utterance it "often 

implies that a. cartain conclusion has beeng or might bet drawn" 

(Hammer), and thus corresponds to the English #surely (not)' 

(Eggeling), 

euch 

As a model particle ouch retains something of its full meaning 

of 'also$ since it implies that what is said is additional to# 

and relevant forj, what has g one before. It thus may'be "often 

used to confirm a Previous statementO or have "explanatory force" 
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(Eggaling). With different sentence functions it may be 

interpretod in different wayst 'be sure to .. *' in commandiss, 'are 

you cure so* I in questions# or 'to be sure so I in statements 

(Collineon, 1938)o It may be 
. 
"emphatic confirmation oce of a 

tentative statementu or "resigned acquiescenceu (Collinsons J953); 

it may "correct a false impression" or Oreinforce a request or 

admonition" (Hammer)* All these are derivable from the basic additive 

connotation. 

mber 

Like sucho aber implies an addition to a previous utterances 

but it implies contrast., In some cases it may be equivalent to, dochp 

but it may lack the advoreativat contradictory force of the letters 

The modal particle is often difficult to distinguish from the 

co-ordinating conjunction. 

e- Inentlich 

Tne independent meaning of eloentlich is 'properly$# $really'# 

a tee There is something of this meaning In its use as a modal 

particle (cf9 English really) as it can signify "contrary to 

appearances,, expectations# or later developments" (Hemmer)* This 

meaning is gen erally hardly present# howevers and its function 

may often be that of focussing on a topic in a rather tentative way* 

As Collinson (1938) puts it: a speaker wishing to introduce a 

now topic or change the subject feels his way with a question which# 

to avoid brusqueness# is provided with an introductory formula and 

padded with a particle like ainentlich". In questions# "colloquially it 

may mean no more than 'tell me' ". 
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ellerdings/freilich 

Both those particles (as alsolzwers which is more restricted 

syntactically) imply concessions with the connotation Inovortheless' 

a tce 

nmmlich 

7he meaning Inamely's, which this has in one of its functions# 

is also present in somewhat weakened form in its modal usepwhere 

it has explanatory force (= 'you knowlt 'you see's etc*)* 

so 

7hia particle can hardly be assigned a meaning at all* It 

often occurs in rapid colloquial speech as a kind of fillers The 

most that can be attributed to it by way of meaning would be 

'casualness's etc, (Hammer)o A characteristic example is 14, 

Having surveyed, albeit. brieflyp the main 'modal Particlos' 

we may consider their relationship to intonation patterns* 

Discussions of their relationship to Cerman intonation -are rare; 

though a number of writers suggest that there is interaction here& 

Hammers for-example# says of is that "with suitable intonationp it 

may express protest or indignation"t though no indication is given 

of what this $suitable intonation' might be, A more explicit 

account is given by Krivonosov (1965st 1965bg 1966)o He considers 

the particles denn schon, timp docht and ouch, and their relationship 

to the range of the intonation pattern* He sees these two as having 

a similar functions so that in written German,, where intonation is 

necessarily absent# these particles "treten als ein Signal der 

entsprechenden Intanntion und damit der entsprechenden Bedeutung auf"* 
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rurthormores in spoken Cerman the presence of modal particless 

with the came meaning as the intonation patterns takes some Of the 

burden of meaning away from the intonationt "dadurch wird die 

Bedeutung der Intonstion als eines Ausdrucksmittels der subjektiv-p. 

modalen Bedeutung gemindert"o 

Krivonosov compares the intonation of sentences with and' 

without denn. docht schon and such and concludes that with the 

particles the sentonce is uttered at a higher pitch# with greater 

pitch ranges and with more dynamic stress. Furthermore# 'loin und 

darvolbe Satz mit und ohne die models Partikel kann unm6glich 

gloich gesprochen warden", An exception to this is the particle 

Les, thich is not normally accompanied by such differences of 

intonation. 

Krivonosovlo interpretation leadsto a serious contradiction# 

however. On the one hand he is able to assert thats on account of 

the wider pitch range of utterances containing modal particles# 

wdie Intonation der S'a*tze mit den modalen Partikeln ist vial 

emotionaller als im Satz ohne die modelen Partikelnwd, On the other 

handg howevers the assertion that modal particles reduce the role 
0 

of intonation leads to the directly opposed conclusion that the 

intonation in such cases is less emotionalt "Andererseits ist 

die Intonation der S*a*tze mit den madalen Partikeln weniger emotionell 

als die Sgtze ohne die modelen Partikeln". 

7ho source of this confusion is evidently the view that the 

presence of (emotional) modal particles automatically reduces the 
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A 
$emotional' role of intonation. If this were co, then we would 

expect that the more #emotional' the particlep the less 'emotional' 

would be the intonation# and vice versa* Yet the discussion of Ls 

shows the reverses this particle does not# according to Krivonosovp 

bring with it a more emotional intonation pattornp but this cannot 

be# as his approach implies# because it in especially 'emotional' 

and therefore takes away from the intonation the burden of indicating 

the emotionality of the utterance; it is the reverses 18 is a 

rather weak# lLnemotional particle. 

7he resolution of this contradiction would seem to be quite 

straightforward: if it is true that sentences with model particles 

have a livelier intonation pattern than those without them# then 

it is simply because both particles and intonation are the markers 

of more 'emotional' utterances and are thus likely to co-occuro 

1here seems to be no evidence for a transfer of meaning from one 

to the othero 

Krivonosov's basic claim that utterances containing certain 

inodal particles are always characterised by greater intonational 

range is in any case debatable. Though it is likely that 'emotional' 

or 'emphatic' utterances will be characterised by a variety of 

features# Including particles and more 'emphatic' Intonationt it is 

certainly not the case that all utterances containing certain model 

particles must have such an intonation, 

7he same thing 'can be said of the relationship between modal 

particles and individual tones* Since many questions have tons Us 
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and ainca dann in regularly found in questions# we might be tempted 

to soo denn as necessarily entailing the use of tons C2* However# 

dnnn also occurs in questions which do not have tone Us and C2 

occurs in questions which do not have denn. The conclusion is thus 

unfounded* 

In shorts, thens, model particles are essentially independent 

of Intonation# though this does not# of courses preclude the 

existance of certain tendencies towarda co-occurrence of individual 

particles and individual intonational features. 

Of some interest in the present study is the relationship 

between Carman modal particles and Enqlish intonationo The 

equivalence of the function of certain particles and certain English 

tones is a particularly attractive possibility# especially since 

Carman, with its smaller number of tones and loss complex paratone- 

group structural might be thought 'deficient' in intonational means 

of expressione To compensate for this by finding equivalent means 

of expression in the modal particles would go some way towards 

redressing the balance* 

The most explicit discussion of these relationships is found 

In Schubiger (1965)o She takes a number of German sentences with 

differant sentence functions# most of which contain the particle 

dachp and relates them to English sentences with a variety of 

intonation patterns, The most-important correspondences given are 

described In what follows, 

In statements# Sc. hubiger equates the Cerman particle with an 

English pattern which hass 
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low protonic and a wide falling nucleusp eigo 

thaes just what I *%said 

n das hablich doch ebon gp-sagt 

("if the surprise or protest is vivid") 

a rising protonic and a wide falling nucleusp eoge 

., 
Justice 

, corh be "ý bought 

c die Carechtigkeit kann man doch nicht kaufan 

(*if the rotort is chiefly a protest against tho interlocutor's 

Inconsistency") 

a low protonic with a low rising nuclous. 9-sege 

it was I all Iright,, yestorday 

= gostern war's dir doch recht 

(iv) ("a challenging or sonsorious attitude") 

a rising-falling nucleus# eg. 

you didnitAesk me 

m du hast mich doch (ar ja) nicht gefragt 

(v) ("more mildly argumentative*) 

a falling-rising nucloust e. g. 

Veomebody's got to do it 

r. jemand muns es doch tun 

In commands um find not only doch but also (in rejoinders) 

ebene 7he equivalent intonation patterns are said to be the following: 

(vi) a low protonic with a wide falling nucleusp'eog, 

, try and , find an other 

auch eben noch eine zweite 
I 
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a rising-falling nucleus (sac (iv) )p a. go 

tzke an4other one 

x nimm gbgnýýeinen anderen 

(viii) a low protonic with a low rising nucleus# eago 

doA do 
. I Othat 

m tu das doch nicht 

in questions the particle is denn. In wh-questions we find 

the following correspondencet 

low protonic with a wide falling nucleust Sege 

4-0 
whaes it got to do with" us 

c v. -as geht denn das mich an 

In yes/no questions we got a (low) rising intonation4 

(x) 
I 
is it so Ivory sure prising 

c Ist es denn so erstaunlich 

On the basis of pairs of sentences of this kind# Schubiger is 

able to draw parallels between the use of certain modal particles 
a 

in Cerwen and certain intonation patterns in English* There arev 

howevers a number of very dubious aspects Jo her conclusions* One 

serious methodological deficiency is that Schub'ger never once gives 

any indication of the intonation of the German ventencese This gives 

the impression that whereas English has intonation# German has model 

particlesj, and hence it is all too easy to relate the one to the 

other. If we add the intonation to the Carman sentences# too, then 

the case for equating Carman particles and English intonation becomes 

far less atrongo In the first place it will be observed that the 

majority of the intonaiian patterns given here for English also occur 

in Carmen# and with the same connotation* This applies to all but 
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(iii)t (v)v (viii). * and (x). In all those casec. ubere German 

possesses equivalent patternsp correspondence betweon the Carman 

and English versions will only be maintained if the Carman utterance 

has the some intonation pattern as the English* In cases (i)j (vi) 

and (ix)t for exampley which all have a low pretonic with a wide 

falling nucleus in English# the Corman sentence given here as 

equivalent will 6nly be so if it, too# has a low pratonic and a wide 

falling nucleuse If it hasp sayy a high pretonic and a mid falling 

nucleusp equivalence can be restored by giving the English sentence 

a high pretanic and a mid falling nucleus. In no sense# thereforo., 

can the model particle be regarded as the German way of expressing 

that English expresses through intonations both languages use 

intonation here in the same way, The most that'could be said is 

that the modal particle will occur In a sentence of a given type# 

and that this type of sentence may be characterised by a certain 

Intonation pattern in both languages. 

Comparison of model particles and intonation patterns becomes 

more justifiable in those cases where the English intonation Pattern 

has no counterpart in Cermant vize where English has tone E3 or E46 

Here. we could at least argue that the English intonation pattern may 

be equivalent to a combination of intonation pattern and modal 

particle in Carman* There are sometimes difficultiesp however# in 

ensuring that the versions are actually more or less equivalents 

especially in the absence of any intonation marking for German in 

Schubiger's paper* In case (iii)p for examples the Carman sentence 

could have variou 
.a 

ver'sionst differing in tonic . itye If the nucleus 

is on recht the equivalent English version would probably have two 
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tow-groups# with tones El and E3 (cf, p, 504# above for the 

relationship between following minor tones in English and thematisation 

in Cerman)e Equivalence would only be obtained with the nucleus 

an nosterns as in the English version. But what tons would this 

version have in Carman? In fact, the correspondence is made more 

confusing here by Schubigerle admission that she is handicapped 

by her use of O'Connor and Arnold's notations She implies that 

the tone intended here in English is not the low rise proper (0) 

but a wider version - presumably a fairly narrow form of tone E2. 

Thio being so# the most likely equivalent in Cerman would likewise 

be the high rise# Mo Again# therefores it becomes difficult to 

equate the modal particle with the intonations 

Case (v) is somewhat different* Here there is certainly no 

equivalent German tonet and the most likely tone for the German 

sentence would be C1. This would leave the way clear for equating 

tone E4 with tone Gj+ doche 7his interpretation seems very unrealistic# 

however# since the connotation of doch does not seem to be very 

close to that of E4* rurthermorep tons CI * doch occurs elsewhere 

(with cases (i) and (ii)j for example) where it is not at all 

equivalent to E4s 

In shortp thong despite Schubiger's claims, it appears that 

there is no English intonation pattern that is equivalent to doche 

Ihe equivalences given by Schubiger depend on choosing the same 

intonation pattern for the Cerman sentence as for the Englisht as far 

as th a tons-systems of the two languages allow. 
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In fact,, t6is lack of connection between modal particles and 

intonation is not really surprising, if we examine the meanings 

of these particles as set out above. Very few of these have a 

meaning which is in any way comparable with that of'ths intonation 

patterns discussed earlier in this chapter* There are one or two 

exceptions# however# where a connection is more plausible* The 

particle mall for example# has a 'suggestive$ meanings especially 

in an imperative; it implies that the utterance is put forward in 

a mild and non-assertive fashiono This is rather similar to the 

meaning of tone Me Other particles which have a similar kind of 

meaning are La and schonp whichs being 'confirmatorylp have the same 

element of non-assertivenesso We might thus consider that there' 

Is at least a measure of comparability between English utterances 

with tone E3 and German utterances with one or other of those 

particles (cf* the examples given in JO. 3o4p above)* Other particles 

whose meaning has some affinity with an English intonation pattern 

are l1lerdingstfrailich and zvmr. As noted above# these have 

concessive forces which is one of the interpretations# in appropriate 

circumstancess, of the meaning of tone E4 (cf. 10*3@5)o 

In all these cases of equiv3lence, howeverj, it is notable 

that the Cerman modal particles are far more specific in their meaning 

than the English intonation patterns- The English tone E3 has a 

much wider and more general meaning than malt jet or schon since it 

&imply implies a non-assertive utterance while the particles are 

restricted to a confirmatory-role# and then only of a particular kind* 

Similarly# the meaning of tone E4 is not restricted to concessiono 
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In conclusions therefore, the claim that German modal 

particles are equivalent to English intonation patterns must be 

rejected as being for too strange Although there are affinities in 

a number of casesp the meanings of intonation patterns are of a 

more gener819 and therefore a rather differents, kind from those of 

the particles* From this we must conclude that the connotations 

convoyed in English by certain intonation patterns and in German 

by modal particles are simply not usually expressed in the other 

languaget at least not in any consistent and regular fashion, 

10*9. Conclusion 

In this chapter we have considered the moaning of several 

phonological variables involving pitch features within a given 

prosodic structures Without attempting to recapitulate the findings 

I in detailp we may now attempt to draw together the main features 

of the discussion into a general conclusion. 

The traditional term for this aspect of Intonational meaning 

is the indication of 'attitude'. It will be clear from the discussion 

in this chapter# howevert that 'attitude' is not a very apt 

designation for the kind of meaning involved here* It implies that 

the speaker uses intonation to indicate his opinionst moods, feelings 
I 

I 
and so an* Although such $attitudes' may well be indicated by 

various features of utterances, including some features of pitch# 

the kinds of meaning that we have considered here are of a rather 

different type: they relate-to the textual rjole of the utterance* 

Taking the last three chapters in this study together# we may 
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draw the conclusion that all the major intonational voriables are 

bound up with textual aspects of utterances rather than with their 

propositional content* '"Idelityl differs from $information structural 

(chapter 8) and $information focus' (chapter 9) in that it is not 

concerned with the structure of the ImeasageO (cf* 3,6 ) but 

rather with its r8let or with ths role of the individual parts of 

the structure In the structure itself. 

Although we may regard the different variables involved in 

indicating this r8le together as having a 'modal$ meaning,, this 

meaning is itself complex* and susceptible to division into typeep 

thich are associated with the various systems operating at verious 

points in the structum The chief variable here is tone-choices 

but this must be sean in conjunction with the role of the tons-group 

In the larger structural unit of the Paratone-groupe The spacific 

implications conveyed by the different tones cannot be separated from 

the role that the tons-group has in this larger unit. The greatest 

independence of function is found with tones in major ton"e-groups; 

here the meaning of the tones relates the paratone-group as a whole to 

Its textual contextt indicating whether tho speaker wishes to 

accord to his utterance an 'assertive' element# an element of 'appeal',, 

an element of personal 'involvement's and the like* The connotation 

in minor tone-groups is more restricted# and more narrowly textuals 

since it relates to the r8le of the tone-group in the paratone-group 

in quastiont and indicates its connection with the major tone-group 

to which it is subardinatede Pretonic choices are also mors restricted@ 

7hey are limited to indicating greater or less prominence# animation# 

etc*# within the tone-group, 
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This summary che recte rise tion is, of course# rather general# 

and may thus parhaps be considered to be of little Valwo' - The 

view adopted and advocated in this study, however., is that ouch 

generalisations about the meaning of intonationg which attempt to 

see intonation in broad textual tarms rather than relating it more 

specifically to contextualising featuros of individual utterancest 

are not only justifiable but also essential if we are to avoid the 

pitfalls of traditional descriptions of intonations Most such 

descriptions attempt to make the meaning of intonation os precise 

as possible by relating it to a variety of contextual featurese 

For from making the meaning of intonation more precisep howevers 

this approach simply obscures it by illegitimately including 

meanings as intonational which are not the property of the intonation 

patterns at all. 

For this reason# then# the present chapter has deliberately 

avoided establishing t complex framework of contextual features in 

terms of which to examine the meaning of intonations No attemPt 

has been made to deal separately with the intonation of different 

sentence typest vhether those differing in sentence mood or those 

- differing in sentence function. On the contrarys where cases of 

apparent contextual conditioning of this sort have been encounteredg 

attempts have been made to find alternative explanations which do 

not require such conditioning. If the overall effect of a given 

intonation pattern with a given sentence type appears to be different 

from that obtained with the same intonation pattern and a different 

sentence types, t; hiG is# it is claimed# not because the intonation 
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pattern has a different meaning in the two coass, * but because the 

some basic intonational meaning may interact differently with 

different features of the syntactic context* 

This approach is entirely in keeping with that adopted in the 

preceding two chapterse In all cases the more specific meanings 

claimed for intonation in particular contexts can be derived from 

the interaction between a more consistent and more general intonational 

meaning and a veriaty of non-intonational features which may differ 

from context to context* The features with which intonation Interacts 

are also different for different aspects of intonational meaning* 

In the case of information distribution intonation Interacts with 

the relative indepeindence and degree of cohesion and integration 

of syntactic items; in the case Of information focus it interacts 

with thellexicall or 'grammatical' status of the items and their 

ordering; In the case of modality it interacts with sentence moods 

sentence functiong and related elements such as modal particles* 

These interattions are complex# but they should not be allowed to 

obscure the basic independence of intonational features as devices 

In the textual articulation of utterances. 
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